
Guide to Commands

The Guide to Commands is a comprehensive description of the complete array of 
commands.

●     ACTIVATE Command
●     BATCH Command
●     DELETE Command
●     DISPLAY Command
●     DOWNLOAD Command
●     DUPLICATE Command
●     EDIT Command
●     EXPAND Command
●     FILE Command
●     HELP Command
●     INDEX Command
●     LOGOFF Command
●     NEWS Command
●     ORDER Command
●     PRINT Command
●     QUERY Command
●     READ Command
●     RUN Command
●     SAVE Command
●     SCREEN Command
●     SDI Command
●     SEARCH Command
●     SELECT Command
●     SEND Command
●     SET Command
●     SORT Command
●     STRUCTURE Command
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ACTIVATE 

Command function: Recall items from long-term storage for use in the current online session

Command format: ACTIVATE name/LETTER

ACT name/LETTER (Expert version)

Aliases: FETCH

         RECALL

         RETRIEVE

General discussion: The ACTIVATE command is used to recall a saved query, L-number list, SDI 
profile, batch request, or answer set from your long-term storage. The system automatically assigns the 
next available L-number to the activated item. The L-number may be used in subsequent commands, 
just like any L-number created during the current session. For information on saving items, refer to the 
SAVE section or enter HELP SAVE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To use this command, enter ACTIVATE at an arrow prompt (=>) followed by the saved name, a 
diagonal slash (/), and the appropriate letter representing the type of saved item.

         The items you may activate are:

         1. Saved answer set - name/a

         2. Batch request - name/b

         3. L-number list - name/l

         4. Saved query - name/q

         5. SDI profile - name/s

A saved item may be activated only by the same loginid that created it. 

For information about this command while online, enter HELP ACTIVATE at an arrow prompt (=>).

 



ACTIVATE 

Displaying a List of Saved Items 

To see an alphabetical list of all answer sets, L-number lists, and queries saved on your account, enter 
DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt =>).

The displayed list includes the name of the saved item, the date it was created, its title if one was used, 
and the file in which it was created. If the item was saved temporarily, the word TEMP displays with the 
name in the list.

For more information about DISPLAY SAVED, refer to the DISPLAY section or enter HELP DISPLAY 
SAVE at an arrow prompt (=>) while online.

To see a list of unprocessed batch requests, enter DISPLAY SAVED/B at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see a list of SDI profiles, enter DISPLAY SAVED/S at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the answer sets, lists, and queries you have saved 

=> dis saved

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ALUM/L 25 FEB 93 1 L-NUMBER

                  CAST BRONZE ALLOYS

ASPIRIN/A 30 JUL 93 4737 ANSWERS

                  454 ANSWERS IN FILE BIOSIS

                  4281 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE CHEMLIST

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE RTECS

BRONZE/Q TEMP QUERY CREATED IN FILE MH5

DASH/A 09 MAR 93 64 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

METAL/L 05 MAR 93 1 L-NUMBER



NCOMPDS/Q 30 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE BEILSTEIN

                  RXN STUDY

PROT/A 29 JUL 93 2 ANSWERS IN FILE NAPRALERT

                  GIVE RESULTS TO DR. BIVEN

RING4/A 25 FEB 93 7045 ANSWERS

                  4575 ANSWERS IN FILE MDF

                  2470 ANSWERS IN FILE ASMDATA

STEEL/Q 25 FEB 93 QUERY CREATED IN A MULTIFILE ENVIRONMENT

To activate an item you have saved 

=> activate

ENTER NAME OF SAVED ITEM TO ACTIVATE OR (END):steel/q

L28 QUE ALLOY STEEL AND PLATE/FRM

 



ACTIVATE 

Activating a Saved Answer Set 

Command format: ACTIVATE name/A

ACT name/A (Expert version)

A saved answer set must be activated before answers can be displayed or printed, and before it can be 
used as a search term in another file. To recall a saved answer set from your long-term storage, you 
must be in the file where it was created. Enter the file using the FILE command. Then, enter ACTIVATE 
followed by the saved name, including /A. The answer set is automatically assigned the next available 
L-number in the current session. The L-number contains the answers to the search, as well as a 
searchable copy of the query that produced the search results. In some cases, the query that created 
the answer set also receives an L-number. If the saved search was a range search, the range is 
indicated in the L-number.

When a saved answer set was created using L-number answer sets, the answer set and the 
intermediate answer sets are given L-numbers when activated. However, the answers in the 
intermediate L-numbers are not displayable. You can distinguish these from L-number that contains 
displayable answers. The number of answers in these intermediate L-numbers is enclosed in 
parentheses. Use the L-numbers of the intermediates steps as queries.

If you assigned a title when you saved the answer set, the title is displayed when you activate the 
answer set.

To activate a saved answer set 

=> file napralert 

=> act prot/a

TITLE: GIVE RESULTS TO DR. BIVEN

L2 2 SEA FILE=NAPRALERT ACH/CC AND PROTEID/CI

To display an answer from an activated answer set 

=> dis hit 

L2 ANSWER 1 OF 2 NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

ORGN Class: ARTHROPOD 

         TYPE OF STUDY (STY): IN VITRO. Classification (CC): ***ACH 



                  RELEASE STIMULATION***

                  Dosage Information: CHICKEN; CONC USED: 0.1 MICROMOLS

                  Pathological system: BIVENTER-CERCIS NERVE-MUSCLE PREPARATION

                  Qualitative results: ACTIVE

                  COMPOUND. Chemical name (CN): NOXIUSTOXIN

                           Class identifier (CI): ***PROTEID***

 



ACTIVATE

Displaying a List of Saved Answer Sets 

To see an alphabetical list of all answer sets saved on your account, enter DISPLAY SAVED/A at an 
arrow prompt (=>). The list includes the saved answer sets, the date they were created, the number of 
answers in the answer set, and the title if one was used. To see this same information for a single 
saved answer set, enter DISPLAY NAME/A at an arrow prompt (=>). This is a way to verify in which file 
the answer set was created.

=> dis saved/a

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ASPIRIN/A 30 JUL 93 4737 ANSWERS

                  454 ANSWERS IN FILE BIOSIS

                  4281 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE CHEMLIST

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE RTECS

DASH/A 09 MAR 93 64 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

PROT/A 29 JUL 93 2 ANSWERS IN FILE NAPRALERT

                  GIVE RESULTS TO DR. BIVEN

RING4/A 25 FEB 93 7045 ANSWERS

                  4575 ANSWERS IN FILE MDF

                  2470 ANSWERS IN FILE ASMDATA

USTOYOTA/A 29 JUL 93 499 ANSWERS IN FILE JPNEWS

Deleting a Saved Answer Set 

Activating a saved answer set does not remove it from your long-term storage. It recalls a copy to use 
in your current session. To remove saved answer sets from long-term storage, use the DELETE 
command. Refer to the DELETE section for more information or enter HELP DELETE at an arrow 
prompt (=>).



To delete a saved answer set 

=> delete dash/a

DELETE DASH/A? (Y)/N:y

DASH/A DELETED

 



ACTIVATE 

Activating a Saved Multifile Answer Set 

If the saved answer set is the total answer set from a multifile search, you must enter the same files 
before you may activate the answer set.

To activate search results from a multifile session 

=> file biosis ca chemlist rtecs

FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 09:42:04 ON 30 JUL 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BIOSIS(R)

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 09:42:04 ON 30 JUL 93

USE IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF YOUR CUSTOMER AGREEMENT

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY (ACS)

FILE 'CHEMLIST' ENTERED AT 09:42:04 ON 30 JUL 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 American Chemical Society (ACS)

FILE 'RTECS' ENTERED AT 09:42:04 ON 30 JUL 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 U.S. Secretary of Commerce on Behalf of the U.S.

Government (DOC)

=> act aspirin/a

L1 454 SEA FILE=BIOSIS 99-96-7

L2 4281 SEA FILE=CA 99-96-7

L3 1 SEA FILE=CHEMLIST 99-96-7

L4 1 SEA FILE=RTECS 99-96-7

L5 4737 SEA 99-96-7



 



ACTIVATE 

Activating a Query in a Saved Answer Set 

If you attempt to activate an answer set in a file other than the one in which it was created, you are 
given the option to activate the query. If you want to activate the query, answer y to the prompt. To 
create answers in the current file, search the L-number assigned to the query.

To activate the query from an answer set saved in another file 

=> file registry 

=> activate ibogam/a

ANSWER SET WAS CREATED IN FILE 'CA'.

An answer set can be activated only in the same file in which the search was done. Use the FILE 
command to switch to the correct file. Then enter ACTIVATE.

ACTIVATE QUERY ONLY? (Y)/N:y

L6 STR

L7 QUE L4

L8 QUE L5 (L) OXID?

To use the activated query to create an answer set in the current file 

=> sea l6

SAMPLE SEARCH INITIATED 9:58:12

         .

         .

         .

L9 28 SEA SSS SAM L4



 



ACTIVATE

Activating a Saved Batch Request 

Command format: ACTIVATE name/B

         ACT name/B (Expert version)

To recall a batch request that has not been processed, enter ACTIVATE followed by its saved name, 
including the /b. A batch request must be activated before it can be used in a search or query 
command, or its definition can be displayed. The batch request must be activated in the file where it 
was created. Batch requests consist of structures, screen sets, or structure and screen set queries. 
Each part of the query receives an L-number that may be used in a single structure-searchable file or in 
a multifile session of structure-searchable files. If a title was assigned during save, it displays along 
with the L-number when activated.

You may only activate your unprocessed batch requests. If your batch query has been searched, the 
search results are in a saved answer set and the request no longer appears in the saved batch 
requests. Refer to the ACTIVATE section for details on seeing the batch search results.

Refer to the manual Building and Searching Structures on STN for more information on creating a 
batch request.

To activate an unprocessed batch request 

=> activate

ENTER NAME OF SAVED ITEM TO ACTIVATE OR (END):penicil/b

L8 STR

Displaying a List of Saved Batch Requests 

To see a list of your unprocessed batch requests, enter DISPLAY SAVED/B at an arrow prompt (=>). 
To see where the batch request was created, enter display name/b at an arrow prompt (=>). The only 
requests that remain in the name/b list are those that have not yet been run.

Deleting a Saved Batch Request 

Activating the batch request does not remove it from the processing queue. To remove the request, 
enter DELETE NAME/B at an arrow prompt (=>).

To delete a batch request 



=> delete penicil/b

DELETE PENICIL/B? (Y)/N:y

PENICIL/B DELETED

 



ACTIVATE

Activating a Saved L-Number List 

Command format: ACTIVATE name/L

         ACT name/L (Expert version)

To recall an L-number list saved during a previous online session, enter ACTIVATE followed by its 
saved name, including /l. A saved L-number list must be activated before its L-numbers may be used in 
any way. L-numbers are assigned to each L-number from the original session. The activated L-number 
list indicates the files in which the L-numbers were created and shows the ranges and postings for any 
L-numbers that were answer sets when the L-number list was saved. If a title was assigned when 
saved, it is displayed with the list of L-numbers. If the list was saved temporarily, this is indicated.

The number of postings for the searches is informative only. You cannot display these answers. The L-
numbers assigned to an activated list may be used as queries, not answer sets, in the current online

session.

L-number lists may be activated in both single and multiple file environments.

To activate a saved L-number list 

=> activate heart/l

L19 ( 6246)SEA FILE=BIOSIS CHOLESTEROL AND HEART

L20 ( 6282)SEA FILE=MEDLINE CHOLESTEROL AND HEART

L21 ( 225)SEA FILE=BIOSIS L19 AND (FAILURE OR ATTACK)

L22 ( 332)SEA FILE=MEDLINE L20 AND (FAILURE OR ATTACK)

To use an L-number from an activated session 

=> file cjacs 

=> sea l22

         1823 CHOLESTEROL

         3293 HEART



         7773 FAILURE

         15198 ATTACK

L2 336 L20 AND (FAILURE OR ATTACK)

Displaying a Saved L-Number List 

To see lists that you have saved, enter DISPLAY SAVED/L at an arrow prompt (=>).

Deleting a saved L-Number List 

Activating a saved L-number list does not remove it from your long-term storage. To remove a saved 
list from long-term storage, enter DELETE NAME/L at an arrow prompt (=>).

To remove a L-number list from long-term storage 

=> delete heart/l

DELETE HEART/L? (Y)/N:y

HEART/L DELETED

 



ACTIVATE 

Activating a Saved Query 

Command format: ACTIVATE name/Q

ACT name/Q (expert version)

To retrieve a saved query, enter ACTIVATE followed by the saved name, including /q. A saved query 
must be activated before its definition may be displayed, but the saved name may be used directly in a 
search or query command without activation. An activated query is assigned an L-number and is 
identical to the original query. If a saved query was created from several L-numbers, then each query is 
assigned an L-number.

If you assigned a title, the title is displayed when the query is activated.

You may activate a query in a single or a multiple file environment.

To activate a saved query created in multiple steps 

=> act ncompds/q

TITLE: RXN STUDY

L30 QUE C6H7N

L31 QUE L12 AND REA/FA

L32 QUE L13 AND CN/FA

L33 QUE L14 AND RN/FA

To use an activated query 

=> sea l28

         25126 ALLOY

         18006 STEEL

         4575 ALLOY STEEL

                  (ALLOY(W)STEEL)



         2039 PLATE/FRM

L29 315 ALLOY STEEL AND PLATE/FRM

Displaying a List of Saved Queries 

To see a list of saved queries, enter DISPLAY SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). To see information 
on a specific saved query, enter display name/q at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see a list of your saved queries 

=> dis saved/q

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

BRA1/Q 19 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN METALCREEP

                  COPPER

BRONZE/Q TEMP QUERY CREATED IN FILE MH5

NCOMPDS/Q 30 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE BEILSTEIN

                  RXN STUDY

STEEL/Q 25 FEB 93 QUERY CREATED IN A MULTIFILE ENVIRONMENT

Deleting a Saved Query 

Activating a saved query does not remove it from your long-termstorage. To remove the query, enter 
DELETE NAME/Q at an arrow prompt (=>).

To remove a query from long-term storage 

=> delete bra1/q

DELETE BRA1/Q? (Y)/N:y

BRA1/Q DELETED

 



ACTIVATE

Activating a Saved SDI Profile 

Command format: ACTIVATE name/S

         ACT name/S Expert version)

An SDI is a file-specific query that is automatically searched each time the file is updated. The 
automatic current-awareness search request is created using the SDI command. An SDI profile must 
be activated before it may be used in a search or query command or its definition may be displayed or 
modified. To recall an SDI, enter ACTIVATE followed by its name, including /s. The query is assigned a 
the next available L-number.

If a title was assigned when you created the SDI, the title displays when the SDI profile is activated.

You may activate an SDI in a single file or while in a multifile session.

To activate an SDI profile 

=> activate

ENTER NAME OF SAVED ITEM TO ACTIVATE OR (END):heartfail/s

L68 QUE CHOLESTEROL AND HEART

L69 QUE L68 AND (FAILURE OR ATTACK)

To use an activated SDI profile 

=> sea l68

         38874 CHOLESTEROL

         103783 HEART

L70 1413 CHOLESTEROL AND HEART

Displaying a List of Saved SDI Profiles 

To see the SDI requests you have stored on your account, enter DISPLAY SAVED/S at an arrow 
prompt (=>). To see details on a specific SDI, enter dis name/s at an arrow prompt (=>).



Deleting a Saved SDI Profile 

Activating an SDI does not stop it from being processed each time a file is updated. To cancel the SDI 
request, enter DELETE NAME/S at an arrow prompt (=>).

 



BATCH

Command function: Request that a structure search be run overnight

Command format: BATCH Ln name/B type scope [Title]

BAT Ln name/B type scope [Title] (Expert version)

Aliases: NONE

General discussion: The BATCH command is used to request that a structure search be run 
overnight with higher system limits than are available online. In order to use this command, you must 
know how to do structure searching. The search query is processed automatically overnight and the 
results are stored in your long-term storage. The search limits are file-specific. To view the limits for a 
file while online, enter HELP SLIMIT at an arrow prompt (=>) after you enter the structure-searchable 
file.

         You may use the BATCH command only in files that allow structure searching. For more 
information on structure searching, including batch searching, refer to the manual Building and 
Searching Structures on STN.

         For information on BATCH while online, enter HELP BATCH at an arrow prompt (=>).

 



BATCH 

Creating A Batch Request 

To create a batch request, at the arrow prompt (=>) enter BATCH followed by the query L-number. Use 
the L-number for a structure query, a screen set, a query that is a combination of structures and 
screens, or an answer set created by a search of a structure, screen, or combination structure and 
screen. For more information on creating L-numbers with these commands, refer to the sections on 
STRUCTURE, SCREEN, and QUERY and to the manual Building and Searching Structures on STN.

If you want to request a batch search for a saved query, you must first activate the query and use the L-
number assigned. If you wish to use the query from a saved answer set in a batch request, you must 
first activate the answer set. Then, use either the L-number assigned to the query or to the answer set 
in the batch request. For more information on these two commands, refer to the sections on ACTIVATE 
and SAVE.

To request a batch search of a structure query 

=> structure

.

.

.

:end

L1 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> batch

ENTER QUERY L# FOR BATCH REQUEST OR (END):l1

ENTER BATCH REQUEST NAME OR (END):carboxylate3/b

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (SSS), CSS, FAMILY, OR EXACT:sss

ENTER SCOPE OF SEARCH (FULL) OR RANGE:full

QUERY 'L1' HAS BEEN SAVED AS BATCH REQUEST 'CARBOXYLATE3/B'

To request a batch search of a query with a structure and a screen set 

=> structure

.



.

.

:end

L2 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> scr 2043 and 2127

L3 SCREEN CREATED

=> query l2 and l3

L4 QUE L2 AND L3

=> batch l4 poly/b

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (SSS), CSS, FAMILY, OR EXACT:sss

ENTER SCOPE OF SEARCH (FULL) OR RANGE:full

QUERY 'L4' HAS BEEN SAVED AS BATCH REQUEST 'POLY/B'

 



BATCH

Naming a Batch Request 

The batch request must be named. Use a name that begins with a letter. It may have from 1 to 12 
characters, may contain only letters (A-Z) and/or numbers (0-9), and must end in /b.

To request a batch search of a saved query 

=> act salts/q

L5 STR

L6 SCR 2079

L7 QUE L5 AND L6

=> batch l7 css saf/b

ENTER SCOPE OF SEARCH (FULL) OR RANGE:full

QUERY 'L7' HAS BEEN SAVED AS BATCH REQUEST 'SAF/B'

Specifying Search Type 

The search types are file-dependent. Your choices may be EXACT, FAMILY, CSS (closed 
substructure), or SSS (substructure). Refer to Building and Searching Structures on STN for a 
complete description of these search types. SSS is the default search type in all structure-searchable 
files. If you choose EXACT or FAMILY, the system issues a warning that these searches have certain 
restrictions. If your query does not comply with the restrictions, your batch search cannot be run, but 
this is not identified until the system tries to process the batch.

Specifying Search Scope 

The search scopes are FULL or RANGE. Refer to Building and Searching Structures on STN for a 
complete description of these scopes. The default scope is FULL. Enter HELP RANGE at an arrow 
prompt (=>) for information for specifying a RANGE search.

To request a BATCH RANGE search 

=> batch l3 newringpro/b sss

ENTER SCOPE OF SEARCH (FULL) OR RANGE:range



ENTER RANGE OR (ALL):(1992,1993)

QUERY 'L3' HAS BEEN SAVED AS BATCH REQUEST 'NEWRINGPRO/B'

 



BATCH

Sample Searching 

A sample search is a search of a random portion of the file. It gives projections on the number of 
answers and iterations the full file search will encounter. Projections, based on the results of the 
sample search, are made for both online and batch searches of the full file. Always run a sample 
search before making a batch request to be sure that the search will complete. If the batch search 
exceeds allowable limits, the search is terminated and the incomplete answer set is saved. You are 
billed for the batch search even if it does not run to completion.

 



BATCH

Adding a Title 

Command format: BATCH TITLE Ln name/B type scope

BAT TITLE Ln type scope (Expert version)

If you wish to enter a short description for the batch request, enter TITLE on the same line as BATCH. 
You are then prompted to enter your title, which appears each time you display or activate the item, 
and on OFFLINE or EMAIL prints. You may enter up to 40 characters at the title prompt. You must 
remember to include TITLE on the same command line as BATCH when you want to add the 
descriptive title. The system does not automatically prompt you for a title during the execution of 
BATCH.

To add a title to your batch search request 

=> batch title

ENTER QUERY L# FOR BATCH REQUEST OR (END):l1

ENTER BATCH REQUEST NAME OR (END):ions/b

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (SSS), CSS, FAMILY, OR EXACT:family

QUERIES FOR FAMILY SEARCHES ARE SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS.

ENTER '?' AT THE NEXT PROMPT FOR AN EXPLANATION.

ENTER SCOPE OF SEARCH (FULL) OR RANGE:full

ENTER TITLE (NONE):send results to dr. charge

QUERY 'L1' HAS BEEN SAVED AS BATCH REQUEST 'IONS/B'

 



BATCH

Displaying All Unprocessed Batch Requests 

To see your batch requests waiting to be processed, use the DISPLAY command. Enter DISPLAY 
SAVED/B at an arrow prompt (=>) to list all unprocessed requests on your account, the date they were 
created, and the file in which they were created, as well as any titles you added. The requests are 
listed in alphabetical order. Once the batch search is run, the request is removed from the SAVED/B 
list. The answer set is placed in your long-term storage with the name you assigned with /a replacing /b.

To display all unprocessed batch search requests 

=> dis saved/b

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

CARBOXYLATE3/B 08 MAR 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY

IONS/B 08 MAR 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE BEILSTEIN

                  SEND RESULTS TO DR. CHARGE

MULTIRING/B 08 MAR 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE MARPAT

NEWRINGPRO/B 08 MAR 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE CASREACT

PHENYL/B 08 MAR 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY

SAF/B 08 MAR 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY

Displaying one Unprocessed Batch Request 

To see the specifications included in an unprocessed BATCH command, enter DISPLAY NAME/B at 
an arrow prompt (=>). This displays the date the request was created and the file in which it was 
created. It also shows the type and scope of the search. If you want to see the query, first ACTIVATE 
the batch, then DISPLAY the query.

To display a specific unprocessed batch search request 

=> dis ions/b

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 



IONS/B 08 MAR 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE BEILSTEIN

                  SEND RESULTS TO DR. CHARGE

TYPE OF SEARCH FAMILY

SCOPE OF SEARCH FULL

To display the query in an unprocessed batch search request 

=> act ions/b

TITLE: SEND RESULTS TO DR. CHARGE

L3 STR

=> dis que l3

L3 STR

.

.

.

 



BATCH 

Deleting a Batch Request 

To delete an unprocessed batch request, enter DELETE NAME/B at an arrow prompt (=>). Any request 
appearing in the SAVED/B list may be deleted. If the name is no longer on this list, the batch has been 
processed and cannot be deleted.

To delete a batch request 

=> delete carboxylate3/b

DELETE CARBOXYLATE3/B? (Y)/N:y

CARBOXYLATE3/B DELETED

Deleting All Batch Requests 

To delete all unprocessed batch request, enter DELETE SAVED/B at an arrow prompt (=>). Any 
requests appearing in the SAVED/B list are cancelled.

 



BATCH

Displaying Processed Batch Requests 

After the batch request is run, name/b is automatically deleted and the results of the search, the 
answer set, are saved under the same name with a /a suffix. To verify that the search was run, enter 
DISPLAY SAVED/A at an arrow prompt (=>) to list all answer sets saved on your account, including the 
processed batch searches. This alphabetical list gives the name of the saved answer set, the date it 
was created, the number of answers in the set, and the file in which the answer set resides. If the 
search did not complete, a diagnostic is displayed after the name, explaining the problem. For 
example, if the search exceeds the system limits, the following is displayed:

LIMITS EXCEEDED - INCOMPLETE ANSWER SET 

If the number of answers retrieved from the batch search causes the total number of saved answers in 
long-term storage to exceed the allowable limit (100,000), the system limits are automatically 
overridden and the answer set is saved as the name/A. However, no other answer sets may be saved 
online until the total number of saved answers is reduced to less than 100,000. Other Batch and SDI 
answer sets are saved, even if the limit is exceeded.

To display stored answer sets, including processed batch requests 

=> dis saved/a

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

NEWRINGPRO/A 08 MAR 93 9 ANSWERS IN FILE CASREACT

PHENYL/A 08 MAR 93 4910 ANSWERS IN FILE REGISTRY

                  LIMITS EXCEEDED - INCOMPLETE ANSWER SET

SAF/A 08 MAR 93 1 ANSWER IN FILE REGISTRY

Displaying Problem Batch Requests 

There may be some batch requests that cannot be processed. If this occurs, the name/b is 
automatically converted to a query and saved in your long-term storage under the same name with /q 
suffix. If you do not find the request in either SAVED/B or SAVED/A, enter DISPLAY SAVED/Q to list 
all saved queries on your account, including any batch requests that could not be processed. The 
query created from the problem batch request includes a diagnostic that describes the problem. If you 
do not know what to do to resolve the problem, call the Help Desk for assistance. To see the phone 
number for assistance while online, enter HELP DESK at an arrow prompt (=>).



To display all stored queries, including those from batch requests that could not be processed 

=> dis saved/q

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

IONS/Q 08 MAR 93 STRUCTURE

                  INVALID STRUCTURE FOR FAMILY SEARCH

MULTIRING/Q 08 MAR 93 STRUCTURE

                  RC BOND NOT ALLOWED IN A GENERIC FILE

SALTS/Q 04 MAR 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE REGISTRY

 



BATCH

Displaying Answers from a Batch Search 

After the batch search is run, you may display your search results online. First enter the file in which 
the search was run. Enter ACTIVATE NAME/A at an arrow prompt (=>). Then, DISPLAY the L-number 
assigned to the answer set. Refer to the DISPLAY section for information on displaying answers. You 
may also have the answers printed offline and mailed to you or delivered electronically by entering the 
answer set L-number in the PRINT command. Refer to the section on PRINT for more information.

To display answers from a processed batch search 

=> file registry 

=> act saf/a

L7 STR

L8 SCR 2079

L9 1 SEA FILE=REGISTRY CSS FUL L7 AND L8

=> dis 

L9 ANSWER 1 OF 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

RN 116912-50-6 REGISTRY

CN 3-Pyridinecarboxylic acid, 2-bromo-, methyl ester, hydrobromide

         (9CI) (CA INDEX NAME)

MF C7 H6 Br N O2 . Br H

SR CAS Registry Services

CRN (52718-95-3)



 

0 REFERENCES IN FILE CA (1967 TO DATE)

 



DELETE

Command function: Remove items stored by the system

Command format: DELETE item

DEL item (Expert version)

Aliases: ABORT

         CANCEL

         ERASE

         PURGE

         RELEASE

         REMOVE

General discussion: The DELETE command is used to remove items stored by the system on your 
account. 

         Use DELETE to remove:

         1. saved queries

         2. saved answer sets

         3. saved L-number lists

         4. unprocessed batch requests

         5. SDI profiles

         6. user-defined display formats

         7. user-defined file clusters

         8. personal STNmail mailing lists

         9. E-number list



10. The last L-number, a range of L-numbers that includes the last one generated, or all L-numbers in 
the current session

DELETE is also used to cancel offline print requests and document orders made in the current online 
session.

To use this command, enter DELETE at an arrow prompt (=>) followed by the name of the item to be 
deleted. You are asked to confirm the delete request before any action is taken. For some deletions, 
you may confirm the request by entering Y on the same line as DELETE. If you are using the novice 
version of the command, you receive confirmation that the deletion has occurred. If you use the expert 
version, DEL, with some of the options, no confirmation is sent. If you wish to cancel the delete 
process, answer N to the verification prompt. This ends the DELETE command. No deletions occur.

Once you have verified the deletion, the items are immediately removed. They may not be recovered 
once the DELETE command is complete.

For information about this command, enter HELP DELETE at an arrow prompt (=>)

 



DELETE

Removing Individual Items from Long-Term Storage 

Command format: DELETE Name/Letter

DEL Name/Letter (Expert version)

         To remove single items from long-term storage, enter DELETE followed by the saved name, a 
diagonal slash (/), and the appropriate letter representing the type of saved item. 

The items you may delete are: 

1. Saved answer set - name/a

2. Batch request - name/b

3. L-number list - name/l

4. Saved query - name/q

5. SDI profile - name/s

A saved item may be deleted only by the same loginid that created it. 

There is a charge for items saved. If you no longer have a use for the items, it is cost effective to 
delete them to avoid storage fees. There are also limits to the number of items allowed in long-term 
storage. When you reach these limits, use DELETE to remove items you no longer need. To see the 
limits, enter HELP LIMITS at an arrow prompt (=>).

To remove a saved answer set from long-term storage 

=> delete mainst02/a

DELETE MAINST02/A? (Y)/N:y

MAINST02/A DELETED

To delete a saved online session from long-term storage 

=> del guarumo/l

DELETE GUARUMO/L? (Y)/N:y 



To remove a saved query from long-term storage 

=> delete

ENTER NAME OF ITEM TO BE DELETED OR (?):cns/q

DELETE CNS/Q? (Y)/N:y

CNS/Q DELETED

To cancel an SDI request 

=> delete angle/s

DELETE ANGLE/S? (Y)/N:y

ANGEL/S DELETED

 



DELETE

Verifying the Deletion 

The system issues a message asking you to verify the delete request before any action is taken. With 
the novice version of the command you receive confirmation that the deletion has occurred. If you 
have used the expert version, no confirmation is given. 

=> delete mainst02/a

DELETE MAINST02/A? (Y)/N:y

MAINST02/A DELETED

=> del mainst02/a

DELETE MAINST02/A? (Y)/N:y

 



DELETE

Using Truncation 

Truncation may be used to delete multiple saved items from long-term storage. Left, right, and 
simultaneous left and right truncation are valid for all saved item names. Precede and/or follow the 
stem word with a question mark (?). The system lists all names that will be deleted before asking for 
verification. If the list is correct for what you want removed, answer Y at the verification prompt. If you 
do not want to delete all items listed, answer N to the verification prompt. This terminates the DELETE 
command. No deletions are made.

To remove several saved answer sets from long-term storage using truncation 

=> delete ?03/a

ANGEL03/A HYDROCCN03/A HYDROCIN03/A HYDROC03/A

DELETE THESE ITEMS? (Y)/N:Y

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS HAVE BEEN DELETED

ANGEL03/A HYDROCCN03/A HYDROCIN03/A HYDROC03/A

=> del typ?/a

TYP05/A TYP06/A TYP07/A TYP08/A TYP09/A

TYP10/A TYP11/A TYP12/A TYP13/A TYP14/A

TYP15/A

DELETE THESE ITEMS? (Y)/N:Y 

=> del ?str?/a

RXSSTR06/A RXSSTR07/A RXSSTR08/A RXSSTR09/A RXSSTR10/A

RXSSTR11/A RXSSTR12/A RXSSTR13/A RXSSTR14/A RXSSTR15/A

RXSSTR16/A RXSSTR17/A

DELETE THESE ITEMS? (Y)/N:Y 



To cancel the delete process 

=> del ?cene?/a

FECENE1/A FECENE2/A MNCENE1/A MNCENE2/A

RHCENE1/A RHCENE2/A TICENE2/A

DELETE THESE ITEMS? (Y)/N:N

 



DELETE

Deleting All Saved Items 

Command format: DELETE SAVED/Letter

DEL SAVED/Letter (Expert version)

         You may request a comprehensive removal of all saved answer sets, BATCH requests, L-number 
lists, queries, or SDI requests in all files, not just the current file. Enter DELETE followed by SAVED, a 
diagonal slash (/), and the appropriate letter. 

The items you may delete are: 

1. All saved answer set - saved/a

2. All Batch request - saved/b

3. All L-number lists - saved/l

4. All saved queries, structures, screen sets - saved/q

5. All SDI profiles - saved/s

You may also delete all queries, answer sets, and L-number lists in all files by entering DELETE 
SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>). BATCH and SDI requests are not cancelled by this command.

You are asked to verify the delete request before any action is taken. The verification prompt reminds 
you that you are deleting ALL items saved. Once the items are deleted, they are removed from your 
long- term storage and cannot be restored. If you want to stop the delete process, answer N to the 
prompt and no deletions are done. If you want to proceed, answer Y to the verification prompt. With the 
novice version of the command you receive confirmation that the deletion has occurred. If you have 
used the expert version, no confirmation is given.

It is strongly recommended that you enter DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>) to review what will 
be deleted before you do any of these comprehensive deletes.

To delete all saved answer sets from all files from your long-term storage

=> del saved/a

DELETE ALL SAVED ANSWER SETS FOR THIS LOGINID? (Y)/N:y 



To delete all saved L-number lists from your long-term storage

=> del saved/l

DELETE ALL SAVED L# LISTS FOR THIS LOGINID? (Y)/N:y 

To cancel all SDI requests for all files

=> del saved/s

DELETE ALL SDI REQUESTS FOR THIS LOGINID? (Y)/N:y 

To cancel all unprocessed batch requests for all files

=> del saved/b

DELETE ALL BATCH REQUESTS FOR THIS LOGINID? (Y)/N:y 

To delete all queries, structures, screen sets, answer sets, and lists from all files from your long-
term storage

=> delete saved

DELETE ALL SAVED QUERIES, STRUCTURES, SCREEN SETS, ANSWER SETS 

AND L# LISTS? (Y)/N:y

ALL SAVED QUERIES, STRUCTURES, SCREEN SETS, ANSWER SETS AND 

L# LISTS DELETED

 



DELETE

Deleting L-Numbers 

Command format: DELETE Ln-specification Y

DEL Ln-specification Y (Expert version)

The DELETE command may be used to remove the last L-number, a range of L-numbers that must 
include the last one, or all L-numbers in the current session.

To see what the last L-number in the session is, enter DISPLAY HIS L# at an arrow prompt (=>) before 
you begin deleting L-numbers.

Enter DELETE followed by the L-number specification at an arrow prompt (=>).

         The various specifications are: 

         the last L-number - LAST 1

                  - Lz (z = number of the last L-number)

         the last n L-numbers - LAST n

         the L-numbers from x to z - Lx-

                           Lx-z or Lz-x

                           Lx-Lz or Lz-Lx

         all the L-numbers - L1-

You are asked to confirm the delete request before any action is taken. You may confirm the request 
by entering Y at the prompt or by entering Y on the same line as DELETE. You receive confirmation 
that the deletion has occurred with both the novice and expert version of the command. The L-numbers 
deleted are listed in the confirmation message.

To see what L-numbers are now active in the current session, enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To verify the current L-number 

=> dis his l# 



(FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 08:59:03 ON 04 AUG 93)

L6 0 S L5

To delete the last L-number 

=> delete last

ENTER NUMBER OF L-NUMBERS TO DELETE (1):1

DELETE L6? (Y)/N:Y

'L6' DELETED

To continue the session after deleting the last L-number 

=> sea estrogen receptor#

         41 ESTROGEN

         3279 RECEPTOR#

L6 10 ESTROGEN RECEPTOR#

                           (ESTROGEN(W)RECEPTOR#)
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Deleting Ranges of L-Numbers 

Ranges of L-numbers may be deleted but the last L-number created must be included in the range. 
Enter DELETE Lx- (x = number lower than the last L-number), which removes all L-numbers from x 
through the last one. The range of L-numbers may be entered in several ways: Lx-z, Lx-Lz, Lz-x, or Lz-
Lx. These formats do not require you to specify the lower number first provided the range includes the 
last L-number. 

You may also enter DELETE LAST n, where n is the number of L-numbers, including the last, that you 
want to remove. To review the current L-numbers, enter DISPLAY HIS at an arrow prompt (=>).

When you delete an L-number or range of L-numbers, the system numbers succeeding L-numbers 
from the point of deletion. For example, if you delete L6 through L10, the next L-number issued by the 
system is L6. Refer to the section on the DISPLAY command for information on how deleted L-
numbers appear in the display of the session history.

To delete a range of L-numbers 

=> del l5-7 Y

'L5-L7' DELETED

To delete L-numbers from a specific L-number up to and including the last 

=> del l5-

DELETE L5-L7? (Y)/N:Y

'L5-L7' DELETED

To delete the last three L-numbers 

=> del last 3

DELETE L2-L4? (Y)/N:Y

'L2-L4' DELETED

To display new session history after deleting L-numbers 

=> dis his ful 



(FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 17:30:32 ON 05 AUG 93)

FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 17:39:51 ON 05 AUG 93

L1 STR

L2 DEL 1 S L1

L3 DEL 10 S L1 FUL

                  .

                  .

                  .
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Deleting All L-Numbers From Session and Resetting to L1 

You may use two different methods to remove all L-numbers in a session history and reset to L1. The 
first is to delete a range of L-numbers from the first through the last. The second is to delete the 
session history. Both methods accomplish the same thing. All L-numbers are deleted and the next L-
number assigned is L1. However, there is a difference in what is shown in a display of the session 
history.

With either method, the E-numbers from SELECT, EXPAND, or RUN are not deleted. Print and order 
requests are not cancelled.

DELETE L1- 

Command format: DELETE L1- Y

DEL L1- Y (Expert version)

DELETE LAST nnn Y (nnn = Total Number)

DEL LAST nnn Y (nnn = Total Number; Expert version)

To reset to L1 by deleting all L-numbers 

=> del l1-

DELETE L1-L5? (Y)/N:Y

'L1-L5' DELETED

To continue a session after deleting all L-numbers 

=> sea adriamycin

L1 13645 ADRIAMYCIN

Deleting All L-Numbers Using an L-Number Range 

To delete all L-numbers, enter DELETE followed by either L1-, LAST nnn, or L1-Ln. You are asked to 
confirm the delete request before any action is taken. You may confirm the request by entering Y at the 
prompt or by entering Y on the same line as DELETE. You receive confirmation that the deletion has 
occurred with both the novice and expert version of the command. The L-numbers deleted are listed in 



the confirmation message.
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Displaying the History 

When you delete all L-numbers by deleting a range of L-numbers, a record of the entire session history 
is retained for display purposes. Enter DISPLAY HISTORY FULL at an arrow prompt (=>) to see the 
deleted L-numbers, SELECT or EXPAND requests, and order and print request numbers. Items that 
are deleted are marked as such in the display.

To display the history of the session after all L-numbers are deleted 

=> dis his full 

         (FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 13:34:59 ON 08 MAR 93)

         FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 13:35:53 ON 08 MAR 93

L1 DEL 1 S TAMOXIFEN/CN

                           SEL CHEM

P067238C PRINT

         FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 13:36:45 ON 08 MAR 93

L2 DEL 4249 S E1-5

L3 DEL 9 S L2 AND (BLOOD CLOT? OR EMBOLI?)

D067067Y ORDER TST 1-3

L4 DEL 22 S BREAST AND CANCER AND BONE AND MARROW AND

L5 DEL 0 S L4 AND (CLOT? OR EMBOLI?)

                           DEL L1-
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Deleting the Session History 

Command format: DELETE HISTORY Y

DEL HIS Y (Expert version)

Enter DELETE HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>) to remove all the L-numbers. The history record of 
your entire search session is also removed and cannot be displayed. You can no longer see the 
deleted L-numbers, the SELECT or EXPAND requests, or the order or print request numbers when you 
display the session history. You are asked to confirm the delete request before any action is taken. You 
may confirm the request by entering Y at the prompt or by entering Y on the same line as DELETE. If 
you have used the novice version of the command, you receive confirmation that the deletion has 
occurred. If you have used the expert version, no confirmation is given.

When you delete the history, the E-number list is not deleted. Print and order requests are not 
cancelled. To see the E-number list, enter DISPLAY SELECT at an arrow prompt (=>). To see the print 
request numbers and status, enter DISPLAY PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>). You cannot see the order 
request numbers if the history has been deleted. Therefore, it is recommended that you display the 
session history and record the order request numbers before entering DELETE HISTORY.

To reset to L1 by deleting the history of the session

=> del his y 

To display session history after deleting the history

=> dis his 

         (FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 13:36:45 ON 08 MAR 93)

                           DEL HIS
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Continuing the Session when Limits are Reached 

Up to 199 L-numbers and 2 million answers per file may be created in a single session. To continue 
searching after either of the limits has been reached, use the SAVE or SAVE TEMP command to keep 
the queries and answer sets you want to continue to use in the session. Then, delete an L-number 
range or delete the history to reset the session to L1.

To reset to L1 when the system limit for L-numbers is exceeded 

=> sea l198 or l199

MAXIMUM L# REACHED

SAVE QUERIES AND/OR ANSWER SETS IF DESIRED

USE DELETE HISTORY TO DELETE ALL L#S

=> sav l198 tamoxif/a; sav l199 tamoxif2/a 

=> del his y
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Delete Expand, Select, Run 

Command format: DELETE EXPAND Y

DELETE SELECT Y

DELETE RUN Y

DEL EXPAND Y (Expert version)

DEL SELECT Y (Expert version)

DEL RUN Y (Expert version)

Deleting an E-Number List 

To delete an E-number list, enter DELETE EXPAND at an arrow prompt (=>). SELECT or RUN may be 
used in place of EXPAND in the command, regardless of how the E-number list was generated. 
DELETE EXPAND removes all E-numbers whether they were generated by EXPAND, SELECT, or 
RUN requests, as does DELETE SELECT or DELETE RUN. You are asked to confirm the delete 
request before any action is taken. You may confirm the request by entering Y at the prompt or by 
entering Y on the same line as DELETE. You receive confirmation that the deletion has occurred with 
both the novice and expert version of the command.

All E-numbers in the list are deleted. It is not possible to delete a single E-number or a range of E-
numbers.

To delete an E-number list 

=> delete select

DELETE ALL E# DEFINITIONS? (Y)/N:y

ALL E# DEFINITIONS DELETED
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Deleting PRINT or ORDER Requests 

Command format: DELETE Request Number

DEL Request Number (Expert version)

To cancel PRINT or ORDER requests, enter DELETE followed by the request number. Print request 
numbers begin with a P and document order request numbers begin with a D. You are asked to 
confirm the delete request before any action is taken. You may confirm the request by entering Y at the 
prompt. With the novice version of the command, you receive confirmation that the deletion has 
occurred. If you have used the expert version, no confirmation is sent.

These requests must be deleted in the same online session in which they were created. Once you 
have logged off from the session, you cannot delete these requests. PRINT requests must be deleted 
in the file in which they were created.

To delete a print request 

=> delete p070282c

DELETE P070282C? (Y)/N:y

P070282C DELETED

To delete an order request 

=> del d070044z

DELETE D070044Z ? (Y)/N:y 

Displaying Request Numbers 

To see your PRINT and ORDER numbers, enter DIS HIS at an arrow prompt (=>). PRINT request 
numbers and their status also may be viewed by entering DIS PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>). This 
display also shows the method of delivery, the answer set L-number, the number of answers, and the 
file in which the request was made.
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Deleting a User-Defined Display Format 

Command format: DELETE .name

DEL Request Number (Expert version)

You may define your own display formats using the SET command. To see a list of formats that you 
have defined, enter DIS FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>). To delete a user-defined display format, at 
an arrow prompt (=>) enter DELETE followed by the name you assigned to the format. You are asked 
to confirm the delete request before any action is taken. Enter Y at the prompt to confirm the deletion. 
You receive confirmation that the deletion has occurred with both the novice and expert version of the 
command.

To delete a display format that you have created

=> delete .mf

DELETE FORMAT .MF? (Y)/N:Y

FORMAT '.MF' DELETED

Deleting all User-Defined Display Formats 

To delete all the display formats that you have defined with the SET command, enter DELETE 
FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>). The system then asks you to confirm the delete request for the first 
user-defined format. Enter Y at the prompt to confirm the deletion. You receive confirmation that this 
format is deleted with both the novice and expert version of the command. You are then asked to 
confirm the deletion for the next user-defined format. The process continues until each user-defined 
format is deleted. When all the formats have been deleted, you receive confirmation that the deletion of 
all your formats is complete with both the novice and expert version of the command.

To delete all user-defined display formats 

=> del format

DELETE FORMAT .HIT? (Y)/N:Y

FORMAT '.HIT' DELETED

DELETE FORMAT .STR? (Y)/N:Y

FORMAT '.STR' DELETED



ALL USER-DEFINED FORMATS DELETED
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Deleting a User-Defined File Cluster 

Command format: DELETE CLUSTER

DEL CLUSTER (Expert version)

You may define your own file clusters using the SET command. To see a list of file clusters, enter DIS 
CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). Your clusters are listed first in the display. To delete clusters that 
you have created with the SET command, enter DELETE followed by the cluster name at an arrow 
prompt (=>). You are asked to confirm the delete request before any action is taken. You may confirm 
the request by entering Y at the prompt. You receive confirmation that the deletion has occurred with 
both the novice and expert version of the command.

To delete a file cluster that you have created

=> del .ethno

DELETE CLUSTER .ETHNO? (Y)/N:y

CLUSTER '.ETHNO' DELETED

Deleting all User-Defined File Clusters 

To delete all the file clusters that you have defined with the SET command, enter DELETE CLUSTER 
at an arrow prompt. You are asked to confirm the delete request before any action is taken. You may 
confirm the request by entering Y at the prompt. When all the user-defined clusters have been deleted, 
you received confirmation that the deletion is complete with both the novice and expert version of the 
command.

To delete all user-defined file clusters

=> delete cluster

DELETE ALL USER-DEFINED CLUSTER DEFINITIONS? (Y)/N:y

ALL USER-DEFINED CLUSTERS DELETED
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Deleting STNmail Lists 

Command format: DELETE NAMELIST Name Y

DEL NAMELIST Name Y (Expert version)

You may create personal mailing lists for use in the STNmail File with the SET command. In order to 
delete a mail list, you must be in the STNmail File. Then enter DELETE NAMELIST followed by the 
name you assigned to the list at an arrow prompt (=>). You are asked to confirm the delete request 
before any action is taken. You may confirm the request by entering Y at the prompt or by entering Y 
on the same line as DELETE. You receive confirmation that the deletion has occurred with both the 
novice and expert version of the command. 

To delete a personal STNMAIL mail list 

=> del namelist dept y

NAMELIST 'DEPT' DELETED
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Command function: Look at information online 

Command format: DISPLAY option parameters 

         DIS option parameters (Expert version)

         D option parameters (Expert version)

Aliases: SEE 

         SHOW 

         T

         TYPE 

General discussion: The DISPLAY command is used to view information online.
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List of Options

display search results - DISPLAY Ln

display statistical analysis of terms extracted from answers - DISPLAY Ln 

scan answers to determine validity of query - DISPLAY SCAN 

browse the answers in an answer set - DISPLAY BROWSE

view the record for a specific Accession Number - DISPLAY ACC 

see the approximate cost of a session - DISPLAY COST

see the definition of an L-number - DISPLAY HISTORY Ln

see the current L-number - DISPLAY HISTORY Ln

view a list of the commands used during the session - DISPLAY HISTORY 

look at query and search statistics of L-number - DISPLAY QUERY

view the E-number list - DISPLAY SELECT

see a list of print requests - DISPLAY PRINT

examine information about a specific saved query, - DISPLAY name/Letter

answer set, or L-number list

examine information on a batch request - DISPLAY name/B

examine information on an SDI profile - DISPLAY name/S

list all unprocessed batch requests - DISPLAY SAVED/B

list all SDI profiles - DISPLAY SAVED/S

list all saved queries, answer sets, and L-number lists - DISPLAY SAVED 



list all file clusters - DISPLAY CLUSTER

list all user-defined display formats - DISPLAY FORMAT

view a list of your SET parameters and their values - DISPLAY SET

see units in effect for numeric fields - DISPLAY UNIT

see non-zero tolerances - DISPLAY TOLERANCE

To use this command, enter DISPLAY followed by one of the options. Depending on the option chosen, 
you may be prompted for additional information needed to execute the display option. There is a 
default option for each prompt.

There are two ways to use the expert version of the DISPLAY command. Either DIS or D evokes the 
expert version. Throughout this section D is used. For each display option, there are defaults that are 
assumed with the expert version of the command. If you want an option different from the default, you 
must enter it in the same command line as D.

If there are no L-number answer sets in the current session, there is no default display option. If you 
have created one or more L-numbers, the default display option is the last L-number created.

For help information while online, enter HELP DISPLAY at an arrow prompt (=>). Online help is also 
available for the specific options. For example, to see information on the SCAN option, enter HELP 
DISPLAY SCAN at an arrow prompt (=>).

If you do not know what to enter at one of the prompts after you are within one of the display options, 
enter a question mark (?) and valid options are listed. The prompt is then reissued and you may enter 
the appropriate response
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Interrupting a Display 

If you want to interrupt a lengthy display, use the BREAK key on some terminals. The STN command 
language interprets a 500 millisecond string of null characters as a break. Some BREAK keys send 
additional control characters that can disconnect you from your entire session. The break function is 
software/hardware dependent. Consult your user manual for details about the BREAK key for your 
terminal configuration before using BREAK to interrupt the display.

If you are using a graphics terminal and have logged in as a type 2 terminal, enter END before clearing 
the page to interrupt the display of information.

To exit from a display sequence, enter END at any prompt. This will terminate the DISPLAY command 
and return you to the arrow prompt (=>).
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Display Search Results (DISPLAY Ln) 

Command format: DISPLAY Ln answers format 

         D Ln answers format (Expert version) 

To display the answers in an L-number answer set you must be in the file in which the search was 
executed. Then, at the arrow prompt (=>), enter DISPLAY followed by the L-number of the answer set 
containing the answers you want to see, the numbers of the answers you want to display, and the 
display fields and/or formats. With the novice version of this command, you may enter DISPLAY Ln, 
where n is the number of the L-number to be displayed, and the system prompts for the additional 
information needed to process the command. For information about using the L-number option, enter 
HELP DISPLAY L# at an arrow prompt (=>).

Specifying Answer Set L-Number

To review what L-numbers are available and the files that contain them, enter DISPLAY HISTORY at 
an arrow prompt (=>). If the answer set is a saved answer set, activate it first. Then use the L-number 
assigned by ACTIVATE in the DISPLAY command. The default L-number is the last L-number created.

To see a single answer in an L-number answer set in the default display format 

=> file embase

=> display

ENTER (L6), L# OR ?:l6

ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):1

ENTER DISPLAY FORMAT (BIB):bib

L6 ANSWER 1 OF 320 COPYRIGHT 1993 ELSEVIER AMS

AN 93210967 EMBASE

TI Angiotensin II receptor subtypes: Characterization, signalling

         mechanisms, and possible ***physiological*** ***implications***

AU Bottari S.P.; De Gasparo M.; Steckelings U.M.; Levens N.R.



CS Cardiovascular Research, Ciba-Geigy Ltd., CH 4002 Basel, Switzerland

SO (FRONT. NEUROENDOCRINOL.) 14/2 (123-171) 1993

         ISSN: 0091-3022 CODEN: FNEDA7

CY United States

DT Journal

FS 002 Physiology

         003 Endocrinology

LA English

SL English

Specifying Answer Numbers

In a single DISPLAY command, you may display a single answer, multiple answers, a range of 
answers, or combinations of these. To display a single answer, enter its answer number, e.g., 
DISPLAY 6, to see answer 6. To display multiple answers, enter the numbers of the answers, 
separated by commas or spaces, e.g., DISPLAY 3, 7, 9 or DISPLAY 3 7 9, to see answers 3, 7, and 9. 
Ranges may be entered with the answer number of the first answer, followed by a hyphen (-), then the 
number of the last answer, e.g., DISPLAY 2-5, to see answers 2, 3, 4, and 5. The lower number must 
be cited first. Combinations of specific answer numbers and ranges may be specified., e.g., DISPLAY 
1, 3-5 10, to see answers 1, 3, 4, 5, and 10. The default answer number is 1.
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Specifying information to Display 

The information in an answer resides in fields. You may specifiy what fields to display or you may use 
predefined formats that contain several fields of information. And, you may specify fields and formats in 
combination, separating them with a comma or a space. The information is displayed in the order of the 
specification. The default format is file-specific, e.g., BIB (bibliographic information) in bibliographic 
files, IDE (substance identification information) in substance files, or QRD (query related data) in 
numeric files. You may define your own default format for a file with the SET command. Refer to the 
SET section for more information. 

After the requested information is displayed, you are returned to the arrow prompt (=>). If you want to 
display additional answers, enter DISPLAY again.

To see a field for a single answer in the last answer set created 

=> d 2 ti

L6 ANSWER 2 OF 320 COPYRIGHT 1993 ELSEVIER AMS

TI Triads and transverse tubules isolated from skeletal muscle contain

         high levels of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate

To see multiple fields for multiple answers in an answer set 

=> display ti rn l6 1 3-5

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 320 COPYRIGHT 1993 ELSEVIER AMS

TI Angiotensin II receptor subtypes: Characterization, signalling

         mechanisms, and possible ***physiological*** ***implications***

RN 1407-47-2; 11128-99-7; 9012-42-4; 9001-84-7; 9001-87-0; 14127-61-8;

         17341-25-2; 24203-36-9; 9054-75-5; 79747-53-8; 97162-86-2

L1 ANSWER 3 OF 320 COPYRIGHT 1993 ELSEVIER AMS

TI Apolipoprotein E modulates low density lipoprotein retention by



         lipoprotein lipase anchored to the subendothelial matrix

RN 9004-02-8; 83137-80-8; 9050-30-0; 24967-94-0; 86088-83-7; 24967-93-9

L1 ANSWER 4 OF 320 COPYRIGHT 1993 ELSEVIER AMS

TI A direct link between LY83583, a selective repressor of cyclic GMP

         formation, and glutathione metabolism

RN 91300-60-6; 9001-48-3; 70-18-8; 7665-99-8; 53-57-6

L1 ANSWER 5 OF 320 COPYRIGHT 1993 ELSEVIER AMS

TI Maternal decidua and fetal membranes contain immunoreactive neuropeptide Y

RN 82785-45-3; 126338-68-9; 114949-22-3
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Displaying Answers in Multiple Files 

When a search is conducted in multiple files, each file is searched and each set of answers is placed in 
an L-number answer set. Additionally, the records from all files are placed in another answer set in the 
order that the files were entered. You can easily display the answers from an individual file or from all 
files using one L-number in the DISPLAY command. If you use the totaled L-number answer set, you 
must use display fields or formats valid for all files in the answer set. The default display format is 
FILEDEFAULT, the default format for each file. You may specify any valid fields or formats in place of 
the default. Answer numbers are specified just as when displaying answers in a single file.

To display answers from a multifile search 

=> file biosis medline

FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 10:52:15 ON 17 AUG 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BIOSIS(R)

FILE 'MEDLINE' ENTERED AT 10:52:15 ON 17 AUG 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

=> s muscle# (l) expan?

FILE 'BIOSIS'

         234814 MUSCLE#

         34876 EXPAN?

L1 882 MUSCLE# (L) EXPAN?

FILE 'MEDLINE'

         235431 MUSCLE#

         30103 EXPAN?

L2 934 MUSCLE# (L)EXPAN?

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES



L3 1816 MUSCLE# (L) EXPAN? 

=> display

ENTER (L3), L# OR ?:l3

ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):1 883

ENTER DISPLAY FORMAT (FILEDEFAULT):ti so 

L3 ANSWER 1 OF 1816 COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

TI CORRECTION OF BA 95053411. SYMPATHETIC NERVES IN ADULT RATS

         REGENERATE NORMALLY AND RESTORE PILOMOTOR FUNCTION DURING AN ANTI-NGF

         TREATMENT THAT PREVENTS THEIR COLLATERAL SPROUTING. CORRECTION OF

         ABSTRACT. ERRATUM PUBLISHED IN J COMP NEUROL VOL. 330. ISS. 4. 1993.

         P. 571.

SO J COMP NEUROL 326 (3). 1992. 363-374. CODEN: JCNEAM ISSN: 0021-9967

L3 ANSWER 883 OF 1816 COPYRIGHT 1993 NLM

TI Biomechanical considerations of high myopia: Part II--Biomechanical

         forces affecting high myopia.

SO J Am Optom Assoc, (1993 May) 64 (5) 339-45 Ref: 29

         Journal code: H82 ISSN: 0003-0244
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Displaying Hit Terms 

Often, the answers to your search are highlighted, i.e., a searched term is preceded and followed by 
three asterisks, making it easier to scan your search results. In addition to the highlighting of hit terms 
in standard answer display formats, three formats specifically involve hit term highlighting: HIT, KWIC, 
and OCC. The HIT format shows only the display fields containing hit terms. The KWIC format shows 
the hit term(s) and 20 words on either side. The OCC format consists of a table of fields containing the 
hit terms, with the number of occurrences in each field given. These formats may be displayed alone or 
in combination with display fields or formats. When these formats are available in a file, they are listed 
in the HELP FORMAT message. All three formats require that highlighting be set on before the search 
is performed. In most files, this is the default and you do not need to do anything to have terms 
highlighted. To verify what fields have highlighting, enter HELP HIGHLIGHT at an arrow prompt (=>) in 
the file. Refer to the SET HIGHLIGHTING section for more information.

To see the fields containing the search terms 

=> file tribo 

=> s snow and friction

         63 SNOW

         10078 FRICTION

L3 32 SNOW AND FRICTION

=> d 7 hit

L3 ANSWER 7 OF 32 COPYRIGHT 1993 BAM

TI ***Snow*** ***friction*** .

Using HIT 

Enter DISPLAY HIT to see all display fields that contain the hit terms. All text is displayed for each field 
containing the hit terms and the hit terms are highlighted. If you combine HIT with other fields or 
formats, fields containing hit terms repeat in the display if contained in both specifications. 
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Seeing Hit Terms in Context 

Enter DISPLAY KWIC (KeyWord-In-Context) to see the context of the hit terms within the field, i.e, to 
display 20 words on either side of the hit term. You may specify the maximum number of terms to 
display before and after the hit terms in the field. Enter KWIC=n (n is 0 to 50) on the same line as 
DISPLAY. This changes the context of KWIC for this one command. See the section on the SET 
command for information on how to change the KWIC value for the current online session or 
permanently for your login ID.

To see the hit term in the first answer in context, with 20 words on either side

=> d kwic

L3 ANSWER 1 OF 32 COPYRIGHT 1993 BAM

TI Characteristics of ***friction*** materials on railway vehicle truck.

AB Characteristics of ***friction*** materials (Fe base, synthetic base, and sintered

         alloy base) such as brake shoe, lining pressing plate, and grinding element are

         described. Subtopics elaborated are: brake shoes in which ***friction*** and wear

         function, abrasiveness and heat effect of wheel, resistance against ***snow***

         and water, effect of stickiness, and brake noise are discussed; disk lining in which

         ***friction*** and wear function, abrasiveness and heat effect of disk, resistance

         against ***snow*** and water, effect of stickiness, and brake noise are discussed;

         ***friction*** function of pressing plate; and effect of grinding element in relation to

         the brake shoes and wheels.

Seeing What Fields Have Hit Terms 

The OCC (OCCurrence) display format lists a table with the fields containing the hit terms and the 
number of occurrences of the hit terms in the field. This can be useful if you want to know how many or 
which fields in the document contain hits before you view the records in a longer display format.



To display 5 words on either side of the hit term in answer 1

=> d kwic=5

L3 ANSWER 1 OF 32 COPYRIGHT 1993 BAM

TI Characteristics of ***friction*** materials on railway vehicle truck.

AB Characteristics of ***friction*** materials (Fe base, synthetic base,... are:

         brake shoes in which ***friction*** and wear function, abrasiveness and...

         effect of wheel, resistance against ***snow*** and water, effect of stickiness...

         discussed; disk lining in which ***friction*** and wear function, abrasiveness...

         effect of disk, resistance against ***snow*** and water, effect of stickiness,...

         and brake noise are discussed; ***friction***Function of pressing plate; and...

To see what fields contain hit terms and how often they occurred

=> d occ

L3 ANSWER 1 OF 32 COPYRIGHT 1993 BAM

FORMAT COUNT

TI 1

AB 6
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Specifying Unit System Displayed 

Many numeric fields have units displayed with the numeric values. Each field with units has a default 
unit that is file and field specific. When that field is displayed, the default units are automatically shown. 
Units may be found in the file's Database Summary Sheet, STNGUIDE, NUMERIGUIDE, and in online 
helps. The valid unit systems on STN are:

         CGS - The centimeter-gram-second system

         ENG - Customary U. S. Engineering units

         FPS - The foot-pound-second system

         MKS - The meter-kilogram-second system

         SI - Systeme Internationale (International System), based on the MKS system

         STN - Customary units based on the SI system

To display non-default units for a field 

=> d hit fp=degf

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 GMELIN

Flash Point:

Value |KW |Ref.

(FP) | |

(deg F) | |

=======+======+=====

464 |H |1, 2

Reference(s):

1. Handbook Volume: B: B-Verb.3 (1975), Page: 114



2. Johns, I. B.; McElhill, E. A.; Smith, J. O.; Jacobsen, R. A., J. Am. Chem.

         Soc., CODEN: JACSAT, 84, <1962>, 2457

Footnote(s):

H - Handbook Data
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Changing the Units Displayed 

You may convert the units shown in displayed answers. If you do not specify units, the default units are 
used. These may or may not be the same for every record in a given database. To change units for just 
one DISPLAY command, enter DISPLAY, field code, an equal sign (=), then the new units or units 
system at an arrow prompt (=>).This must be entered on the same line as command. You are not 
prompted for this change. The display then includes the units specified rather than the default. 

If you want to change the units or unit system for the remainder of the session, enter SET UNIT 
followed by the field code, an equal sign (=), and the desired units or units system at an arrow prompt 
(=>). Refer to the SET UNIT section for more information.

To return to the original (default) units after using the SET UNIT command, enter SET UNIT, followed 
by the property field code and an equal sign. For information on displaying the units for various fields, 
refer to the DISPLAY UNIT section.

To set the units for a field for the remainder of the session 

=> set unit fp=degf

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> sea 248/fp

L1 1 248 DEGF/FP

=> d hit

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 GMELIN

Flash Point:

Value |KW |Ref.

(FP) | |

(deg F) | |

=======+======+=====

248 |H |1, 2



Reference(s):

1. Handbook Volume: P: MVol.C (1965), Page: 62

2. Michaelis, A.; Pitsch, M., Liebigs Ann. Chem., CODEN: LACHDL, 310,

         <1900>, 45 - 74

Footnote(s):

H - Handbook Data

To reset the units for a field to the default

=> set unit fp=;d hit

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 GMELIN

Flash Point:

Value |KW |Ref.

(FP) | |

(Cel) | |

=======+======+=====

0.120E3 |H |1, 2

 



DISPLAY

Displaying a Table of Multiple Answers 

In many numeric files, you may display several answers in a concise table. The tables include the 
property that is being displayed, along with additional information such as chemical names. The 
formats are usually a property field followed by TAB, e.g., MPTAB, to see a table based on melting 
points of the answers. To see a list of table displays, enter HELP TABLE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the 
file. To create a table, enter DISPLAY followed by the multiple answer numbers and the table format.

To display a table of information for three answers 

=> sea 149.5-150.5/mp

L1 132 149.5 DEGC - 150.5 DEGC /MP

=> d 1-3 mptab

L1 File HODOC

Melting Point

ANS| RN | CN | MP

| | | deg C

===+===========+===============================+=============

1|107920-10-5|Acetophenone, 4'-[p-(ethylmethy|150.0 - 150.5

| |lamino)phenylazo]- |

2|101772-33-2|Benzamide, 4-(hexyloxy)- |149 - 151

3|101597-94-8|Pyrocatechol, 4-methyl-5-(pheny| 150

| |lsulfonyl)-, diacetate |

Combining Tables and Fields 

Usually the information requested is displayed in the order you specify. However, if you request a table 
format and a display field or format, the field or format is displayed for each answer, followed by the 
table, regardless of the order you specified the request.



To see a table and display fields for three answers 

=> sea kevlar

L1 35 KEVLAR

=> d 1-3 idetab nte 

L1 File ASMDATA COPYRIGHT 1993 ASM

         ANS| AN | CN or ALLOY

====+==========+=============

         1| 140-15795 | Hydlar G

         2| 140-13883 | FMI

         3| 140-13861 | Gillfab 1160

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 35 COPYRIGHT 1993 ASM

General Notes:

         Nonabrasive; ***Kevlar*** fiber-reinforced PPS

         Coefficient of friction: ASTM thrust washer, 0.35

L1 ANSWER 2 OF 35 COPYRIGHT 1993 ASM

General Notes:

         Reinforced-composite laminated panels/low-smoke generation

         USES: Fire-resistant composite for ballistic armor and felt

         COMP: ***Kevlar*** 49 reinforced

L1 ANSWER 3 OF 35 COPYRIGHT 1993 ASM

General Notes:

         Vinyl-ester resin/ ***Kevlar*** reinforced laminate.

         USES: Bullet, shrapnel stopping; armor, security, and



         safety in aircraft carriers, judges' benches, and banks

 



DISPLAY

Sorting Tables 

Command format: DISPLAY Ln answer numbers format TSORT=(table name, field,

         order)

         D Ln answer numbers format TSORT=(table name, field, order)

         (Expert version)

When displaying a multianswer table, the rows in the table display in the order you specified when 
defining the answer numbers. When you specify a table display format, you are given the opportunity to 
change this display order by sorting the rows based on the values in one or more of the columns. To 
sort a table, enter Y at the sort prompt. The system identifies the valid data columns in the table that 
you may use. You may specify up to five columns on which the sort is to be performed. You may also 
specify the order in which the sort is to be carried out in each column, A for ascending or D for 
descending. The default sort order, ASCENDING (A-Z for text and 0,1,2,... for numeric fields), is used 
unless the sort order is specified. When a sort is done in ascending order for an alphanumeric display 
field, the sort is based first on the numbers in the display field, (0,1,2,...) and then on the text, (A,B,
C,...). 

You may enter more than one data column to be sorted. This allows you to specify a second column to 
be used if the data in the first column sorted is identical. The sort priority in the table is from left to right 
in the data specification. For example, if the specification were BP, CN, the table would first sort in 
ascending boiling point order. If two answers have the same boiling point, they are then sorted 
alphabetically by name, to determine which answer appears first in the table display. 

If you use the expert version of DISPLAY, you must use TSORT in the same command line as D. Enter 
TSORT followed by an equal sign (=). Then give the name of the table and the field code to be sorted, 
separated by a comma. If you want descending order, include D after the field, separated by a comma. 
Enclose the specification in parentheses. You must include the entire specification in the same line as 
the command. You are not prompted for the information. 

If the column sorted has more than one value per answer, each value is given a separate entry in the 
table and is sorted into the proper place in the display. This may result in the same answer number 
appearing multiple times in the table. 

To sort the rows of a table by one data column, in ascending order 

=> display

ENTER (L1), L# OR ?:l1



ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):1-4

ENTER DISPLAY FORMAT (QRD):dentab

SORT THE ROWS IN 'DENTAB'? Y/(N):y

THE VALID SORT COLUMNS FOR 'DENTAB' ARE

ANS,RN,CN,DEN.T,DEN

ENTER SORT COLUMNS FOR 'DENTAB' (ANS):DEN 

To sort a table by two columns, the last in descending order

=> d ritab 5-8 tsort=(ritab,ri.w,ri.t a)

Refractive Index:

ANS | BRN | Value | Wavelen. | Temp. |Ref.| Note 

| | (RI) | (.W) | (.T) | |

| | (--) | (nm) | (Cel) | |

=====+=========+============+============+========+====+=======

8 | 3287793 | 1.57750 | 434.00 | 21.1 |4 | 1 

6 | 3350980 | 1.47620 | 447.20 | 74.2 |2 | 1 

7 | 3305948 | 1.52640 | 486.10 | 20.0 |3 | 1 

8 | 3287793 | 1.55820 | 486.10 | 21.1 |4 | 1 

6 | 3350980 | 1.47210 | 492.20 | 74.2 |2 | 1 

6 | 3350980 | 1.47130 | 501.60 | 74.2 |2 | 1 

7 | 3305948 | 1.51430 | 587.60 | 20.0 |3 | 1 

8 | 3287793 | 1.54040 | 587.60 | 21.1 |4 | 1 

6 | 3350980 | 1.46610 | 587.60 | 74.2 |2 | 1 

5 | 3391911 | 1.44720 | 587.60 | 75.0 |1 | 1 



7 | 3305948 | 1.50950 | 656.30 | 20.0 |3 | 1 

8 | 3287793 | 1.53390 | 656.30 | 21.1 |4 | 1 

6 | 3350980 | 1.46260 | 667.80 | 74.2 |2 | 1 

 



DISPLAY

Display SCAN 

Command format: DISPLAY SCAN Ln

         D SCA Ln (Expert version (Expert version)

DISPLAY SCAN allows you to view random answers from an L-number answer set without reference to 
specific answer number at no cost. You may SCAN just a few answers or the entire answer set. 
Answers are not displayed more than one time in a single DISPLAY SCAN command. SCAN allows 
you to verify the effectiveness of your search strategy without using full record displays or displays for 
which you are charged. DISPLAY SCAN option is available only in certain files. The fields displayed 
are specific to the file. To see what fields are included, enter HELP DSCAN at an arrow prompt (=>) in 
the file. For online information about this option, enter HELP DISPLAY SCAN at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To scan an answer set 

=> d scan l9

L9 90 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

TI W. GERMAN PET DEFEAT FOR COCA COLA BOTTLE

CC Environmental issues; Rigid and semi-rigid plastics and laminate packs ; 3130;3440

CT BEVERAGE; BIN; BOTTLE; CHARGE; COLLECT; CONTAINER; CUSTOMER; DEPOSIT;

         DISPOSABLE; EMPTY; FEDERAL; MANUFACTURER; MARKET; NEW;

         NON- RETURNABLE; POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE; PLASTIC; PUBLIC; RECYCLING; 
REGULATION; RETAILER; SHORT; SUBSIDIARY; WEST

CO COCA-COLA CO.; PEPSI-COLA CO.; ***PET*** ***RECYCLING***

         DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

GT EUROPE; WEST GERMANY; NETHERLANDS; UNITED KINGDOM; EU;EZWGE;EZNET;EZUKM

Scanning Answers in an Answer Set 

Enter DISPLAY SCAN and the L-number of the answer set at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file in which 
the answer set was created. If you do not specify an L-number, you are prompted to supply one. The 
default is the last answer set created. One randomly selected answer from the L-number answer set is 



displayed. 

You are asked if you wish to see more answers. The default is to see one more answer. Specify the 
number of answers you wish to see. You may continue to view randomly chosen answers from the L-
number answer set until all answers have been viewed. You are informed when all answers have been 
scanned and returned to an arrow prompt (=>). If you ask to scan more answers than are left in the 
answer set, all remaining answers are displayed and you are returned to the arrow prompt (=>).

To terminate a DISPLAY SCAN before all answers are scanned, enter either END, N, 0 (zero), or 
NONE at the prompt asking for the number of answers you wish to scan.

To scan two more answers from the answer set

HOW MANY MORE ANSWERS DO YOU WISH TO SCAN? (1):2

L9 90 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

TI ***PET*** ***RECYCLING*** A REALITY

CC Environmental issues; Rigid and semi-rigid plastics and laminate packs ; 3130;3440

CT ASSOCIATIONS; BEVERAGE; BOTTLE; CARPET; CIRCULATION; COLLECTION;

         CONSUMER; CONSUMPTION; DEEP; DRAW; ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION;

         EQUIVALENT; ESTABLISHING; FEDERAL; FIBRE; PLASTIC FILM; FORMING;

         GEOTEXTILES; HIGH; HOUSEHOLD; IMPORTER; LEGISLATION; LEISURE; LEVEL;

         PACKAGING; POLYETHYLENE; TEREPHTHALATE; PET BOTTLE; POLYESTER;

         RECYCLING; SUPPLIER; VOLUME; WASTE

CO ***PET*** - ***RECYCLING*** SCHWEIZ

GT EUROPE; SWITZERLAND; EU;EUSWI

L9 90 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

TI MAJOR SYSTEM FOR RECLAMATION OF PET LAUNCHED

CC Environmental issues; Single component; 3130;3245

CT CENTRAL; CLEANING; CLOSE; COLLECTION; CONSUMPTION; COST; DEPOSIT;

         DIRECTOR; DISPOSAL; ECONOMIC; EFFICIENCY; ENGINEERING; ENVIRONMENT;



         GOVERNMENT; HIGH; INFRASTRUCTURE; LOCAL; MANDATORY; MATERIAL;

         PACKAGING; POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE; PHYSICAL; PILOT; PROJECTION;

         PROPERTY; QUALITY; RECLAMATION; RECYCLING; REUSABLE; SEPARATION;

         SUITABLE; SYSTEM; TECHNOLOGY; TEXTILE; USE; VIRGIN; WASHING; WASTE; WEST

GT WEST GERMANY; UNITED KINGDOM; USA; EZWGE;EZUKM;NAUSA

TN PLAS/PET

 



DISPLAY

Specifying the Fields to Scan 

If you want to scan just one or several of the fields defined by SCAN, enter the field codes in the same 
line as DISPLAY SCAN. Then, only the specified fields display with each answer scanned. The fields 
specified must be ones included in the SCAN definition. The codes must be entered in the same line as 
the command. You are not prompted for this information. For example, if title (TI) were one of the fields 
in SCAN, to see just the titles of random answers, enter D SCAN TI at the arrow prompt (=>). Multiple 
fields may be specified and the display is in the same order as the specification.

To scan specific fields 

=> d l9 scan rn ti

L9 90 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

RN 25038-59-9 (POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE)

         78-11-5Q, 13965-63-4Q, 25038-59-9Q, 71812-36-7Q, 86221-04-7Q (PET)

TI ECD COMMITTED TO ***PET*** ***RECYCLING***

HOW MANY MORE ANSWERS DO YOU WISH TO SCAN? (1):

 



DISPLAY

Scanning Fields with Hit Terms 

You may SCAN the hit fields, if the hit term occurs in one of the fields defined by SCAN. Enter 
DISPLAY SCAN HIT at an arrow prompt (=>). HIT may also be combined with other fields defined by 
SCAN, e.g., DISPLAY SCAN TI HIT. 

To scan specific fields 

=> d l9 scan rn ti

L9 90 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

RN 25038-59-9 (POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE)

         78-11-5Q, 13965-63-4Q, 25038-59-9Q, 71812-36-7Q, 86221-04-7Q (PET)

TI ECD COMMITTED TO ***PET*** ***RECYCLING***

HOW MANY MORE ANSWERS DO YOU WISH TO SCAN? (1):

To scan the hit fields 

=> d scan hit l9

L9 90 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

TI ***PET*** ***RECYCLING*** PLANT

HOW MANY MORE ANSWERS DO YOU WISH TO SCAN? (1):1 

L9 90 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

CO ***PET*** - ***RECYCLING*** SCHWEIZ

To scan hit fields combined with specific fields 

=> d scan hit gt l9

L1 92 ANSWERS PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA

TI SWISS DEBATE THE FUTURE OF ***PET*** ***RECYCLING***



GT EUROPE; SWITZERLAND; EU;EUSWI

HOW MANY MORE ANSWERS DO YOU WISH TO SCAN? (1):

 



DISPLAY

Display Browse 

Command format: DISPLAY BROWSE Ln

         D BRO Ln (Expert version)

         The DISPLAY BROWSE command allows you to do the following without re-keying the DISPLAY 
command:

1. view consecutive answers

2. view non-consecutive answers

3. view additional answers

4. view different fields from same answer

5. change default display format

6. search for terms within a record

7. move forward and backward within a record

For information on browsing, enter HELP DISPLAY BROWSE at an arrow prompt (=>).

Browsing Through an Answer Set 

To use the command, enter DISPLAY BROWSE and the L-number of the answer set at an arrow 
prompt(=>) in the file in which the answer set was created. If you do not enter an L-number, you are 
prompted for one. The default is the most recently created L-number. You are then prompted for an 
answer number and/or display field and/or format. The default is to display answer 1 in the file-specific 
default format. You may specify a single answer, multiple answers, a range of answers, or 
combinations of these. Refer to the DISPLAY L-number section for information on ways to request 
answer numbers. You may also specify the fields and/or formats to display. If you do not specify a 
format, the request answers are displayed in the file-specific default display format. Requesting the 
fields and formats works just as within DISPLAY L#. 

To browse through an answer set, beginning with answer 1 in default display format 

=> display browse



ENTER (L2) OR L#:l2

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:dis

L2 ANSWER 1 OF 11 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

AN CA119(6):54523s

TI Microcomposite and ***nanocomposite*** structures from chemical

         vapor deposition in the silicon-titanium-carbon system

AU Touanen, Muriel; Teyssandier, Francis; Ducarroir, Michel; Maline,

         Mohammed; Hillel, Roger; Derep, Jean Luc

CS IMP, Univ. Perpignan

LO Perpignan 66860, Fr.

SO J. Am. Ceram. Soc., 76(6), 1473-81

SC 57-2 (Ceramics)

SX 49

DT J

CO JACTAW

IS 0002-7820

PY 1993

LA Eng

 



DISPLAY

Seeing the Next Answer 

After the display of the answer(s), you are prompted for what to do next. To see the next answer in the 
default display format, take the default.

To see next answer in the default display format 

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:dis 

L2 ANSWER 2 OF 11 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

AN CA119(2):13955r

TI Carbon fiber-reinforced silicon nitride-based ***nanocomposites*** , and their

         manufacture

AU Oshima, Kenji; Kato, Yoshitsugu; Ito, Tsugio; Niihara, Koichi

CS Noritake Co., Ltd.

LO Japan

SO Eur. Pat. Appl., 12 pp.

PI EP 536866 A1 14 Apr 1993

DS R: DE, FR, GB

AI EP 92-250297 12 Oct 1992

PRAI JP 91-290388 11 Oct 1991

IC ICM C04B035-80

         ICS C04B035-58

SC 57-2 (Ceramics)

DT P



CO EPXXDW

PY 1993

LA Eng

 



DISPLAY

Seeing Different Fields 

If you want to see different fields from the last answer displayed, enter the fields and/or formats at the 
prompt. The requested information is displayed for the last answer seen.

To see fields other than the default for multiple answers 

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:3-5 ti

L2 ANSWER 3 OF 11 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

TI Manfucture of ceramics

L2 ANSWER 4 OF 11 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

TI Insulating and electroconducting diamondlike ***nanocomposites***

L2 ANSWER 5 OF 11 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

TI Diamond-like ***nanocomposites*** (DLN)

To see different information from the last answer displayed 

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:hit

L2 ANSWER 6 OF 11 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

TI Density and microstructure of CVD silicon carbide-carbon ***nanocomposites***

KW carbon silicon carbide ***nanocomposite*** density

         microstructure; CVD carbon silicon carbide ***nanocomposite***

IT Crystal orientation

         (of carbon-silicon carbide CVD ***nanocomposites*** )

IT ***7440-44-0*** , Carbon, properties

         (composites, with silicon carbide, d. and microstructure of CVD)



 



DISPLAY 

Seeing Non-Consecutive Answers 

If you want to move around in the answer set, enter the answer numbers at the prompt. The requested 
answers are displayed in the order specified.

Specifying a New Default Display Format 

If you wish to change the default display format, enter an asterisk (*) followed by the new default at the 
prompt. You are prompted again for what to do next. If you take the default, the next answer is 
displayed in the new default format you defined.

To exit from browse, enter END. You are then returned to the arrow prompt (=>).

To change the default display format 

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:*occ 

To see next answer after the default display is changed 

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:dis

L2 ANSWER 6 OF 11 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

FIELD COUNT

TI 1

KW 2

IT 2

 



DISPLAY

Browsing Full Text Records 

Some files, especially those containing the full text of an article, have additional options in DISPLAY 
BROWSE. The DISPLAY BROWSE command also allows you to:

1. move forward or backward in the record

2. search for terms in answer records

To see if these options are available for the answer set you are browsing, enter a question mark (?) at 
the colon prompt (:) within DISPLAY BROWSE.

To browse records in a full text file 

=> d browse

:an ti 

L1 ANSWER 1 of 369 COPYRIGHT 1993 WILEY

AN 93:1096 CJWILEY

T Photocrosslinking of Polymers Containing Cationically Polymerizable Groups

         in the Side-Chain by Sulfonium Salts

Moving Forward or Backward 

To move in the answer set, enter one of the following at the colon prompt:

F move forward to the next field or paragraph

Fn move forward n fields or paragraphs

F0 redisplay last field shown

B move backward to the previous field or paragraph

Bn move backward n fields or paragraphs

B0 redisplay last field shown



When n is specified, it must be adjacent to the F or B. If n is not specified, F1 or B1 is assumed. If n 
exceeds the number of fields that remain either forward (Fn) or backward (Bn) in the answer set, you 
are positioned at the beginning or end (respectively) of the answer set. You may cross answer 
boundaries when using DISPLAY BROWSE.

To move forward one field 

:f

L1 ANSWER 1 of 369 COPYRIGHT 1993 WILEY

AU (1) LIN, MAO-PENG; (2) IKEDA, TOMIKI; (3) ENDO, TAKESHI

To move forward 8 fields 

:f8

L1 ANSWER 1 of 369 COPYRIGHT 1993 WILEY

TX TX(1) of 8. INTRODUCTION. Vinylethers show a high cationic

         polymerizability, and many studies have been performed on the

         cationic polymerization of this category of monomers.**1 If species

         capable of initiating a cationic polymerization are produced

         photochemically in the presence of vinylethers, polymerization is

         expected to take place quite effectively.**2,3 The sensitivity of

         this photoreaction can be high because of a large kinetic chain

         length of the cationic polymerization of vinylethers.**2

To move backward 2 fields 

:b2

L1 ANSWER 1 of 369 COPYRIGHT 1993 WILEY

PB John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

To move backward to the beginning of the answer set 



:b155

ANSWER 1 COMPLETED

RELATIVE MOTION (FN OR BN) BEYOND ANSWER SET BOUNDARY

POSITIONED AT TOP OF ANSWER 1

The number entered with your request to move the display forward (F)

or backward (B) is larger than the number of fields available.

 



DISPLAY

Searching for Terms 

To search in DISPLAY BROWSE, enter S, SEA, S-, or SEA- followed by the term. The system 
searches for this character string within the answer set and displays the entire field that contains the 
string. It also highlights the string that was searched. After the answer displays, enter S and the next 
instance of the term is displayed. Enter S- and the previous occurrence of the term is displayed.

You may not use Boolean or proximity operators to combine terms in a character string. Truncation 
symbols may not be used. You may enter characters such as the percent sign (%).

To search for a term within an answer set 

=> d bro

:s chemistry

ANSWER 1 COMPLETED - SEARCHING 'CHEMISTRY'

ANSWER 2 COMPLETED - 'CHEMISTRY' NOT FOUND

ANSWER 3 COMPLETED - 'CHEMISTRY' NOT FOUND

L11 ANSWER 4 of 330 COPYRIGHT 1993 WILEY

RE RE(15) of 27. 14. P. J. Flory, Principles of Polymer

         ***Chemistry*** , Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY, 1953.

To find the previous occurrence of a term 

:s- flory

L11 ANSWER 4 of 330 COPYRIGHT 1993 WILEY

RE RE(15) of 27. 14. P. J. ***Flory*** , Principles

         of Polymer Chemistry, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY, 1953.

To find the previous occurrence of the same term 

:s- 



L11 ANSWER 4 of 330 COPYRIGHT 1993 WILEY

TX TX(13) of 45. EXPERIMENTAL. Materials. Polymers.

         For linear polymers, the hydrodynamic volume of the

         polymer coil can be related to the rootmean-square

         end-to-end distance of the polymer coil through the

         following equation proposed by ***Flory*** :**14

         EQUATION (2): [ eta ] M = PHI ( h**2 )**3/2 where PHI

         is the universal constant quoted by Billmeyer**15 as

         2.8 TIMES 10**21 and ( h**2 )**1/2 is the root-mean-square

         end-to-end distance of the polymer coil.

 



DISPLAY

Tagging Answers 

You may also use DISPLAY BROWSE to tag answers in the answer set to be used later in the SORT 
command. SORT is used to rearrange the records in an answer set. You can mark which of the 
answers you want to sort by certain fields by first marking them while browsing through the answer set. 
Enter DISPLAY BROWSE followed by the L-number answer set at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file in 
which the search was executed. Enter TAG followed by the numbers of the answers you wish to sort. 
When you have tagged all the appropriate answers, enter END. Than use TAG in the SORT command 
to only rearrange those records of interest. Refer to the SORT section for more information. If you want 
to remove the tag from an answer, enter DISPLAY BROWSE. Then, enter UNTAG followed by the 
answer numbers.

To tag answers for sorting 

=> display browse l5

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:5

(Answer 5 is displayed in the default format)

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:tag

ANSWERS 5 TAGGED

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:tag 10 20

ANSWERS 10 TAGGED

ANSWERS 20 TAGGED

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:end 

To sort the tagged answers 

=> sort l5 cs au

SORT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:n

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS OR TAGGED (?):tagged

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L5



L6 3 SORT L5 TAGGED CS AU

 



DISPLAY

Stacking Commands 

On STN you may enter more than one command in a line. Simply separate each command with a 
semicolon (;). When one of the commands requires further information to complete the execution, the 
system interrupts the process and provides the intermediate prompt. DISPLAY BROWSE requires you 
to answer intermediate prompts. After you END the browsing, the remaining stacked commands are 
executed.

To stack DISPLAY BROWSE with other commands 

=> fil ca; sea garlic and cholesterol; dis bro; fil biosis; s l1 

         1322 GARLIC

         39210 CHOLESTEROL

L142 GARLIC AND CHOLESTEROL

ENTER (L1) OR L#:l1

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:ti 

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 42 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

TI Inhibition of ***cholesterol*** synthesis in vitro by extracts and

         isolated compounds prepared from ***garlic*** and wild ***garlic***

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:end 

FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 08:42:58 ON 09 APR 93

         1521 GARLIC

         69458 CHOLESTEROL

L2 72 GARLIC AND CHOLESTEROL

 



DISPLAY

Display Accession Number 

Command format: DISPLAY ACC accession number format

         D ACC accession number format (Expert version)

The records in a database may be displayed without executing a search and displaying the L-number 
answer set. Use the DISPLAY ACC command to display any record in the file. For information on this 
display option, enter HELP DISPLAY ACC at an arrow prompt (=>).

Specifying Accession Numbers 

The format of an accession number is file-specific. Use the EXPAND command to see if an accession 
number is in the file. Enter HELP ACCESSION at an arrow prompt (=>) for information on accession 
number formats in the file.

To see the accession number format in the current file 

=> file ca

=> help accession 

Any one of eight formats may be used to input a CA Abstract Number (CAN) in the DISPLAY ACC, 
ORDER ACC, or PRINT ACC command. The formats are shown here, using Volume 97, issue 5, 
abstract 38705z as the example.

CAS ONLINE output format --------CA97(5):38705z

Printed CA format ----------------97:38705z

Other formats -------------------97:38705

         CA97-38705(5)

         CA97-38705

         CA09705038705z

         CA09705038705

         97038705



Note that leading zeros are used in some of these formats to make the volume three digits, the issue 
two digits, and the abstract number six digits.

 



DISPLAY

Displaying a Record 

To view all or part of one or more records in a file, first enter the file. Then, enter DISPLAY ACC 
followed by the accession number and the fields and/or formats to display. If you are using the novice 
version of the command, you are prompted for more numbers until you choose the END option to 
terminate the list of accession numbers. If you use the expert version of the command, you must enter 
all the numbers for the list either on the same line as the command or at the first prompt for the 
accession numbers. You are not given multiple prompts for the list of numbers in the expert version of 
the command. The display formats available are the same as those used for displaying answers to a 
search. Not all files require the use of the ACC keyword. 

To display a record without executing a search

=> display acc

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):97:38705

MORE? (END):end

ENTER DISPLAY FORMAT (BIB):bib

ANSWER 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

AN CA97(5):38705z

TI The synthesis of 2,3-dinorprostacyclin metabolites: a new

         approach to spirolactone hemiacetals

AU Bundy, G. L.; Lin, C. H.; Sih, J. C.

CS Exp. Chem. Res., Upjohn Co.

LO Kalamazoo, MI 49001, USA

SO Tetrahedron, 37(25), 4419-29

SC 26-3 (Biomolecules and Their Synthetic Analogs)

SX 13



DT J

CO TETRAB

IS 0040-4020

PY 1981

LA Eng

Specifying Display Information 

You may use either display formats or fields or combinations of these. The default is the default display 
format for the file. Enter HELP FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file for a list of valid formats and 
their definitions. Enter HELP DFIELDS for a list of valid display fields. 

HIT, KWIC, OCC, QRD, and SCAN may not be used with the DISPLAY ACC option. These formats are 
based on search terms and have no meaning when displaying a records without executing a search. 

To display fields from a record

=> file phys

=> d acc 84:54001 au ti

ANSWER 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 FIZ KARLSRUHE

AU Harnden, F.R. Jr.; Grant, P.D. (Harvard Univ.,

         Cambridge, MA (USA). Center for Astrophysics)

TI X-ray spectra and pulsation upper limits for the Vela Pulsar.

 



DISPLAY

Display Cost 

Command format: DISPLAY COST option

         D COS option (Expert version)

To see the estimated cost of your online session, enter DISPLAY COST at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
costs are displayed in your billing currency.

Three cost display options are available:

ON estimated cost for current file and total session

         for connect hours, network, search, display, and print charges

BRIEF full estimated cost information for the current file,

         totals for other files used in the session, and totals for entire session

FULL full estimated cost information for all files

The default option for DISPLAY COST is ON. To verify your default, enter D SET COST at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

If you want to change the default, use the SET command to specify the default cost display you desire.

Finding cost information 

Price information for a file is available by entering HELP COST at an arrow prompt (=>) within the file. 
For online information on displaying the estimated costs of your session, enter HELP DISPLAY COST 
at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the cost display 

=> d cos

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

CONNECT CHARGES 39.48 102.48



SEARCH CHARGES 0.00 2.00

DISPLAY CHARGES 7.65 96.65

FULL ESTIMATED COST 47.13 201.13

DISCOUNT AMOUNTS (FOR QUALIFYING SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ACCOUNTS) ENTRY SESSION

TRCTHERMO SUBSCRIBER PRICE 0.00 -4.27

IN FILE 'CJWILEY' AT 15:58:59 ON 05 MAR 93

 



DISPLAY

Displaying a Brief of Cost Information 

Command format: DISPLAY COST BRIEF

         D COS BRIEF (Expert version)

The BRIEF option is a more detailed display of the cost information than ON. BRIEF includes the full 
cost details for the current file, a summary by file and cost center for other files, and the total session 
costs. Quantity and rate information appear in columns and all elapsed times are displayed in hundreds 
of hours.

To see a more detailed estimate of your charges 

=> d cos brief

         FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

         MPDHOME FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.06 @ 25.00 1.50

SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         HODOC FILE (NONE) 0.24 36.40

         TRCTHERMO FILE (NONE) 0.05 17.00

         STNGUIDE FILE (NONE) 0.08 1.20

         ASMDATA FILE (NONE) 0.26 69.50

         PHYS FILE (NONE) 0.25 29.75

         CJWILEY FILE (NONE) 0.51 50.49



         MPDHOME FILE (NONE) 0.06 1.50

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

                  (NONE) 1.46 205.99

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 1.46 205.99

DISCOUNT AMOUNTS (FOR QUALIFYING SINCE FILE TOTAL

                  ACCOUNTS) ENTRY SESSION

TRCTHERMO SUBSCRIBER PRICE 0.00 -4.27

IN FILE 'CJWILEY' AT 15:58:59 ON 05 MAR 93

 



DISPLAY

Displaying Detailed Cost Information 

Command format: DISPLAY COST FULL

         D COS FULL (Expert version)

To see the complete cost details the entire session, a summary by file and cost center, and the total 
session costs, enter DISPLAY COST FULL at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see all the cost information 

=> d cos full

FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE EST COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

HOME FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 15.00 0.15

HODOC FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.24 @ 60.00 14.40

         DISPLAYS IN IDE FORMAT 14.00 @ 0.75 10.50

         SEARCH TERMS 2.00 @ 0.50 1.00

TRCTHERMO FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.05 @ 90.00 4.50

         DISPLAYS IN IDE FORMAT 10.00 @ 0.20 2.00

         DISPLAYS MULTI-VALUE PROP 10.00 @ 1.00 10.00

         TEXT SEARCH TERMS 1.00 @ 0.50 0.50

STNGUIDE FILE COST=



         CONNECT HOURS 0.08 @ 15.00 1.20

ASMDATA FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.26 @ 50.00 13.00

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT IDE 30.00 @ 0.50 15.00

         DYNAMIC TABLE DISPLAYS 26.00 @ 1.50 39.00

         SEARCH TERMS 5.00 @ 0.10 0.50

PHYS FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.25 @ 119.00 29.75

CJWILEY FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.51 @ 84.00 42.84

         DISPLAYS IN AB FORMAT 1.00 @ 0.25 0.25

         DISPLAYS IN ALL FORMAT 1.00 @ 2.60 2.60

         DISPLAYS IN BIB FORMAT 3.00 @ 0.35 1.05

MPDHOME FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.12 @ 25.00 3.00

SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         HODOC FILE (NONE) 0.24 25.90

         TRCTHERMO FILE (NONE) 0.05 17.00

         STNGUIDE FILE (NONE) 0.08 1.20

         ASMDATA FILE (NONE) 0.26 67.50

         PHYS FILE (NONE) 0.25 29.75



         CJWILEY FILE (NONE) 0.51 46.74

         MPDHOME FILE (NONE) 0.12 3.00

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

                  (NONE) 1.52 191.24

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 1.52 191.24

DISCOUNT AMOUNTS (FOR QUALIFYING SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ACCOUNTS) ENTRY SESSION

TRCTHERMO SUBSCRIBER PRICE 0.00 -4.27

IN FILE 'CJWILEY' AT 15:58:59 ON 05 MAR 93

 



DISPLAY

Display History 

Command format: DISPLAY HISTORY option Ln

         D HIS option Ln (Expert version)

DISPLAY HISTORY is used to view a list of all commands (except DISPLAY and HELP) and files used 
during your online session. There are two options available:

BRIEF view a short display with one line for queries and

         E-numbers without complete terms

FULL view a complete display of all query text, complete

         definitions of E-numbers and L-numbers used in searches,

         and complete file entry information

The BRIEF option is the default for DISPLAY HISTORY. Additionally, you may specify the L-numbers 
or number of L-numbers to be displayed. The default L-number value is L1-, i.e., all of the session 
history.

For information on this display option, enter HELP DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>).

Displaying a Brief Session History 

Command format: DISPLAY HISTORY BRIEF Ln

         D HIS BRIEF Ln (Expert version)

To review what you have done during the current session, enter DISPLAY HISTORY BRIEF at an 
arrow prompt (=>). If you choose to look at all the L-numbers in the session, you will see a 
chronological display of the session. Each file entered, and the time it was entered displays with a 
listing of commands and L-numbers generated while in the file. Print request numbers and document 
orders are also shown.

To see files and commands used in current session 

=> display history



ENTER (BRIEF) OR FULL:brief

ENTER (L1-), L#, OR ?:l1- 

(FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 16:15:07 ON 18 AUG 93)

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 16:16:20 ON 18 AUG 93

L1 211 SEA MUREAV/CO AND 1993/PY

                  SEL RN

P230348C PRINT NOA L1 OFFLINE 1-5 BIB AB

FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 16:18:09 ON 18 AUG 93

L2 1 S E1

FILE 'CSCHEM' ENTERED AT 16:18:40 ON 18 AUG 93

L3 5 S L2

                  SEL CO

FILE 'CSCORP' ENTERED AT 16:19:12 ON 18 AUG 93

L4 1 S E2

FILE 'CAPREVIEWS' ENTERED AT 16:19:49 ON 18 AUG 93

L5 59 S L2

D230101W ORDER 1

FILE 'RTECS' ENTERED AT 16:21:03 ON 18 AUG 93

L6 1 S L2

                  DEL D230101W

 



DISPLAY

Displaying Detailed History 

Command format: DISPLAY HISTORY FULL Ln

         D HIS FULL Ln (Expert version)

Use the FULL option for a very detailed history display. You see everything shown with BRIEF but all 
query definitions and E-number definitions are shown. Also, a list of the files used and the banners of 
each is shown at the end of the history display.

To see a complete, detailed history of the session 

=> d his ful

(FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 16:15:07 ON 18 AUG 93)

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 16:16:20 ON 18 AUG 93

L1 211 SEA MUREAV/CO AND 1993/PY

                  SEL RN

P230348C PRINT NOA L1 OFFLINE 1-5 BIB AB

FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 16:18:09 ON 18 AUG 93

L2 1 SEA 15663-27-1/RN

FILE 'CSCHEM' ENTERED AT 16:18:40 ON 18 AUG 93

L3 5 SEA L2

                  SEL CO

FILE 'CSCORP' ENTERED AT 16:19:12 ON 18 AUG 93

L4 1 SEA "W.C. HERAEUS GMBH PRODUKTBEREICH CHEMIE"/CO

FILE 'CAPREVIEWS' ENTERED AT 16:19:49 ON 18 AUG 93

L5 59 SEA L2



D230101W ORDER 1

FILE 'RTECS' ENTERED AT 16:21:03 ON 18 AUG 93

L6 1 SEA L2

                  DEL D230101W

FILE CA

FILE COVERS 1967 - 7 Aug 93 (930807/ED) VOL 119 ISS 6.

FILE REGISTRY

STRUCTURE FILE UPDATES: 14 AUG 93 HIGHEST RN 149341-00-4

DICTIONARY FILE UPDATES: 17 AUG 93 HIGHEST RN 149341-00-4

FILE CSCHEM

FILE COVERS CURRENT DATA. LAST UPDATE: DECEMBER, 1992

FILE CSCORP

FILE COVERS CURRENT DATA. LAST UPDATE: DECEMBER, 1992

FILE CAPREVIEWS

FILE COVERS CURRENT RECORDS AND IS UPDATED DAILY

FILE LAST UPDATED: 18 AUG 1993 (930818/ED)

FILE RTECS

REGISTRY OF TOXIC EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES (RTECS). THIS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH (NIOSH) FILE I

A COMPENDIUM OF TOXICITY DATA EXTRACTED FROM THE SCIENTIFIC

LITERATURE. FILE LAST RELOADED: MAY 1993

 



DISPLAY

Specifying L-Numbers 

You may specify which L-numbers in the session history you want to see. The following options may be 
used:

L1- display all L-numbers in the session

Ln display the command that created Ln

         (n is a number from 1 to 199)

Ln-Lm display Ln, Lm, and all intervening commands

         (m is larger than n)

Ln- display all commands executed up to and including Ln

-Ln display Ln and all commands executed before it

L# display the command that created the most recent L-number

x display the last L-number and x-1 commands executed before it

To see a list of the files entered and their banners, but no commands, enter DISPLAY HISTORY 0 at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the command that created a specific L-number 

=> d his l3

FILE 'CSCHEM' ENTERED AT 16:18:40 ON 18 AUG 93

L3 5 SEA L2

                  SEL CO

To see the commands for a range of L-numbers 

=> d his l1-l2

(FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 16:15:07 ON 18 AUG 93)



FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 16:16:20 ON 18 AUG 93

L1 211 SEA MUREAV/CO AND 1993/PY

                  SEL RN

P230348C PRINT NOA L1 OFFLINE 1-5 BIB AB

FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 16:18:09 ON 18 AUG 93

L2 1 SEA E1

To determine the current L-number 

=> d his l#

(FILE 'CAPREVIEWS' ENTERED AT 16:19:49 ON 18 AUG 93)

D230101W ORDER 1

FILE 'RTECS' ENTERED AT 16:21:03 ON 18 AUG 93

L6 1 S L24

                  DEL D230101W

To see the last 2 L-numbers 

=> d his 2 

(FILE 'CAPREVIEWS' ENTERED AT 16:19:49 ON 18 AUG 93)

L5 59 S L2

D230101W ORDER 1

FILE 'RTECS' ENTERED AT 16:21:03 ON 18 AUG 93

L6 1 S L2

         DEL D230101W

 



DISPLAY

Display Query 

Command format: DISPLAY QUERY Ln

         D QUE Ln (Expert version)

The DISPLAY QUERY option is used to see a query for an L-number in the current session. The query 
may consist of alphanumeric terms, chemical structures, or screen numbers depending on the file in 
which the query was created. To use this command, enter DISPLAY QUERY and the L-number of the 
query at an arrow prompt (=>). You do not have to be in the file in which the query was created or 
searched in order to display it. The default L-number is the one that was last created.

If the L-number is a query that references other L-numbers, all L-numbers involved in the definition are 
displayed.

For information on this command, enter HELP DISPLAY QUERY at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the query definition of an L-number

=> display query

ENTER (L10) OR L#:l4

L1 QUE TOXIC? OR SAFE? OR HYGIEN? OR CARCINO? OR

         MUTAGEN? OR TERATOGEN? OR HAZARD? OR

         LETHAL OR ABUSE OR FOREN? OR MEDICOLEGA? OR

         EXPLOS? OR COMBUST? OR FLAM?

L2 QUE POISON? OR NOXIOU?

L3 QUE 59/SC,SX

L4 QUE L1 OR L2 OR L3

Displaying a Query in an Answer Set 

If the L-number is the number of an answer set, the answer set line is displayed. In the line, the file that 
was searched is indicated. If other L-numbers were referenced in the search, all the L-numbers 



involved in the query are also displayed. When citing the L-number of an answer set, you must include 
the QUERY option on the same line as DISPLAY. If it is omitted, the answers in the L-number are 
displayed. 

To see the query definition in an L-number answer set

=> d que l3

L2 6671 SEA FILE=INSPEC JOSEPHSON (W) (JUNCTION OR EFFECT#)

L3 184 SEA FILE=INSPEC L2 AND 1993/PY

 



DISPLAY

Displaying a Saved Query 

To display the definition of a saved query (name/Q), you must first activate it. Enter ACTIVATE and the 
name of the saved query at any arrow prompt (=>). The query is retrieved and L-numbers are assigned 
to all steps used in creating the query.

If the query is part of a saved answer set (name/A), activate the answer set.

To see the query definition in a saved query

=> act recycle/q

L14 QUE RECYCL#

L15 QUE L14 AND (BAYER OR BASF)/CO

To see the query definition in a saved answer set

=> act ustoyota/a

ANSWER SET WAS CREATED IN FILE 'JPNEWS'.

ACTIVATE QUERY ONLY? (Y)/N:y

L1 QUE TOYOTA

L2 QUE L1 AND AMERICA/GT

L3 QUE L2 AND CTR/FS

 



DISPLAY

Displaying a Structure Query 

Command format: DISPLAY QUERY Ln format

         D QUE Ln format (Expert version)

If the query contains a chemical structure, you may specify how much structure data to display. Enter 
one of the following formats:

SIA to view the structure image and attributes

SIM to view the structure image

SAT to view the structure attributes

SMP to view the structure map

SCT to view the structure connection table

SDA to view all structure data (image, attributes, and connection table)

NOS to suppress the structure

The default is SIA. Refer to the Building and Searching Structures on STN manual for a complete 
discussion of these formats.

To see the query definition of a structure query 

=> display que l6

ENTER STRUCTURE FORMAT (SIA), SCT, SDA, SIM, SAT, NOS:sda

L4 STR



 

NODE ATTRIBUTES:

NSPEC IS RC AT 10

GRAPH ATTRIBUTES:

RSPEC I

NUMBER OF NODES IS 11

                           ******CONNECTIONS******

NOD SYM ROL NOD/BON/SIT NOD/BON/SIT NOD/BON/SIT

         1 C PRO 2 RN 6 RN

         2 N PRO 3 RN 1 RN

         3 C PRO 7 CSE 4 RN 2 RN



         4 C PRO 8 CSE 5 RN 3 RN

         5 C PRO 6 RN 4 RN

         6 C PRO 1 RN 5 RN

         7 X PRO 3 CSE

         8 C PRO 11 CDE 9 CSE 4 CSE

         9 O PRO 10 CSE 8 CSE

         10 C PRO 9 CSE

         11 O PRO 8 CDE

L5 SCR 2079

L6 QUE L4 AND L5

 



DISPLAY

Displaying Search Statistics 

Command format: DISPLAY QUERY Ln format STA

         D QUE Ln format STA (Expert version)

To see search statistics for a structure search, enter STA in the DISPLAY QUERY command. The 
structure query and the search statistics are displayed. If you use the expert version of the command, 
STA must be entered on the same line as the command. The default is to not show the statistics. You 
must use an L-number of an answer set to see the statistics. To display only the search statistics, use 
the NOS format to suppress the display of the query. You must be in the file in which the search was 
executed to see the search statistics. 

To display the search statistics 

=> display query l8

ENTER STRUCTURE FORMAT (SIA), SCT, SDA, SIM, SAT, NOS:nos

ENTER SEARCH STATUS OPTION (NONE), STATUS, OR ?:sta

L4 STR

L5 SCR 2079

L8 10 SEA FILE=REGISTRY SSS FUL L4 AND L5

100.0% PROCESSED 10 ITERATIONS 10 ANSWERS

SEARCH TIME: 00.00.03
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Display Expand, Select, or Run 

Command format: DISPLAY EXPAND En

         D EXP En (Expert version)

To see the list of E-number terms created by the EXPAND, RUN, or SELECT, enter DISPLAY 
EXPAND followed by the E-numbers you want to see at an arrow prompt (=>). SELECT or RUN may 
be used in place of EXPAND and the E-numbers are displayed, regardless of how the E-number list 
was created. You may specify an individual E-number, a range of E-numbers, or ALL to see the entire 
list.

When specifying a range you may enter any of the following specifications:

En-Em to view from En to Em (n must be a number higher than m)

En-m to view from En to Em (n must be a number higher than m)

En- to view from En to the highest E-number in the list

-En to view from E1 to En

E1- to view the entire list

ALL to view the entire list

For more information on this command, enter HELP DISPLAY EXPAND at an arrow prompt (=>). For 
information on generating E-numbers, refer to EXPAND, SELECT, and RUN sections.

To see the E-number list

=> display expand

ENTER (ALL), E#, E# RANGE, OR ?:all

E1 2 OHARA, SHUICHI/AU

E2 2 TAKETANI, NORIAKI/AU

E3 2 TAKEZAWA, YOSHITAKA/AU



E4 2 TANNO, SEIKICHI/AU

E5 1 ANDERSON, ROBERT M./AU

E6 1 ATANASSOV, A. N./AU

E7 1 BAGBY, M. O./AU

E8 1 BELL, JAMES P./AU

E9 1 CHOI, SOO GHIL/AU

E10 1 ERHAN, S. Z./AU

E11 1 HARRIS, ROBERT F./AU

E12 1 JO, WON HO/AU

E13 1 KOROS, W. J./AU

E14 1 KOSTOV, G. K./AU

E15 1 LI, BINYAO/AU

E16 1 MC HUGH, A. J./AU

E17 1 MIN, BYUNG GHYL/AU

E18 1 NI, SHAORU/AU

E19 1 REZAC, M. E./AU

E20 1 SON, TAE WON/AU

To see a particular E-number

=> d sel e19

E19 1 REZAC, M. E./AU

To display a range of E-numbers

=> d run e1-3

E1 2 OHARA, SHUICHI/AU



E2 2 TAKETANI, NORIAKI/AU

E3 2 TAKEZAWA, YOSHITAKA/AU

To display the E-numbers from E1 through E3

=> d sel -e3

E1 2 OHARA, SHUICHI/AU

E2 2 TAKETANI, NORIAKI/AU

E3 2 TAKEZAWA, YOSHITAKA/AU

To display the E-numbers from E16 to the highest E-number in the list

=> d sel e16-

E16 1 MC HUGH, A. J./AU

E17 1 MIN, BYUNG GHYL/AU

E18 1 NI, SHAORU/AU

E19 1 REZAC, M. E./AU

E20 1 SON, TAE WON/AU

 



DISPLAY

Display Print 

Command format: DISPLAY PRINT

         D PRI (Expert version)

Use DISPLAY PRINT to view the status of print requests. To use this command, enter DISPLAY 
PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>). The print request number, the method of delivery (offline or email), the 
L-number of the answer set, the number of answers requested, the status of the request (active or 
deleted), and the file in which the request was made are displayed for each print request made using 
the PRINT command in your current session. If the answer set column is blank, the print request was 
for accession numbers. Only print requests that you have generated in this session are displayed. 

When the status of the request is ACTIVE, the answers will be sent to the designated recipient while 
DELETED indicates that you have cancelled that offline print request and no answers will be sent.

For information on this command, enter HELP DISPLAY PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>). For 
information on sending offline prints, refer to the PRINT section.

You may delete an active print request only before logging off the current session. Once you log off, a 
print request cannot be cancelled. To cancel an active request, enter the file in which the request was 
created. Then, enter DELETE followed by the print request number.

To display the offline print requests you have made during the current session 

=> d print

REQUEST DELIVERY ANSWER SET ANSWERS STATUS FILE(S)

P231360C OFFLINE L4 10 ACTIVE REGISTRY

E231305K EMAIL L9 5 ACTIVE BEILSTEIN

P231361C OFFLINE L12 75 DELETED JPNEWS

E231362C EMAIL 1 ACTIVE BIOBUSINESS

P231363C OFFLINE 1 ACTIVE BIOBUSINESS

 



DISPLAY

Display Saved Items 

Command format: DISPLAY SAVED

         D SAV (Expert version)

To see an alphabetical list of all answer sets, L-number lists, and queries saved on your account, enter 
DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt =>). The displayed list includes the name of the saved item, the 
date it was created, its title if one was used, and the file in which it was created. If the item was saved 
temporarily, the word TEMP displays with the name in the list.

For more information about DISPLAY SAVED, refer to the DISPLAY section or enter HELP DISPLAY 
SAVE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the answer sets, lists, and queries you have saved 

=> dis saved

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ALUM/L 25 FEB 93 1 L-NUMBER

                  CAST BRONZE ALLOYS

ASPIRIN/A 30 JUL 93 4737 ANSWERS

                  454 ANSWERS IN FILE BIOSIS

                  4281 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE CHEMLIST

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE RTECS

BRONZE/Q TEMP QUERY CREATED IN FILE MH5

DASH/A 09 MAR 93 64 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

METAL/L 05 MAR 93 1 L-NUMBER

NCOMPDS/Q 30 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE BEILSTEIN



                  RXN STUDY

PROT/A 29 JUL 93 2 ANSWERS IN FILE NAPRALERT

                  GIVE RESULTS TO DR. BIVEN

RING4/A 25 FEB 93 7045 ANSWERS

                  4575 ANSWERS IN FILE MDF

                  2470 ANSWERS IN FILE ASMDATA

STEEL/Q 25 FEB 93 QUERY CREATED IN A MULTIFILE ENVIRONMENT

 



DISPLAY

Displaying Saved Answer Sets 

Command format: DISPLAY SAVED/A

         D SAV/A (Expert version)

To save an answer set, use the SAVE command. For more information on this command, refer to the 
SAVE section.

To see a list of all answer sets in your long-term storage, enter DISPLAY SAVED/A at an arrow prompt 
(=>). A table of the names, the dates created, the number of answers, and the files searched displays. 
Any titles assigned while in the SAVE command also display. If the answer set was saved temporarily, 
TEMP displays in place of a date of creation. The names are in alphabetical order in the table. 

To see information on a single saved answer set, enter DISPLAY name/A (the name is the one you 
assigned in the SAVE command) at an arrow prompt (=>). The name, date created, number of 
answers, and file searched are shown. 

To display the answers in a saved answer set, enter ACTIVATE name/A at an arrow prompt (=>). Then 
display the L-number assigned to the answer set. 

For information on this display option, enter HELP DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see a list of your saved answer sets 

=> dis saved/a

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ASPIRIN/A 30 JUL 93 4737 ANSWERS

                  454 ANSWERS IN FILE BIOSIS

                  4281 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE CHEMLIST

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE RTECS

DASH/A 09 MAR 93 64 ANSWERS IN FILE CA



PROT/A 29 JUL 93 2 ANSWERS IN FILE NAPRALERT

                  GIVE RESULTS TO DR. BIVEN

RING4/A 25 FEB 93 7045 ANSWERS

                  4575 ANSWERS IN FILE MDF

                  2470 ANSWERS IN FILE ASMDATA

USTOYOTA/A 29 JUL 93 499 ANSWERS IN FILE JPNEWS

 



DISPLAY

Displaying Unprocessed Batch Requests 

Command format: DISPLAY SAVED/B

         D SAV/B (Expert version)

A batch search is an offline search of a structure query. It is created using the BATCH command. For 
more information on this command, see the BATCH section.

To see a list of all unprocessed batch requests, enter DISPLAY SAVED/B at an arrow prompt (=>). A 
table of the batch searches that have not yet been executed displays. The names, the dates created, 
and the files to be searched are displayed. Any titles assigned while in the BATCH command also 
display. The names are in alphabetical order in the table.

If the batch search has been completed, the request is not displayed. The answers to the batch search 
are stored in your long-term storage with the same name that you assigned except /B changed into /A. 
To see a list of saved answer sets that include processed batch requests, enter DISPLAY SAVED/A at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

To see information on a single unprocessed batch request, enter DISPLAY name/B (the name is the 
one you assigned in the BATCH command) at an arrow prompt (=>).The name, date created, file 
created in, title, as well as the type and scope of the search are shown.

To see the query that is to be searched, enter ACTIVATE name/B at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file in 
which the BATCH request was created.

For information on this display option, enter HELP DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see all unprocessed batch request 

=> d sav/b

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

AKSULFUR/B 19 AUG 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE MARPAT

SULFURS/B 19 AUG 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY

To see a specific unprocessed batch request 

=> d sulfurs/b



NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

SULFURS/B 19 AUG 93 BATCH REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY

TYPE OF SEARCH SSS

SCOPE OF SEARCH FULL

 



DISPLAY 

Displaying Saved Lists 

Command format: DISPLAY SAVED/L

         D SAV/L (Expert version)

To save the L-numbers in a session, use the SAVE command. For more information on this command, 
refer to the SAVE section.

To see a list of all L-number lists in your long-term storage, enter DISPLAY SAVED/L at an arrow 
prompt (=>). A table of the names, the dates created, and the number of L-numbers displays. Any titles 
assigned while in the SAVE command also display. If the L-number list was saved temporarily, TEMP 
displays in place of a date of creation. The names are in alphabetical order in the table.

To see information on a single saved L-number list, enter DISPLAY name/L (the name is the one you 
assigned in the SAVE command) at an arrow prompt (=>). The name, date created, and number of L-
numbers are shown.

To display the definitions of the L-numbers, enter ACTIVATE name/L at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on this display option, enter HELP DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>).

To view a list of all saved L-number lists 

=> d sav/l

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ALUM/L 25 FEB 93 1 L-NUMBER

METAL/L 05 MAR 93 1 L-NUMBER

METALS/L 05 MAR 93 4 L-NUMBERS

                  CAST BRONZE ALLOYS

 



DISPLAY 

Displaying Saved Queries 

Command format: DISPLAY SAVED/Q

         D SAV/Q (Expert version)

To save a query, use the SAVE command. For more information on this command, refer to the SAVE 
section.

To see a list of all queries in your long-term storage, enter DISPLAY SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt 
(=>). A table of the names, the dates created, and the files in which the queries were created displays. 
Any titles assigned while in the SAVE command also display. If the query was saved temporarily, 
TEMP displays in place of a date of creation. The names are in alphabetical order in the table.

To see information on a single saved query, enter DISPLAY name/Q (the name is the one you 
assigned in the SAVE command) at an arrow prompt (=>). The name, date created, and file in which 
the query was created are shown. 

To display the query definition, enter ACTIVATE name/Q at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on this display option, enter HELP DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To see a list of your saved queries 

=> dis sav/q

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

BRA1/Q 19 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN METALCREEP

                  COPPER

BRONZE/Q TEMP QUERY CREATED IN FILE MH5

NCOMPDS/Q 30 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE BEILSTEIN

                  RXN STUDY

STEEL/Q 25 FEB 93 QUERY CREATED IN A MULTIFILE ENVIRONMENT



 



DISPLAY

Displaying SDI Profiles 

Command format: DISPLAY SAVED/S

         D SAV/S (Expert version)

An SDI profile is a query that is searched automatically each time a specific file is updated. This 
automatic current-awareness search is created using the SDI command. For more information on this 
command, refer to the SDI section.

To see a list of all SDI profiles in all files, enter DISPLAY SAVED/S at an arrow prompt (=>).A table of 
the names, the dates created, and the files to be searched displays. Any titles assigned while in the 
SDI command also display. 

To see information on a single SDI profile, enter DISPLAY name/S (the name is the one you assigned 
in the SDI command) at an arrow prompt (=>). The name, date created, file to be searched, title, as 
well as the method of delivery are shown. If the SDI is being sent offline or by email, the print format 
and maximum number of answers to be sent is displayed. If the SDI profile is a structure query, the 
type of search is indicated. The names are in alphabetical order in the table.

To see the query that is to be searched, enter ACTIVATE name/S at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on this display option, enter HELP DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To see a list of all SDI profiles 

=> d sav/s

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

HEARTFAIL/S 19 AUG 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE CA

METALATOM/S 10 MAY 92 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE MARPAT

TYP/S 14 APR 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY

To see information on a specific SDI profile 

=> d metalatom/s

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 



METALATOM/S 10 MAY 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE MARPAT

TYPE OF SEARCH SSS

METHOD OF DELIVERY BOTH

MAILING ADDRESS DR. R. BOT

                  444 S. TEEL RD. 

                  OXFORD, MA 37140 

PRINT FORMAT CBIB HIT 

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HITS 

         TO BE PRINTED 100 

 



DISPLAY

Display Cluster 

Command format: DISPLAY CLUSTER name

         D CLU name (Expert version)

Clusters are sets of files available for multifile searching. There are many system-defined clusters and 
you may create personal clusters using the SET CLUSTER command. For more information on this, 
refer to the SET CLUSTER section. 

To see all user- and system-defined clusters, enter DISPLAY CLUSTER ALL at an arrow prompt (=>). 
User-defined clusters, are listed first in alphabetical order, followed by the system-defined clusters in 
alphabetical order. If a comment was assigned in the SET command, it displays with the name. A short 
description of the cluster displays with each system-defined name. If you are using the expert version 
of the command, you do not need to include ALL. This is the default option for this command. To see 
the list of files that comprise a cluster, enter DISPLAY CLUSTER name (name is the name of the 
cluster to be displayed) at an arrow prompt (=>). A table of the cluster name and the files included in 
that cluster displays.

For information on this display option, enter HELP DISPLAY CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To see the list of all clusters

=> display cluster

ENTER (ALL), OR A LIST OF CLUSTER NAMES:all

CLUSTER NAME COMMENT 

.CA

.STRSEA FILES FOR EXA SEA

AGRICULTURE Agriculture Cluster

BIOSCIENCE Bioscience Literature Cluster

BUSINESS Scitech Business and News Cluster

CASRNS CAS Registry Numbers Cluster



.

.

.

HEALTH Health Sciences Cluster

HUMANITIES Social Sciences Cluster

MATDATA Materials Data Cluster (Numeric Data)

MATERIALS Materials Science Cluster

MEDICINE Medicine and Medical Science Cluster

METALS Metals Cluster

METDATA Metals Data Cluster (Numeric Data)

MOBILITY Mobility Engineering Cluster

PATENTS Patents Cluster

PETROLEUM Petroleum Cluster

PHARMACOLOGY Pharmaceutical Science Cluster

.

.

.

STRUCTURE Structure Searching Cluster

SUPPLIERS Product Directories and Suppliers Cluster

TOXICOLOGY Toxicological Information Cluster

TO SEE THE LIST OF FILES THAT COMPRISE A CLUSTER, ENTER 'DISPLAY CLUSTER' 
FOLLOWED BY THE CLUSTER NAME. ENTER 'HELP CLUSTER NAMES' TO SEE A LIST OF ALL 
SYSTEM DEFINED CLUSTERS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS.

To see the list of files in a cluster



=> d clu health

CLUSTER NAME CLUSTER DEFINITION 

HEALTH AQUASCI BIOBUSINESS BIOSIS CA CAPREVIEWS CBNB

         CHEMLIST CIN CONFSCI CSNB EMBASE ENERGY HEALSAFE HSDB

         JICST-E LIFESCI MEDLINE MSDS-CCOHS NTIS PNI POLLUAB RTECS

         Health Sciences Cluster

 



DISPLAY

Display Format 

Command format: DISPLAY FORMAT [name]

         D FORMAT [name] (Expert version)

To see a list of the display formats you have created for your login ID using the SET FORMAT 
command, enter DISPLAY FORMAT at an arrow prompt(=>). By default, all user-defined formats are 
displayed in alphabetical order. The format name, its definition, and the files in which it is the default 
display format are displayed.

To display information for a specific user-defined display format, enter DISPLAY FORMAT name 
(where name is the one assigned in the SET FORMAT command). You must enter the name on the 
same line as DISPLAY FORMAT. You are not prompted for a specific format. Multiple formats may be 
listed in the command line, separated by a space or a comma.

For information on this feature while online, enter HELP DISPLAY FORMAT at an arrow prompt(=>). 
For information on how to create a customized display format, see the section on the SET FORMAT 
command, or enter HELP SET FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To see all user defined-formats 

=> display format

USER-DEFINED FORMAT DEFINITION DEFAULT FORMAT FOR FILE

.B TI AS UT

.BIB TI SO ST BIOSIS

.CA CBIB ABS

To see definitions for a specific, user-defined display format 

=> display format .bib

USER-DEFINED FORMAT DEFINITION DEFAULT FORMAT FOR FILE

.BIB AN TI AB SO



 



DISPLAY

Display Dformat Set 

Command format: DISPLAY DFORMAT SET

         D DFORMAT SET (Expert version)

Each file has a default display format. To see what that format is, you must first enter the file. Then, 
enter DISPLAY SET DFORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. The current, permanent, login, and 
default display formats for the file are displayed.

You may change the default display format using the SET DFORMAT command. If you have done this, 
it is shown in the DISPLAY DFORMAT SET display.

To see the default display format for a file 

=> file beilstein

=> display dformat set

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

DFORMAT 'QRD' 'QRD' 'QRD'

=> fil biosis

=> d dformat set

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

DFORMAT '.BIB' '.BIB' 'BIB' 'BIB'

 



DISPLAY

Displaying Set Parameters 

Command format: DISPLAY SET parameter

         D SET parameter (Expert version)

To see the list of SET parameters and values for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET at an arrow prompt
(=>). This shows you current values, default values, the values at login, and any permanent values you 
have set permanently with the SET command. 

To see the values for an individual SET parameter, enter DISPLAY SET followed by the parameter 
name, e.g., DISPLAY SET LCOST. The default parameter is ALL to display all set parameters.

For online information on the DISPLAY SET command, enter HELP DISPLAY SET at an arrow prompt
(=>). For more information on the SET command, see the section on the SET command, or enter 
HELP SET at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To see all the SET parameters

=> display set

ENTER (ALL), CHANGED, OR A SET OPTION:all

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

AUHELP 'ON' 'ON' 'ON'

AUTOSEARCH 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF'

COST 'ON' 'ON' 'ON'

DETAIL 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF'

DFORMAT 'BIB' 'BIB' 'BIB'

EXPAND 'RENUMBER' 'RENUMBER' 'RENUMBER'

.

.



.

STEPS 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF'

SUBSET 'NONE' 'NONE' 'NONE'

TO SEE USER-DEFINED CLUSTER DEFINITIONS, ENTER "DISPLAY CLUSTER"

TO SEE USER-DEFINED FORMAT DEFINITIONS, ENTER 'DISPLAY FORMAT'

TO SEE TOLERANCE FOR NUMERIC FIELDS, ENTER 'DISPLAY TOLERANCE'

TO SEE UNITS FOR NUMERIC FIELDS, ENTER 'DISPLAY UNIT'

To see the SET parameter for the cost display at logoff

=> d set lcost

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

LCOST 'ON' 'ON' 'ON'

Seeing Changed Parameters

Command format: DISPLAY SET CHANGED

         D SET CHANGED (Expert version)

Enter DISPLAY SET CHANGED at an arrow prompt (=>) to view only the parameters that you have 
changed from the defaults.

To see the SET parameters that you have changed

=> d set changed

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

LINELENGTH '80' '60' '60' '74'

PAGELENGTH '50' 'SCROLL'

 



DISPLAY

Display Tolerance 

Command format: DISPLAY TOLERANCE option

         D TOLERANCE option (Expert version)

Seeing Non-Zero Tolerances

The TOLERANCE feature allows you to have the system automatically convert a single value search 
into a range search for a numeric field. The tolerance can be a specific numeric value or a percent. 
DISPLAY TOLERANCE is used to view non-zero tolerances for a set of fields or to see the tolerance 
value for a specific field. 

The options available are:

A specific field code to display the current, and any permanently set tolerance for a

         specific field code.

         Multiple field codes may be entered, each separated by

         a comma or space.

         The field code must be valid for the file you are in.

ALL to display the current, and any permanently set, non-zero

         tolerances for all properties in the current file

CHANGED to display the current non-zero tolerances for all field codes,

         regardless of the file in which the field code is valid

PERMANENT to display all non-zero tolerances that have been permanently

         set for any numeric field codes, regardless of the file in which

         the field code is valid

For more information on specifying a tolerance in your searches, refer to the section on the SET 
command or enter HELP SET TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt (=>). For online information on 



tolerance display, enter HELP DISPLAY TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see all non-zero tolerances for the current file 

=> fil dippr

=> display tolerance

ENTER FIELD CODES, ALL, PERMANENT, OR (CHANGED):all

BP CURRENT: 15

         PERMANENT: 5

ALL OTHER TOLERANCES ARE ZERO.

To see all non-zero tolerances for all files

=> display tol changed

BP CURRENT: 15

DIC CURRENT: 5%

To see those tolerances that have been permanently set to a non-zero value in all files

=> d tol perm

BP PERMANENT: 5

To see the tolerance value for specific fields in the current file

=> d tol bp mp

BP CURRENT: 15

         PERMANENT: 5

MP CURRENT: 0

 



DISPLAY

Display Units 

Command format: DISPLAY UNIT option

         D UNI option (Expert version)

For the numeric fields in a file, units are often displayed with the numeric value when you display the 
field. The default units are automatically shown. Units may be found in the file's Database Summary 
Sheet, STNGUIDE, NUMERIGUIDE, and in online helps. 

The valid unit systems on STN are:

CGS - The centimeter-gram-second system

ENG - Customary U. S. Engineering units

FPS - The foot-pound-second system

MKS - The meter-kilogram-second system

SI - Systeme Internationale (International System), based on the MKS system

STN - Customary units based on the SI system

The default units for numeric fields in a file are the units in which the file was loaded. You may change 
the unit for a numeric field by entering SET UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer to the SET UNIT 
section for more information or enter HELP SET UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>).

To view the units in use in numeric fields in a file, enter DISPLAY UNIT followed by an option an arrow 
prompt(=>). 

The option available are:

Specific field code to display the current, default, and any permanently

         set units for a specific field code in the current file.

         Multiple field codes may be entered, each separated by

         a comma or space. The field code must valid for the current file.



ALL to display the current, default, and any permanently set units

         for all properties in the current file that have associated units

CHANGED to display the current units for all properties whose values have

         been changed during the current session.

         Values changed to the file default using SET UNIT

         <field code>=, are not shown.

PERMANENT to display all units permanently set for specific field codes

         and/or any permanently set unit system.

The default option is to display the changed values.

For online information on units display, enter HELP DISPLAY UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on specifying the unit to be shown while displaying a

specific field, refer for the DISPLAY L# section of this chapter.

To see units for all fields in the current file 

=> file nistthermo

=> display unit

ENTER FIELD CODES, ALL, PERMANENT, OR (CHANGED):all

CP DEFAULT: J/MOL*K

CP CURRENT: J/MOL*K

CP.T DEFAULT: K

CP.T CURRENT: K

CP.T PERMANENT: F

GFOR DEFAULT: KJ/MOL

GFOR CURRENT: KJ/MOL



.

.

.

SREF.T DEFAULT: K

SREF.T CURRENT: K

To see the units for any field in all files that have been set permanently

=> d unit perm

BP PERMANENT: CEL

CP.T PERMANENT: F

To see the units for any field in all files that have been changed for this session

=> d unit

BP CURRENT: CEL

CP.T CURRENT: K

To see units for specific fields in the current file

=> d unit bp cp.t

'BP' IS NOT VALID HERE

CP.T DEFAULT: K

CP.T CURRENT: K

CP.T PERMANENT: F

 



DOWNLOAD 

Command function: Transfer information from an STN session directly to one or 

         more files on your local PC or terminal

Command format: DOWNLOAD Ln/ACC record SINGLE/MULTIPLE format

         FILE=name

         DOW Ln/ACC record SINGLE/MULTIPLE format FILE=name

         (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The DOWNLOAD command is used to transfer file records from an STN online 
session to one or more of your local PC or terminal files, using Kermit software to transfer online data. 
You must have Kermit or STN Express (Version 2.10 or higher) software on your local terminal. Kermit 
provides error checking. This process, therefore, may take longer than the corresponding online display.

DOWNLOAD may be used only with certain display formats in certain files. To see which files allow 
DOWNLOAD, enter HELP DOWNLOAD FILES at an arrow prompt (=>).

After you enter a file that allows downloading, you may download records in two ways: either from 
answers in an L-number answer set or by using accession numbers.

To use DOWNLOAD, enter a file that allows the command. Enter DOWNLOAD at an arrow prompt (=>) 
in the file, followed by the L-number of an answer set created in the file or by ACC if you are using 
accession numbers. Respond to prompts until you are asked to begin the DOWNLOAD process.

For information on this command while online, enter HELP DOWNLOAD at an arrow prompt (=>).

To download records from STN to a local file on your PC after there are L-numbers in the online 
session 

=> download

ENTER (L1), L#, ACC OR ?:l1

ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):1-5

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):alchemy



CREATE (SINGLE) OR MULTIPLE FILES:single

ENTER FILENAME OR (?):sterod

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'STEROD.TRN' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

         .

         .

         .

To download records from STN to a local file on your PC before there are L-numbers in the 
online session 

=> download

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):149494-06-4

MORE? (END):124365-06-6

MORE? (END):end

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):alchemy

CREATE (SINGLE) OR MULTIPLE FILES:multiple

ENTER FILENAME OR (?):3d.exa

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO '3Dnnn.EXA' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

         .

         .

         .

 



DOWNLOAD

Specifying Records 

You must specify what records are to be downloaded. You may specify one or more records.

Specifying Download Format 

You must specify what format is to be downloaded. If you do not know the valid formats, enter HELP 
DNLDFORMATS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file before entering the DOWNLOAD command. More 
than one format may be used.

Specifying Number of Local Files 

You must specify whether all records are to be placed in a single file or whether multiple records are to 
be downloaded into multiple files. The default is to download to a single file.

 



DOWNLOAD

Naming Local Files 

You must name the local file. If you want to name the local file in the command line, enter FILE=name 
on the same line as DOWNLOAD. 

When all the information needed to process the downloading operation is complete, the system 
indicates the file where the data is to be stored. You are prompted to start the process. Answer Y if you 
are ready to begin. Enter N if you want to cancel the process and exit from the DOWNLOAD command. 
After the processing begins the Kermit messages display as each record is placed into the local file.

To review the downloaded results, open your local file to which the online data was transferred.

 



DOWNLOAD

Downloading Answers in an Answer Set 

Command format: DOWNLOAD Ln answers format SINGLE/MULTIPLE FILE=name

         DOW Ln answers format SINGLE/MULTIPLE FILE=name

         (Expert version)

To transfer answers in an L-number answer set to a local file, first enter the file where DOWNLOAD is 
available. Enter DOWNLOAD followed by the L-number answer set, the answer numbers, and a valid 
download display format at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. The answer set must be once created in 
the file.

For online information on this downloading option, enter HELP DOWNLOAD L# at an arrow prompt (=>)

If you are using the expert version, DOW, the last L-number, answer 1, and a single file are assumed. If 
you want other options, enter them on your command line, e.g., DOW L1 1-5 MULTIPLE.

To download a single answer from an L-numbered answer set 

=> download l1

ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):1

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):seq3

ENTER FILENAME OR (?): chemical

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'CHEMICAL.TRN' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

START LOCAL KERMIT RECEIVE PROCESS

         .

         .

         .

CHEMICAL.TRN => chemical.trn



CTRL-F to cancel file, CTRL-R to resend current packet

CTRL-B to cancel batch, CTRL-A for status report: Z [OK]

         .

         .

         .

 



DOWNLOAD

Specifying Answers 

You may specify a single answer number, multiple answer numbers separated by a space or a comma, 
a range of answers, or combinations of these, e.g., DOWNLOAD L1 1,5,7-10 20 25.

Specifying Number of Local Files 

If you are downloading more than one answer, enter SINGLE to place all answers in one local file or 
MULTIPLE to place each answer in a separate file. Then enter your local file name. If you are naming 
the local file in the command line, enter FILE=name.

 



DOWNLOAD

Using a Single Local File 

If you are downloading a single answer, the system assumes a single file and does not prompt for the 
number of files to be used.

When you are downloading multiple answers, you may place them in a single file. You may create as 
many single files as you like. You must name the local file. The file name you assign may contain as 
many characters as your system permits. The name, however, is truncated by STN to 8 characters. 
The system then appends .trn to the name you assign.

You may include an extension of up to three characters to a file name, e.g., toxic.rxn. Precede the 
extension with a period (.). If the extension has 4 or more characters, it is truncated by the system  
to 3. If you add an extension, it replaces the .trn assigned by the system.

To download multiple answers in an L-numbered answer set to a single local file 

=> dow l4 1-200 FILE=seq.dem

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):seq

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'SEQ.DEM' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

START LOCAL KERMIT RECEIVE PROCESS

         .

         .

         . 

Using Multiple Local Files 

Downloading multiple answers to multiple files lets you download one answer per file. You assign one 
file name and the system automatically adds a three-number sequential extension as it creates each 
new file, e.g., name001, name002. Up to 999 files may be created. The name you assign may be of 
any length. If the name is over 8 characters, the system truncates to 8 characters. The three-number 
extension is counted in the 8 characters. As with single file names, you may add an extension to the 
name. Precede the extension with a period. If your extension is longer that 3 characters, the system 
truncates it to 3. If an extension is used, it appears after the sequential extension, e.g., name001.rxn. If 
you do not extend the name, the system automatically appends .trn, e.g., name001.trn.



To download multiple answers in an L-numbered answer set to multiple local files 

=> download l3 1-2

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):seq

CREATE (SINGLE) OR MULTIPLE FILES:multiple

ENTER FILENAME OR (?):chemical.rxn2

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'CHEMInnn.RXN' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

START LOCAL KERMIT RECEIVE PROCESS

         .

         .

         .

CHEMI001.RXN => chemi001.rxn

CTRL-F to cancel file, CTRL-R to resend current packet

CTRL-B to cancel batch, CTRL-A for status report: Z [OK]

F

CHEMI002.RXN => chemi002.rxn Z [OK]

         .

         .

         .

 



DOWNLOAD

Downloading Accession Numbers

Command format: DOWNLOAD ACC an format SINGLE/MULTIPLE FILE=name

         DOW ACC an format SINGLE/MULTIPLE FILE=name

         (Expert version)

To download the record for an accession number, enter the file where downloading is valid. Enter 
DOWNLOAD ACC, followed by one or more accession numbers, a valid download display format, and 
the local file name of your choice at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

For information on this download option while online, enter HELP DOWNLOAD ACC at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To download a single accession number to a local file 

=> download acc

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):124365-06-6

MORE? (END):end

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):alchemy

ENTER FILENAME OR (?):acc.1

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'ACC.1' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

START LOCAL KERMIT RECEIVE PROCESS

         .

         .

         .

ACC.1 => acc.1



         .

         .

         .

 



DOWNLOAD

Specifying Records 

You may download one or more accession numbers. If you enter more than one accession number, 
separate them by a space or a comma. When using the novice version, you are prompted to enter 
additional accession numbers until you tell the system you have completed the list. With the expert 
version, DOW ACC, you must enter the entire list at once. You are not prompted for additional 
accession numbers. The accession number must be valid. Use EXPAND to verify if an accession 
number is in the file.

Specifying Number of Local Files 

If you are downloading more than one accession number, enter SINGLE to place all records in one 
local file or MULTIPLE to place each record in a separate file. Then enter your local file name. If you 
are naming the local file in the command line, enter FILE=name.

 



DOWNLOAD

Using a Single Local File 

If you are downloading one accession number, the system assumes a single file and does not prompt 
for the number of files to be used.

If you are downloading multiple accession numbers, you may place all of them in a single file. You may 
create as many single files as you like. Single file names may contain as many characters as your 
system permits. STN, however, truncates all file names to 8 characters. The system then appends .trn 
to the name you assign.

You may include an extension of up to three characters to a file name, e.g., toxic.rxn. Precede the 
extension with a period (.). If the extension has 4 or more characters, it is truncated by the system  
to 3. If you add an extension, it replaces the .trn assigned by the system.

To download multiple accession numbers to a single local file 

=> download acc 124365-06-6,61213-25-0

MORE? (END):end

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):sqn

CREATE (SINGLE) OR MULTIPLE FILES:single

ENTER FILENAME OR (?):rainbow

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'RAINBOW.TRN' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

START LOCAL KERMIT RECEIVE PROCESS

         .

         .

         .

 



DOWNLOAD

Using Multiple Local Files 

Downloading to multiple files lets you download one record per file. You assign one file name and the 
system automatically adds a three-number sequential extension as it creates each new file, e.g., 
name001, name002. Your local file name may contain as many characters as you like. If the name, 
however, is over 8 characters, the system truncates to 8. The three-number extension is counted in the 
8 characters. As with single file names, you may add an extension to the name. Precede the extension 
with a period. If your extension is longer that 3 characters, the system truncates it to 3. If an extension 
is used, it appears after the sequential extension, e.g., name001.rxn. If you do not extend the name, 
the system automatically appends .trn, e.g., name001.trn.

To download multiple accession numbers to multiple local files 

=> download acc multiple

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):149472-25-3

MORE? (END):149379-34-0 141140-92-3

MORE? (END):end

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):seq

ENTER FILENAME OR (?):bio

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'BIOnnn.TRN' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?:y

         .

         .

         . 

Using the Expert Version 

If you are using the expert version, DOW ACC, you must enter all accession numbers at one time. 
There is no prompt for more numbers. The single file option is assumed. If you want multiple files, enter 
MULTIPLE on your command line, e.g., DOW ACC 145511-49-5 145373-80-4 MULTIPLE



To download multiple accession numbers to multiple local files 

=> dow acc multiple

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):149472-25-3 141140-92-3

ENTER FORMAT TO DOWNLOAD (END):seq

ENTER FILENAME OR (?):bio1

DATA WILL BE DOWNLOADED TO 'BIO1nnn.TRN' USING 'CAPTURE'

START DOWNLOAD (Y)?: y

         .

         .

         .

 



DUPLICATE

Command function: Identify or remove duplicate answers 

Command format: DUPLICATE option Lns

         DUP option Lns (Expert version)

Alias: None

General discussion: The DUPLICATE command is used to identify or remove duplicate answers from 
one or more bibliographic files. Determination of duplicates is based on different algorithms for the 
various document types. For journal records, duplicate detection is based on the bibliographic 
information such as publication year, document type, pagination, volume number, issue number, ISSN, 
report number, CODEN, author, and title. Because the duplicate detection algorithm relies on various 
pieces of bibliographic information, even citations that show title variations can be detected correctly as 
duplicates. For patents, the system checks the year, patent country, and the patent number to identify 
duplicates. Patent title, inventors, and/or assignees are not considered, as consistency in these fields 
varies among the databases that contain patent information.

         DUPLICATE allows three different processing options: 

1. REMOVE - to identify and remove duplicate answers 

2. IDENTIFY - to identify and group duplicate answers

3. ONLY - to create an answer set containing only duplicate answers

To use this command, enter DUPLICATE followed by one of the three duplicate options, and L-
numbers of the answer sets containing the records to be analyzed. The order in which you enter the L-
numbers is important. It determines the order in which citations are grouped when duplicates are 
identified. If you are removing duplicates, the order of the L-numbers determines the preference of the 
files from which the duplicate citations are retained. If you use the L-number of the totaled answer set 
from a multifile search in the DUPLICATE command, the order is the same as the file entries. If this is 
not the order you want, use the L-numbers of the individual file answer sets, cited in the order you 
prefer. 

You may use the DUPLICATE command while in any file environment. You may search separate files 
with separate search strategies and then find the duplicate records from selective files. You may even 
include files that do not support duplicate detection in the DUPLICATE processing and keep their 
answers intact. To see a list of files that support duplicate detection, enter HELP DUFILES at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

When you specify the L-numbers, the system automatically enters the files where the L-numbers were 
created. The DUPLICATE process then begins. Up to 198 STN files and a total of up to 30,000 



answers may be used with each DUPLICATE command. As the system processes the answer sets 
specified, a status message appears every 30 seconds until processing is complete. 

For information on DUPLICATE while online, enter HELP DUPLICATE at an arrow prompt (=>).

 



DUPLICATE

Identifying Duplicates 

Command format: DUPLICATE IDE Lns

         DUP IDE Lns(Expert version)

General discussion: Creating a Duplicate Answer Set

         DUPLICATE creates an L-number answer set. The answers in the L-number are displayable with 
display fields and/or format valid for each included file. The L-number may also be used with PRINT, 
SAVE, and SORT. Refer to the appropriate sections for more information on any of these commands.

         Looking at Answers 

         Use the L-number of the answer set created by DUPLICATE in the DISPLAY command. The 
duplicates are marked in the right margin in the answer display, e.g., DUPLICATE 1, DUPLICATE 2. 
The accession number indicates the file of origin for the answer. If the answer does not have the 
duplicate label, it was determined to be unique. The answers are generally arranged in descending 
order of the publication year. The order in which you enter the L-numbers, determines the order in 
which citations in the duplicate sets are grouped.

         When displaying or printing answers in the duplicate answer set, use fields or formats that are 
valid for all the files from which those answers came. The DISPLAY SCAN option is not valid for 
viewing answers from an L-number created by the DUPLICATE command.

Use the IDENTIFY option of DUPLICATE to determine which answers in one or more answer sets are 
duplicates.

To use this option, enter DUPLICATE IDE and the L-number answer sets to use at an arrow prompt 
(=>). Use any L-number for previously executed searches in bibliographic files in this session. If the 
answers are in a saved answer set, ACTIVATE the answer set and use the L-number assigned. You 
may enter a single L-number, a ranges of L-numbers, e.g., L1-L3, L1-3, L1-, a list of L-numbers, or a 
combination of these. If multiple L-numbers are specified, separate them by a comma or a space. The 
L-number of a totaled answer set from a multifile search may also be used. If more than one L-number 
or if a totaled L-number from a multifile search is used, the DUPLICATE command automatically 
connects you to the files in which those L-numbers were created. You remain connected to the files 
until you issue another FILE or DUPLICATE command.

When the identification processing completes, a new answer set is created. The system indicates the 
number of duplicates identified in the processing. All of the same answers are in this set as are in the L-
numbers processed. The duplicate answers are identified with DUPLICATE n, where n is a sequential 
number, in the right margin of the answers.



The answers in the new answer set are sorted on the basis of the bibliographic duplicate detection key. 
They are generally arranged in descending order of their publication year. The duplicate sets are 
grouped in the order that you specified the L-numbers. If a multifile L-number is used, the file-entry 
order determines the order of the duplicate sets.

To identify duplicates 

=> fil biosis medline

=> sea videolap? and laser

FILE 'BIOSIS'

         9 VIDEOLAP?

         26595 LASER

L1 3 VIDEOLAP? AND LASER

FILE 'MEDLINE'

         11 VIDEOLAP?

         22906 LASER

L2 4 VIDEOLAP? AND LASER

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L3 7 VIDEOLAP? AND LASER

=> duplicate

ENTER REMOVE, IDENTIFY, ONLY, OR (?):ide

ENTER L# LIST OR (END):l3

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L3

L4 7 DUPLICATE IDE L3 (INCLUDES 3 SETS OF DUPLICATES)

To display answers from answer set created by DUPLICATE 

=> dis 3-4

L4 ANSWER 3 OF 7 COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS DUPLICATE 2



AN 92:507613 BIOSIS

DN BA94:126138

TI LAPAROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF INFILTRATIVE RECTOSIGMOID COLON AND

         RECTOVAGINAL SEPTUM ENDOMETRIOSIS BY THE TECHNIQUE OF

         ***VIDEOLAPAROSCOPY*** AND THE CARBON DIOXIDE ***LASER*** .

AU NEZHAT C; NEZHAT F; PENNINGTON E

CS 5555 PEACHTREE DUNWOODY ROAD NE, SUITE 276, ATLANTA, GA. 30342, USA.

SO BR J OBSTET GYNAECOL 99 (8). 1992. 664-667. CODEN: BJOGAS ISSN:

         0306-5456

LA English

L4 ANSWER 4 OF 7 COPYRIGHT 1993 NLM DUPLICATE 2

AN 93002794 MEDLINE

TI Laparoscopic treatment of infiltrative rectosigmoid colon and

         rectovaginal septum endometriosis by the technique of

         ***videolaparoscopy*** and the CO2 ***laser*** .

AU Nezhat C; Nezhat F; Pennington E

CS Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Mercer University School of

         Medicine, Macon, Georgia.)

SO Br J Obstet Gynaecol, (1992 Aug) 99 (8) 664-7

         Journal code: AZC ISSN: 0306-5456

CY England: United Kingdom (Z1.542.363.300.)

DT Journal; Article; (JOURNAL ARTICLE)

LA English



FS Abridged Index Medicus Journals; Priority Journals

EM 9301

 



DUPLICATE

Removing Duplicates 

Command format: DUPLICATE REM Lns [filenames]

         DUP REM Lns [filenames](Expert version)

General Discussion: Creating a Duplicate Answer Set

         DUPLICATE creates an L-number answer set. The answers in the L-number are displayable with 
display fields and/or format valid for each included file. The L-number may also be used with PRINT, 
SAVE, and SORT. Refer to the appropriate sections for more information on any of these commands.

         Looking at Answers 

         Use the L-number of the answer set created by DUPLICATE in the DISPLAY command. The 
duplicates are marked in the right margin in the answer display, e.g., DUPLICATE 1, DUPLICATE 2. 
The accession number indicates the file of origin for the answer. If the answer does not have the 
duplicate label, it was determined to be unique. The answers are generally arranged in descending 
order of the publication year. The order in which you enter the L-numbers, determines the order in 
which citations in the duplicate sets are grouped.

         When displaying or printing answers in the duplicate answer set, use fields or formats that are 
valid for all the files from which those answers came. The DISPLAY SCAN option is not valid for 
viewing answers from an L-number created by the DUPLICATE command.

         When using the expert version, DUP REM, duplicates are only retained from one file. If you want 
to retain duplicates in more than one file, enter the file names on the command line. You must enter 
this information on the command line. You are not prompted for the information in expert mode.

To remove identical records from one or more answer sets, use DUPLICATE REM. REMOVE creates 
a new L-number answer set with only unique records, i.e., no duplicates. The L-number line indicates 
the number of duplicate answers removed from the original answer sets.

To use this option, enter DUPLICATE REM and the L-numbers of the answer sets to be processed at 
an arrow prompt (=>). Use any L-number for previously executed searches in bibliographic files in this 
session. If the answers are in a saved answer set, ACTIVATE the answer set and use the L-number 
assigned. You may enter a single L-number, a range of L-numbers, e.g., L1-L3, L1-3, L1-, a list of L-
numbers, or a combination of these. If multiple L-numbers are specified, separate them by a comma or 
a space. The L-number of a totaled answer set from a multifile search may also be used. If more than 
one L-number or if a totaled L-number from a multifile search is used, the DUPLICATE command 
automatically connects you to the files in which those L-numbers were created. You remain connected 
to the files until you issue another FILE or DUPLICATE command. By default,  
citations are removed from all files but one. You may list multiple file names in the command line to 



override the single file default. The file name order indicates file preference for retention.

The order in which you enter the L-numbers determines the order in which the duplicate citations are 
retained. For example, if the L-numbers cited are from IFIPAT, CA, and APIPAT respectively, and have 
a duplicate record in all three files, the IFIPAT record is kept; the CA and APIPAT records are removed. 
If duplicate record is common only to CA and APIPAT, the CA record is retained and the APIPAT 
record is removed. All citations that are not identified as duplicates are retained. If you use the L-
number of a totaled answer set from a multifile search, the file-entry order is used to retain duplicates. If 
you do not want that order, use the L-numbers of the individual searches cited in the order you want.

 



DUPLICATE

Retaining Duplicates From Only one File 

By default, a record is retained from only one of the files containing the same record. In the novice 
version, you must verify that you only want to retain one record. Respond N to the following prompt:

KEEP DUPLICATES FROM MORE THAN ONE FILE? Y/(N): n

DUPLICATE REMOVE creates an L-numbered answer set with the answers generally arranged in 
descending order of the publication year. If the record is a retained duplicate, it is labelled as a 
DUPLICATE n, where n is a sequential number, in the right margin. The accession number identifies 
the file of origin. To remove the DUPLICATE label from the display, execute a second DUPLICATE 
REMOVE on the L-number answer set just created. The answer set remains identical to the first, 
except that the labels are no longer present.

To keep only one of the duplicates 

=> fil ca ifipat apipat

=> sea molten (l) salt# (l) nitrat?

FILE 'CA'

         45019 MOLTEN

         231122 SALT#

         93724 NITRAT?

L1 290 MOLTEN (L) SALT# (L) NITRAT?

FILE 'IFIPAT'

         30374 MOLTEN

         124850 SALT#

         12889 NITRAT?

L2 219 MOLTEN (L) SALT# (L) NITRAT?

FILE 'APIPAT



         2773 MOLTEN

         35096 SALT#

         4913 NITRAT?

L3 36 MOLTEN (L) SALT# (L) NITRAT?

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L4 545 MOLTEN (L) SALT# (L) NITRAT?

=> duplicate remove l3 l2 l1

DUPLICATE PREFERENCE IS 'APIPAT, IFIPAT, CA'

KEEP DUPLICATES FROM MORE THAN ONE FILE? Y/(N):n

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L3

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L2

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L1

L5 520 DUPLICATE REMOVE L3 L2 L1 (25 DUPLICATES REMOVED)

To view answers in an answer set with duplicate answers removed 

=> d 1 520 an ti

L5 ANSWER 1 OF 520 COPYRIGHT 1993 DERWENT/API DUPLICATE 1

AN 92:4742 APIPAT;APIPAT2

TI Continuous process for dinitrotoluene prodn. - by reacting toluene

         with nitric acid and using anhydrous nitrate salt for prod. sepn.,

         useful in polyisocyanate mfr

L5 ANSWER 520 OF 520

AN 0002626 IFIPAT;IFIUDB;IFICDB

TI PROCESS FOR TREATMENT OF MOLTEN STAINLESS STEEL



 



DUPLICATE

Retaining Duplicates From More Than One File 

To retain duplicate answers from more than one file, answer Y to prompt:

KEEP DUPLICATES FROM MORE THAN ONE FILE? Y/(N): y

Then enter the file names in the order you want the records kept. For example, if the original order 
were BIOSIS, MEDLINE, CJACS and you wish to retain records from both MEDLINE and CJACS, 
enter MEDLINE CJACS when prompted for names of the files. When more than one file is kept, it may 
result in no duplicates being removed from the answer set.

If you only enter one file name at the prompt, you have changed the order of retention, not the number 
of duplicates retained. For example, if the original order is BIOSIS, MEDLINE, CJACS, and you answer 
Y and MEDLINE to the prompts, you retain only one record, from MEDLINE with BIOSIS and CJACS 
removed. If the duplicate records are in BIOSIS and CJACS, CJACS is removed.

To retain duplicates from more than one file 

=> fil biosis medline cjacs

=> sea eye (l) surgery (l) pediat?

FILE 'BIOSIS'

         50084 EYE

         162289 SURGERY

         23451 PEDIAT?

L1 13 EYE (L) SURGERY (L) PEDIAT?

FILE 'MEDLINE'

         80424 EYE

         564614 SURGERY

         39928 PEDIAT?

L2 17 EYE (L) SURGERY (L) PEDIAT?



FILE 'CJACS'

         1596 EYE

         258 SURGERY

         60 PEDIAT?

L3 2 EYE (L) SURGERY (L) PEDIAT?

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L4 32 EYE (L) SURGERY (L) PEDIAT?

=> duplicate remove l4

DUPLICATE PREFERENCE IS 'BIOSIS, MEDLINE, CJACS'

KEEP DUPLICATES FROM MORE THAN ONE FILE? Y/(N):y

ENTER FILE NAMES OF DUPLICATES TO KEEP:medline cjacs

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L4

L5 27 DUPLICATE REMOVE L4 MEDLINE CJACS (5 DUPLICATES REMOVED)

To view answers in an answer set with duplicate answers removed

=> dis an ti 1 3 

L5 ANSWER 1 OF 27 COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 93:280232 BIOSIS

TI NOSOCOMIAL INFECTIONS IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS A PREVALENCE STUDY IN

         SPANISH HOSPITALS.

L5 ANSWER 3 OF 27 COPYRIGHT 1993 NLM DUPLICATE 1

AN 92388416 MEDLINE

TI The electroretinogram in infants and young children.



 



DUPLICATE

Creating an Answer Set of Only Duplicate Answers 

Command format: DUPLICATE ONLY Lns

         DUP ONLY Lns(Expert version)

General discussion: Creating a Duplicate Answer Set

         DUPLICATE creates an L-number answer set. The answers in the L-number are displayable with 
display fields and/or format valid for each included file. The L-number may also be used with PRINT, 
SAVE, and SORT. Refer to the appropriate sections for more information on any of these commands.

         Looking at Answers 

         Use the L-number of the answer set created by DUPLICATE in the DISPLAY command. The 
duplicates are marked in the right margin in the answer display, e.g., DUPLICATE 1, DUPLICATE 2. 
The accession number indicates the file of origin for the answer. If the answer does not have the 
duplicate label, it was determined to be unique. The answers are generally arranged in descending 
order of the publication year. The order in which you enter the L-numbers, determines the order in 
which citations in the duplicate sets are grouped.

         When displaying or printing answers in the duplicate answer set, use fields or formats that are 
valid for all the files from which those answers came. The DISPLAY SCAN option is not valid for 
viewing answers from an L-number created by the DUPLICATE command.

Use the ONLY option to create an L-number answer set containing only duplicate answers. Duplicate 
answers are ordered in reverse chronological order (most recent first). Each record has an indication of 
which DUPLICATE answer it is, the DUPLICATE number in the right margin. This makes it easy to see 
identical records. Within each set of duplicates, the file order varies, i.e., it is not based on L-number or 
file-entry order.

To use this option, enter DUPLICATE ONLY and the L-numbers at an arrow prompt (=>). Use any L-
number for previously executed searches in bibliographic files in this session. If the answers are in a 
saved answer set, ACTIVATE the answer set and use the L-number assigned. You may enter a single 
L-number, a range of L-numbers, e.g., L1-L3, L1-3, L1-, a list of L-numbers, or a combination of these. 
If multiple L-numbers are specified, separate them by a comma or a space. The L-number of a totaled 
answer set from a multifile search may also be used. If more than one L-number or if a totaled L-
number from a multifile search is used, the DUPLICATE command automatically connects you to the 
files in which those L-numbers were created. You remain connected to the files until you issue another 
FILE or DUPLICATE command.

To create an answer set of duplicates only 



=> file inspec metadex

=> sea aluminum and matrix

FILE 'INSPEC'

         18928 ALUMINUM

         124670 MATRIX

L1 1014 ALUMINUM AND MATRIX

FILE 'METADEX'

         127420 ALUMINUM

         20079 MATRIX

L2 6376 ALUMINUM AND MATRIX

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L3 7390 ALUMINUM AND MATRIX

=> duplicate

ENTER REMOVE, IDENTIFY, ONLY, OR (?):only

ENTER L# LIST OR (END):l3

PROCESSING IS APPROXIMATELY 7% COMPLETE FOR L3

         .

         .

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L3

L4 1036 DUPLICATE ONLY L3

=> dis ti 1-4

L4 ANSWER 1 OF 1036 COPYRIGHT 1993 IEE DUPLICATE 1

TI Failure behaviour of particulate-reinforced aluminium alloy



         composites under uniaxial tension.

L4 ANSWER 2 OF 1036 COPYRIGHT 1993 ASM/IoM DUPLICATE 1

TI Failure Behaviour of Particulate-Reinforced Aluminium Alloy

         Composites Under Uniaxial Tension.

L4 ANSWER 3 OF 1036 COPYRIGHT 1993 IEE DUPLICATE 2

TI Deterministic method for predicting the strength distribution of a

         fibre bundle.

L4 ANSWER 4 OF 1036 COPYRIGHT 1993 ASM/IoM DUPLICATE 2

TI Deterministic Method for Predicting the Strength Distribution of a

         Fibre Bundle.

 



DUPLICATE

Arranging Duplicate Answers 

In the L-number answer set created by DUPLICATE, the answers are arranged generally in reverse 
chronological order, the system default. By using the SET DUPORDER command, you may arrange 
the answers in the file-entry order. Refer to the SET section for more information. The file-entry order is 
determined by the order you specify single-file L-numbers in the DUPLICATE command or by file-entry 
order for a multi- file L-number.

To arrange the answers in file-entry order, enter SET DUPORDER at an arrow prompt (=>). When 
prompted, enter the FILE option. FILE arranges the answers in file-entry order. The other option, 
DEFAULT, arranges answers in reverse chronological order. When DUPORDER is set to FILE, the L-
number created by DUPLICATE identifies the answer range for each file, making it easy to know where 
the answers from a specific file begin and end within the duplicate answer set. Within the answers for a 
file, the duplicates are listed first followed by the answers unique to the file.

Using multiple removals after you search other files, allows you to easily see the answers that are 
unique to the last file searched and to display only those answers you haven't already seen.

DUPLICATE answers are marked as duplicates in the right margin of a display record. When 
DUPLICATE answers are arranged in file order, the duplicates may not be in a sequential order, e.g., 
you may see DUPLICATE 3 before DUPLICATE 1 because it occurs in the first file's answers. The 
duplicates in a set are not grouped together. Each is placed in the file in which it belongs. The 
sequential number allows you to identify the duplicates in a set.

As with most SET commands, you may SET DUPORDER FILE permanently. Enter SET DUPORDER 
PERM FILE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To return to the default, i.e., reverse chronological order, enter SET DUPORDER DEFAULT at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To arrange answers in a duplicate answer set by file order 

=> set duporder file

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> file inspec metadex

=> sea aluminum and matrix and composite#

         .



         .

         .

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L3 2784 ALUMINUM AND MATRIX AND COMPOSITE#

=> dup rem l3

         .

         .

         .

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L3

L4 2567 DUP REM L3 (217 DUPLICATES REMOVED)

                  ANSWERS '1-2136' FROM FILE INSPEC

                  ANSWERS '2137-2567' FROM FILE METADEX

=> dis 1 2137 an ti

L4 ANSWER 1 OF 2567 COPYRIGHT 1994 IEE DUPLICATE 1

AN 94:4619067 INSPEC

TI On the mechanism of creep in short fibre reinforced **aluminum***

         alloys.

L4 ANSWER 2137 OF 2567 COPYRIGHT 1994 ASM/IoM DUPLICATE 23

AN 93(7):62-1174 METADEX

TI Fabrication of Al-4.5Cu/15SiCp Composites. I. Processing Using Mechanical 

         Alloying.

To see answers from a specific file 

=> fil ema



=> sea l3

         1001 ALUMINUM

         16377 MATRIX

         33796 COMPOSITE#

L5 91 ALUMINUM AND MATRIX AND COMPOSITE#

=> dup rem l4 l5

         .

         .

         .

L6 2650 DUP REM L4 L5 (8 DUPLICATES REMOVED)

                  ANSWERS '1-2136' FROM FILE INSPEC

                  ANSWERS '2136-2567' FROM FILE METADEX

                  ANSWERS '2568-2650' FROM FILE EMA

=> dis an ti 2579

L6 ANSWER 2650 OF 2650 COPYRIGHT 1994 ASM/IoM DUPLICATE 2

AN 94(4):D2-D-534 EMA

TI ManufaCTURE AND Characterization of ***Aluminium***

         ***Matrix*** ***Composites*** Using Powder Metallurgy Route.

 



DUPLICATE

Processing With Files Not Supporting DUPLICATE 

When using DUPLICATE, you may specify L-numbers that include files that do not support the 
DUPLICATE command. In this case, the system displays a message reminding you that DUPLICATE 
is not available for that specific file. The system then continues to execute the DUPLICATE command 
in the remaining files. Duplicate answers are only identified within the files that support the feature. 
Answers from files that do not support DUPLICATE are considered unique even if they are identical to 
another record.

To use DUPLICATE with files that do not support the command 

=> file caold ca cjacs

=> sea 123-00-2

FILE 'CAOLD'

L7 16 123-00-2

FILE 'CA'

L8 480 123-00-2

FILE 'CJACS'

L9 13 123-00-2

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L10 509 123-00-2

=> set duporder file

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> dup ide l10

DUPLICATE IS NOT AVAILABLE IN 'CAOLD'. ANSWERS FROM THESE FILES WILL BE

CONSIDERED UNIQUE



L11 509 DUP IDE L10 (INCLUDES 13 SETS OF DUPLICATES)

                  ANSWERS '1-16' FROM FILE CAOLD

                  ANSWERS '17-496' FROM FILE CA

                  ANSWERS '497-509' FROM FILE CJACS

=> dis 1 17 497

L11 ANSWER 1 OF 509 COPYRIGHT 1994 ACS

AN CA65:18796h

DT P

IT 75-02-5 116-15-4 123-00-2 141-05-9

L11 ANSWER 17 OF 509 COPYRIGHT 1994 ACS DUPLICATE 1

AN CA117(13):130998b

SO Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, (1992), 35(17), 3141-3147. CODEN:

         JMCMAR. ISSN: 0022-2623

TI Synthesis and cholinergic properties of N-aryl-2-[[[5-

         [(dimethylamino)methyl]-2-furanyl]methyl]thio]ethylamino analogs of ranitidine

         .

         .

         . 

L11 ANSWER 497 OF 509 COPYRIGHT 1994 ACS DUPLICATE 1

AN 92:9935 CJACS

SO Journal of Medicinal Chemistry, (1992), 35(17), 3141-3147. CODEN:

         JMCMAR. ISSN: 0022-2623

TI Synthesis and Cholinergic Properties of N-Aryl-2-[[[5-
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EDIT

Command function: Change field codes or character strings in an E-number list 

Command format: EDIT Ens old-string new-string

         EDI Ens old-string new-string (Expert version)

Alias: None

General discussion: The EDIT command is used to change an existing field code or character string 
in an E-number list. E-numbers are created using the EXPAND, RUN, and SELECT commands. Refer 
to the EXPAND, RUN, and SELECT sections for further information. EDIT is available in both single 
and multifile environments.

To see the current list of E-numbers, enter D SEL at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on the EDIT command while online, enter HELP EDIT at an arrow prompt (=>).

To display an E-number list 

=> dis sel

E1 83 BREADTH/ST

E2 1 BREAHTHROUGH/ST

E3 895 -> BREAK/ST

E4 11 BREAKABILITY/ST

E5 1 BREAKABILLITY/ST

E6 5 BREAKABLE/ST

E7 567 BREAKAGE/ST

E8 8 BREAKAGES/ST

E9 98 BREAKAWAY/ST

E10 1 BREAKBACK/ST



E11 4 BREAKBULK/ST

E12 1 BREAKDOWM/ST

 



EDIT

Specifying E-numbers 

To use this command, enter EDIT, followed by a single E-number, a range of E-numbers, e.g., E3-E12, 
or ALL, i.e., all E-numbers in the current list. When entering a range of E-numbers, the lower E-number 
must be cited first and is separated from the higher E-number by a hyphen (-). E must be repeated with 
the second value. Multiple E-numbers may not be used.

Changing the Field Code 

The most common edit function is to change the current field code to a new one. When prompted, 
enter the field code that you want removed from the E-numbers. Then enter the new field code. It is a 
good idea to include the slash (/) with both codes, e.g., /TI /BI. The new field code replaces every 
occurrence of the old code in the E-numbers specified.

If no replacing field code, or NONE, is entered, the old string is removed and no replacement is 
appended. If you have replaced a field code, including the slash (/), with NONE, the terms no longer 
have a field code appended. If searched, this is equivalent to having /BI (Basic Index) appended.

To replace the field code in an E-number list 

=> edit

ENTER E#, E# RANGE, OR (ALL):e3-e12

ENTER STRING TO BE REPLACED OR (END):/st

ENTER REPLACING STRING (NONE):/ti

 



EDIT

Verifying an Edited List 

After editing an E-number list, the system appends the replacing string edited to each term. To verify 
the change, DISPLAY the new E-number or E-number list. Enter D SEL at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer 
to the DISPLAY section for more information on this option or enter HELP DISPLAY SELECT at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To verify the edit

=> dis sel

E1 BREADTH/ST

E2 BREAHTHROUGH/ST

E3 BREAK/TI

E4 BREAKABILITY/TI

E5 BREAKABILLITY/TI

E6 BREAKABLE/TI

E7 BREAKAGE/TI

E8 BREAKAGES/TI

E9 BREAKAWAY/TI

E10 BREAKBACK/TI

E11 BREAKBULK/TI

E12 BREAKDOWM/TI

To search an edited E-number 

=> s e3-12

         980 BREAK/TI



         5 BREAKABILITY/TI

         0 BREAKABILLITY/TI

         8 BREAKABLE/TI

         392 BREAKAGE/TI

         11 BREAKAGES/TI

         72 BREAKAWAY/TI

         0 BREAKBACK/TI

         2 BREAKBULK/TI

         0 BREAKDOWM/TI

L3 1470 (BREAK/TI OR BREAKABILITY/TI OR BREAKABILLITY/TI OR BREAKA

                  BLE/TI OR BREAKAGE/TI OR BREAKAGES/TI OR BREAKAWAY/TI OR B

                  REAKBACK/TI OR BREAKBULK/TI OR BREAKDOWM/TI) 

 



EDIT

Modifying Search Terms in E-numbers 

You may change any character string in E-numbers. You may use up to 300 characters appended to a 
term. This allows you to change the search terms, as well as the field code, with the EDIT command.

You may not include truncation symbols in the replacing character string. The search of the edited list 
is a literal search. Therefore, the symbol, not the truncated term, is searched.

To change a character string in the terms in an E-number list 

=> dis sel

E1 BIRTEI/BI

E2 BIRTERBUY/BI

E3 BIRTH/BI

E4 BIRTH16/BI

E5 BIRTH6/BI

E6 BIRTHA/BI

=> edi e3 /bi day/ti 

=> dis sel e3

E3 BIRTHDAY/TI

 



EDIT

Editing in Search 

The edit operation may be done in the SEARCH command. Append the replacing field code to the E-
numbers in SEARCH. The terms are searched in the new search field, but the E-numbers retain their 
original field code.

To search an E-number in a search field different from the field appended 

=> file registry

=> sea benzene/cn

L4 1 BENZENE/CN

=> sel rn

E1 THROUGH E1 ASSIGNED

=> dis sel e1

E1 1 71-43-2/RN

=> sea e1/crn

L5 2400 71-43-2/CRN

=> dis sel e1

E1 1 71-43-2/RN

 



EXPAND

Command function: Look at terms in a search index 

Command format: EXPAND [option] term/field number

         EXP [option] term /field number (Expert version)

Alias: MORE

         NBR

         NEIGHBOR

         NEXT

         ROOT

         SCAN

General discussion: The EXPAND command is used to list the terms in a search index alphabetically 
or numerically adjacent to the requested term. Use EXPAND to verify that the term will retrieve 
answers when used in the SEARCH command. The EXPAND list also provides a way to determine 
where you might truncate a term. And, it lets you determine how terms occur in a given index, i.e., as 
single words, bound phrases, codes, combinations of these. With EXPAND you can see the variety of 
ways a search term appears in a database.

For information on the EXPAND command while online, enter HELP EXPAND at an arrow prompt (=>).

To use this command, enter EXPAND followed by the term at an arrow prompt (=>). Using EXPAND is 
like looking in a dictionary, using your term as the reference character string. The term may not be 
truncated or combined with other terms using Boolean or proximity operators. 

Terms in an expand list are assigned E-numbers, which display in the first column of the list. Postings, i.
e., the number of hits in the search field, are displayed with each E-number. The requested term has 
an arrow (-->) in front of it in the list, making it easy to identify. Your term is assigned E3. If 0 postings 
appear with your term, you know that it is not in the search index and you would not search this term. 
Each term in the list is appended with the field code in which the expand is conducted. 

 



EXPAND

Specifying the Search Index 

You move automatically forward in a file-specific default search index, if you do not specify a field. The 
default index is usually the Basic Index (/BI). The content of the Basic Index varies for each file but 
generally includes words from the file's most commonly searched fields. To look in an index other than 
the default, append a slash (/) and the appropriate code to the term. You may specify up to three field, 
separated by a comma (,). For a description and list of valid field codes in the file, enter HELP SFIELD 
at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. If you are entering the fields at the field code prompt, do not include 
the slash with the field code. If you are using the expert version, E or EXP, you must specify the field 
codes in the command line if you do not want to expand in the default field. 

To see 12 terms in the default search index 

=> expand

ENTER TERM OR (END):colorado

ENTER FIELD CODE (BI):bi

E1 1 COLORADITA/BI

E2 8 COLORADITO/BI

E3 29034 --> COLORADO/BI

E4 8 COLORADOAN/BI

E5 3 COLORADODISCUSSION/BI

E6 1 COLORADOECKEL/BI

E7 1 COLORADOENSE/BI

E8 9 COLORADOENSIS/BI

E9 1 COLORADOEUMYS/BI

E10 1 COLORADOGEBIETES/BI

E11 19 COLORADOITE/BI



E12 1 COLORADORIVER/BI

To see 12 terms in an index other than the default, e.g., the author index 

=> e brown/au

E1 2 BROWER, W S/AU

E2 1 BROWMAN, C D/AU

E3 0 --> BROWN/AU

E4 1 BROWN WENSLEY, K A/AU

E5 1 BROWN WENSLEY, KATHERINE/AU

E6 2 BROWN, A/AU

E7 2 BROWN, A J/AU

E8 1 BROWN, ALAN G/AU

E9 8 BROWN, ALAN J/AU

E10 1 BROWN, ARTHUR E/AU

E11 5 BROWN, ARTHUR W/AU

E12 1 BROWN, BARRY/AU

To see 12 terms in multiple fields 

=> e stainless/ct,st

E1 1 STAINING OF WEARING APPAREL/CT

E2 1 STAINING PRODUCTS/CT

E3 0 --> STAINLESS/CT

E4 8 STAINLESS/ST

E5 3 STAINLESS STEEL/CT

E6 1 STAINLESS STEEL CUP/CT



E7 1 STAINLESS STEEL CUPS/CT

E8 1 STAINLESS STEEL DEVICES/CT

E9 1 STAINLESS STEEL GLOVE/CT

E10 1 STAINLESS STEEL GUIDE WIRE FOR ANGIOGRAPHIC

                  PROCEDURES/CT

E11 1 STAINLESS STEEL GUIDE WIRE, MOVEABLE CORE/CT

E12 2 STAINLESS STEEL IMPLANTABLE MEDICAL DEVICES/CT

 



EXPAND

Specifying the Number of Terms 

The list contains twelve terms in the search index, by default, two terms that occur before your term 
and nine after. You may change the number of terms in the list by specifying a number between 5 and 
25 after the term on the command line. The number must follow the term. If you enter the number 
before the term, it is considered to be part of the term and is part of the expand list. The number must 
be entered on the command line. You are not prompted for this information. Your term is in the third 
position in the list, regardless of the number requested. 

To see 5 terms in a field other than the default 

=> e bryoz/st 5

E1 5 BRYOPHYTES/ST

E2 1 BRYOSTATINS/ST

E3 0 --> BRYOZ/ST

E4 1 BRYOZANS/ST

E5 1 BRYOZOA/ST

 



EXPAND

Continuing the List

After the first set of terms has been displayed, you may request that the list be continued. Enter  
E n (n=5-25). An additional n terms are displayed. If no value is specified, 12 more terms are listed.

The maximum number of terms that may be displayed in a continuous expand list is 999 (E999).

To begin a new list, enter EXPAND followed by a new term. The definitions of all the existing E-
numbers are deleted when the new term is expanded. If you leave the file without issuing another 
EXPAND or SELECT command, the list is still present. The E-numbers may be used in any file. To 
verify the current list of E-numbers, enter DIS EXP at an arrow prompt (=>).

To continue moving forward in the list for 5 more terms

=> e 5

E6 5 BRYSON/ST

E7 1 BRYSTALS/ST

E8 1 BRYTON/ST

E9 2 BRZOZOWSKI/ST

E10 1 BRZUSTOWSKI/ST

 



EXPAND

Continuing E-Numbers

By default, a new list begins any time you expand on a new term or use the SELECT command. If 
you prefer to retain the E-numbers, enter SET EXPAND CONTINUOUS at an arrow prompt (=>). 
Refer to the SET section for complete details. This command allows the E-numbers to continue with 
each EXPAND command in the current online session. The E-number limit remains E999. To delete 
all E-numbers in a session, enter DEL EXP Y at an arrow prompt (=>). To reset the E-numbers to be 
erased and renumbered, enter SET EXPAND RENUMBER at an arrow prompt (=>).

To have E-numbers continue through online session

=> set exp cont

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e robot

E11 1 ROBOSTER/BI

E12 1 ROBOSTNESS/BI

E13 16149 --> ROBOT/BI

E14 42 ROBOTA/BI

E15 2 ROBOTACH/BI

E16 1 ROBOTAKH/BI

E17 2 ROBOTAL/BI

E18 3 ROBOTALK/BI

E19 6 ROBOTAMI/BI

E20 5 ROBOTARM/BI

E21 2 ROBOTARMS/BI



E22 1 ROBOTAYUSHCHIKH/BI

To reset E-numbers to be renumbered with each EXPAND

=> set exp ren

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e kozlowski, k/au 5

E1 1 KOZLOWSKI, JOHN H/AU

E2 1 KOZLOWSKI, JOSEPH P/AU

E3 12 --> KOZLOWSKI, K/AU

E4 6 KOZLOWSKI, KAZIMIERZ/AU

E5 3 KOZLOWSKI, KRZYSZTOF/AU

 



EXPAND

Seeing the Start or End of a Field

If the requested term is within three terms of the first entry in a field, the system notifies you that you 
are at the start of the field. Your term is still E3, even if there is no E1 or E2 in the index. E1 and E2 
are counted as present when determining how many E-numbers are in the list, even if they are not 
included.

If your term occurs at the end of the index, the system indicates that you are at the end of the field. 
This may result in not seeing as many E-numbers as you request.

To see the start of a field

=> e ! 6

**** START OF FIELD ****

E3 0 --> !/BI

E4 226650 0/BI

E5 2692 00/BI

E6 36306 000/BI

To see the end of a field

=> e zzz/cc

E1 21601 ZINC/CC

E2 826 ZIRCONIUM/CC

E3 0 --> ZZZ/CC

**** END OF FIELD ****

 



EXPAND

Using an E-Number to EXPAND

You may use a single E-number selected from the current expand list as the expand term. To see the 
current list, enter D EXP at an arrow prompt (=>).

When you use an E-number in EXPAND, the field qualifier for that E-number is the field used when 
the E-number was created with the EXPAND, SELECT, or RUN commands. You may expand in 
another field by adding the appropriate field code to the E-number, e.g., E E3/TI.

To see terms in the current E-number list

=> dis exp

E1 1 HOMBURGER/BI

E2 2 HOMBURGWALD/BI

E3 275 HOME/BI

E4 4 HOMEB/BI

E5 2 HOMEBOIN/BI

To expand using an E-number from the current list in a different index

=> e e3/ti

E1 1 HOMCHLORCYCLIZINE/TI

E2 3 HOMCOR/TI

E3 638 --> HOME/TI

E4 1 HOME2SI/TI

E5 1 HOMEBAKE/TI

E6 1 HOMEBOX/TI



E7 2 HOMEBUILDING/TI

E8 3 HOMECAGE/TI

E9 2 HOMECOURT/TI

E10 2 HOMED/TI

E11 1 HOMEEP/TI

E12 1 HOMEGENATES/TI

 



EXPAND

Expanding in Numeric Fields

EXPANDing in a numeric field is similar to expanding in a text field. You move forward through the 
numeric index in increasing numeric order. The term entered must be numeric. If it is not, the system 
issues a message and does not expand on the requested term. To see a list of numeric fields while 
online, enter HELP SNUMERIC at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 

To expand in a numeric field

=> e 0/elon 8

**** START OF FIELD ****

E3 9738 --> 0/ELON

E4 4 1/ELON

E5 1 5/ELON

E6 6 10/ELON

E7 1 14/ELON

E8 12 100/ELON

 



EXPAND

Expanding in a Multifile Environment

EXPAND may be used in multiple files to see terms and postings. By default, the system merges the 
terms and postings from the multiple files into a single posting line.

To expand on a term in a multifile environment

=> fil cen, cin, georef

=> e pesticide 7

E1 24 PESTICIDAL/BI

E2 3 PESTICIDAS/BI

E3 4900 --> PESTICIDE/BI

E4 1 PESTICIDED/BI

E5 1 PESTICIDEES/BI

E6 1 PESTICIDERS/BI

E7 4123 PESTICIDES/BI

 



EXPAND

Seeing Postings for Each File

To see what files contain the E-number terms and how many hits are in each file, enter SET DETAIL 
ON at an arrow prompt (=>). The file name and postings per file appear next to each term in the 
EXPAND list when you use the EXPAND command in the current online session. 

When the term is in more than one file, the total postings are given and the number per file is 
indented under the total for that term. Only the totaled set of postings receives an E-number. 

SET DETAIL may be permanently set ON. Enter SET DETAIL ON PERM at an arrow prompt (=>). 
To verify the detail setting for your login id, enter DISPLAY SET DETAIL at an arrow prompt (=>).

To See what Files in the Multifile Session Contain a Posting for the Term

=> set detail on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e pesticide 7

E# FILE FREQUENCY TERM 

E1 24 PESTICIDAL/BI

         CEN 1 PESTICIDAL/BI

         CIN 23 PESTICIDAL/BI

E2 3 PESTICIDAS/BI

         CIN 1 PESTICIDAS/BI

         GEOREF 2 PESTICIDAS/BI

E3 4900 --> PESTICIDE/BI

         CEN 157 PESTICIDE/BI

         CIN 4548 PESTICIDE/BI



         GEOREF 195 PESTICIDE/BI

E4 CIN 1 PESTICIDED/BI

E5 CIN 1 PESTICIDEES/BI

E6 CIN 1 PESTICIDERS/BI

E7 4123 PESTICIDES/BI

         CEN 210 PESTICIDES/BI

         CIN 2672 PESTICIDES/BI

         GEOREF 1241 PESTICIDES/BI
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Displaying Detailed E-Number List

SET DETAIL also affects DISPLAY EXPAND. If SET DETAIL is ON, DISPLAY EXPAND shows 
detailed E-numbers, even if the list was created prior to setting the details on.

For more information, refer to the sections on SET, DISPLAY, and multifile searching.

To review the details for E-numbers

=> d exp e1-e2

E# FILE FREQUENCY TERM 

E1 24 PESTICIDAL/BI

         CEN 1 PESTICIDAL/BI

         CIN 23 PESTICIDAL/BI

E2 3 PESTICIDAS/BI

         CIN 1 PESTICIDAS/BI

         GEOREF 2 PESTICIDAS/BI

 



EXPAND

Expanding in a Thesaurus

A thesaurus provides a hierarchical and/or relational list of associated terms for a term. By using the 
thesaurus, you may obtain broader, narrower, or related terms for your search term. The online 
thesaurus allows you to find these terms quickly, without having to look them up in the printed 
counterpart.

Not all files or fields have a thesaurus. Fields that have a thesaurus are file-dependent. To see what 
fields have a thesaurus, enter HELP THESAURUS at an arrow prompt (=>) within the current file. If 
the file has a thesaurus, an explanation of the fields that support the thesaurus and the types of 
additional terms the thesaurus contain is displayed. If the file does not have a thesaurus, the system 
indicates no help is available. The file's Database Summary Sheet also includes information on the 
thesaurus, when the file contains one. 

In files that have a thesaurus, use the EXPAND command to list thesaurus terms associated with your 
term. Enter EXPAND and the term with the appropriate field code appended. In addition to the usual 
expand information, i.e, E-number, number of postings, and term with field code, a column labeled 
AT, Associated Terms, is added. The expand list shows which terms have associated terms, as well as 
the number of associated terms. If the AT column is blank, the term is a valid search term but the 
term does not appear in the thesaurus. If the AT column has a 0 (zero) posted for a term, the term 
appears in the thesaurus but has no associated thesaurus terms. 

To see a list of terms adjacent to your term in a thesaurus

=> e netherlands/ct

E# FREQUENCY AT TERM 

E1 1 NETHERLAND INDIA AND PHILIPPINES/CT

E2 4 NETHERLAND INDIA: BRAAKE/CT

E3 3579 24 --> NETHERLANDS/CT

E4 1 NETHERLANDS (NORTHEAST)/CT

E5 1 NETHERLANDS (PARTS)/CT

E6 1 NETHERLANDS - GERMANY - BELGIUM/CT



E7 1 NETHERLANDS AND ADRIATIC SEA/CT

E8 3 NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM/CT

E9 1 NETHERLANDS AND DENMARK/CT

E10 1 NETHERLANDS AND NEW ZEALAND/CT

E11 1 NETHERLANDS AND SPAIN/CT

E12 1 NETHERLANDS AND WEST EUROPE/CT
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Specifying Number of Terms

As with a normal EXPAND, 12 terms are included in the list displayed. You may specify that from 5 
through 25 terms be shown by specifying the number after the expand term. To continue the list, 
enter E at at the arrow prompt (=>) after the original list is shown.

To continue the list for 5 more terms

=> e 5

E# FREQUENCY AT TERM 

E13 142 9 NETHERLANDS ANTILLES/CT

E14 1 NETHERLANDS ASSOCIATION OF SCIENTIFIC EDITORS/CT

E15 2 NETHERLANDS BASIN/CT

E16 1 NETHERLANDS COAST/CT

E17 1 NETHERLANDS DELTA PROJECT/CT
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Using Multiple Field Codes

More than one field code may be specified. If one or more of the specified fields supports the 
thesaurus, the alphabetic display of terms includes an AT column, but an AT value is provided only 
for the terms from the thesaurus that have associated terms.

To see a list of adjacent terms in multiple indexes, including one that has a thesaurus

=> e tyrol/ti,ct

E# FREQUENCY AT TERM 

E1 1 TYRO SEAMOUNT/CT

E2 1 TYROGLYPHID/TI

E3 330 --> TYROL/TI

E4 583 17 TYROL/CT

E5 1 TYROL DOLOMITE/CT

E6 1 TYROL EST/CT

E7 1 TYROL INN VALLEY/CT

E8 1 TYROL SUD/CT

E9 1 TYROL-CARINTHIA/CT

E10 6 TYROLEAN/TI

E11 3 TYROLEAN ALPS/CT

E12 1 TYROLECRINUS TYROLENSIS/CT
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Using Relationship Codes

You may find hierarchical/relational terms in the thesaurus for your term by assigning relationship 
codes. These relationship codes allow you to define very precisely what kinds of terms you want to 
see. You may, for instance, limit your thesaurus terms to narrower terms, related terms, broader 
terms, old or new terms, preferred terms, or any combination of these. You may also include all 
thesaurus terms at once. Typical relationship codes are listed here: 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

ALL All Associated Terms

AUTO Automatic Relationship (terms automatically assigned)

BT Broader Terms

HIE All Broader and Narrower Terms

KT Keyword Terms (multiword phrases containing the specified keyword term)

NEW New Terms

NOTE Notes associated with Terms

NT Narrower Terms

OLD Old Terms

RT Related Terms (See Also)

STD All Broader, Narrower, and Related Terms

UF Forbidden Terms (Used For)

USE Preferred Term

Valid relationship codes are file-specific. To see the codes for the current file, enter HELP RCODES 
at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file or refer to the file's Database Summary Sheet.



To use a relationship code, enter EXPAND, the term, a plus sign (+), relationship code, and the field 
code for the thesaurus, e.g., EXPAND HEART+ALL/CT. The entire listing for the term, not just 12 
terms, is displayed. Your term is marked by an arrow (-->) and appears in the hierarchical list in its 
logical position rather than at E3. Narrower and Broader Terms are indented at successive levels if 
present (BT1, BT2, NT1, NT2, etc.). The end of a thesaurus listing is indicated by the appearance of 

********* END *********

Multiple relationship codes may be used. Separate them with a comma. A maximum of four codes 
may be specified.

When using relationship codes, only one search field may be specified. If multiple field codes are 
specified, the relationship code is ignored and an alphabetical list with the AT column displays.

To see all terms in the thesaurus related to your term

=> e netherlands+all/ct

E1 165160 BT2 Europe/CT

E2 41091 BT1 Western Europe/CT

E3 3579 --> Netherlands/CT

                  INDX Includes use on level 1 as an area term (list O).

                           For term set options see list B.

                  MAPC N504500N533000E0071500E0031500

E4 22 UF Holland/CT

E5 39 NT1 Amsterdam/CT

E6 12 NT1 Delta Area/CT

E7 47 NT1 Groningen/CT

E8 57 NT1 Maastricht/CT

E9 37 NT1 Overijssel/CT

E10 16 NT2 Twente/CT



E11 26 NT1 Utrecht/CT

E12 79 NT1 Wadden Zee/CT

E13 28 NT1 Zeeland/CT

E14 66 RT Campine/CT

E15 133 RT European Platform/CT

E16 291 RT Limburg/CT

E17 59 RT Lower Rhine Basin/CT

E18 130 RT Meuse River/CT

E19 34 RT Meuse Valley/CT

E20 115 RT North Sea Coast/CT

E21 100 RT Rhine Basin/CT

E22 377 RT Rhine River/CT

E23 241 RT Rhine Valley/CT

E24 74 RT Scheldt River/CT

********* END *********

To see multiple related terms

=> e sicily+bt,kt/ct

E1 165160 BT3 Europe/CT

E2 27276 BT2 Southern Europe/CT

E3 22260 BT1 Italy/CT

E4 1953 --> Sicily/CT

E5 80 KT Strait of Sicily/CT



********* END *********
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Using E-Numbers

You do not need to type a full term every time you want to expand a term. You may use an E-number 
selected from the current list. To see the list, enter DIS EXP at an arrow prompt (=>). If you do not 
specify a relationship and/or field code, the ones associated with the E-number are used. To choose 
other relationship codes, just enter them with the E-number, e.g, E3+BT. Multiple E-numbers may 
not be used when qualifying them with relationship codes. If you specify multiple E-numbers, the 
relationship code is ignored and an alphabetical EXPAND is performed 

To see related terms using the E-number rather than the term

=> e heart/ct

E# FREQUENCY AT TERM 

E1 0 2 HEARING,BONE CONDUCTION/CT

E2 0 2 HEARING,DIRECTIONAL/CT

E3 213606 25 --> HEART/CT

E4 0 2 HEART ABERRANT CONDUCTION/CT

E5 52 8 HEART ABSCESS/CT

E6 0 2 HEART ACCELERATING PEPTIDE/CT

E7 3 HEART ACCELERATOR NERVE/CT

E8 452 6 HEART ACCESSORY CONDUCTION PATHWAY/CT

E9 0 2 HEART ACCESSORY PATHWAY CONDUCTANCE/CT

E10 33 HEART ACTION/CT

E11 0 2 HEART ACTION POTENTIAL/CT

E12 13 HEART ACTIVATION/CT



=> e e3+bt2

E1 0 BT2 Anatomical concepts/CT

E2 201148 BT1 cardiovascular system/CT

E3 213606 --> heart/CT

E4 214059 MN A7.40./CT

***************** END *********

=> e e2+nt

E1 201148 --> cardiovascular system/CT

E2 440936 MN 7./CT

E3 2966 NT1 blood vessel/CT

E4 46678 NT2 great blood vessel/CT

E5 9389 NT3 aorta/CT

E6 617 NT3 cava vein/CT

E7 19 NT2 heart blood vessel/CT

E8 4391 NT3 coronary artery/CT

E9 155586 NT2 peripheral vascular system/CT

         .

         .

         .

E46 1175 NT2 vein/CT

E47 248 NT1 systemic circulation/CT

***************** END *********
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Finding Phrases That Contain Your Term

To find multiword phrases in the thesaurus field that contain your term, use the KT (Keyword Term) 
relationship code with the EXPAND command. This lists all multiword phrases that contain your 
term, regardless of the position of your term within the phrase.

To see multiword phrases containing your single term

=> e mediterranean+kt/ct

E1 63 --> Mediterranean/CT

E2 2570 KT East Mediterranean/CT

E3 0 KT Mediterranean (region)/CT

E4 89 KT Mediterranean Ridge/CT

E5 6624 KT Mediterranean Sea/CT

E6 3707 KT Mediterranean region/CT

E7 50 KT Mediterranean soils/CT

E8 1306 KT West Mediterranean/CT

***************** END *********

 



EXPAND

Using an Automatic Relationship Code

Files that have a thesaurus may have an Automatic Relationship Code (ARC). The ARC enables each 
EXPAND done in the thesaurus field to use one or more relationship codes automatically, without 
you having to specify it. The ARC is either set on or off by default. To see what fields are included in 
the ARC and the setting for the current file, enter HELP RCODE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file 
or refer to the file's Database Summary Sheet. If you expand with the ARC on, the expand list 
automatically lists the thesaurus terms included in the codes defined by the ARC in the file.

If the ARC is set off by default, you may set it on for a single EXPAND command. Enter 
RELATION=ON in the same command line as EXPAND. To have ARC on for all EXPANDs in the 
current session, enter SET RELATION ON at the arrow prompt (=>).

For more information on the SET RELATION command, refer to the SET command section or enter 
HELP SET RELATION at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To set the automatic relationship code on in the current session

=> set relation on

To see terms with the automatic relationship code on

=> e density/thi

E 76 --> density/THI

E2 0 UF Dichte/THI

E3 0 UF absolute density/THI

E4 0 UF absolute gravity/THI

E5 0 UF d/THI

E6 0 UF dens/THI

E7 0 UF density (crystal)/THI

E8 0 UF density (liquid)/THI



E9 0 UF mass d/THI

E10 0 UF mass dens/THI

E11 0 UF mass density/THI

***************** END *********

 



EXPAND

Seeing All Related Terms

Use the ALL relationship code to see all the associated terms. There may be a term in a thesaurus that 
has too many associated terms to expand directly using the ALL relationship code. If you encounter 
such a term, EXPAND on the term with a +NT1 relationship code instead. Identify the thesaurus 
terms at the level immediately below your term in the hierarchy. Then expand each NT1 term 
individually with the ALL relationship code. 

Terms in a thesaurus expand list that have associated terms that are not displayed due to the 
respecified relationship are marked by two asterisks (**) immediatedly prior to the displayed 
relationship code, e.g., **NT1. This can occur when you request and expand with +NT1 and one of 
the NT1 terms also has narrower terms associated with it. To see those terms, expand on the marked 
term using a narrower relationship code. 

To see related terms when +ALL contains too many terms

=> e north america+all/ct

TOO MANY TERMS RESULTING FROM 'NORTH AMERICA' - EXPAND ENDED.

You have entered an expanded term and relationship code which cause EXPAND to exceed system 
limits. Please respecify using a more restrictive relationship code, a narrower term, or a lower 
relationship code level.

=> e north america+nt1/ct

E1 49197 --> North America/CT

E2 1253 NT1 Appalachian Basin/CT

E3 8333 **NT1 Appalachians/CT

.

.

.

E56 534 NT1 Western Overthrust Belt/CT



E57 186 NT1 White River/CT

E58 1249 NT1 Williston Basin/CT

***************** END *********

To see terms narrower than term in list

=> e e3+nt

E1 8460 --> Appalachians/CT

E2 940 NT1 Appalachian Plateau/CT

E3 788 NT1 Blue Ridge Province/CT

E4 229 NT1 Brevard Zone/CT

E5 422 NT1 Carolina slate belt/CT

E6 856 NT1 Central Appalachians/CT

E7 75 NT1 Great Appalachian Valley/CT

E8 692 NT1 Northern Appalachians/CT

E9 965 NT1 Piedmont/CT

E10 1241 NT1 Southern Appalachians/CT

E11 1184 NT1 Valley and Ridge Province/CT

***************** END *********

 



EXPAND

Specifying Language of Terms 

Command format: EXPAND term+rcode/field TLAN=iso

         E term+rcode/field TLAN=iso (Expert version)

Some files use a multilingual thesaurus. In these files, you may specify that the thesaurus 
relationships be presented in any of the available languages valid in the file. When the thesaurus is 
multilingual, a TLANG, thesaurus language, column is part of the expand list, with the language of 
the term displaying in this column. The ISO code of the language is shown, e.g., EN for English. 
When using a relationship code with the term, you may specify the language that you are most 
comfortable with as the language for the display. If you do not specify a language, the terms in all 
languages available, are included in the list. To see the terms in a specific language, enter TLAN= 
followed by the ISO code on the same line as EXPAND. To set the language for multiple EXPAND 
commands, enter SET TLAN at and arrow prompt (=>). Refer to the SET section for more 
information or enter HELP SET TLAN at an arrow prompt (=>).

If the list is displayed in one language, no language code appears with the hierarchical relationship. If 
the requested term also appears in another language, the system alerts you to this fact. 

If you further expand on one of the active E-numbers, the list continues in the designated language.

If multiple languages or ALL are specified, the terms appear in the order of the language 
specification.

To see a list of related terms in a multilingual thesaurus

=> e brenzcatechin/ct

E# FREQUENCY AT TLANG TERM 

E1 86 5 DE BREITSCHLITZDUESE/CT

E2 5246 21 DE BRENNBARKEIT/CT

E3 0 6 EN --> BRENZCATECHIN/CT

E4 0 6 DE BRENZCATECHIN/CT



E5 62 21 DE BRENZKATECHIN/CT

E6 0 7 EN BREWERY/CT

E7 0 9 EN BRIDGE BUILDING/CT

E8 0 25 EN BRIDGED RING SYSTEMS/CT

E9 0 9 EN BRISTLES/CT

E10 3347 5 DE BROM/CT

E11 0 3 DE BROMBUTYLKAUTSCHUK/CT

E12 0 3 DE BROMIERUNG/CT

To see a hierarchical list of terms in a multilingual thesaurus

=> e brenzcatechin+use/ct

'BRENZCATECHIN' ALSO IN RELATIONSHIP FILE IN TLANGUAGE 'DE'

PREFERRED TERMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'BRENZCATECHIN'

E1 0 --> EN BRENZCATECHIN/CT

E2 0 DE BRENZCATECHIN/CT

E3 0 USE EN pyrocatechol/CT

E4 62 DE BRENZKATECHIN/CT

***************** END *********

To change the thesaurus language to one of the valid languages in the multilingual thesaurus

=> set tlan=en

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To see a hierarchical list of related terms in a specific language

=> e e3+use/ct



'BRENZCATECHIN' ALSO IN RELATIONSHIP FILE IN TLANGUAGE 'DE'

PREFERRED TERMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'BRENZCATECHIN'

E1 0 --> BRENZCATECHIN/CT

E2 0 USE pyrocatechol/CT

***************** END *********

To see a list of related terms in a specific language other than what is set for the thesaurus

=> e brenzcatechin+use/ct tlan=de

'BRENZCATECHIN' ALSO IN RELATIONSHIP FILE IN TLANGUAGE 'EN'

PREFERRED TERMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'BRENZCATECHIN'

E1 0 --> BRENZCATECHIN/CT

E2 62 USE BRENZKATECHIN/CT

***************** END *********

 



EXPAND

Viewing Preceding Terms

Command format: EXPAND BACK term/field number

         E BACK term/field number (Expert version)

You may EXPAND in the reverse direction (backwards) from your term to look at terms that 
alphabetically precede the term. Enter EXPAND BACK at an arrow prompt (=>). The backwards 
option must come before the term and must be entered on the same line as EXPAND. You may enter 
a field with the term, just as you do when moving forward in an expand index. If no field code is 
specified, the default search index is used. You may specify the number of terms to be displayed in 
the list, from 5 to 25. If you do not specify a number, 12 are shown. Your term is E3 and is marked 
with an arrow.

If you expand backwards in a numeric field, the numbers are shown in decreasing order.

To continue moving backwards in the index, enter E at an arrow prompt (=>). The expand list 
continues in the backwards direction until a new EXPAND command is issued.

When the BACK option is used with a field that supports a thesaurus, a normal expand backwards 
through the index is processed. The AT column is not included, but you do see the terms that precede 
your term in the index. If you include the BACK option and a relationship code, the relationship code 
is ignored and a normal backwards expand is executed.

To see terms that precede your term in the default search index

=> e back methane

E1 2 METHANEARSONATE/BI

E2 1 METHANEARSINIC/BI

E3 6477 --> METHANE/BI

E4 3 METHANDROSTENOLONE/BI

E5 1 METHANDIENONE/BI

E6 1 METHANDIEN/BI



E7 12 METHANATOR/BI

E8 6 METHANATO/BI

E9 1 METHANATIONS/BI

E10 226 METHANATION/BI

E11 1 METHANATING/BI

E12 5 METHANATED/BI

To continue moving backwards through the index

=> e 5

E13 2 METHANATE/BI

E14 1 METHANANTION/BI

E15 10 METHANAMINIUM/BI

E16 44 METHANAMINE/BI

E17 5 METHANAMIDE/BI

To expand backwards in a numeric field

=> e back 10/bp 7

E1 1 20.384 K/BP

E2 1 20.38 K/BP

E3 0 --> 10 K/BP

E4 1 4.224 K/BP

E5 1 4.215 K/BP

E6 1 4.2144 K/BP



E7 1 4.20483 K/BP

 



EXPAND

Looking in the Left Index

Command format: EXPAND LEFT term/field number

         E LEFT term/field number (Expert version)

If left-hand truncation is allowed in a given field of a file, enter EXPAND LEFT followed by the 
term you wish to see, a diagonal slash (/), the field code, and, optionally, the number of adjacent 
terms, 5-25. The resulting list contains terms in the order they occur in the left index. Your term is 
embedded in each term in the display but the index terms do not indicate what the term is. Your term 
is E3 and is marked with an arrow. It is the equivalent of zero characters on the left side of the term.

LEFT must precede the term and field. If no field is specified, the EXPAND is done in the default 
search index. If you do not specify the number of terms to be displayed, 12 are shown.

The LEFT option is only available with fields that allow left truncation. To see which search fields in 
the file have left truncation, refer to the file's Database Summary Sheet or enter HELP SFIELD at an 
arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

To continue the expand in the left index, enter E at an arrow prompt (=>). EXPAND continues in the 
same direction until a new EXPAND command is entered. To return to a regular expand (right), enter 
EXPAND or E followed by a term.

When the LEFT option is used with a field that supports a thesaurus, a normal left expand through the 
index is processed. The AT column is not included, but you do see the terms that contain your term in 
the index. If you include the LEFT option and a relationship code, the relationship code is ignored 
and a normal left expand is executed.

To expand to the left in a field with left truncation

=> e left methane

E1 1 METHANDIENONE/BI

E2 3 METHANDROSTENOLONE/BI

E3 6477 --> METHANE/BI

E4 1 2NITROMETHANE/BI



E5 1 ACETAMIDOMETHANE/BI

E6 1 ACETHYLMETHYLDIAZOMETHANE/BI

E7 1 ACETOXYDIBENZOYLMETHANE/BI

E8 1 ACETYLMETHANE/BI

E9 1 ACETYLDIBENZOYLMETHANE/BI

E10 1 ACETYLPHENYLDIAZOMETHANE/BI

E11 1 ACYLTRIMETHYLENEMETHANE/BI

E12 1 ADAMANTYLMETHANE/BI

To continue the list

=> e 5

E13 1 ADAMANTYLDIAZOMETHANE/BI

E14 1 ADAMANTYLIDENEDIBROMOMETHANE/BI

E15 1 ADAMANTYLNITROMETHANE/BI

E16 1 ALKYLPHENYLDIAZOMETHANE/BI

E17 5 ALLYLDIAZOMETHANE/BI

 



EXPAND

Using E-Numbers in SEARCH or QUERY

E-numbers may be used directly in the SEARCH and QUERY commands in place of the terms they 
represent. The following formats may be used:

         individual E-numbers: E5

         ranges of E-numbers: E3-E7 (OR logic is implied)

         series of E-numbers: E3,E5,E7-9 (OR logic is implied)

The term, rather than the E-number, is automatically included in the resulting L-number query or 
search. Quotation marks are placed around terms containing special characters. Parentheses are 
automatically inserted around terms searched as ranges of E-numbers and the OR Boolean operator is 
placed between the terms.

When searched, the search field is the same as the one in which the expand was done, i.e., the same 
field code is appended to the term as you see in the expand list. To search in a different field, append 
the new field code to the E-number, e.g., S E3/TI.

To see the current E-numbers

=> dis exp

E1 1 NIMBU/BI

E2 16 NIMBUS/BI

E3 52 NIMBY/BI

E4 1 NIMBYS/BI

E5 4 NIMCO/BI

E6 1 NIMER/BI

To search using an E-number from the current list

=> sea e3



L1 52 NIMBY/BI

To search using multiple E-numbers from the current list

=> sea e3-4

         52 NIMBY/BI

         1 NIMBYS/BI

L2 52 (NIMBY/BI OR NIMBYS/BI) 

To search an E-number in a field different from the one used to create the E-number

=> sea e3/ti

L3 15 NIMBY/TI

 



FILE

Command function: Specify file to be entered

Command format: FILE filename [COST=]

         FIL filename [COST=] (Expert version)

Aliases: B

         BASE

         BEGIN

         CHANGE

         CHOOSE

         ENTER

General discussion: The File command is used to specify which STN file or files you wish to enter 
for searching, displaying, printing, etc. 

         When you log into STN, you are placed in the HOME File. If you wish to have a different 
default login file, contact your local STN Service Center. The HOME file does not contain any 
searchable or displayable data. However, you may execute the following commands: DISPLAY, 
DELETE, FILE, HELP, LOGOFF, NEWS, ORDER, SAVE, and SET. For more information on any 
of these commands, refer to the appropriate command section.

To move from the HOME file into another STN database, use the FILE command. Enter FILE 
followed by the name of the file or files. To see a list of files that are currently available, enter HELP 
FILE NAMES at an arrow prompt (=>) or enter a question mark (?) at the prompt for a file name.

After you enter the FILE command, you are moved into the specified file. You see an estimated cost 
display followed by the file name, time and date, copyright information, and the file banner. The 
banner usually indicates the latest update to the file and the time period covered by the database. You 
remain in this file until you issue another FILE command or log off. 

When using the expert version, specify the file name in the command line. If you do not specify a file 
name, you are moved back to the HOME File. 



For online information on the FILE command, enter HELP FILE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To enter one file

=> file

ENTER A FILE NAME OR (HOME):metadex

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.29 0.58

FILE 'METADEX' ENTERED AT 11:26:27 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (c) 1993 ASM INTERNATIONAL; THE INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS (ASM/IoM)

FILE LAST UPDATED: 23 MAY 93 <930523/UP>

FILE COVERS 1966 TO DATE.

 



FILE

Using Ambiguous File Names 

You may enter shortened forms of the file name. Several files may share the same opening character 
string. The letters that you enter must be a character string that is long enough to distinguish this file 
name from other file names. When you enter characters matching more than one file, the system 
displays a list of files that matched your input. Choose the file you want and enter it at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To enter a file after entry of an ambiguous file name

=> fil mar

'MAR' IS AN AMBIGUOUS FILE NAME

         MARPAT - The CAS Patent Markush File 1988-present

         MARTUF - Toughness of Marine Steels

ENTER A FILE NAME OR (END):martuf

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.50 25.65

FILE 'MARTUF' ENTERED AT 16:25:41 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 The Materials Properties Council, Inc. (MPC)

FILE COVERS TEST DATA FROM 1986 - 1988

 



FILE

Entering Multiple Files

Use the FILE command to enter a single file or multiple files. To enter multiple files, enter FILE at 
an arrow prompt (=>) followed by the file names. Each file name must be separated by a comma or a 
space. You may enter up to 198 file names in one FILE command. All current STN files are available 
for multifile processing except HOME, NISTFLUIDS, STNGUIDE, STNMAIL, and all learning 
files. For more information about searching and displaying in a multifile environment, refer to the 
section on multifile environment.

When you enter the multifile environment, the estimated cost is displayed followed by the file name, 
date and time, and copyright message for each file, listed in the order that you specified them in the 
FILE command.

To enter more than one file

=> file biosis ca medline

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.94 1.09

FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 19:22:07 ON 08 APR 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BIOSIS(R)

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 19:22:07 ON 08 APR 93

USE IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF YOUR CUSTOMER AGREEMENT

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY (ACS)

FILE 'MEDLINE' ENTERED AT 19:22:07 ON 08 APR 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)



 



FILE

Entering Predefined Clusters

Command format: FILE cluster name

         FIL cluster name (Expert version)

Clusters are groups of files that have been defined either by the system or by you. You may define 
your own cluster of files using the SET CLUSTER command. Refer to the SET section for more 
information or enter HELP SET CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>) while online. To see a list of the 
cluster names, enter DIS CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). To see the files that make up the 
clusters, enter HELP CLUSTER NAME at an arrow prompt (=>).

To enter a system- or user-defined cluster of files, enter FILE followed by the cluster name at an 
arrow prompt (=>). If more than one cluster name is entered, use a comma or a space to separate 
them. You are then placed in each of the files that makes up the cluster specified.

If you use an ambiguous cluster name, the system prompts you to choose one of the clusters. Enter 
the cluster of choice at an arrow prompt (=>).

To enter a file cluster

=> file cjo

FILE 'CJACS' ENTERED AT 11:27:28 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 American Chemical Society (ACS)

FILE 'CJAOAC' ENTERED AT 11:27:28 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 The Association Of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC)

FILE 'CJELSEVIER' ENTERED AT 11:27:28 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (ELSEVIER)

FILE 'CJRSC' ENTERED AT 11:27:28 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 The Royal Society Of Chemistry (RSC)



FILE 'CJVCH' ENTERED AT 11:27:28 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 Vch Verlagsgesellschaft (VCH VERLAG)

FILE 'CJWILEY' ENTERED AT 11:27:28 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (WILEY)

To choose a cluster from a list

=> fil chem

'CHEM' IS AN AMBIGUOUS FILE OR CLUSTER NAME

         CHEMDATA - Chem Properties and Data Cluster (Numeric Data)

         CHEMENG - Chemical Engineering Cluster

CHEMISTRY - Chemical Literature Cluster

         CHEMINFORMRX - The CHEMINFORMRX Reaction Search Service

         CHEMLIST - Regulated Chemicals Listing

         CHEMSAFE - CHEMSAFE - chemical safety information

ENTER FILE OR CLUSTER NAME (IGNORE):chemsafe

 



FILE

Changing Files in a Cluster

Using a cluster name in the FILE command allows you to easily enter a predefined set of files. If you 
do not want to enter all the files defined by the cluster, you can eliminate the ones you do not want 
included. Enter FILE and the cluster name followed by a minus sign (-) and the file name to be 
removed. If you want to eliminate multiple files, list each with the minus sign with each name. 
Names may be separated by a space or a comma.

You may also add files to the ones in a cluster. Enter FILE and the cluster name followed by the 
name of the files you want to enter in addition to those already included in the cluster definition. If 
you want to include more than one, separate the file names by a space or a comma.

You may both add and remove files from the cluster. Simply separate the file names and the minus 
file names by a space or a comma.

To review the files included in a cluster, enter D CLUSTER name (name is the cluster name) at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To see files included in a cluster

=> dis cluster suppliers

CLUSTER NAME CLUSTER DEFINITION 

SUPPLIERS BIOQUIP COPPERDATA CSCHEM CSCORP DEQUIP DETEQ

         PLASPEC

         Product Directories and Suppliers Cluster

To enter some of the files in a cluster

=> fil suppl -cschem -cscorp -deteq

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 10.00 35.65



FILE 'BIOQUIP' ENTERED AT 16:37:41 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (c) 1993 DECHEMA

FILE 'COPPERDATA' ENTERED AT 16:37:41 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 Copper Development Association Inc. (CDA)

FILE 'DEQUIP' ENTERED AT 16:37:41 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (c) 1993 DECHEMA

FILE 'PLASPEC' ENTERED AT 16:37:41 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BILL COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

To enter a cluster, adding an additional file and removing one of the included files

=> fil health hca -ca

         .

         .

         .
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Entering Files Having Answer Sets 

Command format: FILE SESSION

         FIL SESSION (Expert version)

The session cluster consists of all files that have an L-number answer set in your current online 
session. When you enter FILE SESSION at an arrow prompt (=>), the system automatically connects 
you to those files in which L-number answer sets have been created.

To display a list of files that you have entered and L-numbers created during a session, enter 
DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the history of your session

=> dis history

(FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 11:26:18 ON 11 JUN 93)

FILE 'METADEX' ENTERED AT 11:26:27 ON 11 JUN 93

FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 11:28:21 ON 11 JUN 93

L1 64 S CORN AND GENETIC ENGINEERING

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 11:28:52 ON 11 JUN 93

L2 16 S L1

To enter the files that have answer sets

=> file session

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 17.00 75.00



FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 11:30:00 ON 11 JUN 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BIOSIS(R)

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 11:30:00 ON 11 JUN 93

USE IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF YOUR CUSTOMER AGREEMENT

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY (ACS)

 



FILE

Specifying Cost Centers for Invoices

Command format: FILE file name COST=designation

         FIL file name COST=designation (Expert version)

On your STN invoice, each online session is displayed without reference to any cost center. You may 
use the FILE command to control how your monthly invoice is formatted by specifying that all or 
part of your online session be listed under an individual name or a group designation called a cost 
center. Enter FILE followed by the file and/or cluster names at an arrow prompt (=>). On the same 
command line, enter COST= followed by the name you wish to appear on the invoice for subsequent 
charges. You must enter this information on the same line as the FILE command. You are not 
prompted for the information.

The cost designation may be 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters (0 through 9 and a through z), including 
blanks and punctuation.

All charges are listed under this cost center until the session is ended or a new cost center is entered.

To change this specified cost center, enter a new file or the same file with the COST=designation. 
Now all subsequent charges will be listed under this new cost center on the monthly invoice. If you 
are in a multifile environment and want to change the cost center but remain in the same set of file, 
enter FILE CURRENT COST=designation at an arrow prompt (=>) in the multifile session.

To return to the default of no cost center designation on the invoice, enter FILE COST= at an arrow 
prompt (=>). No designation should follow the equal sign. Subsequent charges are then listed on your 
bill without a cost center.

If you have specified several cost centers in a single session and are not sure which individual or 
group designation you are currently using for billing, execute a FILE or DISPLAY HISTORY 
command. The cost center is displayed with the file entry copyright message or the session history, 
respectively.

To see the charges for each cost center for your current session, enter DISPLAY COST BRIEF or 
DISPLAY COST FULL at an arrow prompt (=>).

If you wish to assign a permanent cost center for an account, contact your local STN Service Center.

For online information about specifying cost centers, enter HELP FILE COST at any arrow prompt 



(=>).

To specify a cost center to be used on your invoice

=> file cjacs cost=smith

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.84 49.76

FILE 'CJACS' ENTERED AT 19:27:41 ON 08 APR 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 American Chemical Society (ACS)

CHARGED TO COST=SMITH

FILE COVERS 1982 - 7 APR 1993 (930407/ED)

OTHER FULL TEXT FILES AVAILABLE: CJAOAC, CJELSEVIER, CJRSC, CJVCH,

AND CJWILEY

         [Charges are listed on your bill under the cost center SMITH]

To return to the default of no cost center designation

=> file phys cost=

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.82 51.42

FILE 'PHYS' ENTERED AT 19:58:58 ON 08 APR 93

COPYRIGHT 1993 (c) FACHINFORMATIONSZENTRUM KARLSRUHE (FIZ KARLSRUHE)

FILE LAST UPDATED: 28 MAR 93 <930328/UP>

FILE COVERS 1979 TO DATE.



         [Charges are listed on your bill without a cost center designation]

 



FILE

Seeing Session Costs 

Whenever you issue the FILE command, the system automatically displays an estimated cost for the 
session. The information that displays is based on the cost format that has been specified with the 
SET COST. If you have not set the cost, the ON option is the default. This shows you the estimated 
cost for the current file and total cost for the session. You may change the detail of cost information 
displayed or suppress the display entirely using the SET COST command. To see what type of cost 
display you have set on your login id, enter DIS SET COST at any arrow prompt (=>).

To reset the cost display to the default after you set the cost to another option, enter SET COST ON 
at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on setting the type of cost information to display with each FILE command, refer to 
the SET COST section or enter HELP SET COST at an arrow prompt (=>).

To suppress cost display at file entry

=> set cost off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> file dissabs

FILE 'DISSABS' ENTERED AT 17:53:03 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 University Microfilms, Inc.

FILE COVERS 1861 TO 27 AUG 1993 (930827/ED)

To see more cost information with each FILE command

=> set cost brief

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> fil dissabs

         QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST



                           U.S. DOLLARS

DISSABS FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 90.00 0.90

SUMMARY FOR DISSABS FILE 0.01 0.90

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.19 14.33

FILE 'DISSABS' ENTERED AT 17:57:47 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 University Microfilms, Inc.

FILE COVERS 1861 TO 27 AUG 1993 (930827/ED)

To reset the default cost display seen with each FILE command

=> set cost on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> fil dissabs

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 6.30 20.63

FILE 'DISSABS' ENTERED AT 18:02:16 ON 07 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 University Microfilms, Inc.

FILE COVERS 1861 TO 27 AUG 1993 (930827/ED)

 



HELP

Command function: Display information about content, commands, messages, etc.

Command format: HELP [option]

         HEL [option] (Expert version)

Aliases: ?

General discussion: The HELP command is used to display information about file content, 
commands, formats, etc. Some help messages apply to system features and are independent of the file 
in which you are working. Other help messages are file-specific. They explain a file and its content.

         To use the command, enter HELP followed by the item you want explained at an arrow prompt 
(=>). If you do not enter an option, you see an explanation of the prompt and how to see additional 
help messages. 

Some typical options are:

HELP MESSAGES lists general HELP messages

HELP FILE NAMES lists files and a brief description of each

HELP CLUSTER NAMES lists all clusters

HELP COMMANDS lists the commands available in the

         current file

HELP DIRECTORY lists HELP messages for the current file

HELP CONTENT displays a description of the content of

         the current file

Often the help message refers to other HELP options that might contain information related to the 
item you have asked about.

For further information about the HELP command while online, enter HELP HELP at an arrow 
prompt (=>). To see the options that may be used, enter HELP MESSAGES at an arrow prompt (=>).



You may also type a question mark (?) instead of HELP. For.example, you may enter ? 
COMMANDS instead of HELP COMMANDS at an arrow prompt (=>) to list the commands that are 
available in the current file.

To see the general help messages available

=> help messages

Many HELP messages are available to explain files and features of the system. Each command has a 
separate explanation, which can be viewed by entering HELP and the command name at an arrow 
prompt (=>). An example is HELP PRINT L#. Enter HELP COMMANDS for a list of commands.

HELP DISPLAY (ACC, BROWSE, CLUSTER, COST, EXPAND, FORMAT, HISTORY, L#,

         PRINT, QUERY, SAVED, SCAN, SELECT, SET, TOLERANCE, TSORT, UNIT)

HELP PRINT (ACC, L#, TSORT)

HELP READ (FOLDER, MAIL, NAMELIST, PUBLIC)

HELP SEARCH (PROJECTIONS, RANGE, STEPS, SUBSET)

HELP SET (AUHELP, AUTOSEARCH, CLUSTER, COST, DETAIL, DFORMAT, FORMAT,

         GRAPHICS, HEADING, HIGHLIGHTING, INTERPRET, KWIC, LCOST,

         LINELENGTH, LOGIN, MAILID, MENU, NAMELIST, PADDING, PAGELENGTH,

         PASSWORD, PERMANENT, POSTINGS, PRINT, RANGE, RELATION,

         ROUND, STATUS, STEPS, SUBSET, TLANGUAGE, TOLERANCE, UNIT)

HELP STRUCTURE (FRAGMENTS, GENERICS, SHORTCUTS)

Each of the logical operators that can be issued in searching has its own HELP with the exception of 
the NOT PROXIMITY operators. For information on the operators available, enter HELP 
OPERATORS at an arrow prompt (=>). For more information on the individual operators, enter 
HELP and one of the following: NUMERIC, (NOTPROXIMITY), AND, OR, NOT, (W), (A), (S), 
(P), or (L). Information on specific negative proximity operators is found with the corresponding 
positive proximity operator.

Each file has its own set of HELP messages. For a list of files, enter HELP FILE NAMES. For 
information about helps available for the current file, enter HELP DIRECTORY.



Messages that are available on other topics:

HELP COMMAND STACKING HELP MAIL HELP SAVED NAMES

HELP FILE COST HELP PACKAGES HELP STN

HELP LIMITS HELP RESERVED HELP TRUNCATION

The ? can be used as a synonym for HELP, for example, enter ?

ACTIVATE to look at help for the ACTIVATE command.

 



HELP

Seeing Options at a Prompt 

You may enter HELP at any prompt from STN. A list of valid options that may be used at the prompt 
is displayed. Often, examples of possible options are included in the message. After the help message 
is displayed, you are prompted again for what action you want taken.

To see options at a prompt

=> display

ENTER (L1), L# OR ?:l1

ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):?

Enter an answer number, Example: 10

several answer numbers, Example: 3,7,10

a range of answer numbers, Example: 5-10

or a combination of these. Example: 3,7,9-10,15

ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):

 



HELP

Requesting Help for a Command 

Enter HELP followed by a command name to see information on the use of a specific command. To 
minimize online costs, request help for a command in the HOME File. To see the commands that are 
available in a specific file, enter HELP COMMANDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

To see an explanation for using the FILE command

=> help file

The FILE command is used to select the file (database) for search, display, and printing. To use this 
command, enter FILE and the name of the file. Subsequent SEARCH, DISPLAY, PRINT, and 
ACTIVATE commands will be executed in this file until the next FILE command.

When you log in, you are automatically in the HOME file. Use the FILE command to change to 
another file. Enter HELP FILE NAMES at an arrow prompt (=>) for a list of the files that are 
available. For general information on the current file, enter HELP CONTENT.

The costs of an online session can be designated, on your monthly invoice, as being associated with a 
particular individual or group. For information on this feature, enter HELP FILE COST at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To see a list of commands that are valid in a file

=> fil registry

=> help commands

Enter one of these commands at the arrow prompt (=>).

ACTIVATE Assign L#s to saved query or answer set.

BATCH Request a batch search.

DELETE Delete saved or current session items.

DISPLAY Display saved or current session items.

DOWNLOAD Transfer data using Kermit protocol.



         .

         .

         .

RUN Execute a software package.

SAVE Save an L-numbered query or answer set.

SCREEN Define a set of screens for searching.

SDI Request searches be run on file updates.

SEARCH Perform a search.

SELECT Build expand terms from answer fields.

SET Set terminal and interaction options.

SORT Sort Answers of an L-number list

STRUCTURE Create a structure for searching.

? The same as HELP.

For more detailed information about a command, enter HELP and the name of the command.

Example:

         => HELP SEARCH (For help with the SEARCH command)

For information on entering multiple commands at a single arrow prompt (=>), enter HELP 
COMMAND STACKING.

 



HELP

Requesting Help for File-Specific Information

The data on STN cover a wide range of disciplines and need a variety of search fields, display 
formats, and other specific needs. To help you understand and use these files, file-specific help 
messages are available for each file. Enter HELP DIRECTORY at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to 
display a list of the file-specific help messages.

To see the help message that contains the information you need, enter HELP followed by the item 
indicated in the HELP DIRECTORY message at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file, e.g., HELP 
CONTENT.

To see the list of messages available in a particular file

=> file rapra

=> help directory

The following HELP messages are available to obtain information on the RAPRA file:

         HELP ACCESSION - RAPRA accession number formats

         HELP CONTENT - general RAPRA file description

         HELP COST - price schedule for the RAPRA file

         HELP CROSSOVER - file crossover searching in RAPRA

         HELP DESK - information on RAPRA file user assistance

         HELP DFIELDS - list of display field codes

         HELP EFIELDS - SELECT command and E-number lists

         HELP FORMAT - predefined formats for display and print

         HELP HIGHLIGHT - highlight information for the RAPRA file

         HELP (L) - (L) operator use in RAPRA file



         HELP RANGE - RANGE parameters for the RAPRA file

         HELP RCO - relationship code parameters for the file

         HELP (S) - (S) operator use in RAPRA file

         HELP SFIELDS - list of search field codes

         HELP SRTFIELDS - list of sort field codes

         HELP THESAURUS - thesaurus description for the RAPRA file

         HELP UPDATE/SDI - manual and automatic update searching

For a list of more general help topics such as command usage, enter HELP MESSAGES at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To see more information on one of the messages listed in HELP DIRECTORY

=> help range

Searches in the RAPRA file can be restricted to parts of the file defined by a range of accession 
numbers. RANGE parameters are the same for the SET and SEARCH commands.

Examples:

         => SET RANGE=(R:10000,R:100000)

         => SEARCH ?IONIC POLYMERISATION/CT RANGE=(R:1,R:10000)

Enter HELP SEARCH RANGE for an explanation of using RANGE in SEARCH. Enter HELP SET 
RANGE for a method of doing a series of searches in a particular time period.

 



HELP

Seeing File Content Information 

The HELP CONTENT message is very useful for identifying the type of information covered in a 
file, the size of a file, and its currency. Enter HELP CONTENT at an arrow prompt (=>) to display 
this database description.

To see information on file content

=> help content

You are currently in the RAPRA File. RAPRA is a bibliographic database on the worldwide 
scientific, technical and trade literature concerning rubber, plastics, adhesives and polymeric 
composites. The database covers a wide scope of subjects encompassing technical, academic, 
commercial and marketing aspects of the rubber and plastics industry. Citations are in English and 
most contain an abstract. The database corresponds to the printed Rapra Abstracts and Adhesives 
Abstracts. The

sources are journals, conference contributions, books, reports, standards, company publications and 
other non-conventional literature. The RAPRA File contains 378,101 citations (12/92), and is updated 
every two weeks with about 1,000 citations.

The citations in this file contain bibliographic and indexing information, and abstracts. All 
information is searchable. The basic index (/BI) contains single words from title, abstract, controlled 
term,  
nonpolymer term, subject headings, trade name, geographical term and corporate name. The only 
words that are not indexed are the stopwords AN, AND, AS, AT, BY, FOR, FROM, IN, NOT, OF, 
ON, OR, THE, TO, and WITH. Other information, such as author names and source information is 
searched using field qualifiers, e.g., ENDO, K/AU.

For a list of additional messages giving information about the RAPRA file, enter HELP 
DIRECTORY at an arrow prompt (=>).

Finding Content of Basic Index 

The HELP CONTENT message also lists the fields that make up the Basic Index search field of a 
file. If you do not specify a search index, your term is searched in the Basic Index of the file. The 
HELP CONTENT message indicates the fields searched in a Basic Index search.

Requesting a List of Search Fields



Each file has a set of search fields that offer you access to the various data available in the database. 
To see the search fields available in the file, enter HELP SFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

Finding Left Truncation Fields

Some fields in some files allow you to truncate your search term on the left, as well as right, side of 
the term. To find out which fields allow left truncation, enter HELP SFIELDS at an arrow prompt in 
the file (=>). For general information on using truncation, enter HELP TRUNCATION at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

Requesting a List of Display Fields

After you retrieve answers to your search question, you may display all or part of the records 
retrieved. To see a list of display fields available in the file, enter HELP DFIELDS at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file. To see a list of formats that display set fields from the record, enter HELP 
FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>). For general information on displaying answers, enter HELP 
DISPLAY L# at an arrow prompt (=>).

 



HELP

Displaying Cost Information 

Enter HELP COST at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to see the current pricing information for a 
file. The charges for connect hour, display, print, search, and search term for the file are displayed. 
The costs display in the currency in which you are billed.

To see cost information for a file

=> help cost

STN International Fees and Prices Effective April 1, 1993. Prices are subject to change with 30 days' 
notice.

RAPRA File U.S.

         Dollars

Connect Hour Fee (per hour) 119.00

Display Fee (per answer) 1.16

Print Fee (per answer) Total 1.16

Print Basic Fee for Display 

Fields without Charge 0.12

SDI Search Fee 6.84

When specifying individual display fields or combinations of these, you will be charged the display 
or print fee, whenever the format contains one or more of the following fields: AB, AU, CO, CS, 
ISN, JT, MT, NR, PI, SO or TN.

 



HELP

Requesting Help in Multifile Environment 

When you are connected to multiple files, it is still possible to request file-specific help. Enter HELP 
and the option followed by FILE=file name. You must tell the system which file's help you want 
displayed. If you do not specify the file name, you are prompted to specify the individual file. The 
help message for that file is then displayed. If you need to see the message for each file in the 
multifile session, reissue the HELP command but specify a different file with each command.

If the help message requested is a general one, you do not need to specify an individual file.

To see file-specific help while in multiple files

=> fil cerab cjacs

FILE 'CERAB' ENTERED AT 17:04:37 ON 08 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 The American Ceramic Society, Inc (ACerS)

FILE 'CJACS' ENTERED AT 17:04:37 ON 08 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 American Chemical Society (ACS)

=> help sfields

GENERAL HELP FOR 'SFIELD' IS NOT AVAILABLE

CERAB

CJACS

ENTER A FILE NAME OR (END):cjacs

The searchable fields in the CJACS File are listed below. If you do not specify a field, your term will 
be searched in the Basic Index, which contains single words from the title (TI), text (TX), caption

.

.



.

Seeing Help After Errors

If a problem is encountered by the system as it processes your command, an error message describing 
the error is issued. Additional help automatically displays after the error message. The help message 
gives more information on the problem and offers solutions or other help messages that might resolve 
the error. You are then reprompted for what you want to do.

You also see additional help after a preset number of consecutive, identical prompts are issued by the 
system without any other intervening activity. 

To see additional help after an error message

=> sea ap?boy/bi

'?' TRUNCATION SYMBOL NOT VALID WITHIN 'AP?BOY'

The truncation symbol ? may be used only at the end of a search term. To specify a variable character 
within a word use '!', e.g., 'wom!n' to search for both 'woman' and 'women'. Enter HELP 
TRUNCATION at an arrow prompt (=>) for more information.

 



HELP

Controlling Display of Automatic Helps 

You may choose how much help is automatically displayed. Use SET AUHELP to control what help 
is automatically issued by STN. Enter SET AUHELP OFF at an arrow prompt (=>) to suppress the 
automatic helps that follow error messages. The system does issue additional, automatic help if you 
receive the same error message a preset number of times or after a preset number of consecutive, 
identical prompts are issued by the system without any other intervening activity. If you do not 
understand an error message, you can still see the help message when the automatic helps are 
suppressed. Enter HELP at the next prompt and the help message is displayed.

When connected to multiple files, you may want to suppress the automatic help displays. The error 
messages and additional help are displayed for each file in the multifile environment, which can lead 
to a lengthy and repetitious display.

To suppress all automatic help messages, including the one after the consecutive prompts, enter SET 
AUHELP NONE at an arrow prompt (=>). If you need additional information after receiving an error 
message, enter HELP at the next prompt.

To reset automatic helps to display whenever an error message is issued, enter SET AUHELP ON at 
an arrow prompt (=>). The ON setting is the default for the SET AUHELP option, i.e., if you do not 
use SET AUHELP, you see the automatic helps by default. For more information on controlling the 
automatic display of helps, refer to the SET AUHELP command section or enter HELP SET 
AUHELP at an arrow prompt (=>).

To suppress automatic, additional help messages

=> set auhelp off

=> sea ap?boy/bi

'?' TRUNCATION SYMBOL NOT VALID WITHIN 'AP?BOY'

To see help for an error message after you have suppressed the automatic display

=> help

The truncation symbol ? may be used only at the end of a search term. To specify a variable character 
within a word use '!', e.g., 'wom!n' to search for both 'woman' and 'women'. Enter HELP



TRUNCATION at an arrow prompt (=>) for more information.

To reset the system to display automatic help messages after issuing an error message

=> set auhelp on

 



INDEX

Command function: Specify and enter the files to be used in STNindex

Command format: INDEX file1 file2 [COST=]

         IND file1 file2 [COST=] (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The INDEX command is used to identify and enter the files to be used in 
STNindex. STNindex is a feature on STN that allows you to scan databases for topics of interest 
before you actually enter them to search. It offers a cost-effective way of determining the files that 
best answer your question. While in STNindex, you may expand on terms and search several files. 
You may rank the results of your searches automatically by the number of answers in each file. You 
may then easily enter the files that contain the hits and perform the searches. For more information 
about STNindex, refer to the STNindex User Guide.

         To use the INDEX command, enter INDEX followed by the names of the files, clusters, or 
combinations of files and clusters. Both user-defined and system-defined clusters may be used. At 
least two, and up to 198 files may be used. Separate the names by a space or a comma. To see a list of 
files currently available, enter HELP FILE NAMES at an arrow prompt (=>). To see a list of clusters, 
enter HELP CLUSTER NAMES at an arrow prompt (=>).

         Five system-defined clusters have been created for use just with INDEX:

ALL - all bibliographic files on STN

AUTHORS - all files containing author or inventor fields

COMPANIES - all files containing company fields

FULLTEXT - all full text files

NUMERIC - all numeric files

To create your own cluster of files, use the SET CLUSTER command. Refer to the CLUSTER option 
in the SET section for more information or enter HELP SET CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>).

After you enter the INDEX command, you see an estimated cost display followed by the file names, 
time and date of file entry, and a count of the number of files in the file list. You remain in the index 



environment until you issue a FILE command or log off. You may see a list of the files included in 
the index at any time while you are in STNindex. Enter DISPLAY CLUSTER CURRENT at an 
arrow prompt (=>) and a list of the files making up the current environment is displayed. 

There is no default set of files or cluster for INDEX. If you do not enter the file names in the 
command line, you are prompted for them. When using the expert version of the INDEX command, 
the files or cluster must be entered on the same command line as IND. To set a default cluster for 
INDEX, use the SET DCLUSTER option. Refer to the DCLUSTER option in the SET section for 
more information or enter HELP SET DCLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>).

For online information on the INDEX command, enter HELP INDEX at an arrow prompt (=>).

To access STNindex with a system-defined cluster environment

=> index

ENTER FILE OR CLUSTER NAMES (NONE):polymers

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.45 7.35

INDEX 'CA, CAPREVIEWS, CBNB, CEN, CIN, CJWILEY, JICST-E, JPNEWS, KKF, 
PLASNEWS,

POLYMAT, RAPRA' ENTERED AT 09:24:46 ON 13 JAN 94

12 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

 



INDEX

Using Ambiguous File Names

You may enter shortened forms of the file or cluster name. Several names may share the same 
opening character string. The letters that you enter must be a character string that is long enough to 
distinguish this name from other names. When you enter characters matching more than one file or 
cluster, the system displays a list of files and clusters that matched your input. Choose the file or 
cluster you want and enter it at the prompt.

To enter STNindex after entry of an ambiguous file or cluster name

=> index ca, plas

'PLAS' IS AN AMBIGUOUS REFERENCE

         PLASDATA - Plastics Data Cluster (Numeric Data)

         PLASNEWS - The PLASPEC Daily News File

         PLASPEC - Plastics Materials Selection Database

ENTER A FILE OR CLUSTER NAME (IGNORE):plasdata

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.45 7.80

INDEX 'CA, ASMDATA, IPS, PDLCOM, PLASPEC, POLYMAT' ENTERED AT 09:25:12 ON 

13 JAN 94

6 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

 



INDEX

Changing Files in a Cluster

Using a cluster name in the INDEX command allows you to easily use a predefined set of files. If 
you do not want to use all the files defined by the cluster, you can eliminate the ones you do not want 
included. Enter INDEX and the cluster name followed by a minus sign (-) and the file name to be 
removed. If you want to eliminate multiple files, list each with the minus sign with each name. 
Names may be separated by a space or a comma.

You may also add files to the ones in a cluster. Enter INDEX and the cluster name followed by the 
name of the files you want to enter in addition to those already included in the cluster definition. If 
you want to include more than one, separate the file names by a space or a comma.

You may both add and remove files from the cluster. Simply separate the file names and the minus 
file names by a space or a comma.

To review the files included in a cluster, enter DIS CLUSTER name (name is the cluster name) at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To see files included in a cluster

=> dis cluster suppliers

CLUSTER NAME CLUSTER DEFINITION 

SUPPLIERS BIOQUIP COPPERDATA CSCHEM CSCORP DEQUIP DETEQ PLASPEC

         Product Directories and Suppliers Cluster

To enter STNindex using some of the files in a cluster

=> index suppl -cschem -cscorp -deteq

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 5.85 13.65

INDEX 'BIOQUIP, COPPERDATA, DEQUIP, PLASPEC, USAN' ENTERED AT 09:33:01 ON



13 JAN 94

5 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

To enter STNindex using a cluster, adding an additional file and removing one of the included 
files

=> index health caold -energy

         .

         .

         .

 



INDEX

Command format: INDEX SESSION

         IND SESSION (Expert version)

Entering Files Having Answer Sets 

The session cluster consists of all files that have an L-number answer set in your current online 
session. When you enter INDEX SESSION at an arrow prompt (=>), the system automatically 
connects you to those files in which L-number answer sets have been created.

To display a list of files that you have entered and L-numbers created during a session, enter 
DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the history of your session

=> dis history

         (FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 11:26:18 ON 11 JAN 94)

         FILE 'METADEX' ENTERED AT 11:26:27 ON 11 JAN 94

         FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 11:28:21 ON 11 JAN 94

L1 64 S CORN AND GENETIC ENGINEERING

         FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 11:28:52 ON 11 JAN 94

L2 16 S L1

To enter STNindex using the files that have answer sets

=> index session

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 17.00 75.00



INDEX 'BIOSIS, CA' ENTERED AT 11:30:22 ON 11 JAN 94

2 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

 



INDEX

Index Cost=

Command format: INDEX file1 file2 COST=designation

         IND file1 file2 COST=designation (Expert version)

Specifying Cost Centers for Invoices 

On your STN invoice, each online session is displayed without reference to any cost center. You may 
use the INDEX command to control how your monthly invoice is formatted by specifying that all or 
part of your online session be listed under an individual name or a group designation called a cost 
center. Enter INDEX followed by the file and/or cluster names at an arrow prompt (=>). On the same 
command line, enter COST= followed by the name you wish to appear on the invoice for subsequent 
charges. You must enter this information on the same line as the command. You are not prompted for 
the information. 

The cost designation may be 1 to 40 alphanumeric characters (0 through 9 and a through z), including 
blanks and punctuation. All charges are listed under this cost center until the session is ended or a 
new cost center is entered.

To change this specified cost center, enter a new file or the same file with the COST=designation. 
Now all subsequent charges will be listed under this new cost center on the monthly invoice. If you 
want to change the cost center but remain in the same set of files for STNindex, enter INDEX 
CURRENT COST=designation at an arrow prompt (=>).

To return to the default of no cost center designation on the invoice, enter INDEX COST= at an 
arrow prompt (=>). No designation should follow the equal sign. Subsequent charges are then listed 
on your bill without a cost center.

If you have specified several cost centers in a single session and are not sure which individual or 
group designation you are currently using for billing, execute a FILE, INDEX, or DISPLAY 
HISTORY command. The cost center is displayed. To see the charges for each cost center for your 
current session, enter DISPLAY COST BRIEF or DISPLAY COST FULL at an arrow prompt (=>).

If you wish to assign a permanent cost center for an account, contact your local STN Service Center. 
For online information about specifying cost centers, enter HELP FILE COST at any arrow prompt 
(=>).

To specify a cost center to be used on your invoice



=> index cjo cost=smith

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 1.35 26.35

INDEX 'CJACS, CJAOAC, CJELSEVIER, CJRSC, CJVCH, CJWILEY' ENTERED AT 09:42:27 
ON

13 JAN 94

CHARGED TO COST=SMITH

6 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

         [Charges are listed on your bill under the cost center SMITH]

To return to the default of no cost center designation

=> index safety cost=

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.45 26.80

INDEX '1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, CA, CAPREVIEWS, CHEMLIST, CHEMSAFE, CIN, CSNB,

HEALSAFE, HSDB, MSDS-CCOHS, POLLUAB, RTECS' ENTERED AT 09:43:03 ON 13 JAN 94

13 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

         [Charges are listed on your bill without a cost center designation]

 



INDEX

Seeing Session Costs

Whenever you issue the INDEX command, the system automatically displays an estimated cost for 
the session. The information that displays is based on the cost format that has been specified with the 
SET COST. If you have not set the cost, the ON option is the default. This shows you the estimated 
cost for the current file and total cost for the session. You may change the detail of cost information 
displayed or suppress the display entirely using the SET COST command. To see what type of cost 
display you have set on your login id, enter DIS SET COST at any arrow prompt (=>).

To reset the cost display to the default after you set the cost to another option, enter SET COST ON 
at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on setting the type of cost information to display with each STNindex entry, refer to 
the SET COST section or enter HELP SET COST at an arrow prompt (=>).

To suppress cost display at index entry

=> set cost off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> index safety

INDEX '1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, CA, CAPREVIEWS, CHEMLIST, CHEMSAFE, CIN, CSNB,

HEALSAFE, HSDB, MSDS-CCOHS, POLLUAB, RTECS' ENTERED AT 09:44:29 ON 13 JAN 94

13 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

To see more cost information with each INDEX command

=> set cost brief

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> index safety

         QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST



                           U.S. DOLLARS

STNINDEX FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 45.00 0.45

SUMMARY FOR STNINDEX FILE 0.01 0.45

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.59 28.15

INDEX '1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, CA, CAPREVIEWS, CHEMLIST, CHEMSAFE, CIN, CSNB,

HEALSAFE, HSDB, MSDS-CCOHS, POLLUAB, RTECS' ENTERED AT 09:45:18 ON 13 JAN 94

13 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

To reset the default cost display seen with each INDEX command

=> set cost on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> index safety

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.90 29.05

INDEX '1MOBILITY, 2MOBILITY, CA, CAPREVIEWS, CHEMLIST, CHEMSAFE, CIN, CSNB,

HEALSAFE, HSDB, MSDS-CCOHS, POLLUAB, RTECS' ENTERED AT 09:46:20 ON 13 JAN 94

13 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

 



LOGOFF

Command function: Terminate or suspend the current online session

Command format: LOGOFF confirmation [cost display]

         LOG confirmation [cost display] (Expert version)

Aliases: BYE

         DONE

         END

         EXIT

         GOODBYE

         OFF

         QUIT

         SIGNOFF

General discussion: The LOGOFF command is used to terminate the online session and delete all L-
numbered queries, screen sets, structures, and answer sets. You may also use the LOGOFF command 
to suspend the online session for 60 minutes, at no charge.

To use this command, enter LOGOFF followed by a confirmation option at an arrow prompt (=>). 
The confirmation options include Y to terminate the session, H to suspend the session, or N to stop 
the logoff process. If you do not enter one of these options, you are prompted for the information. If 
N is entered, the command is ended and you are returned to the arrow prompt (=>). If Y or H is 
entered, the cost of the online session is displayed according to the cost format you have indicated 
with the SET LCOST command. For information on the set options, refer to the SET LCOST section 
or enter HELP SET LCOST at an arrow prompt (=>) while online. If you have not changed the 
default setting and do not specify another option in the same command line as LOGOFF, the cost 
format default is ON. The total estimated cost since you entered the current file and for the entire 
session is displayed in your billing currency. STN then issues a message showing the date and time 
you have disconnected from STN. If you want a cost display other than what is set for your login ID, 
enter the option on the same command line as LOGOFF. To verify what option is set, enter 
DISPLAY SET LCOST at an arrow prompt (=>).



For information on the LOGOFF command while online, enter HELP LOGOFF at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

 



LOGOFF

Terminating the Online Session 

Command format: LOGOFF Y [cost display]

         LOG Y [cost display] (Expert version)

To terminate the online session, enter LOGOFF Y at an arrow prompt (=>). This ends your session 
and deletes all L-numbers generated during this session. If you do not wish to have all L-numbers 
deleted, use the SAVE command before LOGOFF to save the L-numbers that you do not want 
deleted. Refer to the SAVE section for more information on this command or enter HELP SAVE at 
an arrow prompt (=>) while online. After you have saved the appropriate L-numbers, enter LOG Y.

To end the current online session

=> logoff

ALL L# QUERIES AND ANSWER SETS ARE DELETED AT LOGOFF

LOGOFF? (Y)/N/HOLD:y

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 11.05 31.50

STN INTERNATIONAL LOGOFF AT 11:01:19 ON 09 MAR 93

To save the L-numbers in the current session and then logoff

=> logoff

ALL L# QUERIES AND ANSWER SETS ARE DELETED AT LOGOFF

LOGOFF? (Y)/N/HOLD:n

=> sav l1 change/l

=> log y



COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 1.59 6.54

STN INTERNATIONAL LOGOFF AT 11:26:43 ON 09 MAR 93

 



LOGOFF

Suspending the Online Session for up to one Hour

Command format: LOGOFF H [cost display]

         LOG H [cost display] (Expert version)

To suspend your online session for up to 60 minutes at no cost, enter LOGOFF H at an arrow prompt 
(=>). When you log back in within 60 minutes using the same login ID, you are reconnected to the 
session previously. All L-numbers are still active. The system indicates that you have been 
reconnected, shows the file, date and time of reconnection, copyright message, and the estimated cost 
of the session. The charges you see in the cost display are exactly the same as you saw when you 
suspended the session. You are billed as if this were a single session. There are no charges accrued 
while the session is suspended.

To review your place in this session, enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>). When you 
resume your activities in the session, the next L-number created continues from the last one generated 
when you suspended your session.

To suspend the current online session for up to 60 minutes at no charge

=> logoff h

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.29 9.34

SESSION WILL BE HELD FOR 60 MINUTES

STN INTERNATIONAL SESSION SUSPENDED AT 13:53:32 ON 09 MAR 93

To reconnect to your suspended session and continue the session

SESSION RESUMED IN FILE 'REGISTRY' AT 13:58:06 ON 09 MAR 93

FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 13:58:06 ON 09 MAR 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 American Chemical Society (ACS)



COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 0.29 9.34

=> dis his

         .

         .

         .

FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 13:52:14 ON 09 MAR 93

L7 9 S L1

=> sea l7 and cl>=1

         2189297 CL>=1

L8 9 L7 AND CL>=1

 



LOGOFF

Displaying Costs at Logoff

You may specify what cost information is displayed when you terminate or suspend the online 
session. If you do not specify a cost option, the default format for cost information or the format set 
with SET LCOST is displayed. To see what cost display format is set for your login ID, enter 
DISPLAY SET LCOST at an arrow prompt (=>). To change the cost information displayed at logoff, 
enter a cost display option in the same line as the LOGOFF command. You must enter the option on 
the command line. You are not prompted for the format. The options available are:

         BRIEF - to display a summary of the total session by file and cost center and total cost

                           for each cost center

         FULL - to display everything included in BRIEF plus detailed cost for each file entered

                           in the session.

         OFF - to suppress the display of all cost information 

         ON - to override the SET LCOST of OFF and to display cost for the current file and 

                           the total cost for the session

You may also change the cost options using the SET LCOST command. For informaion on this 
command refer to the SET LCOST section or enter HELP SET LCOST at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the cost option set for your login ID

=> dis set lcost

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

LCOST 'ON' 'ON' 'ON'

To suppress cost information display as you suspend your online session

=> log h off

SESSION WILL BE HELD FOR 60 MINUTES



STN INTERNATIONAL SESSION SUSPENDED AT AT 15:33:40 ON 09 MAR 93

To see detailed cost information as you terminate your online session

=> log y ful

FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

HOME FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 15.00 0.15

BIOSIS FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 82.00 0.82

         DISPLAYS IN BIB FORMAT 1 @ 0.30 0.30

         ONLINE DISPLAYS 1 @ 0.10 0.10

CJACS FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 84.00 0.84

         DISPLAYS IN BIB FORMAT 1 @ 0.35 0.35

CAPREVIEWS FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 29.00 0.29

         CASRN SEARCH TERMS 1 @ 0.45 0.45

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT BIB 1 @ 0.57 0.57

REGISTRY FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 29.00 0.29

         DISPLAYS IN IDE FORMAT 1 @ 0.99 0.99



SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         BIOSIS FILE (NONE) 0.01 1.22

         CJACS FILE (NONE) 0.01 1.19

         CAPREVIEWS FILE (NONE) 0.01 1.31

         REGISTRY FILE (NONE) 0.01 1.28

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

                  (NONE) 0.05 5.15

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.05 5.15

STN INTERNATIONAL LOGOFF AT 14:28:19 ON 09 MAR 93

 



NEWS

Command function: Display news items

Command format: NEWS option

         NEW options (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The NEWS command is used in any file to display news items on various 
topics. Two types of news are available, general system news and file-specific news.

         To use the command, enter NEWS at an arrow prompt (=>). If you do not list a number or name 
of a news item, a table of contents of the current news items is displayed. To see the text of item, 
enter the number or name on the same line as the NEWS command. The requested news is then 
displayed. For online information about the use of the NEWS command, enter HELP NEWS at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

 



NEWS

Displaying General System News 

To access general system-wide news, enter NEWS at any arrow prompt (=>). A table of contents 
with a number for each news topic is displayed. To see news on a specific topic or several topics, 
enter NEWS followed by the item number, a range of news numbers, e.g., 3-5, a list of numbers 
separated by a space or a comma, or combinations of these, e.g., 1, 3-4, 6. Ranges are specified with 
lower number first.

When you log into STN, the list of news messages is automatically displayed. If these have scrolled 
by and you want to review the welcome banner and the list of news items, enter NEWS LOGIN at 
any arrow prompt (=>). To verify the STN operating hours, enter NEWS HOURS at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

The news items and the messages are specific to the service center that you are logged into. The 
examples in the manual are those displayed at the STN-K service center.

To display the table of the contents of news messages

=> news

NEWS 5 Sep 3 Three More Regulatory Lists Added to CHEMLIST

NEWS 4 Aug 27 CHEMINFORMRX has nearly doubled in size!

NEWS 3 Aug 27 BEILSTEIN File Enhanced

NEWS 2 Aug 16 Limited-Time Offer for STN Express

NEWS 1 Jul 28 STN Workshop Information -- N. America

NEWS HOURS Apr 5 STN Operating Hours

NEWS LOGIN May 22 Welcome Banner and NEWS Items

NEWS NTER Jun 26 General Internet Information

NEWS PHONE Aug 3 Direct Dial and Telecommunication Access to STN

Enter NEWS followed by the item number or name to see news on that specific topic.



To see recent updates for a specific file, you must be in the file and enter NEWS FILE. To see a list 
of all files available on STN, enter HELP FILE NAMES.

To display a news message

=> news 4

NEWS 4 Aug 27 CHEMINFORMRX has nearly doubled in size!

About 10,000 more records have been added to CHEMINFORMRX, bringing the total number of 
records to more than 25,000 and extending document coverage from 1991 through the second quarter 
of 1993. The CHEMINFORMRX Registry Numbers (CIRN) were renumbered when the additional 
records were added to the database.

CHEMINFORMRX, produced by FIZ CHEMIE, is a chemical reaction database containing 
approximately 260,000 reactions derived from the documents covered in �Chemischer 
Informationsdienst�.

 



NEWS

Displaying File-Specific News

To display file-specific news and update information for a file, enter NEWS FILE at an arrow prompt 
(=>) in the file. Reload, entry and update dates, and file content information are provided for the 
current file.

If you are connected to multiple files, you may see the news for one of the files in the multifile 
environment. Enter NEWS FILE at an arrow prompt (=>). The files are listed and you are prompted 
for the one for which you want news displayed. You may also enter the file name on the same line as 
the command. Enter NEWS FILE=name, specifying one of the file names in the multifile session.

To display news for a specific file

=> file medline

=> news file

NEWS FILE APR 02 Recent updates to the MEDLINE file

Recent Additions Entry Date (ED)

APR 02, 1993 930402

MAR 26, 1993 930326

MAR 12, 1993 930312

FEB 26, 1993 930226

FEB 19, 1993 930219

The MEDLINE File contains 6,295,437 citations. 

The MEDLINE File is updated weekly.

.

.



.

To display news for a specific file in a multifile environment

=> fil biobusiness cin

FILE 'BIOBUSINESS' ENTERED AT 14:14:42 ON 09 SEP 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 Biological Abstracts, Inc. (BIOSIS)

FILE 'CIN' ENTERED AT 14:14:42 ON 09 SEP 93

USE IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF YOUR CUSTOMER AGREEMENT

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 American Chemical Society (ACS)

=> news file

BIOBUSINESS

CIN

ENTER A FILE NAME OR (END):biobusiness

NEWS FILE Sep 8 Recent additions to the BIOBUSINESS File

Recent Additions Entry Date (ED)

Sep 8, 1993 930908

Aug 25, 1993 930825

Aug 19, 1993 930819

Aug 12, 1993 930812

Aug 4, 1993 930804

Jul 28, 1993 930728

The BIOBUSINESS File currently contains 544,882 records.

The BIOBUSINESS File is updated four times a month.



.

.

.

 



ORDER

Command function: Request a copy of a document from a document supplier

Command format: ORDER supplier code options

         ORD supplier code options (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The ORDER command is used to request a copy of a document from a 
document supplier. You may order documents by using either bibliographic information, accession 
numbers, or L-number answer sets, depending on what file you are in when you issue the ORDER 
command.

The ORDER command is available in most files. Only bibliographic files allow ordering documents 
by accession number or L-number. In nonbibliographic files that allow the ORDER command, e.g., 
structure files such as REGISTRY or numeric files such as ASMDATA, only bibliographic 
information for a document is used for ordering.

To request a document, enter ORDER at an arrow prompt (=>). The system prompts you for all the 
necessary information needed to process your request, including the document supplier and mailing 
and billing information. If you do not know how to respond to a prompt, enter HELP or a question 
mark (?). The system displays a list of valid options and then reprompts for your response.

         ORDER is not available in a multifile environment. 

For general information about the ORDER command, enter HELP ORDER at an arrow prompt (=>).

To order a document when an L-number exists in the current session

(only example input used here)

=> order

ENTER NAME OF SUPPLIER OR (?):xxx

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:name etc.



ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):none

MAILING ADDRESS = Name

         Address line

         Address line

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:bill

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING (STANDARD) OR OTHER:standard

ENTER (L1), L#, ACC, OR BIB:l1

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):1

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER Dnnnnnnn ASSIGNED TO ANSWER 'n' OF 'Ln'

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):

To order document from a nonbibliographic file

(only example input used here)

=> order

'ORDER ACC' AND 'ORDER L#' ARE NOT VALID IN THIS FILE

'ORDER BIB' IS ASSUMED

ENTER NAME OF SUPPLIER OR (?):cas

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:name etc.

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):none



MAILING ADDRESS = Name

         Address line

         Address line

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:bill

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING (STANDARD) OR OTHER:standard

IS THIS ORDER FOR A PATENT? Y/(N):n

DOCUMENT/ARTICLE TITLE OR (NONE):title

AUTHOR OR (NONE):author

PUBLICATION TITLE OR (NONE):pub title

ISBN OR (NONE):isbn

ISSN OR (NONE):none

JOURNAL CODEN OR (NONE):none

YEAR OR (NONE):year

VOLUME OR (NONE):volume

ISSUE OR REPORT NUMBER OR (NONE):none

PAGE NUMBERS OR (NONE):n-m

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER Dnnnnnnn ASSIGNED

ORDER ANOTHER DOCUMENT? (Y)/N:



 



ORDER

Specifying the Document Supplier Code

If you already know which document supplier you wish to use, enter ORDER and the three-letter 
document supplier code at an arrow prompt (=>). To display a list of current document suppliers with 
their three-letter codes, enter HELP ORDER SUPPLIERS at an arrow prompt (=>). If you enter 
ORDER without the supplier code, you are prompted to enter the code. If you do not know the 
supplier code, you may enter HELP or a question mark (?) at the supplier prompt and a list of 
suppliers is displayed.

To see a list of document suppliers and their codes

=> help order suppliers

You may order from the following document suppliers. For more information about ordering from a 
specific supplier, enter HELP ORDER and the supplier code at an arrow prompt (=>).

Code 

CAS Chemical Abstracts Service Document Delivery Service Columbus, OH USA

DPS Deutsches Patentamt, Dienststelle Berlin, Schriftenvertrieb Berlin,

         Federal Republic of Germany

         .

         .

         .

To specify the document supplier to fulfill the document order request

=> order

ENTER NAME OF SUPPLIER OR (?): dps

         .

         .



         .

Practicing Placing an Order

TST is a special training supplier code that allows you to practice the ORDER command without 
incurring any charges other than the connect hour fees for the file you are in. Orders placed via 
ORDER TST are not retrieved by any of the STN document suppliers and you do not receive any 
documents requested.

To practice using the ORDER command

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

 



ORDER

Requesting Information on a Supplier

For information on the scope of service, charges, and any special terms for an individual document 
supplier, enter HELP ORDER xxx (xxx = the supplier code) at an arrow prompt (=>). The most 
current price information is available in the online help message for each specific supplier. To receive 
a package of printed document supplier information sheets, contact your local STN Service Center.

To find detailed information on a specific document supplier

=> help order mik

SCOPE OF SERVICE

The Materials Information Document Access Centre (UK service) will supply photocopies (in 
accordance with current copyright legislation) of most publications listed in METADEX and 
MATBUS files.

CHARGES AND TERMS

         U.K. (pounds U.S. Elsewhere

         sterling)

Up to 10 pages of an article 8.00 $ 14.00 $ 17.00

Additional 10 page increments 3.00 4.00 4.00

         .

         .

         .

 



ORDER

Specifying Delivery Information

After you specify the document supplier code, you are asked to supply your name and phone, telex, 
or telefax number. This information is requested so that the document supplier can contact you if 
there is some difficulty with your request. You are then prompted for a customer number. This is not 
your STN account number. Some of the document suppliers provide special customer numbers to 
facilitate their processing. The CAS Document Delivery Service is one supplier that provides such 
customer numbers. If you do not have a customer number with the supplier, enter NONE, the default, 
at the prompt.

Next the system lists the permanent address for your STN account. If you want the document sent to 
your permanent STN account address, you do not need to enter a mailing address. Instead, enter N, 
the default, at the prompt to change your address.

To specify where the document should be sent

=> order tst

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:b. l. maciejewski, (614) 447-3600

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):12345678

MAILING ADDRESS = ARGS Chemicals

         ACCOUNTING DEPT.

         G. GRAUER

         1081 BROOKSIDE DR.

         COLUMBUS OH 43210

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):y

ENTER (END) OR NAME: b. l. maciejewski

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: args library



ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: 990 brookside dr.

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: columbus, oh 43210

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: end

MAILING ADDRESS = B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         ARGS LIBRARY

         990 BROOKSIDE DR.

         COLUMBUS, OH 43210

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:

 



ORDER

Changing the Delivery Address 

To change the mailing address, enter Y at the prompt. You are prompted for the new name and 
address. You may enter up to 30 characters, including blanks and punctuation, in each line of the 
mailing address. A total of 5 lines are allowed in the address. If the address is complete in fewer than 
5 lines, enter END to exit the address change prompts. The system then displays the new address and 
sends another address change query. If you find an error in the new address, request another change. 
Then reenter the entire address, not just the line where the error occurs. 

If you enter a new mailing address, it is used for all subsequent document orders and PRINT and SDI 
requests for the current online session. You may change the address online as often as you wish, but 
it reverts to your permanently stored address when you log off. If you wish to change your permanent 
address, contact your local STN Service Center. 

 



ORDER

Suppressing the Address Display

If you want to suppress the display of the mailing address, enter ORDER NOA (no address) at an 
arrow prompt (=>). NOA must be entered in the same line with the ORDER command. You are not 
prompted for this information and the address is displayed by default.

To suppress the address display in ORDER

=> order tst noa

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:b. l. maciejewski, (614) 447-3600

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):12345678

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:

 



ORDER

Specifying Method of Payment

After the address prompts, you are asked how the order will be paid. If you want the bill to be sent to 
your permanent STN account address, choose BILL, the default, at the method of billing prompt. 
Many document suppliers accept various credit cards for payment. Some may require deposit 
accounts. Enter HELP ORDER xxx (xxx = document supplier code) to find the most recent 
information on the charges and terms for a specific document supplier.

If you have a deposit account or some other account with the document supplier, or if you want to 
pay by credit card, choose OTHER at the method of billing prompt. You have 5 lines of 50 characters 
each to enter the necessary information.

If you have some type of document supplier account, enter the customer number and/or purchase 
order number as appropriate. Also, enter your billing address if it is different from your STN billing 
address. If you want to pay by credit card, enter the name of the credit card, the name of the card 
holder, the credit card number, and the expiration date.

If you complete the billing information in fewer than five lines, enter END to end the billing 
information segment and continue onto the next prompt.

To charge the document order to your STN account

=> order tst

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:b. l. maciejewski, (614) 247-3600

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):12345678

MAILING ADDRESS = ARGS CHEMICALS

         B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         POB 3012

         COLUMBUS OH 43210

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n



ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:bill

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):

To charge the document order to a document supplier account

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:other

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT OR (END):dds 5001234

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT OR (END):po# 34621

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT OR (END):end

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):

To charge the document order to a credit card

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:other

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT OR (END):visa 1234 2345 3456 4567

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT OR (END):exp. 3/94

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT OR (END):H. Butler



ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT OR (END):end

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):

 



ORDER

Specifying Delivery Method 

After the billing information is specified, you are asked whether you need urgent delivery. If you do 
not want immediate delivery of the order, enter N, the default. If you do want immediate delivery, 
enter Y. You are then prompted for the method of shipment. If you indicate that you want immediate 
delivery, you must specify OTHER at this prompt, as well as the service to be used. If no shipping 
instructions are provided, the order is processed with nonurgent orders.

For most document suppliers, the standard method of shipping is first-class mail. Check the HELP 
ORDER xxx (xxx = document supplier code) for methods of shipping provided by a specific supplier 
and the time they allow for processing an order. If the standard method is acceptable, enter the 
STANDARD, the default, at the method of shipping prompt.

If you want the order shipped by some special service, enter OTHER at the method of shipping 
prompt. You are given 5 lines of 50 characters each to specify the shipping method. 

If you choose delivery by telefax, be sure to include your fax number. If you specify delivery by 
special courier and you have a courier account number, enter that number here. If you request special 
handling and delivery, there are usually additional charges. 

If there is a deadline for an URGENT delivery request, be sure to indicate the deadline.

To indicate an alternate method of shipping the document order

=> order tst

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:b. l. maciejewski, (614) 247-3600

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):12345678

MAILING ADDRESS = ARGS CHEMICALS

         B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         POB 3012

         COLUMBUS OH 43210



MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:bill

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING (STANDARD) OR OTHER:other

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):by UPS

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):to L. Razgounis

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):ARGS Chemicals

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):990 Brookside Dr.

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):Columbus, OH 43210

ENTER (ACC) OR BIB:

To indicate a rush order and method of shipping

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):y

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING (STANDARD) OR OTHER:other

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):fax (614) 123-4567

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):to L. Razgounis

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):needed by 8:00 am Mar. 19

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):end



ENTER (L1), L#, ACC, OR BIB:

 



ORDER

Requesting Documents

You may order a document by specifying bibliographic information, accessions numbers, or the L-
number for an answer set. Bibliographic information may be used in any file in which the ORDER 
command is valid. Accession numbers and L-numbers are only used in bibliographic files and only in 
the file where the accession number is valid or where the L-number was created.

If you use the ORDER command in a nonbibliographic file, the system indicates that only BIB, 
bibliographic information, is valid in this file before it issues the prompts for document information 
needed to process your request.

In a bibliographic file, if you have not created any L-numbers, you are prompted to enter either ACC, 
for accession number, or BIB. ACC is the default. If you have created L-numbers, you are prompted 
to enter the last L-number created, another L-number, ACC, or BIB. The default is the last L-number 
in the session.

To order a document from a single answer in an L-number answer set

=> order tst

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:b. l. maciejewski, (614) 247-3600

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):12345678

MAILING ADDRESS = ARGS CHEMICALS

         B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         POB 3012

         COLUMBUS OH 43210

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:bill

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n



ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING (STANDARD) OR OTHER:standard

ENTER (L1), L#, ACC, OR BIB:l1

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):1

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092030V ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '1' OF 'L1'

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):end
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Ordering Using Answers in an L-Number Answer Set

To order documents by using an L-number answer set, enter any L-number answer created in the 
current file. You are then prompted for the specific answer number. You may specify a single answer, 
multiple answer numbers, a range of answers, or combinations of these for which you want the 
original document. Separate multiple answers by a comma or a space. After specifying the answer 
number, the system gives you an opportunity to add special remarks. You are given 5 lines with 60 
characters per line to indicate special instructions. Special instructions may include that you want 
only a photocopy and not a loan of the original document, or internal routing of control numbers, or 
any other pertinent information. The system assigns a document order number for the item ordered 
and then prompts for any additional answer numbers. If you have completed the order, enter END to 
exit the ORDER command.

If you request documents for multiple answers, each answer requested is treated as a separate order 
and assigned a unique order number. You may add special remarks to each answer. If you request 
documents for more than 10 answers in an L-number answer set at a single prompt, you are asked to 
verify that you want to order that many documents. This verification message is issued to minimize 
the inadvertent ordering of large numbers of documents.

To order documents from multiple answers in an L-number answer set

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

ENTER (L3), L#, ACC, OR BIB:l3

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):5-7 10 13

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092031W ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '5' OF 'L3'

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none



DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092032X ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '6' OF 'L3'

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092033Y ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '7' OF 'L3'

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092034Z ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '10' OF 'L3'

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092035A ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '13' OF 'L3'

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):end

To order more than 10 documents

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

ENTER (L4), L#, ACC, OR BIB:l4

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):1-5 7 9 21 25 28-31

13 ANSWERS TO BE ORDERED - CONFIRM (Y)/N:y

         .

         .

         .
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Ordering Using Accession Numbers

To order documents by accession number, enter ACC at the prompt for the type of information used 
for ordering. Then enter the an accession number or multiple numbers at the accession number 
prompt. Separate multiple numbers by a space or a comma. The accession numbers must be valid 
accession numbers for the file in which you are placing the order. Enter HELP ACCESSION at an 
arrow prompt (=>) in the file for information on the valid accession number formats available in the 
file. Use EXPAND to verify accession numbers.

After specifying the accession number, the system gives you an opportunity to add special remarks. 
You are given 5 lines with 60 characters per line to indicate special instructions. Special instructions 
may include that you want only a photocopy and not a loan of the original document, or internal 
routing of control numbers, or any other pertinent information. The system assigns a document order 
number for the item ordered and then prompts for any additional accession numbers. If you have 
completed the order, enter END to exit the ORDER command.

If you request documents for multiple accession numbers, each request is treated as a separate order 
and assigned a unique order number. You may add special remarks to each.

To order documents by a file's accession number

=> order tst noa

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:b. l. maciejewski, (614) 247-3600

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):12345678

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:bill

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING (STANDARD) OR OTHER:standard

ENTER (L4), L#, ACC, OR BIB:acc

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):117:130523t 117:128384e



ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092049A ASSIGNED TO '117:130523T'

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092050B ASSIGNED TO '117:128384E'

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):end
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Ordering Using Bibliographic Information

To order documents by using bibliographic information, enter BIB at the prompt for the type of 
information used for ordering. You may order documents with the BIB option in any file that 
supports the ORDER command. You are then asked if the document is a patent. If you are ordering a 
patent, enter Y. You are then prompted for the patent country and type, and for the patent number. If 
the country or organization issues patents in multiple stages, include the kind of patent with the 
country name, e.g., JAPAN KOKAI.

If you are not ordering a patent, enter N, the default. You are then prompted for the title, author, 
publication title, ISBN or ISSN, journal CODEN, year, volume, issue or report number, and page 
numbers. If you do not know a specific piece of information, enter UNKNOWN or take the default 
NONE at that prompt. If the document is a report, include the report number at the prompt for the 
issue or report number. At a minimum, you need to supply the publication title, year or volume 
number, and the first page number for the document. The more information you can provide, the 
easier it is for the document supplier to provide the correct document. If you do not provide the 
minimum amount of information, the system issues the message THERE IS INSUFFICIENT 
INFORMATION TO ORDER THIS DOCUMENT. No document order number is assigned and you 
are prompted for additional orders.

After specifying the bibliographic information, the system gives you an opportunity to add special 
remarks. You are given 5 lines with 60 characters per line to indicate special instructions. Special 
instructions may include that you want only a photocopy and not a loan of the original document, or 
internal routing of control numbers, or any other pertinent information. The system assigns a 
document order number for the item ordered and then prompts for any additional documents. If you 
have completed the order, enter END to exit the ORDER command.

To order a patent

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

ENTER (L4), L#, ACC, OR BIB:bib



IS THIS ORDER FOR A PATENT? Y/(N):y

ENTER PATENT COUNTRY/TYPE OR (END):japan kokai

ENTER PATENT NUMBER OR (END):05032605

ENTER REMARKS OR (END):end

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D254002R ASSIGNED

ORDER ANOTHER DOCUMENT? (Y)/N:n

To order a journal article

=> order tst

         .

         .

         .

ENTER (L4), L#, ACC, OR BIB:bib

IS THIS ORDER FOR A PATENT? Y/(N):n

DOCUMENT/ARTICLE TITLE OR (NONE):maize as a culinary mystery

AUTHOR OR (NONE):brandes, s.

PUBLICATION TITLE OR (NONE):ethnology

ISBN OR (NONE):none

ISSN OR (NONE):none

JOURNAL CODEN OR (NONE):unknown

YEAR OR (NONE):1992

VOLUME OR (NONE):31

ISSUE OR REPORT NUMBER OR (NONE):4



PAGE NUMBERS OR (NONE):331-336

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092052D ASSIGNED

ORDER ANOTHER DOCUMENT? (Y)/N:n
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Canceling an Order

If you are still in the same online session in which you placed the order, you may cancel a document 
order by entering DELETE followed by the order number at an arrow prompt (=>). If you do not 
remember the document order number, enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>), which 
includes the order numbers and their current status. If an order has been deleted, the DELETE 
command displays where it occurred in the session history. An order must be deleted before you log 
off from the session in which the order was placed.

Some document suppliers allow you to cancel an order after you log off by telephoning or faxing the 
supplier as soon as possible, preferably the same day that you placed your order. You must have the 
online document order number to cancel.

To review order numbers

=> dis history

         (FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 13:19:29 ON 02 APR 93)

         FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 13:19:36 ON 02 APR 93

L1 67 S ANTIAGING AND (BIO OR 63 OR 64)/SC,SX

         FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 13:20:19 ON 02 APR 93

L2 30 S ANTIAGING

D092074N ORDER TST 5

To cancel an order

=> delete d092074n

DELETE D092074N ? (Y)/N:y

D092074N DELETED

To review status of order numbers



=> d history

         (FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 13:19:29 ON 02 APR 93)

         FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 13:19:36 ON 02 APR 93

L1 67 S ANTIAGING AND (BIO OR 63 OR 64)/SC,SX

         FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 13:20:19 ON 02 APR 93

L2 30 S ANTIAGING

D092074N ORDER TST 5

         FILE 'NAPRALERT' ENTERED AT 13:21:33 ON 02 APR 93

L3 4 S ANTIAGING/CC

P092251C PRINT

L4 78 S ANTIALLERG?/CC

D092075P ORDER TST 3 9

D092076Q ORDER

                  DEL D092074N
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Eliminating Some Prompts in Novice Version

You may eliminate some of the prompts within ORDER by entering the information in the same line 
as the ORDER command. For example, enter the document supplier code in the command line to 
eliminate that prompt. Enter NOA in the command line to suppress the mailing address display. You 
may specify an L-number and specific answer numbers, or ACC and specific accession numbers, or 
BIB to indicate that you want to order using bibliographic information. The system prompts you for 
the rest of the information needed. 

To eliminate some prompts in novice version of ORDER

=> order tst noa acc 117:128384e

PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME AND PHONE, TELEX, OR TELEFAX NUMBER

:b. l. maciejewski

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):none

ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT (BILL) OR OTHER:bill

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING (STANDARD) OR OTHER:other

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):express mail

ENTER METHOD OF SHIPPING OR (END):end

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):none

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092207H ASSIGNED TO '117:128384E'

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):end
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Using the Expert Version

The expert version of the command, ORD, automatically assumes the defaults for some of the 
prompts. What defaults are assumed depend on whether you are issuing the ORDER command, in 
either novice or expert, for the first time in the session. If you are ordering a document for the first 
time in the session and use ORD, you receive a prompt for the document supplier name and your 
customer number. The mailing address is displayed, and you are given a chance to change it. The 
mailing address can be suppressed by entering ORD NOA at an arrow prompt (=>). The system then 
prompts for urgent delivery and an L-number, accession number, or bibliographic information.

Any subsequent use of ORD assumes the same document supplier as specified previously. If you 
want to order from a different supplier, you must enter the new code in the same line as ORD.

With ORD, the system does not prompt for your name and phone number and you cannot provide it 
in the command line. If you have previously used the novice version, ORDER, and entered a name 
and phone number at the prompt, this name and phone number are assumed in subsequent uses of the 
expert version, ORD. If you do not want this name and phone number to be assumed, you must use 
the novice version, ORDER. 

With ORD, the system does not prompt for the methods of payment or shipping, and you cannot 
provide them in the command line with ORD. However, if you have previously used the novice 
version, ORDER, and specified OTHER for these methods, the same methods are assumed in 
subsequent uses of the expert version, ORD. To provide a method of payment or of shipping, use the 
novice version, ORDER.

If you want to change any of the options of document supplier, payment, or shipping from one order 
to the next, it is strongly recommended that you use the novice version, ORDER.

The ORD version always prompts for the L-number, accession number, or bibliographic information. 
o avoid the prompts, enter some or all of this information in the same line as ORD. ORD does not 
prompt for special remarks for each order. If you want to add remarks to the order, enter ORD 
REMARKS at an arrow prompt (=>).

To place the first order in a session using the expert ORD

=> ord

ENTER NAME OF SUPPLIER OR (?):tst



ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):none

MAILING ADDRESS = ARGS CHEMICALS

         B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         POB 3012

         COLUMBUS OH 43210

MODIFY MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):y

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER (L3), L#, ACC, OR BIB:l3

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):1

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092120Z ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '1' OF 'L3'

To place subsequent orders using expert ORD

=> ord noa

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):.

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER (L3), L#, ACC, OR BIB:l3

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS, RANGE, OR (END):3

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092125E ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '3' OF 'L3'

To enter remarks with ORD

=> ord noa l3 4-5 remarks

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):none

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):n

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):no loan copies



ENTER REMARKS OR (END):end

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092199Z ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '4' OF 'L3'

ENTER REMARKS OR (NONE):no loan copies

ENTER REMARKS OR (END):end

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092202C ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '5' OF 'L3'

To eliminate L-number, accession number, or bib prompts

=> ord noa l3 5

ENTER CUSTOMER NO. ASSIGNED BY SUPPLIER OR (NONE):none

URGENT DELIVERY? Y/(N):y

DOCUMENT ORDER NUMBER D092129B ASSIGNED TO ANSWER '5' OF 'L3'
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Command function: Request document record or search results be sent to address specified

Command format: PRINT Ln/ACC OFFLINE/EMAIL format

         PRI Ln/ACC OFFLINE/EMAIL format (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The PRINT command is used to request that specified document records or 
search results be sent to you or the address you specify. The information can be printed offline and 
sent by mail or it can be sent to you electronically for viewing in the STNmail File. Refer to the 
STNmail chapter for more information. Offline print requests are processed at your local STN 
Service Center in order to minimize the amount of postal transit time.

You may request prints by specifying an L-number answer set or an accession number. If using an L-
number, you must be in the file where the L-number was created. If entering accession numbers, they 
must be valid numbers for the file. You may specify any valid display format for the file as the 
format for the prints.

If you enter the PRINT command without listing any options, you are prompted for the information 
needed to process the request. If you have not created any L-numbers in the session, you are 
prompted to enter ACC (accession numbers). If you have created L-numbers, you are prompted to 
enter the last L-number created, another L-number, or ACC. The default is the last L-number in the 
session.

You are prompted for the method of delivery and a mailing address verification. You are then 
prompted for the accession numbers or answers to be printed and the print format, i.e., how much of 
an individual record should be printed.

The command is completed by a verification message indicating the number of records printed and 
the system-assigned print request number followed by an automatic display of the approximate cost 
of the PRINT request. These costs are estimates. For some files with query-related displays (QRD), 
these costs may be considerably higher than the actual cost because the estimate is based on all 
possible fields in the QRD rather than the actual number. Enter HELP COST at an arrow prompt (=>) 
for information on the costs in a specific file.

The offline prints are accompanied by one to several pages of file background information, which 
includes a brief description of the file content and lists the display fields for the file. Another page 
shows the search query that generated the answer set.



The maximum number of PRINT requests allowed per online session is 40. For online information 
about the PRINT command, enter HELP PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>).

To print an answer from an L-number answer set (example input and output shown here)

=> print

ENTER (Ln), L#, OR ACC:.

Ln CONTAINS nnn ANSWERS CREATED ON <day month year> AT <time>

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = <Name>

         <Address line>

         <Address line>

         <Address line>

         <Address line>

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib

nnn ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER Pnnnnnnn

APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = nn.nn <Billing Currency>

To print a record using an accession number when no L-numbers in session

(example input and output shown here)

=> print

ENTER ACC OR (END):acc

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):500-114615



MORE? (END):end

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = COMPANY A

         PERSON B

         nnn STREET

         YOURTOWN, YOURSTATE 12345

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (QRD) OR ?:all

1 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P146348C

APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 5.00 U.S. DOLLARS

To print a record using an accession number when there are L-numbers in session

(example input and output shown here)

=> print

ENTER (Ln), L#, OR ACC:acc

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):500-114615

MORE? (END):end

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = COMPANY A

         PERSON B

         nnn STREET

         YOURTOWN, YOURSTATE 12345

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n



ENTER PRINT FORMAT (QRD) OR ?:all

1 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P146348C

APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 5.00 U.S. DOLLARS
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Printing Accession Numbers

Command format: PRINT ACC OFFLINE/EMAIL format

         PRI ACC OFFLINE/EMAIL format (Expert version)

To request records by accession number, enter PRINT ACC at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. The 
system then prompts you to enter the accession numbers. You may enter up to 1500 accession 
numbers in a single PRINT request. There is a limit of 294 characters. Therefore, it is a good idea to 
enter a small number, 10 to 15 at a time. Separate multiple accessions numbers by a space or a 
comma. The system continues to prompt for more accessions numbers. When you have entered all 
the accession numbers, enter END, the default, to exit the accession number prompts. The system 
then asks how you want the prints to be delivered.

The accession numbers you request must be valid in the file where you have issued the PRINT 
command. If you enter an incorrect accession number, the system sends the message 'nnnnnnn' IS 
NOT A VALID ACCESSION NUMBER and prompts you for additional numbers. To see the valid 
accession number formats for the file, enter HELP ACCESSION at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 
Use EXPAND to verify accession numbers.

To request prints using accession numbers

=> print acc

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):117:130523t 117:128834e 116:254882h

MORE? (END):115:181587h 114:163122c 112:85469p

MORE? (END):end

'117:128834E' IS NOT A VALID ACCESSION NUMBER

MORE? (END):117:128384e

MORE? (END):end

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = B. L. MACIEJEWSKI



         ARGS LIBRARY

         990 BROOKSIDE DR.

         COLUMBUS, OH 43210

         CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):.

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:all

         6 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090339C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 10.50 U.S. DOLLARS
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Printing L-Number Answer Sets 

Command format: PRINT Ln OFFLINE/EMAIL answer numbers format

         PRI Ln OFFLINE/EMAIL answer numbers format (Expert version)

To request prints of records from an L-number answer set, enter PRINT Ln (n = answer set number) 
at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file where the answer set was created. To review the session history, 
enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>). The L-number you enter must be from an 
answer set created in the file where you issue the PRINT command. If the L-number is not an answer 
set, the system sends the messages 'Ln' HAS NO ANSWERS and NO ANSWERS PRINTED, exits 
the PRINT command, and returns you to an arrow prompt (=>).

If you enter the L-number for an answer set created in another file, the system sends the messages 
NO ANSWERS PRINTED and THE ANSWER SET WAS CREATED IN FILE 'filename'. You are 
instructed to use the FILE command to change to the appropriate file.

After you enter the L-number, the system indicates how many answers are in the answer set and 
when it was created. You are then asked how you want the answers to be delivered.

To request prints using an L-number answer set

=> print l2

L2 CONTAINS 61 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 13:47:11

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         ARGS LIBRARY

         990 BROOKSIDE DR.

         COLUMBUS, OH 43210

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y



ENTER PRINT FORMAT (QRD) OR ?:qrd

         61 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090340C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 213.50 U.S. DOLLARS

To correct an incorrect L-number entered in the PRINT command

=> print l1

NO ANSWERS PRINTED.

THE ANSWER SET WAS CREATED IN FILE 'CA'.

USE THE FILE COMMAND TO CHANGE TO THE CORRECT FILE.

=> file ca

=> print l1
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Specifying Method of Delivery (Print Offline)

You may have the records delivered offline by mail or electronically for viewing in the STNmail File. 
OFFLINE is the default method of delivery.

Command format: PRINT OFFLINE ACC/Ln format

         PRI OFFLINE ACC/Ln format (Expert version)

Requesting Prints Be Mailed

When you enter OFFLINE, the permanent mailing address for your login id is displayed. You are 
given the opportunity to change the address. If you do not want to change the mailing address, enter 
N, the default. To send the prints to a different address, enter Y. You are then prompted for the new 
name and address. You may enter up to 30 characters, including blanks and punctuation, in each line 
of the mailing address. A total of 5 lines are allowed in the address. If the address is complete in 
fewer than 5 lines, enter END to exit the address-change prompts. The system then echoes the new 
address and sends another address change query. If you have made an error in entering the new 
address and need to make another change, you must reenter the entire address, not just the line in 
which the error occurs.

If you enter a new mailing address, that address is used for all subsequent PRINT, ORDER, and SDI 
requests made in the current online session. You may change the address online as often as you wish, 
but it reverts to your permanently stored address when you log off. To change your permanent 
address, contact your local STN Service Center. 

To have prints mailed to the permanent mailing address

=> print l4

L4 CONTAINS 72 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 13:48:38

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         ARGS LIBRARY

         990 BROOKSIDE DR.



         COLUMBUS OH 43210

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib

         72 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P091308C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 38.88 U.S. DOLLARS
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Specifying Numbers of Answers per Page

You may specify the number of answers to be printed on each page. Enter PRINT SINGLE to have 
one answer per page. If you do not include the option on the same command line as PRINT, multiple 
answers are printed on each page. To change this default, you must enter SINGLE on the same 
command line as PRINT. You are not prompted for the information. To set the single page option for 
more than one command enter SET PRINT SINGLE at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer to the SET 
PRINT section for more information. To override the SINGLE option, enter PRINT MULTIPLE at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

To have prints mailed to a new address with one answer printed per page

=> print offline single

ENTER (L2), L#, OR ACC:l2

L2 CONTAINS 61 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 13:47:11

MAILING ADDRESS = ARGS Chemicals

         ACCOUNTING DEPT.

         G. GRAUER

         1081 BROOKSIDE DR.

         COLUMBUS OH 43210

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):y

ENTER (END) OR NAME: b. l. maciejewski

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: args library

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: 990 brookside dr.

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: columbus oh 43210

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS: end



MAILING ADDRESS = B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         ARGS LIBRARY

         990 BROOKSIDE DR.

         COLUMBUS, OH 43210

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (QRD) OR ?:qrd

         61 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090340C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 213.50 U.S. DOLLARS
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Suppressing Address Display (Print Noa)

Command format: PRINT NOA OFFLINE ACC/Ln format

         PRI NOA OFFLINE ACC/Ln format (Expert version)

To suppress the automatic display of your mailing address, enter PRINT NOA (no address) at an 
arrow prompt (=>). You must enter NOA on the same line as PRINT. You are not prompted for this 
keyword. If you do not enter NOA, the address to which the offline prints are to be mailed is 
automatically displayed each time you specify offline delivery of the prints, and you are given the 
oppurtunity to modify it. If you enter NOA, the prints are mailed to the default mailing address.

To suppress the mailing address display

=> print offline noa

ENTER (L2), L#, OR ACC:.

L2 CONTAINS 61 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 13:47:11

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (QRD) OR ?:qrd

         61 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090344C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 213.50 U.S. DOLLARS
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Specifying Electronic Delivery

Command format: PRINT EMAIL ACC/Ln format

         PRI EMAIL ACC/Ln format (Expert version)

Prints may be delivered electronically to any valid STNmail ID. You must have an STNmail ID to 
send or receive records electronically. If you do not have an STNmail ID, you must create one. Enter 
SET

MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) in the STNMAIL File. Refer to the SET MAILID section for more 
information or enter HELP SET MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) while online.

To have prints sent electronically, enter PRINT EMAIL at an arrow prompt (=>). You are then 
prompted for an STNmail ID. The STNmail ID for your login id is the default. To have records 
delivered to your own STNmail ID, take the default. Or, you may specify another STNmail ID or a 
namelist. If a namelist is used, it may contain only one STNmail ID. Refer to the SET NAMELIST 
section for more information on creating a namelist.

To request electronic delivery of records to your STNmail ID

=> print l1

L1 CONTAINS 139 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 13:46:12

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:email

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):1628C

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib abs

         139 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P090347C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 215.45 U.S. DOLLARS
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Finding an STNmail Id

If you do not know the STNmail ID of the person to whom you want to send the prints, enter READ 
PUBLIC followed by the person's name at the mail id prompt. You may also enter READ 
NAMELIST to see a listing of the names of namelists that you have defined.

To find an STNmail id in the PRINT command

=> print l7 email

L7 CONTAINS 17 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 14:16:22

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):read public

ENTER SEARCH TERM OR (?):mathews

MATHEWS, B. L. R. 1127C

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):1127c

RECEIVE DELIVERY NOTIFICATION? (Y)/N:y

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib abs

         17 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P090351C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 26.35 U.S. DOLLARS

To see namelist names in the PRINT command

=> print l8 email

L8 CONTAINS 47 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 14:17:43

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):read namelist



         2 MAILING LISTS DEFINED

RESGROUP

BLRM

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):blrm

RECEIVE DELIVERY NOTIFICATION? (Y)/N:y

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib

         47 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P090352C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 33.37 U.S. DOLLARS
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Requesting Delivery Notification

When the records are mailed to an STNmail ID other than the default ID, you are asked if you want 
to be notified of the delivery. If you want to be notified, enter Y, the default. When the answers are 
received by the other ID, you will receive the message *** YOU HAVE NEW MAIL ***. The new 
mail message confirms what was sent and that it has been delivered. This does not mean the message 
has been read. If you do not want to receive notification, enter N at the notification prompt.
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Suppressing Notification Prompt (Print Non)

Command format: PRINT NON EMAIL ACC/Ln format

         PRI NON EMAIL ACC/Ln format (Expert version)

To suppress the notification enter PRINT NON (no notify) at the arrow prompt (=>). You must enter 
NON on the same line as PRINT. You are not prompted for the keyword. If you do not enter NON in 
the command line, you are prompted for your delivery notification preference when you request 
electronic delivery. If you enter NON, you are notified of the delivery. 

To suppress notification prompt and be notified of the delivery

=> print l8 email non

L8 CONTAINS 47 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 14:17:43

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):blrm

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib

         47 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P090353C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 33.37 U.S. DOLLARS
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Specifying Answers to Be Printed

If you have requested prints for the records from an L-number answer set, you are asked to specify 
whether you want the entire answer set printed or only part of it. To print the entire answer set, enter 
Y, the default. Up to 5000 answers may be requested for each PRINT request. To print only selected 
records from the answer set, enter N. The system then prompts you for the answer numbers to print. 
You may specify answer numbers in the following ways:

a single answer number - 10 to print answer 10

multiple answer numbers - 1, 5 to print answers 1 and 5

ranges - 3-6 to print answers 3, 4, 5, and 6

combinations - 1 5 10-12 15 to print answers 1, 5, 10, 11, 12, and 15

Separate multiple answer numbers by a space or a comma. When specifying a range, the lower 
answer number must be cited first. You must enter all of the requested answer numbers at this one 
prompt. There are no additional prompts for answer numbers.

All requested answers are printed in the format specified. If you want different formats for individual 
answers, use separate PRINT commands.

To print specific answers from an answer set

=> print

ENTER (L14), L#, OR ACC:l14

L14 CONTAINS 1999 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 14:46:33

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:off

MAILING ADDRESS = PERSON A

         DEPT 88

         STREET ADDRESS



         YOUR CITY, YOURSTATE ZIP

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):n

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:n

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS OR (END):5 7 15-20 45 79

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib

         10 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090361C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 5.90 U.S. DOLLARS

To print an entire answer set

=> print l8 email non

L8 CONTAINS 47 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 14:17:43

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):blrm

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib

         47 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P090353C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 33.37 U.S. DOLLARS
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Specifying Print Formats 

The last prompt in the PRINT command asks you to indicate how much of each record you want to 
be printed. In general, all the display fields and formats, except SCAN, may be used in print requests 
for answers from an L-number answer set. If you are requesting prints by specifying accession 
numbers, all display fields and formats except HIT, KWIC, OCC, QRD, and SCAN are valid. For a 
list of valid display fields for the file, enter HELP DFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. For 
a list of formats enter HELP FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. If you do not know the 
proper response to the prompt for the format within the PRINT command, enter a question mark (?) 
at the prompt and a list of valid formats is displayed. You are then reprompted for the print format.

You may request any valid fields, formats, or combinations, separating them with a space or a 
comma. The information appears in the print in the order the fields and/or formats were entered. 
Thus, TI AU appears differently from AU TI in the print. Only fields requested are printed. If a field 
is requested more than once, it is printed as many times as requested. Predefined formats and specific 
fields may be combined in most files. Thus, TI BIB AU results in a print of the TI field followed by 
the BIB predefined group of fields, which may include TI and AU, and finally the AU field. If a 
specific field or a predefined format is requested together with HIT or KWIC, and the field or format 
contains a hit term, the field containing the hit term is printed twice. For example, TI HIT prints the 
TI field twice if the hit term appears in the TI. 

To request help for print formats within the PRINT command

=> print l16 noa

L16 CONTAINS 8 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 14:52:32

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:off

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:?

The following are valid formats:

BIB AN, DN, and Bibliographic Data

IND DN, Title, and Index Data (ST, RN, CC, BC)



ABS AN and Abstract

ALL AN, DN, Bibliographic Data, Abstract, NCL, and Index Data

HIT All fields containing hit terms

KWIC All hit terms plus 20 words on either side

OCC List of display fields containing hit terms

Hit terms may be highlighted in all printable fields.

To display a particular field or fields, enter the display field codes. For a list of display field codes, 
enter HELP DFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>). Examples of formats include: DN, TI,ST, TI,SO,
IND, AN,TI,ST,AB. The order of the terms in the formats is not important, but information will be 
displayed in the same order as the format specification. 

The same formats (except for HIT, KWIC, and OCC) may be used with the PRINT ACC command 
to print the record for specified Accession Numbers offline.

To specify the formats to be printed

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib abs

         8 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090363C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 4.72 U.S. DOLLARS
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Printing Units 

Many numeric fields have units displayed with the numeric values. Each field with units has a default 
unit that is file and field specific. When that field is printed, the default units are automatically 
shown. Units may be found in the file's Database Summary Sheet, STNGUIDE, NUMERIGUIDE, 
and in online helps. 

         The valid unit systems on STN are: 

         CGS - The centimeter-gram-second system

         ENG - Customary U. S. Engineering units

         FPS - The foot-pound-second system

         MKS - The meter-kilogram-second system

         SI - Systeme Internationale (International System), based on the MKS system

         STN - Customary units based on the SI system

Changing the Units Printed

You may convert the units shown in printed records. If you do not specify units, the default units are 
used. These may or may not be the same for every record in a given database. To change units, enter 
PRINT, field code, an equal sign (=), then the new units or units system at an arrow prompt (=>). 
This must be entered on the same line as command. You are not prompted for this change. The print 
then includes the units specified rather than the default. 

To specify the units for a numeric field used in the print request

=> print l13 noa offline 1-5 bp=f

L13 CONTAINS 15 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 15:15:15

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (FILEDEFAULT) OR ?:bp

         5 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090308E



         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 3.55 U.S. DOLLARS
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Printing Multifile Search Results 

If you request prints for an L-number answer set resulting from a multifile search, the default print 
format is FILEDEFAULT, the default for the individual files in your multifile session. Other fields 
and formats may be used only if they are valid for all the files involved in the multifile search. 

For information on print fields and formats for a specific file of the multifile session, enter END to 
exit the PRINT command. Then at the arrow prompt (=>), enter HELP DFIELDS FILE= or HELP 
FORMATS FILE=, followed by the name of the file in which you are interested. For example, enter 
HELP DFIELDS FILE=CA to see a list of CA File print fields. Entering HELP FORMAT 
FILE=PHYS provides information about available formats in the PHYS File.

For more information on PRINT in a multifile environment, refer to the Multifile Searching chapter.

To request prints from a multifile search answer set

=> print l21 noa

L21 CONTAINS 41 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 15:22:06

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:off

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (FILEDEFAULT) OR ?:all

         41 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090380C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 48.75 U.S. DOLLARS
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Canceling a Print Request

To cancel a print request, enter DELETE followed by the print request number at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The PRINT request must be deleted in the file where the command was requested and in the 
same online session when it was created. Once you have logged off, the print request cannot be 
cancelled.

To cancel a print request

=> del P090344C

DELETE P090344C? (Y)/N:y
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Reviewing Print Request Status 

To review the status of your PRINT requests made in the current session, enter DISPLAY PRINT or 
DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>). If you have deleted the session history at any time 
during the session, the print records are only available in DISPLAY PRINT. Refer to the DISPLAY 
section for complete details on these options.

To review the status of your print requests made in this session

=> d print

REQUEST DELIVERY ANSWER SET ANSWERS STATUS FILE(S)

P090339C OFFLINE 6 ACTIVE CA

P090340C OFFLINE L2 61 ACTIVE NAPRALERT

P090344C OFFLINE L2 61 DELETED NAPRALERT

P090347C EMAIL L1 139 ACTIVE CA

To review print request status by displaying the session history

=> d his

         (FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 13:39:27 ON 31 MAR 93)

         FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 13:39:31 ON 31 MAR 93

P090339C PRINT ACC 117:130523T 117:128834E 116:254882H 115:181587H

L1 139 S MURDER# OR MYSTERY

         FILE 'NAPRALERT' ENTERED AT 13:46:24 ON 31 MAR 93

L2 61 S (HEADACHE# OR MIGRANE#)(L) ACTIVE

P090340C PRINT



P090344C PRINT NOA

         FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 14:01:38 ON 31 MAR 93

P090347C PRINT L1 EMAIL BIB ABS

         FILE 'NAPRALERT' ENTERED AT 14:05:14 ON 31 MAR 93

         DEL P090344C
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Specifying a Title

Command format: PRINT TITLE ACC/Ln OFFLINE/EMAIL format

         PRI TIT ACC/Ln OFFLINE/EMAIL format

To include a a title annotation with the print request, enter PRINT TITLE at an arrow prompt (=>). 
TITLE must be entered on the same line as the PRINT command. You are not prompted for the 
TITLE keyword. You are given 5 lines of 40 characters per line to enter the annotation. This 
information appears on the cover page of the offline print and on the query page of electronically 
delivered prints.

To add a title to a print request

=> print l23 noa title

L23 CONTAINS 25 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 15:40:30

ENTER (END) OR TITLE LINE:search done for N. Malinowski

ENTER (END) OR TITLE LINE:for ethnopharmacology project

ENTER (END) OR TITLE LINE:end

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:off

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib abs

         25 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090383C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 14.75 U.S. DOLLARS
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Suppressing File Information in Offline Prints (Print Nof)

Command format: PRINT NOF ACC/Ln OFFLINE/EMAIL format

         PRI NOF ACC/Ln OFFLINE/EMAIL format

Offline prints are accompanied by one to several pages of file background information, which 
includes a brief description of file content and a list of all the display field codes that may appear in 
the printed records. If the answer set printed was the result of a multifile search, this file background 
information is included for each file for which there are prints. If you do not want to receive these 
pages of file background information for single-file or multifile prints, enter PRINT NOF (no file) at 
an arrow prompt (=>). NOF must be entered on the same line as PRINT. You are not prompted for 
this keyword. If NOF is not included in the command line, the background pages are included with 
the prints. 

To suppress file background information in offline prints

=> print l21 noa nof

L21 CONTAINS 41 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 15:22:06

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:off

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (FILEDEFAULT) OR ?:all

         41 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090384C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 48.75 U.S. DOLLARS
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Using Expert Version of PRINT

When you use the expert version, PRI, the system automatically takes the defaults for several 
prompts. A request for prints of all answers in the last L-number created in the default print format, 
delivered offline is assumed if PRI is entered. The mailing address is displayed. The option to change 
this address is the only prompt you receive. You may suppress the address display by entering PRI 
NOA at an arrow prompt (=>). You may suppress the file information in an offline print by entering 
PRI NOF at an arrow prompt (=>). If you want options other than the defaults, you must enter them 
in the same line as the PRI command.

If the L-number you want to be printed is not the last L-number created, enter PRI Ln (n = correct 
number). If you do not want to print the entire answer set, enter the answer numbers in the same 
command line with PRI.

If you want to request prints by accession number, enter PRI ACC at an arrow prompt (=>). If you do 
not enter the individual accession number(s) on the same line as the PRI command, the system 
prompts you for them. You must enter all accession numbers at this one prompt, separating multiples 
by a space or a comma. You are not prompted for more numbers after the first prompt.

If you want electronic delivery of the prints, enter PRI EMAIL at an arrow prompt (=>). The prints 
are sent to the STNmail ID that is the default for your login id. If you want the answers sent to 
someone else, enter PRI EMAIL=id or namelist. When you use the EMAIL method of delivery with 
the expert version, you are automatically notified of the delivery. If you do not want notification, use 
the novice version of PRINT and respond N to the notification prompt.

If you want a print format other than the file default, you must specify the new fields and/or formats 
in the same line as PRI. For numeric files that allow sorted table display, enter PRI TSORT=(<table 
format> <column code1> <column code2>) to specify that a requested table be sorted. Refer to the 
DISPLAY section and to the Using Numeric Files chapter for more information.

You may also add NOA to suppress the address display and NOF to eliminate the file background 
information from the prints.

To add an annotation, enter PRI TITLE at an arrow prompt (=>).

Options may be specified in any order following the PRI command.

To print all answers in the last answer set, in the default format, and to have them mailed to you



=> pri

L24 CONTAINS 5 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 15:47:07

MAILING ADDRESS = B. L. MACIEJEWSKI

         ARGS LIBRARY

         990 BROOKSIDE DR.

         COLUMBUS OH 43210

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? Y/(N):y

         5 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090385C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 3.55 U.S. DOLLARS

To use expert version to change default L-number and to order specific answers

=> pri l1 1-3 7 9 noa nof all

L1 CONTAINS 139 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 13:46:12

         5 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090386C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 8.75 U.S. DOLLARS

To use expert version to request electronic delivery of all answers in the last answer set created 
in the default format and to specify the STNmail ID of another person

=> pri email=1127c

L24 CONTAINS 5 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 15:47:07

         5 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P090387C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 3.55 U.S. DOLLARS

To use expert version to print accession numbers in the default print format, suppressing the 
address display, and accepting offline deliver to default address

=> pri acc noa 117:130523t 117:128384e 116:254882h



         3 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090390C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 2.13 U.S. DOLLARS

To use expert version to specify an L-number and a table display format sorted in descending 
order for the specified columns, supressing the address display, and accepting offline delivery 
to default address

=> pri l29 dentab tsort=(dentab, den d, den.t d) noa

L29 CONTAINS 10 ANSWERS CREATED ON 31 MAR 93 AT 16:51:03

         10 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P090403C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 16.50 U.S. DOLLARS
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Eliminating Prompts in Novice Version

You may eliminate some or all of the prompts in the novice version of the PRINT command by 
specifying the options you want in the same line as the PRINT command. This is similar to 
overriding the defaults in the expert version PRI. The options that you may specify are the L-number 
or ACC, answer numbers or accession numbers, the print fields and formats, and the method of 
delivery, i.e., OFFLINE or EMAIL.

You may also add NOA to suppress the address display, NOF to eliminate the file background 
information from the prints, and NON to eliminate the notification of delivery prompt.

If you want to change the mailing address, do not use the NOA keyword. In order to change the 
current address you must allow it to be displayed to receive the prompt for modifying the address.

If you specify that you want EMAIL delivery and do not enter either your own STNmail ID or 
another, you are prompted for a mail id. The format for specifying an id in the command line is 
EMAIL=id or namelist name.

To add an annotation, include TITLE on the PRINT command line.

For numeric files allowing sorted table formats, enter TSORT=(table format column code1 column 
code2) in the command line to sort a requested table.

Options included in the command line may be entered in any order after PRINT.

The system prompts you for any additional information that is needed to process the PRINT 
command.

To suppress the address display, specify L-number, answer numbers, and method of delivery in 
the command line

=> print l17 noa 1-74 off

L17 CONTAINS 74 ANSWERS CREATED ON 01 APR 93 AT 12:18:58

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:all

         74 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P091336C



         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 129.50 U.S. DOLLARS

To specify electronic delivery and L-number in the command line

=> print email l33

L33 CONTAINS 33 ANSWERS CREATED ON 01 APR 93 AT 12:22:58

ENTER EMAIL ID (1628C):1628c

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:ti

         33 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P091337C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 11.22 U.S. DOLLARS

To specify electronic delivery to a namelist, L-number, and answer numbers in the command 
line

=> print email=blrm l33 1-33

L33 CONTAINS 33 ANSWERS CREATED ON 01 APR 93 AT 12:22:58

RECEIVE DELIVERY NOTIFICATION? (Y)/N:n

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib

         33 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR EMAIL REQUEST NUMBER P091338C

         APPROXIMATE EMAIL PRINT COST = 23.43 U.S. DOLLARS

To specify offline prints of accession numbers in the command line, suppressing address and 
file information

=> print acc off noa nof

ENTER ACCESSION NUMBERS OR (END):117:130523t 117:128384e

MORE? (END):116:254882h

MORE? (END):end



ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:bib abs

         3 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P091340C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 4.65 U.S. DOLLARS

To specify prints from an L-number in a table display format, sorting the table and suppressing 
the address display

=> print dentab tsort=(dentab, den d, den.t d) l34 noa

L34 CONTAINS 12 ANSWERS CREATED ON 01 APR 93 AT 12:46:37

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE) OR EMAIL:off

PRINT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

         12 ANSWERS PRINTED FOR OFFLINE REQUEST NUMBER P091344C

         APPROXIMATE OFFLINE PRINT COST = 19.80 U.S. DOLLARS
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Command function: Create a search profile without executing a search

Command format: QUERY logic expression [RELATION=on/off]

         QUE logic expression [RELATION=on/off] (Expert version)

Aliases: CREATE

General discussion: The QUERY command is used in any single file except STNMAIL, HOME, 
and NISTFLUIDS to create a search profile without executing the search. This command may not 
be used in a multifile environment.

         To create a query and execute the search in a single step, use the SEARCH command. Refer to 
the SEARCH section for more information or enter HELP SEARCH at an arrow prompt(=>) while 
online.

         To use this command, enter QUERY followed by your search profile at an arrow prompt(=>). 
The system then automatically assigns an L-number to the query. The L-number may be used in the 
BATCH, DISPLAY, SAVE, SDI, or SEARCH commands.

         The search profile may be a single search term or several terms combined with Boolean, 
numeric, and/or proximity operators.

         Search terms can be:

         1. alphanumeric terms

         2. L-numbers for answer sets, structures, screens, or queries

         3. E-numbers

         4. saved query names

To review the L-numbers in the current session, enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>). 
To display the current E-number list, enter DISPLAY EXPAND at an arrow prompt (=>). To see a 
list of saved queries, enter DISPLAY SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). To display a query created 
in the current session, enter DISPLAY QUE Ln (n = correct number) at an arrow prompt (=>).

The search terms may be qualified with search field codes. Enter the term followed by a diagonal 



slash (/) and a valid code. If the term is not qualified, the Basic Index qualification is assumed. For a 
list of search fields, enter HELP SFIELD at an arrow prompt (=>).

If multiple terms are entered without operators, implied proximity for the search field is automatically 
applied to the profile.

Nesting of search terms, i.e., using parentheses to alter the order of execution of operators, is 
permitted. For information on the operators and execution order, enter HELP OPERATORS at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

Truncation symbols may be used in the search terms. For information on trunctation, enter HELP 
TRUNCATION at an arrow prompt (=>). For online information about the QUERY command, enter 
HELP QUERY at an arrow prompt (=>).

To create a query using a single term in the Basic Index

=> query

ENTER LOGIC EXPRESSION OR (END):rain

L1 QUE RAIN

To create a query using multiple terms in the Basic Index

=> query acid rain

L2 QUE ACID RAIN

                  ACID(W)RAIN)

To create a query specifying a search field

=> que rain/ti

L3 QUE RAIN/TI

To create a query using truncation symbols and Boolean operators

=> que (forest# or tree# or wood?) and tropic?

L4 QUE (FOREST# OR TREE# OR WOOD?) AND TROPIC?

To create a query using numeric operators



=> que py>=1993

L5 QUE PY>=1993

To create a query using L-numbers

=> que l2 and l4

         ACID RAIN

                  (ACID(W)RAIN)

L6 QUE L2 AND L4

To create a query using a saved query

=> que jose/q and 1993/py

L17 QUE JOSE/Q AND 1993/PY

To create a query using an E-number

=> que e5 not extend?

L43 QUE HEALTHCARE/BI NOT EXTEND?
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Using Saved Items as Search Terms

To include saved answer sets, lists, SDI profiles, or batch requests in a query, you must first activate 
the saved item. Then use the resulting L-numbers in the QUERY command. Refer to the section on 
the ACTIVATE command for more information on this command or enter HELP ACTIVATE at an 
arrow prompt (=>) while online.

When using a saved query, either you may activate it first and then use the L-number in the QUERY 
command or you may enter the saved query name without activating it first.

To use a saved answer set in a query

=> act isokinetics/a

L19 484 SEA FILE=CA COMPENSATION EFFECT# AND ISOKINET?

=> que l19 and 57-13-6

         33712 57-13-6

L20 6 L19 AND 57-13-6

Using Structure and Screen L-Numbers as Search Terms

Structure queries are created using the STRUCTURE command or uploading the query from a 
structure-building software package such as STN Express, rather than using the QUERY command. 
For information on building structures, refer to the STRUCTURE section or enter HELP 
STRUCTURE at an arrow prompt (=>). Screen set queries are created using the SCREEN command 
rather than QUERY. For more information, refer to the SCREEN section or enter HELP SCREEN at 
an arrow prompt (=>). Structure query L-numbers and screen set L-numbers may be combined into a 
search profile using the QUERY command. Structure query L-numbers may be nested within 
parentheses with other structure query L-numbers. Screen set L-numbers may be nested within 
parentheses with other screen set L-numbers. However, structure query L-numbers may not be nested 
within parentheses with screen set L-numbers. The structure logic expression is processed separately 
from the screen logic expression when searched. Therefore, the system does not allow you to alter the 
execution process by using parentheses around the two types of L-numbers.

For a complete discussion of structure searching, refer to the manual Building and Searching 
Structures on STN.



To create structure queries

=> str

.

.

.

L24 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> str

.

.

.

L25 STRUCTURE CREATED

To create a screen set query

=> screen

ENTER SCREEN EXPRESSION OR (END):2127

L26 SCREEN CREATED

To create a structure and screen set query

=> query (l24 or l25) and l26

L27 QUE (L24 OR L25) AND L26
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Changing Search Fields in an L-Number

If you include an L-number in the query and the search profile contains search terms without a search 
field, you may change the search index. Qualify the L-number with the new search field in the 
QUERY command, e.g., QUE L9/TI. The query displayed in the assigned L-number is expanded to 
the terms in the L-number query with all terms that had no search field now qualified with the new 
search field.

If the L-number contains terms that are already qualified with search indexes, you may not change 
the field code in the QUERY command. If some of the terms in the L-number have a search field 
specified, and some so not, only those terms without a field code specified are changed to the new 
search field.

Multiple search fields may be appended. Separate each field by a comma.

To verify the query contained in an L-number, enter DISPLAY QUE Ln (n = number of query) at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To display a query L-number

=> d que l4

L2 QUE ACID RAIN

L3 QUE (FOREST# OR TREE# OR WOOD?) AND TROPIC?

L4 QUE L2 AND L3

To create a query changing the search index of search terms in an L-number

=> que l4/ti

                  ACID RAIN/TI

                           ((ACID(W)RAIN)/TI)

L5 QUE ((ACID RAIN/TI) AND ((FOREST#/TI OR TREE#/TI OR WOOD?/TI)

                  AND TROPIC?/TI))



To create a query changing the unqualified search terms to another search index

=> que benzene/ti and health

L40 QUE BENZENE/TI AND HEALTH

=> que l40/st

L41 QUE (BENZENE/TI AND HEALTH/ST)
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Changing Search Fields in an E-Number

When you include an E-number in the query, the term it represents, including the appended search 
index, is placed into the search profile. To review the current E-numbers, enter DISPLAY EXPAND 
at an arrow prompt (=>). If you want to change the search field of an E-number the query, append the 
new search field to the E-number. The terms and search fields are displayed in the L-number of the 
query created.

Multiple search fields may be appended. Separate each field by a comma.

To display the current E-numbers

=> d exp

E1 83 ABLATION/CT

E2 19 ABRADING APPARATUS/CT

E3 98 ABRASION/CT

E4 87 ABRASION RESISTANCE/CT

E5 554 ABRASIVES/CT

E6 39 ABSORBENTS/CT

E7 717 ABSORPTION/CT

E8 35 ACCEPTOR/CT

E9 7 ACETATE/CT

E1 1 ACETONE/CT

E11 15 ACID-RESISTANT MATERIALS/CT

E12 350 ACIDS/CT

To create a query changing the search field of an E-number



=> que e4/bi

L31 QUE "ABRASION RESISTANCE"/BI

         (("ABRASION"(W)"RESISTANCE")/BI)

To create a query specifying multiple search fields for an E-number

=> que e3/ct,ti

L32 QUE ABRASION/CT,TI
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Using Highly Posted Terms

A search that has highly posted terms may exceed the limit of two million answers. However, 
QUERY allows you to combine these highly posted terms without executing the search. Then you 
may use the L-number of the query in combination with other terms such as CAS Registry Numbers 
in SEARCH and have the search execute within limits. If you use the terms often, save the query for 
future use. Use the saved query name with other terms in the SEARCH command or in other QUERY 
commands. 

To create a query made up of highly posted terms

=> query detn or determin? or anal or analy? or microanal? or detect?

or titrn or titrat? or chromatog? or assay or identif? or monitor? or estimat?

L12 QUE DETN OR DETERMIN? OR ANAL OR ANALY? OR MICROANAL? OR DETECT?

OR TITRN OR TITRAT? OR CHROMATOG? OR ASSAY OR IDENTIF? OR MONITOR? OR

ESTIMAT?

To search the query with other terms

=> sea l12 and 50-00-0

         671187 DETN

         350713 DETERMIN?

         .

         .

         .

         28001 ESTIMAT?

         29764 50-00-0



L13 3689 L16 AND 50-00-0

To save a frequently used query for future use

=> save l12

ENTER NAME OR (END):detn/q

QUERY 'L12' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'DETN/Q'

To use a save query

=> sea detn/q and 50-00-0
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Using an Automatic Relationship Code

Command format: QUERY REL=on/off

         QUE REL=on/off (Expert version)

Files that have a thesaurus may have an Automatic Relationship Code (ARC). The ARC enables each 
QUERY with search terms in the thesaurus field to use one or more relationship codes automatically, 
without you having to specify it. The ARC is either set on or off by default. To see what fields are 
included in the ARC and the setting for the current file, enter HELP RCODE at an arrow prompt (=>) 
in the file or refer to the file's Database Summary Sheet. If you search the query with the ARC on, the 
results automatically include the thesaurus terms included in the codes defined by the ARC in the file.

If the ARC is set off by default, you may set it on for a single QUERY command. Enter REL=ON in 
the same command line as QUERY. You must enter the relationship specification on the same line as 
QUERY. You are not prompted for the information.

To have ARC on for all QUERY commands in the current session, enter SET RELATION ON at the 
arrow prompt (=>). If you want to create a search profile without the ARC after it has been set on, or 
if you are in a file where the ARC is on by default, enter QUERY REL=OFF at an arrow prompt 
(=>). For more information on the SET RELATION command, refer to the SET command section or 
enter HELP SET RELATION at an arrow prompt (=>).

To verify that the ARC is in place, enter DISPLAY QUE Ln (n = query number) at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The relationship setting displays as part of the query definition when you have specified it to be 
on.

To specify the automatic relationship code be used in the query

=> que hepatitis/ct rel=on

L2 QUE HEPATITIS/CT

To verify that the ARC is on in a query

=> d que l2

L2 QUE REL=ON HEPATITIS/CT



To set the ARC on for multiple commands

=> set rel on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To create query after the ARC is on

=> query hepatitis/ct

L4 QUE HEPATITIS/CT

=> d que l4

L4 QUE REL=ON HEPATITIS/CT

To reset the ARC to off for a query

=> query hepatitis/ct rel=off

L5 QUE HEPATITIS/CT

=> d que l5

L5 QUE HEPATITIS/CT
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Using numeric Fields with Units

Many numeric fields have units with the numeric values. Each field with units has a default unit that 
is file and field specific. When that field is part of the search profile in the query, the default unit is 
automatically applied to the numeric value. Units may be found in the file's Database Summary 
Sheet, STNGUIDE, NUMERIGUIDE, and in online helps. 

The valid unit systems on STN are: 

CGS - The centimeter-gram-second system

ENG - Customary U. S. Engineering units

FPS - The foot-pound-second system

MKS - The meter-kilogram-second system

SI - Systeme Internationale (International System), based on the MKS system

STN - Customary units based on the SI system

When your query contains a search field that has units, the unit displays with the value in the L-
number line.

To check the units for a field, enter DISPLAY UNIT field (where field is the numeric field to be 
checked) at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

To display units for a numeric field

=> d unit mp

MP DEFAULT: K

MP CURRENT: K

To create a query using a numeric search field with default units

=> que mp>50



L7 QUE MP>50 K

To create a query specifying the units for a numeric search field

=> que mp>50 c

L8 QUE MP>50 C
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Changing Units

If you want a unit different from the default, include the unit with the search term in the QUERY 
command, e.g, QUERY 3 C/BP, to have the units for the boiling point (BP) be Celsius (C).

If you want to change the units or unit system for more than one command, enter SET UNIT 
followed by the field code, an equal sign (=), and the desired units or units system at an arrow prompt 
(=>). Refer to the SET UNIT section for more information. After the new unit is set, any query 
containing that search field has the new unit applied.

To return to the original (default) units after using the SET UNIT command, enter SET UNIT, 
followed by the property field code and an equal sign.

To set a new unit for a numeric field

=> set unit mp=c

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To create a query after units have been set to a new default

=> query mp>50

L9 QUE MP>50 C
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Specifying Tolerance

The TOLERANCE feature allows you to have the system automatically convert a single value search 
into a range search for a numeric field. The tolerance can be a specific numeric value or a percent. 
Initially, the tolerance is zero for all numeric search fields. To verify what tolerance is being applied 
to a search field, enter DISPLAY TOLERANCE field, specifying the field of interest, at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To change the tolerance of a field that is part of the query, enter the value+-tolerance, followed by the 
search field, e.g., QUERY 5+-3%/VP to allow for a tolerance of three percent.

To change the tolerance for subsequent QUERY commands, enter SET TOLERANCE 
field=tolerance at an arrow prompt (=>). When the search field set with a non-zero tolerance is used 
in the QUERY command, the tolerance is automatically applied to the value entered. For more 
information on setting the tolerance, refer to the SET TOLERANCE section of the manual or enter 
HELP SET TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the tolerance value of a numeric search field

=> d tol vp

VP CURRENT: 0

To add a tolerance value to a query

=> query 3.05+-3%/vp

L3 QUE 3.05+-3% PA /VP

To set the tolerance value of a numeric search field

=> set tolerance vp=5%

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To build a query using a search field for which a non-zero tolerance value has been set

=> query 3.05/vp



L4 QUE 3.05 +-5% PA /VP
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Command function: Read and manipulate mail in the STNmail File 

Command format: READ option

         REA option (Expert version)

         R option (Expert version)

Aliases: MAIL

General discussion: An electronic mail service is available from STN International in the STNmail 
File. This file allows you to send and receive electronic mail messages and search results to and from 
other STN users and STN Service Centers. To use the STNmail service, you need to have a valid STN 
login ID. For detailed information on the use of the STNmail electronic mail service, refer to the 
STNmail chapter or enter HELP MAIL at an arrow prompt (=>).

         To use the READ command, first enter the STNmail File. Then enter READ followed by one of 
the options:

MAIL read and manipulate your mail messages

FOLDER read and manipulate the mail messages in folders

NAMELIST read personal mail lists

PUBLIC find mail IDs in the public mail user directory

Establishing an STNmail ID 

To use the READ command you must be in the STNmail File. Enter FILE STNMAIL at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

If you are accessing the electronic mail service for the first time, the system informs you of the need to 
establish a mail ID. To obtain your mail ID, enter SET MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) in File STNmail. 
You are then prompted for identification information. For more details about establishing your mail ID, 
refer to the SET MAILID section or enter HELP SET MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail.
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Receiving New Mail Notification 

When you receive new mail, a notification message is displayed when you issue the FILE command. If 
new mail arrives during your online session, a notification message appears when you enter a FILE 
command.

To receive the new mail notification 

* * * * * * * * * * Welcome to STN International * * * * * * * * * *

NEWS 1 STN Workshop Information, N. America (Updated Feb 19)

NEWS 2 Free Offer in Two New Files--PNI and DISSABS

.

.

.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * STN Columbus * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FILE 'HOME' ENTERED AT 17:06:29 ON 22 FEB 93

=> file ocean

FILE 'OCEAN' ENTERED AT 17:06:38 ON 22 FEB 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA)

FILE COVERS 1964 TO 22 DEC 1992 (921222/ED)

*** YOU HAVE NEW MAIL ***

Using READ 

Enter READ at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. If you do not enter an option, the system prompts for 
one. The default, MAIL, is to read the mail. If you take this option, mail messages are listed and you are 
prompted for how to proceed.

If you enter the expert version of the READ command, R or REA, and do not specify an option, MAIL is 



assumed. The prompt within the expert version of READ is the colon (:) prompt. If you do not know a 
valid response to the prompt, enter a question mark (?).

For information on the READ command while online, enter HELP READ at an arrow prompt (=>).

To use the READ command

=> read

ENTER (MAIL), FOLDER, NAMELIST, PUBLIC, OR ?:
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Viewing a List of Messages 

Command format: READ MAIL [ALL/NEW]

         REA [ALL/NEW] (Expert version)

         R [ALL/NEW] (Expert version)

To view a list of mail messages, enter READ MAIL at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. The system 
lists the total number of messages in your mail, the number of unread messages, and the headers, i.e., 
titles, of all the messages. The header includes the message number, the sender's mail ID, the 
sender's name, the date the message was sent, and the subject.

Messages may also have one or more of the following characters after the message number to indicate 
their status or special content:

* the message has not been read

B the message contains uploaded binary data

D the message has been tagged for deletion

M the message has been tagged to be moved to a folder

PRI the message contains results from a print request

SA the message contains an attached saved answer set

SDI the message contains results from an SDI request

SQ the message contains an attached saved query

The system then prompts for how you want to process the mail messages. The processing options are 
listed here in the order in which they are described in the READ MAIL section. To see this list while 
online, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt.

VIEW display the envelope and text of a message and display electronically

         delivered search results

ANSWER reply to a message



FORWARD send a copy of a message to another mail ID

LIST display the headers for messages in your mailbox or folder

MOVE copy a message to a folder and delete the original from the mailbox

COPY place a copy of a message into a folder

SHOW display a list of all your current folders

DELETE mark a message for deletion

UNDELETE cancel a delete request

DETACH retrieve a saved search query or an answer set from a message

DOWNLOAD copy a message to a local file

END exit the READ command and delete marked messages

The default option is to view a message. If you do not want to proceed, enter END to exit from the 
READ MAIL command. For online information on READ MAIL, enter HELP READ MAIL at an arrow

prompt (=>).

To see the headers of messages in your mailbox 

=> read mail

4 MESSAGES 2 UNREAD IN MAIL

1 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/01/91 RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

2 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/04/91 RE(3):SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

3 1004C (PETERS, RUTH 05/01/92 PATENT BOOKLET

4* 1004C (PETERS, RUTH 04/15/93 THANKS

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:
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Reading Message Text 

To display text of a message you may use the VIEW option in READ MAIL. You may view one or more 
messages listed. Enter VIEW followed by a single message number, e.g., VIEW 2, multiple numbers, e.
g., VIEW 2,4, ranges, e.g., VIEW 3-5, or combinations of these, e.g., VIEW 2, 3-5, 7. Separate multiple 
numbers by a comma.

The system displays the person to whom the message was sent, the sender's name and mail ID, the 
subject, and the text of the message. The messages displayed are marked as read. You are then 
prompted for what you want to do next. Enter END to stop reading messages and to exit from the 
READ command.

To read the text of a single message 

=> read mail

4 MESSAGES 2 UNREAD IN MAIL

1 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/01/91 RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

2 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/04/91 RE(3):SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

3 1004C (PETERS, RUTH 05/01/92 PATENT BOOKLET

4* 1004C (PETERS, RUTH 04/15/93 THANKS

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:view 4 

TO: 2180C (ELIZABETH SMITH)

FROM: 1004C (RUTH PETERS)

SUBJECT: THANKS

Thank you for sending me the invitation to the meeting in Denver.

Ruth

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:
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Reading All Unread Messages 

To display the text of unread messages in your mailbox without interruption, enter READ MAIL NEW at 
an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. The number of messages in your mailbox, the number of unread 
messages, a list of headers for all unread messages, and the text for each unread message is 
displayed. After the messages are displayed, they are marked as read. The READ MAIL command is 
automatically ended and you are returned to the arrow prompt (=>).

If there are no unread messages, the number of messages in your mailbox, the headers, and a 
message indicating that there are no new, unread messages, is displayed.

To view all unread messages

=> r mail new

11 MESSAGES 1 UNREAD IN MAIL

11* 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 06/15/93 RE: 1-30 ANS BIOSIS ALL

TO: 1100C (EVELYN BATCHELDER)

FROM: 2186C (ELIZABETH SMITH)

SUBJECT: RE: 1-30 ANS BIOSIS ALL

Thanks for sending these to me so quickly!

=>

Reading All Messages 

To display the text of all the messages in your mailbox, read and unread, without interruption, enter 
READ MAIL ALL at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. The number of messages in your mailbox, the 
number of unread messages, the headers for all messages, and the text of each message in your 
mailbox is displayed. All messages are then marked as read. The READ command is ended 
automatically and you are returned to the arrow prompt (=>).

For detailed information on viewing messages, enter HELP VIEW at the processing prompt within 
READ MAIL.

To view all messages



=> read mail all

4 MESSAGES 0 UNREAD IN MAIL

1 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/01/91 RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

2 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/04/91 RE(3):SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

3 1004C (PETERS, RUTH 05/01/92 PATENT BOOKLET

4* 1004C (PETERS, RUTH 04/15/93 THANKS

TO: 2180C (ELIZABETH SMITH)

FROM: 4K@STNK (STN HELP DESK, KARLSRUHE

SUBJECT: RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

         .

         .

         .

=>
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Viewing Search Results 

Use the VIEW option in READ MAIL to display electronically delivered search results. These may be 
answers requested in the PRINT or the SDI commands. The PRI label is used to identify a message 
containing results from a print request. The SDI label is used to identify a message containing results 
from an SDI request. Refer to the PRINT and SDI sections for more information on these commands or 
enter HELP PRINT and HELP SDI at an arrow prompt (=>) while online.

To display results delivered to your electronic mailbox, enter VIEW n (n = message number containing 
the answers) at the processing prompt within READ MAIL. If the message contains the results of a print 
request, the system displays the message envelope, the print request number, date and time of 
request, the number of answers, their format, the file in which they were created, and the query 
searched. If the message contains the results of an SDI search, the system displays the message 
envelope, an SDI request number, the date and time of the search, the name of the SDI profile, the run 
number and date of the run, the number of answers, their format, the file in which they were created, 
and the query searched.

You are then given options for viewing the answers online. To see the first answer, take the default 
NEXT. The first answer is displayed in the format specified by the sender. Other options are to enter 
specific answer numbers or ranges, ENTIRE to see all answers in the answer set, PREVIOUS to see 
the last answer displayed, NEXT to see the next answer, or END to stop displaying answers and return 
to the processing prompt in READ MAIL. The message is marked as read, even if you did not look at 
all answers in the answer set. To exit from READ MAIL, enter END at the processing prompt.

To view electronically delivered search results sent via PRINT 

=> read mail

9 MESSAGES 2 UNREAD IN MAIL

         .

         .

         .

9*PRI 1100C (BATCHELDER, E 04/22/93 1-15 ANS BIOSIS BIB

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:view 9

TO: 2186C (ELIZABETH SMITH)



FROM: 1100C (EVELYN BATCHELDER)

SUBJECT: 1-15 ANS BIOSIS BIB

P112265C 22 APR 93 10:10:45

15 ANSWERS PRINTED IN FORMAT 'BIB'

IN FILE 'BIOSIS'

USING QUERY:

L1 15 SEA FILE=BIOSIS FUNT, R?/AU

ENTER (NEXT), PREVIOUS, ANSWER NUMBER, ENTIRE, OR END:next

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 15 COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 91:166966 BIOSIS

DN BR40:75426

TI COMPARISON OF GROWER ADVISORY SYSTEMS IN EUROPE

AU ***FUNT R C*** ; NICHOLSON J A H

CS DEP. HORTIC., 2001 FYFFE RD., THE OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS, OH 43210

SO HORTSCIENCE 26 (2). 1991. 103-105. CODEN: HJHSAR ISSN: 0018-5345

LA English

ENTER (NEXT), PREVIOUS, ANSWER NUMBER, ENTIRE, OR END:3,5

L1 ANSWER 3 OF 15 COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

         .

         .

         . 

L1 ANSWER 5 OF 15 COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

         .



         .

         .

ENTER (NEXT), PREVIOUS, ANSWER NUMBER, ENTIRE, OR END:end

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:
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Answering Messages 

Use the ANSWER option in READ MAIL to answer messages in your mailbox. Enter ANSWER n (n = 
message number of message you want to answer). If you do not specify the message number, the 
message that was last viewed is assumed. If you have not viewed any answers, the system indicates 
there is no message to answer and prompts for how to proceed. Enter ANSWER n.

The system provides you with the TO list and the subject header and then prompts for next action to be 
taken. For information on writing answers, enter HELP WRITE at this prompt. Enter WRITE to receive 
a prompt that allows you to enter your reply. The system supplies a prompt with information on how to 
obtain a blank line for your message. Enter a blank followed by a carriage return or a period (.) followed 
by a carriage return to obtain a blank line and the ENTER TEXT prompt. At this prompt, enter your 
message one line at a time. For viewing clarity, it is recommended that you limit the number of 
characters per line to 70. Enter a blank and a carriage return or a period (.) and a carriage return each 
time you want a blank line in your message. You may use both upper and lower case when typing in 
your message. The system continues to prompt for text after each carriage return. Enter END when 
you are finished with your message.

To answer a message

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:answer

TO: 1080C (ROD FEINMAN)

SUBJECT: RE(3):MAIL

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:write

ENTER <SPACE><CR> OR .<CR> TO GET A BLANK LINE IN YOUR MESSAGE

ENTER TEXT:Did you have a chance to browse through

MORE:some answers in the Registry file?

MORE:end 

To view your answer

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:view

TO: 1080C (ROD FEINMAN)



SUBJECT: RE(3):MAIL

Did you have a chance to browse through

some answers in the Registry file?

To send the answer

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:send

POSTMARKED: THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 1993 AT 16:54

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:

Adding to the Message 

You are then prompted for what to do next. If you want to add something to the message, enter WRITE 
and you are prompted for for the additional text. The text is added to the text already in place but you 
do not see the previous part of the message when you are prompted for the text.
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Correcting Errors 

If you make a mistake when entering a line of text, you may make corrections before you enter a 
carriage return. Use the backspace key or press <CONTROL> and H simultaneously to correct a single 
character. To cancel an entire line, enter the dollar sign ($) and a carriage return. Once you finish 
the message, you may only make corrections to one line at a time by using the EDIT option. This is 
described in the section on editing your message in the SEND command. 

To look at the text of your message before sending it, enter VIEW at the processing prompt.

Sending the Answer 

Enter SEND to send your message. You receive a confirmation that your message was sent. You are 
then returned to the processing prompt of READ MAIL. To exit from READ MAIL, enter END.

For detailed information on answering messages, enter HELP ANSWER at the processing prompt 
within READ MAIL.
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Forwarding a Message 

To forward a message to another user, enter FORWARD n (n = message number to be forwarded) at 
the prompt in READ MAIL. If you do not indicate a number, the last message read is forwarded. The 
system prompts you for the mail ID of the recipient of your forwarded message. The subject header 
from the original message is displayed. You are then prompted for how to proceed. Use one of the 
following options: 

WRITE add message text to the message being forwarded

UPLOAD upload a message that was created offline

VIEW view the message text that is being forwarded

SEND send the message to the recipient

If you want to add your own message to the forwarded message, use WRITE. For information on 
writing your own addition to the message, enter HELP WRITE at this prompt. Enter WRITE to receive a 
prompt that allows you to enter your message. The system supplies a prompt with information on how 
to obtain a blank line for your message. What you enter is added to the text of the message being 
forwarded but you do not see the previous text at this prompt. Enter a blank followed by a carriage 
return or a period (.) followed by a carriage return to obtain a blank line and the ENTER TEXT prompt. 
At this prompt, enter your message one line at a time. For viewing clarity, it is recommended that you 
limit the number of characters per line to 70. Enter a blank and a carriage return or a period (.) and a 
carriage return each time you want a blank line in your message. You may use both upper and lower 
case when typing in your message. The system continues to prompt for text after each carriage return. 
Enter END when you are finished with your message. 

To forward a message 

=> read mail

.

.

.

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:forward 7

TO (NONE):1010C, ksx88@cas.org.internet



SUBJECT: FWD:STRUCTURE QUERY FOR REGISTRY

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:.

ENTER <SPACE><CR> OR .<CR> TO GET A BLANK LINE IN YOUR MESSAGE

ENTER TEXT:here's the structure query for Registry.

MORE:end

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:send

POSTMARKED: THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 1993 AT 16:50

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:

Adding to the message 

You are then prompted for what to do next. If you want to add something to the message, enter WRITE 
and you are prompted for the additional text. The text is added to the text already in place but you do 
not see the previous part of the message when you are prompted for the text.

Correcting Errors 

If you make a mistake when entering a line of text, you may make corrections before you enter a 
carriage return. Use the backspace key or press <CONTROL> and H simultaneously to correct a single 
character. To cancel an entire line, enter the dollar sign ($) and a carriage return. Once you finish 
the message, you may only make corrections to one line at a time by using the EDIT option. This is 
described in the section on editing your message in the SEND command. 

If you want to see the text of the message that is being forwarded, enter VIEW at the processing 
prompt.

Sending the Answer 

Enter SEND to forward the message. You receive a confirmation that your message was sent. You are 
then returned to the processing prompt of READ MAIL. To exit from READ MAIL, enter END.

For detailed information on forwarding mail, enter HELP FORWARD at the processing prompt within 
READ MAIL.
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Listing Message Headers 

To display message headers, enter LIST in response to the prompt in the READ MAIL command. You 
may display the header for a specific message, multiple message numbers, or a range of messages. 
Each header includes the message number, the sender's mail ID, the date the message was sent, and 
the subject. 

The following examples show the various ways to list headers:

LIST display the header for all messages

LIST 7 display the header for message 7

LIST 7-9 display the headers for messages 7, 8, and 9

LIST 3 7 display the headers for message 3 and 7

LIST 4-6, 8 display the headers for messages 4, 5, 6, and 8

LIST 2- display the headers for message 2 and all subsequent messages

Messages may have one or more of the following characters after the message number to indicate 
their status or special content.

* the message has not been read

B the message contains uploaded binary data

D the message has been tagged for deletion

M the message has been tagged to be moved to a folder

PRI the message contains results from a print request

SA the message contains an attached saved answer set

SDI the message contains results from an SDI request

SQ the message contains an attached saved query

After the list is displayed, the processing prompt is displayed. To exit from reading your mail, type END. 



To read one of the messages in the list, enter VIEW followed by the message number. For detailed 
information on LIST, enter HELP LIST at this prompt.

To display message header for a specific message

=> read mail

.

.

.

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:list 2

2 1050C (MAY, PAUL) 03/07/89 MEETING TIME

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:

To list the headers for several messages

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:list 2-4

2 1050C (MAY, PAUL) 03/07/89 MEETING TIME

3 1090C (HAINES, REG) 03/07/89 MEETING

4* 1020C (FROST, ED) 03/07/89 RE(2):MAIL

To list headers for all messages in your mailbox

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:list

1 1020C (FROST, ED) 03/06/89 MEETING TIME

2 1050C (MAY, PAUL) 03/07/89 MEETING TIME

3 1090C (HAINES, REG) 03/07/89 MEETING

4* 1020C (FROST, ED) 03/07/89 RE(2):MAIL

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:
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Moving Mail to a Folder 

To place messages into folders, enter MOVE in response to the prompt in the READ MAIL command. 
You may move one or more messages at a time by entering their message number(s) or a range. The 
following examples show the various ways to move messages:

MOVE move the last message read

MOVE 3 move message 3

MOVE 1-3 move messages 1, 2, and 3

MOVE 1-3,5 move messages 1, 2, 3, and 5

MOVE 3- move message 3 and all remaining messages

If you do not enter a folder name, the system prompts you for one. If the folder exists, the system 
moves the message and confirms completion. If the folder does not exist, the system prompts you to 
confirm that you want it to be created. To create the folder, enter USE at the prompt for confirmation. 
The system then confirms the move process.

Messages that are moved are marked with an M. When you end the READ MAIL command, you are 
asked to confirm that you want the moved messages deleted from the mailbox. Answer Y to have them 
deleted.

For detailed information on moving messages, enter HELP MOVE at the processing prompt within 
READ MAIL.

To read messages in folders, enter READ FOLDER at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. Refer to the 
READ FOLDER section for additional information or enter HELP READ FOLDER at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To create a mail folder and move mail messages into it

=> read mail

.

.

.



ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:move 1-3

ENTER FOLDER NAME OR (?):acs

'ACS' IS NOT AN EXISTING FOLDER

REENTER FOLDER NAME, (USE), OR ?:use

MOVE REQUEST COMPLETED

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:end

3 MESSAGES MOVED 0 MESSAGES DELETED

OK TO DELETE? (Y)/N/?:y 

To move mail messages into an existing folder

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:mov 5

ENTER FOLDER NAME OR (?):oldmail

MOVE REQUEST COMPLETED

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:
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Copying Messages to Folders 

To copy messages into folders without deleting them from your mailbox enter COPY at the processing 
prompt in READ MAIL. If you enter COPY without a message number, the system uses the number of 
the last message read. You may copy one or more messages at once by entering their message 
numbers or ranges. The following examples show the various ways to copy messages: 

COPY copy the last message read

COPY 3 copy message 3

COPY 1-3 copy messages 1, 2, and 3

COPY 1-3, 5 copy messages 1, 2, 3, and 5

COPY 3- copy message 3 and all remaining messages

The system then prompts for the folder name in which to copy the message. If the folder exists, the 
system copies the message and confirms completion. If the folder does not exist, the system prompts 
you to confirm that you want it to be created. Enter USE to confirm that you want the folder to be 
created and the messages copied to it.

For detailed information on COPY, enter HELP COPY at the processing prompt in READ MAIL.

To read messages in folders, enter READ FOLDER at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. Refer to the 
READ FOLDER section for additional information or enter HELP READ FOLDER at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To create a folder and copy messages to it 

=> read mail

2 MESSAGES 0 UNREAD IN MAIL

1 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/01/91 RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

2 4K@STNK (STN HELP DE 10/04/91 RE(3):SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:copy 1-2

ENTER FOLDER NAME OR (?):inis



'INIS' IS NOT AN EXISTING FOLDER

REENTER FOLDER NAME, (USE), OR ?:use

COPY REQUEST COMPLETED

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:

To copy messages into an existing folder 

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:copy 1

ENTER FOLDER NAME OR (?):oldmail

COPY REQUEST COMPLETED

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:
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Listing Folders 

Folders consist of messages that you have placed in them with COPY and MOVE. To display a list of 
your existing folders, enter SHOW at the processing prompt in READ MAIL. The list includes the total 
number of folders and the total number of messages in the folders followed by the name of each folder 
and the number of messages in the folder. You are then prompted for what to do next in READ MAIL. 
To stop reading, enter END. 

To read messages in one of the folders, enter READ FOLDER at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. 
Refer to the READ FOLDER section for more information or enter HELP READ FOLDER at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

For more information on SHOW, enter HELP SHOW at the processing prompt within READ MAIL.

To display a list of your mail folders 

=> read mail

.

.

.

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:show

3 FILE FOLDER 8 MESSAGES

ACS 3

INIS 2

OLDMAIL 3

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:
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Deleting Mail Messages 

There is no automatic deletion of messages from your mailbox. It is recommended that you delete 
messages that you do not need because monthly storage charges are applied to all messages that you 
have read and not deleted in your mailbox and in your folders.

Enter DELETE at the processing prompt in the READ MAIL command to remove a message from the 
mailbox. If you do not include a message number with DELETE, the system deletes the last message 
read. You may delete a specific message or more than one message at a time by specifying individual 
numbers or a range of numbers. The following examples show the various ways to delete messages:

DELETE delete the last message read

DELETE 3 delete message 3

DELETE 1-3 delete messages 1, 2, and 3

DELETE 1-3,5 delete messages 1, 2, 3, and 5

DELETE 3- delete message 3 and all remaining messages

To verify which messages are marked for deletion, enter LIST. When the headers display, messages 
that you have marked for deletion have a D after their message number, indicating that the message 
will be deleted when you exit from the READ MAIL command. When you exit from READ MAIL, the 
system indicates the number of messages to be deleted and prompts for confirmation that the deletions 
should be processed. Answer Y to the prompt to have the messages removed from your mailbox.

For information on deleting mail messages, enter HELP DELETE at the processing prompt within 
READ MAIL.
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Canceling Deletes 

You may also cancel a delete request by entering UNDELETE at the processing prompt in READ MAIL 
before exiting. If you enter the UNDELETE command without a message number, the system assumes 
the number of the last message read. Several messages may be undeleted at one time by entering 
their message numbers. The following examples show the various ways to undelete messages: 

UNDELETE remove the deletion mark from the last message read

UNDELETE 5 remove the deletion mark from message 5

UNDELETE 5-7 remove the deletion mark from messages 5, 6, and 7

UNDELETE 4 6 remove the deletion mark from messages 4 and 6

UNDELETE 4-6, 8 remove the deletion mark from messages 4, 5, 6, and 8

UNDELETE 3- remove the deletion mark from message 3, and all remaining marked messages

For information on the canceling delete requests, enter HELP UNDELETE at the processing prompt 
within READ MAIL.

To request mail messages be deleted from your mailbox

=> read mail

6 MESSAGES 0 UNREAD IN MAIL

1 4K@ STNK (STN HELP DE 10/01/91 RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

2 4K@ STNK (STN HELP DE 10/04/91 RE(3):SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

3 2186C (SMITH,ELIZAB 05/01/92 PATENT BOOKLET

4 SQ 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 04/16/93 BIOSIS CA IFIPAT SET

5 SQ 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 04/16/93 REGISTRY SEQUENCE QUERY

6 SQ 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 04/21/93

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:del 4-6 



To verify which messages are marked for deletion

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:list

1 4K@ STNK (STN HELP DE 10/01/91 RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

2 4K@ STNK (STN HELP DE 10/04/91 RE(3):SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

3 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 05/01/92 PATENT BOOKLET

4DSQ 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 04/16/93 BIOSIS CA IFIPAT SET

5DSQ 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 04/16/93 REGISTRY SEQUENCE QUERY

6DSQ 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 04/21/93

To confirm and delete mail messages

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:end

0 MESSAGES MOVED 3 MESSAGES DELETED

OK TO DELETE? (Y)/N/?:y 

To cancel a delete request

=> read mail

.

.

.

1 4K@ STNK (STN HELP DE 10/01/91 RE:SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

2D 4K@ STNK (STN HELP DE 10/04/91 RE(3):SELECT FIELDS IN INIS

3D 2186C (SMITH, ELIZAB 05/01/92 PATENT BOOKLET

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:undelete 3

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:end

0 MESSAGES MOVED 1 MESSAGES DELETED



OK TO DELETE? (Y)/N/?:y
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Detaching Profiles and Answer Sets 

Use the DETACH option to retrieve (detach) a saved search query or saved answer set from a 
message. Messages containing a saved query are marked with SQ. Messages containing a saved 
answer set are marked with SA. When you view a message that contains a query or an answer set, the 
system indicates that there is attached data. Enter DETACH n (n = the message number) at the 
processing prompt in READ MAIL. If DETACH is entered without a message number, the number of 
the last message read is used. Only one message number may be specified.

When you detach an item, you must assign a name to it. Names for queries must end in /Q. Names for 
answer sets must end in /A. Once they are detached, you may use the items in the same manner as if 
you had created and saved them online.

For information on detaching queries and answer sets, enter HELP DETACH at the processing prompt 
within READ MAIL.

To review the names of saved items, enter DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>). The list 
displayed includes queries and answer sets detached from mail messages.

To search the detached search profile, enter the files to be searched. Enter S name/Q, where name is 
the name you assigned to the detached profile in READ MAIL.

To see the answers in a detached answer set, enter the file in which the answer set was originally 
created. Then enter ACT name/A, where name is the name you assigned to the detached answer set. 
Display answers using the L-number assigned in ACTIVATE in the DISPLAY command.

Refer to the SEARCH, ACTIVATE, and DISPLAY sections for more information on these commands.

To read a message that contains an attached query

=> read mail

5 MESSAGES 0 UNREAD IN MAIL

.

.

.

5 SQ 2100C (HOFFMAN, MARY 04/16/93 REGISTRY SEQUENCE QUERY



ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:view 5 

TO: 2106C (ELIZABETH BROWN)

FROM: 2100C (MARY HOFFMAN)

SUBJECT: REGISTRY SEQUENCE QUERY

I'm sending you a sequence query.

*** MESSAGE CONTAINS ATTACHED DATA ***

To detach a sent profile

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:detach 5

ENTER NAME FOR SAVED QUERY OR (?):seq/q

ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'SEQ/Q'

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:

To read a message with an attached answer set

=> read mail

7 MESSAGES 2 UNREAD IN MAIL

.

.

.

7 SA 2100C (HOFFMAN, MARY 04/16/93 BIOSIS ANSWERS

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:view 7

TO: 2106C (ELIZABETH BROWN)

FROM: 2100C (MARY HOFFMAN)

SUBJECT: BIOSIS ANSWERS

these are the answers from biosis



that I would like you to see.

*** MESSAGE CONTAINS ATTACHED DATA ***

To detach a sent answer set

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:detach 7

ENTER NAME FOR SAVED ANSWER SET OR (?):rfunt/a

ATTACHMENT HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'RFUNT/A'

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:
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Downloading Messages 

Use the DOWNLOAD option at the processing prompt within the READ MAIL command to download a 
message to a local file. You must first switch your terminal to local mode to initiate the file capture 
option available with your communication software. Then enter DOWNLOAD n, where n is the 
message number. The system transmits the entire message including the title (header). Unless the 
message contains binary data, you need to indicate a message number. If you do not include a 
number, the number of the last message read is assumed. The following examples show the various 
ways to download messages: 

DOW download the last message read

DOW 2 download message 2

DOW 2-4 download messages 2, 3, and 4

DOW 3 5 download messages 3 and 5

DOW 2-4,6 download messages 2, 3, 4, and 6

DOW 8- download message 8 and all remaining messages

The DOWNLOAD command may also be used with the KERMIT keyword to download a message that 
contains only ASCII text, only binary data, or both. Enter DOWNLOAD KERMIT n, where n is a 
message number and then switch your terminal to local mode to initiate the KERMIT file capture option 
available with your communication software. The system begins to transmit the message when it 
receives a confirmation message from your terminal.

If the message consists of only ASCII text or only binary data, the entire message is sent to and 
captured in the designated local file. If the message contains both ASCII text and binary data, the 
system sends each portion to the corresponding files specified with the local KERMIT option. If only 
one local file is specified, the system sends only the binary data to that file.

You may download electronically delivered search results from either PRINT or SDI requests. Those 
messages are tagged PRI and SDI, respectively. An attached saved query, tagged SQ, or an attached 
answer set, tagged SA, may not be downloaded to a local file. Attached items need to be detached and 
saved for use in your online session.

If the message includes ASCII text and an attached search query or answer set, only the ASCII text is 
downloaded.

For information on downloading messages to local files, enter HELP DOWNLOAD at the processing 
prompt in READ MAIL.



To capture messages to a local file 

=> read mail

.

.

.

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:download 1

INITIATE CAPTURE PROCESS AT PC THEN ENTER (S) TO START DOWNLOAD:s

1D 1020C (FEINMAN, ROD 03/06/89 MAIL

TO: 1004C (EVELYN BATCHELDER)

FROM: 1020C (ROD FEINMAN)

SUBJECT: MAIL

[text of the message is displayed]

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:
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Exiting READ MAIL 

When you are finished reading and processing your mail, enter END at the processing prompt in READ 
MAIL. The system responds with the number of messages moved and/or marked for deletion. You are 
asked to confirm these actions. After confirmation, you are returned to the arrow prompt (=>). 

To exit from the READ MAIL command 

=> read mail

.

.

.

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE OR ?:end

0 MESSAGES MOVED 1 MESSAGES DELETED

OK TO DELETE? (Y)/N/?:y 

=>
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Processing Folders 

Command format: READ FOLDER [name] [ALL]

         REA FOLDER [name] [ALL] (Expert version)

         R FOLDER [name] [ALL] (Expert version)

Instead of keeping your mail messages in your current mailbox, you may place them into labeled mail 
folders. You may place messages into folders with the MOVE or COPY options in the READ MAIL 
command. Refer to MOVE and COPY in the READ MAIL section for more information on placing 
messages into folders.

To see a list of your mail folders, first enter the STNmail File. Then enter READ FOLDER at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file. The system lists the name of each folder with the number of messages it 
contains.

To read or manipulate messages in a folder, enter READ FOLDER followed by the name of the folder 
you want to access at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail.

You are then prompted for one of these options:

ANSWER reply to a message

COPY place a copy of a message into a folder

DELETE mark a message for deletion

DETACH retrieve a saved search query or an answer set from a message

DOWNLOAD copy a message to a local file

END exit the READ command and delete marked messages

FORWARD send a copy of a message to another mail ID

LIST display the headers for messages in your folder

MOVE copy a message to a folder and delete the original

SHOW display a list of all your current folders



UNDELETE remove the mark placed on a message by DELETE

VIEW display the envelop and text of a message

The interaction and processing is the same as when you use these options in READ MAIL. Refer to 
their sections in READ MAIL for details on using these options.

If you want to display all messages in a particular folder without interruption, enter READ FOLDER ALL 
and the folder name at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail.

For information on using the FOLDER option of the READ command, enter HELP READ FOLDER at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

To view mail folders

=> file stnmail

=> read

ENTER (MAIL), FOLDER, NAMELIST, PUBLIC, OR ?:folder

2 FILE FOLDERS 4 MESSAGES

OLDMAIL 1

ACS 3

To view messages in a mail folder

=> read folder ACS

3 MESSAGES IN ACS

1 1020C (FROST, ED) 03/06/89 MEETING TIME

2 1050C (MAY, PAUL) 03/07/89 MEETING TIME

3 1090C (HAINES, REG) 03/07/89 MEETING

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:view 2 

TO: 1004C (CAROL BROWN)

FROM: 1050C (PAUL MAY)



SUBJECT: MEETING TIME

I can meet you at the ACS meeting

to discuss our current research projects.

How about lunch on Monday, April 10?

ENTER (VIEW), ANSWER, FORWARD, MOVE, OR ?:end 

=>
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Using Mailing Lists 

Command format: READ NAMELIST [name]

         REA NAMELIST [name] (Expert version)

         R NAMELIST (Expert version)

Instead of using system-assigned mail IDs, you may find it more convenient to create personal mailing 
lists and use those names in the SEND command. Your list may consist of one or more mail IDs. For 
example, you might use a name for a person or a group of people with whom you are likely to 
communicate by STNmail. To make it easy for you to send a copy to yourself, you can assign a name 
to your own mail ID. 

To create a personal mailing list, enter SET NAMELIST at an arrow prompt (=>). Then answer the 
prompts. Refer to the SET NAMELIST and the STNmail sections for more information or enter HELP 
SET NAMELIST at an arrow prompt (=>) while online. 

To display mailing list information, enter READ NAMELIST at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. The 
number of mailing lists defined is shown, as well as a list of their names. To see the list of mail IDs and 
user names included in a mailing list you have created, enter READ NAMELIST name, where name is 
the name assigned in the SET NAMELIST command. 

For more information on this command, enter HELP READ NAMELIST at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see a list of personal mail lists you have created

=> file stnmail

=> read namelist

3 MAILING LISTS DEFINED

ME

FRED

PATENTS

To see mail IDs in a personal mail list



=> read namelist patents

PATENTS KSX88@cas.org.internet

         1003C (TOM MANN)

         1020C (ED FROST)

         1090C (REG HAINES)

To use a mail list

=> send patents

CC (NONE):none

SUBJECT (NONE):question

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:
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Finding Mail IDs 

Command format: READ PUBLIC term[/code] [LONG]

         REA PUB term[/code] [LONG] (Expert version)

         R PUB term[/code] [LONG] (Expert version)

To find mail IDs in the public directory of STNmail, enter the STNmail File. At an arrow prompt (=>) 
enter READ PUBLIC followed by the search term. You may search the following information in the 
public directory for STNmail: 

1. last name followed by /LN or no field code 

2. organization followed by /OR or no field code 

3. city followed by /CY or no field code 

4. mail ID followed by /ID or no field code 

Follow your search term with a diagonal slash (/) and a field code to execute a search in a particular 
field of the directory. If you do not enter a field code, the system conducts your search in all searchable 
fields.

Only profile information whose public status has been set to YES is searchable and displayable. The 
public profile information is established when the STNmail ID is created. 

You may search either the entire phrase, e.g., LOS ANGELES, or a set of initial characters followed by 
the question mark (?) truncation symbol to indicate that spaces and additional unspecified characters 
may be allowed in the matched terms. For example, if you search on the truncated term LOS?, you 
retrieve mail IDs in LOS ANGELES and LOS ALAMOS. However, you cannot search single words and 
retrieve multiword names. For example, to retrieve CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS or CHEMICAL 
ABSTRACTS SERVICE, use the truncated term CHEMICAL? or CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS?, not the 
single words CHEMICAL or ABSTRACTS. 

In this particular case, you would also search the term CAS to retrieve a more complete list of mail IDs 
of staff at Chemical Abstracts Service. 

The search results are displayed by default in a one-line format consisting of last and first names, mail 
ID, and city. To display all the public information associated with a search term, include the keyword 
LONG after the search term. 



You may also search the public directory while you are in the SEND, SDI, and PRINT commands. 
Refer to the sections on these topics for more information. 

To find mail IDs in the public directory

=> file stnmail

=> read public

ENTER SEARCH TERM OR (?):feinman

FEINMAN, ROD 1020C COLUMBUS

To find and display full record of a mail ID in the public directory

=> r public feinman long

FEINMAN, ROD 1020C

COLUMBUS, OHIO

614-440-3648

FIRST CHEMICAL COMPANY

To search for a mail ID using a truncated term

=> r public fin?

FINL, MARTIN 1234C LOS ALAMOS

ROGS, BARBARA 4321C FINA OIL AND CHEMICAL

WALTER, MARY 4371K FINE ORGANICS

To search in a specific field of the public directory

=> r public fin?/or

ROGS, BARBARA 4321C FINA OIL AND CHEMICAL

WALTER, MARY 4371K FINE ORGANICS

To verify the person associated with a mail ID

=> read public 4321c



ROGS, BARBARA 4321C FINA OIL AND CHEMICAL
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Command function: Execute software packages 

Command format: RUN package     

Aliases: None

General discussion: The RUN command is used to execute software packages that are available in 
specific STN databases.

To execute a package, you must be in the file where the package is loaded. To see what files contain 
packages, enter HELP PACKAGES at an arrow prompt (=>). To see additional help for a specific 
package, enter HELP package-name, where package-name is one of the software packages executed 
by RUN, at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file supporting the package. The database summary sheets for 
files with RUN packages list the packages with a description of their purpose.

To use the RUN command, enter the file containing the package you want to execute. At an arrow 
prompt (=>), enter RUN followed by the package name. If you do not enter a package name, the 
system prompts you for it. After the package name is entered, the package begins to execute and 
prompts you for the information needed to execute the command. If you do not know how to respond to 
a prompt, enter a question mark (?). The system offers additional help and valid options, and then 
redisplays the prompt. To stop the RUN command, enter END at any prompt.

For help while online, enter HELP RUN at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see software packages that may be used in RUN and the files that use them 

=> help packages

The following interactive software packages are currently available on STN:

Package File Function 

CDIST ICSD, Calculates interatomic angles and distances for ICSD

         CRYSTMET answer sets.

.

.

.



TPROPS DIPPR Calculates temperature-dependent properties of DIPPR substances, using regression 
equations.

To use a package, enter the file in which it is located, and then at an arrow prompt (=>) enter RUN 
followed by the name of the package you wish to execute. For more information on a package, at an 
arrow prompt (=>) enter HELP followed by the name of the package. You must be in the file in which 
the package is loaded in order to get this information. 

To read information on a software package used in RUN 

=> fil dippr

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 American Institute Of Chemical Engineers (AIChE)

FILE COVERS 1982 TO PRESENT. LAST UPDATE: MARCH, 1993

THIS FILE ALSO CONTAINS THE TPROPS SOFTWARE PACKAGE WHICH PERFORMS

CALCULATIONS FOR TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT PROPERTIES OVER A

USER-SPECIFIED RANGE OF TEMPERATURES. ENTER 'HELP TPROPS' FOR MORE

INFORMATION.

=> help tprops 

The TPROPS software package calculates the values for temperature dependent properties of the 
substances covered in the DIPPR file. Output may be in the form of a table or a text plot.

You may specify the substances on which calculations are to be

.

.

. 

To execute the RUN command 

=> run

ENTER NAME OF PACKAGE OR (END):tprops

.

.



.

 



RUN

Calculating Interatomic Distances (Run CDIST) 

Command format: RUN CDIST Ln ansn

The CDIST software package, available in ICSD and CRYSTMET, calculates and displays interatomic 
distances and angles for a subset of structures. An L-number answer set created by a search in the file 
where CDIST is executed defines the subset. 

You may limit calculations to specific atoms and/or to a preset distance between atoms. In either case, 
enter the atoms for which the interatomic distances are to be calculated, the absolute or relative 
distance interval, and the coordination number or number range. 

To execute CDIST, enter the file that supports this package. Enter RUN CIDST at an arrow prompt (=>) 
in the file, followed by the L-number, and the answer numbers to be used. If you do not enter an L-
number, you are prompted to supply one. If you do not enter the answer numbers in the command line, 
you are prompted for them. The answers may be a single answer number, 1, a numeric range, 1-5, or 
ALL to use all answers in the answer set. 

You are then prompted for the information needed to execute the package. If you do not know the 
proper response to a prompt, enter a question mark (?), and additional help and valid options are 
displayed. You are then reprompted for the information. 

Enter the atom(s) to start and end the interatomic distance calculations. Enter the minimum and 
maximum distances for which the calculation is executed. Specify a coordination number or range. This 
entry informs the system to display those distances from the origin atom that are within the coordination 
range. You may also calculate angles. 

Next, select a prompt mode answer display, store the calculated data in an L-number answer set, or 
create an answer set that you will use in the same RUN command for further refinement. 

For online help for CDIST, enter HELP CDIST at an arrow prompt (=>) in the ICSD or CRYSTMET files.

To create an answer set to use in the CDIST package 

=> file icsd

=> s nnao?/mf

L1 24 NNAO?/MF

To execute the CDIST program 



=> run cdist l1 1-20

FROM ATOM(S) OR (ALL) :.

TO ATOM(S) OR (ALL) :.

ENTER DMIN (0.01) :.

ENTER DMAX (1.2*IR) :.

ENTER COORDINATION (1-999) :2-4

CALCULATE ANGLES Y/(N) :y 

To further refine the calculations 

(P)=PROMPT MODE, S=STORE IN L#, C=CREATE ANSWER SET :c

please wait

L2 RUN STATEMENT CREATED

16 RUN DIST L2 1-20 ANG FROM ALL TO ALL COORD 2 TO 4

ENTER L# OF ANSWER SET TO BE PROCESSED (L2) :.

ENTER RANGE OF ANSWERS TO BE SELECTED OR (ALL) :.

FROM ATOM(S) OR (ALL) :.

TO ATOM(S) OR (ALL) :.

ENTER DMIN (0.01) :.

ENTER DMAX (1.2*IR) :.

ENTER COORDINATION (1-999) :5-7

CALCULATE ANGLES Y/(N) :y 

To display 

(P)=PROMPT MODE, S=STORE IN L#, C=CREATE ANSWER SET :p

please wait



ANSWER 1 OF 16 generated from L2

AN 200411

LSF NA N O2

(D)=DISPLAY, S=STORE IN L#, B=BOTH=D&S, N=NEXT :d

from: ALL to: ALL

Dmin: 0.01000 Dmax: 1.20000*IR coordination 5 to 7

no interatomic distances and/or angles found

ANSWER 2 OF 16 generated from L2

AN 68707

LSF Na (N O2)

To exit 

(D)=DISPLAY, S=STORE IN L#, B=BOTH=D&S, N=NEXT :end 

=>

 



RUN

Searching for Structures (Run CHESS) 

Command format: RUN CHESS Ln search-type 

The CHESS (CHEmical Structure Search) software package, available in SPECINFO, is used to search for 
chemical structures using structure codes generated from structure queries. 

To execute CHESS, enter RUN followed by CHESS, the L-number of the structure query, and the type of 
search at an arrow prompt (=>) in the SPECINFO File. If you do not enter an L-number or search type in the 
command line, you are prompted to provide the information. 

The L-number of the structure query must be one created with SPECINFO conventions using the 
STRUCTURE command or uploading from STN Express. 

The search types are: 

SI - search for HOSE-Code-Sum, identity search by 2 methods

SA - search for the DAMI-Code, search for isomers

SJ - search for the DAMJ-Code, search for isomers without considering any charges

SS - search for the DAMS-Code, skeleton search, without considering type of bonding and heteroatoms

SD - search for the DAMD-Code, isomer search without considering D-atoms

SC - search for the HOSE-Code of a node. Only the environment of a single

                  atom is searched. The system prompts you for the node number.

                  The HOSE-Code is displayed. The system then allows you to shorten the

                  HOSE-Code.

SR - search for the HORD-Code of a ring. If there are more than one ring system present,

                  the system prompts for an node number in the ring of interest.

                  Enter a node number, < to indicate the smallest ring present, or > to indicate the

                  largest ring present. The HORD-Code displays and you may edit the HORD-Code.

SP - search for the Ring Analyzation Index, analysis and search of whole ring systems



SF - search for functional groups

BF - estimation of similarity of a search result

With some search types, you are prompted for additional information needed to execute the search. If you 
do not know a valid response to a prompt, enter a question mark (?). Additional information and valid 
options are displayed. You are then reprompted for the option you want to use. 

Upon completion of CHESS, an L-number run statement is created. The answers in the L-number are the 
SPECINFO compounds that matched the search mode specified. Use the DISPLAY command to view the 
results. Refer to the DISPLAY Ln section for more information on displaying results.

For online help concerning CHESS, enter HELP CHESS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the SPECINFO File.

To create a structure query to use in the RUN command 

=> file specinfo

=> str

:gra r5, c1, nod 6 fe, gra 6 5, 6 1, 6 2, 6 3, 6 4

:end

L3 STRUCTURE CREATED -- BUILT BY 'SPECINFO' CONVENTIONS

To execute the CHESS software package 

=> run chess

*** SPECINFO CHEMICAL STRUCTURE SEARCH ***

ENTER STRUCTURE QUERY L# (L3 ) :L3

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (?) :sf

NO SHORT CODE SHORT CODE NAME HITS 

109 R6 5* 6-RING 67283

160 R5 6* 5-RING 31858

161 R4 5* 4-RING 3209

164 R3 5* 3-RING 5259

ENTER S,S#,S=,-12,+12,Q (?) :s#



NUMBER OF HITS :3

L4 RUN STATEMENT CREATED

ENTER S,S#,S=,-12,+12,Q (?) :end 

To see results retrieved by CHESS 

=> d 2

L4 ANSWER 2 OF 3

SPECINFO Reg. No. (SRN) : STCC-30744-387

Molecular Formula (MF) : C15 H18 Fe1 O2

Molecular Weight (MW) : 286.14

Chemical Name (CN) : PROPIONIC ACID (ETHYL-FERROCENE-1'-YL) ESTER

 



 



RUN

Calculating Coupling Constants (Run COUPCAL) 

Command format: RUN COUPCAL Ln 

The COUPCAL (COUPling constant CALculation) software package is used in SPECINFO to calculate 
and display NMR-spectroscopic coupling constants for a given structure query. Data are generated by 
evaluating the coupling constant information from SPECINFO compounds with similar chemical 
environments.

To execute COUPCAL, enter RUN COUPCAL and the L-number structure query at an arrow prompt 
(=>) in SPECINFO. If you do not provide the L-number in the command line, you are prompted for the 
information.

The L-number of the structure query must be one created with SPECINFO conventions using the 
STRUCTURE command or uploading from STN Express.

You are then prompted to enter the start and end atoms for which the coupling constant is to be 
calculated. After the coupling data are generated, you have three options:

SD - show the distribution of retrieved constants over a 20 interval range

DR - redefine the coupling constant range in an effort to reduce the number of values

                  contributing to the calculation

CL - create an L-number for the structures containing the nodes used to calculate the

                  coupling constant

When the COUPCAL execution completes, an L-number run statement is created. Use DISPLAY to 
view the results. Refer to the DISPLAY Ln section for more information on displaying results.

For online help concerning COUPCAL, enter HELP COUPCAL at an arrow prompt (=>) in the 
SPECINFO File.

To execute the COUPCAL software package 

=> file specinfo

=> run coupcal l1

*** CALCULATION OF NMR COUPLING CONSTANTS ***



ENTER START-ATOM (?) :3

ENTER END-ATOM (?) :7

COUPLING ATOM NUMBERS : 3 - 7

COUPLING NUCLEI : C - C

COUPLING CODE : 1J(C,C)0(.)O,CC

NUMBER OF CONSTANTS : 11

NUMBER OF STRUCTURES : 11

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION : 39.7+/- 4.3 HZ

RANGE : 34.9 - 48.4 HZ

To display the distribution of retrieved constants 

ENTER SD, DR OR CL (END) :sd 

INTERVAL HITS

         (HZ) 

34- 35 1

35- 36 1

         .

         .

47- 48 1

48- 49 1

To create an L-number with structures having nodes used in the calculations 

ENTER SD, DR OR CL (END) :cl

L2 RUN STATEMENT CREATED



To exit from the RUN command 

ENTER SD, DR OR CL (END) :end 

To display answers in the L-number run statement 

=> d srn cn

L2 ANSWER 1 OF 11

SPECINFO Reg. No. (SRN) : STCC-96174-305

Chemical Name (CN) : 2-HYDROXYMETHYL-ADAMANTANE

 



RUN

Editing or Creating Spectra (Run EDSPEC) 

Command format: RUN EDSPEC spectrum-type 

The EDSPEC software package, available in SPECINFO, is a spectrum editor tool used to modify 
existing spectra or create new spectra. EDSPEC may be used to edit either CNMR or MS spectra. The 
data generated may be searched with a similarity search facility.

To execute EDSPEC, enter RUN EDSPEC and the spectrum type at an arrow prompt (=>) in 
SPECINFO. The system then prompts for information to execute the command. Enter the type of 
spectra, values representing the chemical shift, multiplicity, and intensity. Then, either create a new 
spectrum by entering spectral values or modify an existing spectrum by recalling an L-number that 
contains spectrum in standard format or by recalling an accession number.

For online help concerning EDSPEC, enter HELP EDSPEC at an arrow prompt (=>) in the SPECINFO 
File.

To execute the EDSPEC software program 

=> fil specinfo

=> run edspec

*** SPECINFO SPECTRUM EDITOR ***

ENTER TYPE OF SPECTRUM (?) :c

:recall l21

:dis

Line No. Peak Pos. Multipl. Intens.

                  (ppm) 

         1 88.77 T 2

         2 68.74 T 2

         3 45.12 D 2



         4 33.91 T 1

         5 31.58 D 1

         6 30.82 T 1

         7 22.03 Q 1

         8 20.45 T 1

:193,s,3

:dis

Line No. Peak Pos. Multipl. Intens. 

                  (ppm) 

         1 193.00 S 3

         2 88.77 T 2

         3 68.74 T 2

         4 45.12 D 2

         5 33.91 T 1

         6 31.58 D 1

         7 30.82 T 1

         8 22.03 Q 1

         9 20.45 T 1

:save

L22 RUN STATEMENT CREATED

 



RUN

Searching for Spectra (Run GETSPEC) 

Command format: RUN GETSPEC Ln spectrum-type 

The GETSPEC software program, available in SPECINFO, is used to search the SPECINFO File for 
spectra similar to a query spectrum. The query spectrum must be in standard format, e.g., 112,s,2. 
Spectra are created and changed using either RUN EDSPEC, the spectrum editor software package or 
RUN SPECAL, the calculation program. For information about EDSPEC and SPECAL, refer to their 
respective sections in this chapter or enter HELP EDSPEC and HELP SPECAL at arrow prompts (=>) 
in the SPECINFO File. 

To execute GETSPEC, enter RUN GETSPEC, the L-number containing the spectra and the type of 
spectra, C for CNMR or MS for mass spectra, at an arrow prompt (=>) in the SPECINFO File. The 
system then retrieves all records that meet the criteria of your GETSPEC program. The results of the 
search are displayed in table format. The accession number, the similarity (not normalized in case of 
MS), and, for MS, a number of comparison factors are given in the table.

An L-number run statement is automatically generated. It contains the answers ordered in descending 
percentages of similarity. This L-number may only be used for DISPLAY or PRINT. By entering Y at the 
next prompt, an additional run statement is generated that contains the answers in file order. This 
answer set may be used for additional searching, e.g., combining with a name fragment, molecular 
formula or other spectrum searches. 

For online help concerning GETSPEC, enter HELP GETSPEC at an arrow prompt (=>) in the 
SPECINFO File. 

To execute the GETSPEC calculation program 

=> file specinfo

=> run getspec

*** SPECINFO SPECTRUM SIMILARITY SEARCH ***

ENTER SPECTRUM QUERY L# (L5 ) :l4

ENTER TYPE OF SPECTRUM (?) :c

PRE SEARCH LIMIT : 77.4

NO OF REFERENCE BITMASKS : 873



NO OF EVALUATED BITMASKS : 100 OF 873

.

.

.

NO OF EVALUATED BITMASKS : 700 OF 873

NO OF EVALUATED BITMASKS : 800 OF 873

NO OF REFERENCE SPECTRA :21740

ANSWER ACC NO SPECTRUM SIMILARITY (%)

         1 93331785 1 39

         1 93331785 2 39

         2 79849249 2 37

.

.

.

         9 90972401 3 25

         14 84198505 1 25

         15 67979017 1 25

L6 RUN STATEMENT CREATED

ENTER (Y) TO CREATE A SEARCHABLE L# (END) :y

L7 RUN STATEMENT CREATED

To display an answer from the run statement 

=> d cn str l7

L7 ANSWER 1 OF 76



Chemical Name (CN) : 2-OXO-1.3.2-BENZODIOXATHIOLE

                  1,3,2-BENZODIOXATHIOLE, 2-OXIDE

 

 



RUN

Calculating Thermophysical and Transport Properties (Run MIPROPS) 

Command format: RUN MIPROPS fluid 

The MIPROPS software package, available in NISTFLUIDS, is used to calculate thermophysical and 
transport properties for twelve fluids: argon, butane, ethane, ethylene, helium, para-hydrogen, 
isobutane, methane, nitrogen, nitrogen trifluoride, oxygen, and propane. You may calculate properties 
in the fluid or the saturation state.

Calculated values are computed using equations of state derived from experimental results. Most 
values are within 3-5% of expected experimental values. Values may be displayed as single points or 
in a table.

To execute MIPROPS, enter RUN MIPROPS and one of the twelve substances available at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the NISTFLUIDS File. Respond to system prompts that include input for temperature, 
pressure, and density, as well as output for temperature, pressure, enthalpy, and more. If you are 
unsure of an entry, enter a question mark (?) at any colon prompt (:) to receive online help.

After completing MIPROPS, an L-number is generated for the run statement. This L-number is only 
displayable.

To obtain online help concerning MIPROPS, enter HELP MIPROPS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the 
NISTFLUIDS File. 

To execute the MIPROPS calculation program 

=> file nistfluids

=> run miprops

ENTER SUBSTANCE IDENTIFIER, OR (?):methane

ENTER M FOR METRIC OR E FOR ENGINEERING UNITS, OR (?):e

ENTER F FOR FLUID OR S FOR SATURATION PROPERTIES, OR (?):f

ENTER SP FOR SINGLE POINT OR TA FOR TABLE OUTPUT, OR (?):ta

THE RANGE OF TEMPERATURE FOR METHANE IS -296.45 TO 620 DEG F

WITH PRESSURES TO 29007 PSIA



CRITICAL TEMPERATURE IS -116.67 DEG F

CRITICAL PRESSURE IS 666.9 PSIA

ENTER PRESSURE IN PSIA, R TO RESTART PROGRAM, END, OR (?):625.0

ENTER STARTING TEMPERATURE IN DEG F, R TO RESTART PROGRAM, OR (?):-150.0

ENTER FINAL TEMPERATURE IN DEG F, R TO RESTART PROGRAM, OR (?):-50.0

ENTER TEMPERATURE INCREMENT IN DEG F, R TO RESTART PROGRAM, OR (?):10

EXECUTE? (Y)/N/END:y 

Pres- Temp Den- En- En- Cv Cp Sound Vis- Therm. Diel.

sure sity thalpy tropy Velo- co- Conduc Const.

(H) (S) city sity tivity

------+-------+------+------+-----+-----+-----+-----+------+------+-------

PSIA deg F lb/ Btu/lb Btu/ Btu/ Btu/ ft/s lb/ Btu/

cu ft lb* lb* lb* ft*s ft*h*

deg F deg F deg F E+5 deg F

------+-------+------+------+-----+-----+-----+-----+------+------+-------

625.0 -150.00 19.697 -21.8 1.561 0.453 1.141 2314. 2.670. 0603 1.44592

625.0 -140.00 18.579 -9.7 1.600 0.454 1.295 2028. 2.360. 0555 1.41722

625.0 -130.00 17.079 4.8 1.644 0.459 1.663 1678. 2.010. 0505 1.37937

625.0 -120.00 6.293 87.4 1.889 0.515 5.709 852. 0.740. 0318 1.12902

625.0 -110.00 4.641 112.4 1.961 0.471 1.569 941. 0.670. 0208 1.09398

625.0 -100.00 4.049 125.6 1.999 0.451 1.146 997. 0.660. 0192 1.08166

625.0 -90.00 3.675 136.0 2.027 0.437 0.967 1042. 0.660. 0186 1.07391

625.0 -80.00 3.401 145.2 2.052 0.428 0.866 1081. 0.660. 0183 1.06827



625.0 -70.00 3.186 153.5 2.073 0.421 0.800 1116. 0.660. 0182 1.06385

625.0 -60.00 3.008 161.2 2.093 0.416 0.754 1147. 0.670. 0183 1.06022

625.0 -50.00 2.858 168.6 2.111 0.413 0.720 1176. 0.680. 0183 1.05715

L25 RUN STATEMENT CREATED

THE RANGE OF TEMPERATURE FOR METHANE IS -296.45 TO 620 DEG F

WITH PRESSURES TO 29007 PSIA

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE IS -116.67 DEG F

CRITICAL PRESSURE IS 666.9 PSIA

ENTER PRESSURE IN PSIA, R TO RESTART PROGRAM, END, OR (?):end

 



RUN

Calculating NMR Spectra (Run SPECAL) 

Command format: RUN SPECAL Ln 

The SPECAL (SPEctrum CALculation) software package, available in SPECINFO, is used to calculate 
and display NMR spectra from an L-number structure query. The calculations are based upon the 
evaluation of the chemical shifts of SPECINFO compounds with similar structures. SPECAL may be 
used to calculate the chemical shift of a specific atom or the spectrum of all atoms in a molecule.

The L-number of the structure query must be one created with SPECINFO conventions using the 
STRUCTURE command or uploading from STN Express.

To use SPECAL, enter RUN SPECAL and the L-number structure query at an arrow prompt (=>) in the 
SPECINFO File. You are then prompted for the information needed for the program to execute. Specify 
the spectrum type and and the node numbers. Then, choose to view more atomic data, to see the 
chemical shift distribution, to redefine the chemical shift range, or to create an L-number. The L-number 
includes spectra and the structure used to calculate the chemical shift.

To retrieve online help for SPECAL, enter HELP SPECAL at an arrow prompt (=>) in SPECINFO.

To create a structure query to be used in the SPECAL package 

=> file specinfo 

=> str

:gra r5, c1, nod 6 fe

:gra 6 5, 6 1, 6 2, 6 3, 6 4

:bon 6-(1-5) cp, end

L12 STRUCTURE CREATED -- BUILT BY 'SPECINFO' CONVENTIONS

To execute the SPECAL software program 

=> run specal l12

*** CALCULATION OF NMR SPECTRUM LINE VALUES ***

ENTER TYPE OF SPECTRUM (CNMR) :c



ENTER NODE NUMBER(S) (ALL) :all 

ATOM NO. MEAN STD. DEV. MULTIPL. HITS

         (PPM) (PPM) 

         1 49.00 7.22 T (INTERPOLATED)

         2 49.00 7.22 T (INTERPOLATED)

         3 49.00 7.22 T (INTERPOLATED)

         4 49.00 7.22 T (INTERPOLATED)

         5 49.00 7.22 T (INTERPOLATED)

L13 RUN STATEMENT CREATED

ENTER NODE NUMBER (END) :1

ENTER NODE NUMBER (END) :1

ATOM NUMBER : 1

MULTIPLICITY : T

PRECEDING CODE (P) : CCDD(%'Mo',CCC,,/+>C>C>C...

HOSE CODE : CC>'Fe'(C,C,/&,&/)

SUBSEQUENT CODE (S) : CC>'Fe'(CC,C>&,>C$>C$>C$...

DATA ORIGINATE FROM INTERPOLATION BETWEEN (P) AND (S)

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION : 49.0+/- 7.2 PPM

ENTER SD,DR,CL,SE,R (END) :sd

ENTER CODE SELECTION (?) :s

NO. OF LINE VALUES : 2

NO. OF STRUCTURES : 1

MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION : 47.2+/- 0.0 PPM



RANGE : 47.2 - 47.2 PPM

INTERVAL HITS

         (PPM) 

         47- 48 2

ENTER SD,DR,CL,SE,R (END):end

 



RUN

Calculating Values for Temperature-Dependent Properties (Run TPROPS) 

Command format: RUN TPROPS substance 

The TPROPS software package, available in DIPPR, is used to calculate values for temperature-
dependent properties of substances. Output may be tabular or graphical.

To use TPROPS, enter the DIPPR File. Then, enter RUN TPROPS and a substance at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the DIPPR File. The substance is entered by its molecular formula, CAS Registry 
Number, or an L-number answer set that may contain up to 100 substances. The L-number must be an 
answer set created in the DIPPR File.

TPROPS creates an L-number run statement after completing the calculation. The L-numbers may be 
used in the DISPLAY command to view the records or in the SAVE command to save the query, 
answer set, or L-number. For more information on either command, refer to their respective sections in 
this manual or enter HELP DISPLAY L# and HELP SAVE at arrow prompt (=>).

To retrieve online help for this software package, enter HELP TPROPS at an arrow prompt (=>) in 
DIPPR.

To execute the TPROPS software program 

=> file dippr

=> run tprops

ENTER L#, SUBSTANCE IDENTIFIERS, (?) OR END:ch3cl3si 

         CAS

LINE REGISTRY

NUMBER NUMBER FORMULA NAME

1 75-79-6 CH3Cl3Si METHYL TRICHLOROSILANE

.

.

ENTER OPTION NUMBER OR (?):2



The following properties are available

         1) Solid Density

         2) Liquid Density

.

.

         12) Vapor Thermal Conductivity

         13) Surface Tension

ENTER OPTION NUMBER, R TO REVIEW SUBSTANCES, OR (?):2

.

.

ENTER A STARTING TEMPERATURE OR (?):425

ENTER A FINAL TEMPERATURE, NONE, OR (?):515

ENTER A TEMPERATURE INCREMENT, (1/10 OF RANGE), OR ?:10

.

.

ENTER OPTION NUMBER OR (?):7

ENTER THE DESIRED PLOT HEIGHT (15) OR ?:.

ENTER THE DESIRED PLOT WIDTH (50) OR ?:.

EXECUTE? (Y)/N/END:y

For the current substance : 75-79-6 METHYL TRICHLOROSILANE

Liquid De3nsity varies with temperature as plotted below:

LDN in kmol/m**3

         -****



         - ******

         - *****

         6.000E+00 -- *****

         - *****

         - ****

         - ****

         - ****

         5.000E+00 -- ***

         - ***

         - **

         - **

         - *

         4.000E+00 -- *

         - *

         --------+-----------------+---------------+-------------+------------

         440.0 460.0 480.0 500.0

         Temperature in K

.

.

ENTER OPTION NUMBER, (?), OR END:end

 



SAVE

Command function: Store L-numbers in your long-term storage for use in future online 
sessions 

Command format: SAVE [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/Letter

         SAV [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/Letter (Expert version)

Aliases: Store

General discussion: The SAVE command is used to store queries, answer sets, and L-number lists 
created in your current online session in your long-term storage. When you logoff from the current 
session, all L-numbers are deleted unless you save them. If you want to use the L-numbers in a future 
online session, use the SAVE command. Items may be saved in both single and multifile environments.

To save an answer set, an L-number list, or a query, enter SAVE, the L-number to be saved, and a 
valid name. A valid name must:

- begin with a letter

- have 1-12 characters

- contain letters A-Z and numbers 0-9

- end with /A, /L, or /Q

- not already be in use as a saved name

- not be the words END, SAV, SAVE, SAVED, or an L-number

Answer set names must end in /A; query names must end in /Q; L-number lists must end in /L. 

To review L-numbers in the current session, enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information about SAVE while online, enter HELP SAVE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To store an L-number from the current session in your long-term storage 

=> save

ENTER L#, L# RANGE, ALL, OR (END):l10



ENTER NAME OR (END):ustoyota/a

ANSWER SET 'L10' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'USTOYOTA/A'

 



SAVE

Viewing Saved Items 

To see a list of all saved answer sets, lists, and queries, enter DISPLAY SAVED at any arrow prompt 
(=>). The alphabetical list includes the name, the date it was created, and any title assigned while 
saving. If the item is an answer set, the file in which it was created is displayed. Refer to the DISPLAY 
SAVED section for more information or enter HELP DISPLAY SAVED at an arrow prompt (=>) while 
online.

To see all saved items on your login ID 

=> display saved

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ALUM/L 25 FEB 93 1 L-NUMBER

                  CAST BRONZE ALLOYS

ASPIRIN/A 30 JUL 93 4737 ANSWERS

                  454 ANSWERS IN FILE BIOSIS

                  4281 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE CHEMLIST

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE RTECS

BRA1/Q 19 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN METALCREEP

                  COPPER

BRONZE/Q TEMP QUERY CREATED IN FILE MH5

                  RERUN WITH NEW COMPONENT

DASH/A 09 MAR 93 64 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

GOLF/L 05 OCT 93 2 L-NUMBERS

                  TRAINING WITH THE DRIVER



GOOD/A 17 JUN 93 28 ANSWERS IN FILE REGISTRY

IBOGAM/A 26 FEB 93 53 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

METAL/L 05 MAR 93 1 L-NUMBER

METALS/L 05 MAR 93 4 L-NUMBERS

NCOMPDS/Q 30 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE BEILSTEIN

                  RXN STUDY

RING4/A 25 FEB 93 7045 ANSWERS

                  4575 ANSWERS IN FILE MDF

                  2470 ANSWERS IN FILE ASMDATA

STEEL/Q 25 FEB 93 QUERY CREATED IN A MULTIFILE ENVIRONMENT

USTOYOTA/A 29 JUL 93 499 ANSWERS IN FILE JPNEWS

Using Saved Items 

All saved items are automatically retained in your long-term storage. To use them in a session, used 
the ACTIVATE command. Refer to the ACTIVATE section for more information or enter HELP 
ACTIVATE at an arrow prompt (=>). Only items saved on the login ID are kept in your storage. Only 
someone logged in on this login ID can display the saved items.

Removing Saved Items 

Items kept in long-term storage are assessed a low monthly fee. To remove an item from storage, use 
the DELETE command. Refer to the DELETE section for more information or enter HELP DELETE at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

 



SAVE

Saving Temporarily 

If a saved item is only needed for up to 7 days, enter SAVE TEMP at an arrow prompt (=>). The item is 
kept in your long-term storage for 7 days and then is automatically deleted from storage by the system. 
No storage fees are incurred. You must enter TEMP in the command line. You are not prompted for 
this information.

To save a query temporarily with a title 

=> sav l4 title temp

ENTER NAME OR (END):bronze/q

ENTER TITLE (NONE):rerun with new component 

Adding a Title 

You may add a title to help identify your saved item. The title is displayed each time you view a list of 
saved items and when you activate the item for use in the current session. Enter SAVE TITLE at an 
arrow prompt (=>). You are then prompted for the text of the note. Enter up to 40 characters of text. 
You must enter TITLE on the same command line as SAVE. You are not prompted for this information. 

Changing what is Saved 

If the name you specify is a name you have already used, the system warns you that the name is in 
use and offers the option of replacing what is stored under that name. If you want to replace the 
definition, enter Y to the prompt. If you do not want to change the definition, enter N. This ends the 
SAVE command. Reenter the command and use a new name. 

If the name you specify has been assigned to a saved item in another part of your storage, the system 
indicates that you cannot use the name because it is already in use for another type of saved item and 
returns you to the arrow prompt (=>).

To change the definition in a saved item 

=> sav l4 weld/q

'WELD/Q' IN USE

REPLACE OLD DEFINITION? Y/(N):y



 



SAVE

Saving an Answer Set 

Command format: SAVE [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/A

         SAV [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/A (Expert version)

An answer set must be saved in the file where it was created. If you are unsure where it was created, 
enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>). To save an answer set, enter SAVE followed by the 
L-number of the answer set to save, and a user-defined name at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file in 
which the answer set was created. Append /A to the name. The answers in the answer set and the 
query that was searched are permanently saved. The saved answer set is assessed a low monthly fee 
for storage. The storage fee is the same no matter how many answers are in the answer set or from 
what file the answers are retrieved. Up to 100 different answer sets and 100,000 answers may be 
permanently saved in your long-term storage. As you reach or exceed either limit, a warning message 
is displayed when you issue the SAVE command. To avoid exceeding the limit, use the DELETE 
command to remove answer sets. Refer to the DELETE command section for more information on 
DELETE or enter HELP DELETE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To save an answer set 

=> file detherm

=> s fiber

L2 3 FIBER

=> save

ENTER L#, L# RANGE, ALL, OR (END):l2

ENTER NAME OR (END):optics/a

ANSWER SET 'L2' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'OPTICS/A'

Using a Saved Answer Set 

To bring a copy of a saved answer set from long-term storage into the current online session, use the 
ACTIVATE command. For more information, refer to the ACTIVATE section or enter HELP ACTIVATE 
at an arrow prompt (=>).

To bring a copy of a saved answer set into the current session 



=> file detherm

=> activate optics/a

L3 3 SEA FILE=DETHERM FIBER

To use an activated answer set in the current session 

=> dis ti

L3 ANSWER 1 OF 3 COPYRIGHT 1993 DECHEMA/FIZC

Title (TI): APPLICATION OF ACTIVATED CARBON

         ***FIBER*** FABRICS TO ELECTRODES OF

         RECHARGEABLE BATTERY AND ORGANIC

         ELECTROLYTE CAPACITOR

 



SAVE

Seeing a List of Saved Answer Sets 

To see the answer sets you have saved in your account, enter DISPLAY SAVED/A at an arrow prompt 
(=>). All saved answer sets are listed alphabetically by name, along with the date they were created, 
the number of answers saved, the files the answers are from, and the titles if created.

To see only a specific saved answer set, enter DISPLAY name/A (name is the name you assigned in 
the SAVE command). The name of the saved answer set, the date it was created, the number of 
answers saved, the file the answers are from, and any assigned title are displayed.

To see what answer sets you have stored on your account 

=> display sav/a

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ASPIRIN/A 30 JUL 93 4737 ANSWERS

                  454 ANSWERS IN FILE BIOSIS

                  4281 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE CHEMLIST

                  1 ANSWER IN FILE RTECS

DASH/A 09 MAR 93 64 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

GOOD/A 17 JUN 93 28 ANSWERS IN FILE REGISTRY

IBOGAM/A 26 FEB 93 53 ANSWERS IN FILE CA

RING4/A 25 FEB 93 7045 ANSWERS

                  4575 ANSWERS IN FILE MDF

                  2470 ANSWERS IN FILE ASMDATA

USTOYOTA/A 29 JUL 93 499 ANSWERS IN FILE JPNEWS

To see the definition of a saved answer set 



=> dis good/a

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE

-------------- --------- -------------------------------

GOOD/A 17 JUN 93 28 ANSWERS IN FILE REGISTRY

 



SAVE

Saving Answer Sets Temporarily 

You may save answer sets temporarily. Enter SAVE TEMP at the arrow prompt (=>). The L-number 
answer set is saved up to 7 days, then automatically deleted from your long-term storage. There are no 
storage charges for temporarily saved items.

Adding a Title 

To add a title to help identify your saved answer set, enter SAVE TITLE at an arrow prompt (=>). At the 
system prompt, enter up to 40 characters of text. This title is stored with the answer set and is 
displayed when you display or activate the answer set.

 



SAVE

Deleting Saved Answer Sets 

To delete a single saved answer set, enter DELETE name/A at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file where it 
was saved. To delete all saved answer sets, enter DELETE SAVED/A at an arrow prompt(=>). Refer to 
the DELETE section for more information.

To delete a saved answer set 

=> del optics/a

DELETE OPTICS/A? (Y)/N:y 

To delete all saved answer sets 

=> del saved/a

DELETE ALL SAVED ANSWER SETS FOR THIS LOGINID? (Y)/N:y

 



SAVE

Saving Crossover Search Answer Sets 

A REGISTRY File answer set may be used as a search profile in another STN file. When the L-number 
REGISTRY answer set is searched, the CAS Registry Numbers in the REGISTRY L-number are 
searched. Also, any associated deleted (DR), replacing (RR), preferred (PR), and alternate (AR) 
numbers are included in the search. This type of search is called a crossover search. Refer to the 
Crossfile Searching section in the Additional Search Features chapter for more details or enter HELP 
CROSSOVER at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file where you are searching the REGISTRY answer set. 

When you save the answer set created by the crossover search, the answers are saved but the CAS 
Registry Numbers that formed the query are not saved. Only the original REGISTRY File query is 
saved, not the CAS Registry Numbers that were the result of the search of the query. 

To retrieve the saved answer set, use the ACTIVATE command. The answer set contains records with 
CAS Registry Numbers that matched the Registry Numbers in the crossed over REGISTRY answer 
set. 

If you want to save the CAS Registry Numbers that made up the query, save the REGISTRY File 
answer set in the REGISTRY File.

To search the REGISTRY File to find CAS Registry Numbers to use as search terms in other 
STN files 

=> file registry

=> s aspirin

L1 45 ASPIRIN

To crossfile search a REGISTRY File answer set in another STN file 

=> fil ca

=> s l1

L2 9575 L1

To save the results of a REGISTRY crossover search 

=> save asp/a

ENTER L#, L# RANGE, ALL, OR (END):l2



ANSWER SET 'L2' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'ASP/A'

To bring up a saved answer set created from a crossfile search from REGISTRY 

=> fil ca

=> act asp/a

L3 (...............45) SEA FILE=REGISTRY ASPIRIN

L4 9575 SEA FILE=CA L3

To display answers from a crossover search 

=> dis hit l4 2 

L4 ANSWER 2 OF 9575 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

IT ***50-78-2*** , Aspirin

         (tablets, double-layered, stability and stomach irritation from)

 



SAVE

Saving an L-Number List 

Command format: SAVE [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/L

         SAV [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/L (Expert version)

You may save the queries in L-numbers in any STN file. To save an L-number list, enter SAVE 
followed by the L-numbers to be saved and the name with /L appended. The list is permanently saved 
in your long-term storage until you delete it. Permanently saved L-numbers are charged a low monthly 
storage fee. The fee is the same, regardless of how many L-numbers make up the list. Up to 100 L-
number lists may be saved. If you reach or exceed this limit, a warning message displays. To avoid 
exceeding the limit, use the DELETE command to remove saved L-number lists. Refer to the DELETE 
command section for more details. 

To save the current session 

=> save

ENTER L#, L# RANGE, ALL, OR (END):all

ENTER NAME OR (END):metals/l

L# LIST 'L1-L4 HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'METALS/L'

To bring a copy of a saved L-number list into the current online session 

=> act golf/l

TITLE: TRAINING WITH THE DRIVER

L6 ( 483) SEA FILE=IFIUDB GOLF AND TRAIN?

L7 ( 19) SEA FILE=IFIUDB L6 AND (WOOD# OR DRIVER#)

To use an activated list in the current session 

=> s l7 and device#

         5552 GOLF

         29509 TRAIN?



         13401 WOOD#

         20928 DRIVER#

         419876 DEVICE#

L8 17 L7AND DEVICE#

 



SAVE

Specifying L-Numbers 

An L-number list specified in the SAVE command may include a single L-number, a range of L-
numbers, or ALL L-numbers in your current online session. The following options are available:

L1- save the queries in all L-numbers in the current session

Ln save the query in Ln (n is a number from 1 to 199)

Ln-Lm save the queries in Ln, Lm, and all intervening L-numbers

Ln- save the queries in Ln and all L-numbers up to and

         including the highest L-number in the current session

-Ln save the queries in L1 through Ln

ALL save the queries in all L-numbers in the current session

 



SAVE

Seeing a List of Saved Lists 

To see the lists you have saved in your account, enter DISPLAY SAVED/L at an arrow prompt (=>). All 
saved lists are listed alphabetically by name, along with the dates created, the numbers of L-numbers 
in the list, and assigned titles.

To see a specific saved list, enter DISPLAY name/L (name is the name you assigned in the SAVE 
command). The name, the date it was created, the number of L-numbers in the list, and any assigned 
title are displayed.

To see the L-number lists you have saved on your account 

=> dis sav/l

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

ALUM/L 25 FEB 93 1 L-NUMBER

GOLF/L 05 OCT 93 2 L-NUMBERS

                  TRAINING WITH THE DRIVER

METALS/L 05 MAR 93 4 L-NUMBERS

 



SAVE

Using Saved Lists 

To retrieve a saved L-number list, use the ACTIVATE command. For more information, refer to the 
ACTIVATE section. Each L-number that was saved is assigned an L-number for the current session. 
All L-numbers may be used as queries, not answer sets, even if they were answer sets in the original 
session.

To see the definition of a saved L-number list 

=> d golf/l

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

GOLF/L 05 OCT 93 2 L-NUMBERS

                  TRAINING WITH THE DRIVER

Saving Lists Temporarily 

To save L-number lists temporarily, enter SAVE TEMP at an arrow prompt (=>). L-numbers are saved 
up to 7 days and then automatically deleted by the system. Temporarily saved L-number lists are not 
charged a storage fee.

Adding a Title 

To include a title that describes or identifies a saved L-number list, enter SAVE TITLE at an arrow 
prompt (=>). Enter your text, up to 40 characters, when prompted.

Deleting Saved Lists 

To delete a single saved list, enter DELETE name/L at an arrow prompt (=>). To delete all saved lists, 
enter DELETE SAVED/L at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer to the DELETE section for more information.

To delete a saved L-number list 

=> del golf/l

DELETE GOLF/L? (Y)/N:y 

To delete all saved L-number lists from your account 



=> del sav/l

DELETE ALL SAVED L# LISTS FOR THIS LOGINID? (Y)/N:y

 



SAVE

Saving a Query 

Command format: SAVE [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/Q

         SAV [TITLE] [TEMP] Ln name/Q (Expert version)

You may save queries in any STN file. You do not have to be in the file where the query was created to 
save it.

To save a query, enter SAVE followed by the L-number and the name with /Q appended at an arrow 
prompt (=>). The query is permanently saved in your long-term storage and assessed a low monthly 
service fee for storage. The fee is the same for each query saved, regardless of the number of L-
numbers that make up the query. You may save up to 500 queries. As you reach or exceed this limit, a 
warning message is displayed. To stay within the limit, use the DELETE command to remove saved 
queries. Refer to the DELETE section for more information.

If the query saved is made up of several L-numbers, all L-numbers are saved. If the L-number specified 
is an answer set, only the query, not the answers, is saved when name/Q is assigned. To save both the 
query and the answers, assign name/A. All saved answer sets include the query that created the saved 
search results. All saved lists include the query of each L-number in the list. 

To save a query 

=> save

ENTER L#, L# RANGE, ALL, OR (END):l11

ENTER NAME OR (END):weld/q

QUERY 'L11' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'WELD/Q'

Seeing a List of Saved Queries 

To see the queries you have saved, enter DISPLAY SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
alphabetical list of names is displayed. The date the query was saved, the file in which it was saved, 
and any titles assigned are included in the table.

To see what defines a particular saved query, enter DISPLAY name/Q (name is the name assigned in 
the SAVE command). The date the query was saved, the file in which it was created, and its title, are 
displayed.

To see the queries you have stored on your account 



=> dis sav/q

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

BRA1/Q 19 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN METALCREEP

                  COPPER

BRONZE/Q TEMP QUERY CREATED IN FILE MH5

                  RERUN WITH NEW COMPONENT

NCOMPDS/Q 30 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE BEILSTEIN

                  RXN STUDY

STEEL/Q 25 FEB 93 QUERY CREATED IN A MULTIFILE ENVIRONMENT

WELD/Q 05 MAR 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE AAASD
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Using Saved Queries 

The saved query name may be used directly in the SEARCH command. If you want to use the L-
numbers instead, activate it. Enter ACTIVATE name/Q at an arrow prompt (=>).

To bring a copy of a saved query into the current session 

=> act weld/q

L5 QUE D/WELD

L6 QUE AIRCRAFT/APP

L7 QUE L5 AND L6

To use a saved query 

=> s weld/q and (propeller# or engine#)

         1 PROPELLER#

         3 ENGINE#

L8 3 WELD/Q AND (PROPELLER# OR ENGINE#)

Saving Queries Temporarily 

To save a query temporarily, enter SAVE TEMP at an arrow prompt (=>). The query is saved up to 7 
days and then automatically deleted by the system. Temporarily saved queries are not charged a 
storage fee.

Adding a Title 

To include a title that describes or identifies a saved query, enter SAVE TITLE at an arrow prompt (=>). 
Enter your text, up to 40 characters, when prompted. This title displays each time you display the 
saved query and when you activate it.

Deleting Saved Queries 

To delete a single saved query, enter DELETE name/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). To delete all saved 
queries, enter DELETE SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer to the DELETE section for more 



information.

To delete a saved query 

=> del weld/q

DELETE WELD/Q? (Y)/N:y 

To delete all saved queries 

=> del sav/q

DELETE ALL SAVED SCREENS, STRUCTURES, AND QUERIES FOR THIS LOGINID? (Y)/N:y 

 



SCREEN

Command function: Create an L-number containing screen numbers 

Command format: SCREEN screen expression

         SCR screen expression (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The screen command is used to create a screen set L-number for use in a 
structure search. It is only valid in some structure-searchable Files. A screen number is a numeric code 
for a structural feature.

Screen numbers and their definitions are found in the Screen Dictionary, 2nd Edition. For detailed 
information on using screens, refer to the Building and Searching Structures on STN manual, 
Introduction to the Screen Dictionary, and the search aid, Adding Screens to Structure Searching.

To create a screen set, first enter a structure-searchable file that allows the use of the SCREEN 
command. Enter SCREEN followed by the screen number at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. An L-
number is created. The L-number is usually used in combination with a structure query L-number in 
either the QUERY or SEARCH command. For detailed information on adding screens to a structure 
search profile, refer to the Building and Searching Structures on STN manual.

For information about the SCREEN command while online, enter HELP SCREEN at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To create an L-number screen set 

=> screen

ENTER SCREEN EXPRESSION OR (END):2043

L1 SCREEN CREATED

 



SCREEN

Combining Screen Numbers with AND Logic 

The screen expression used in the SCREEN command may be a single screen number or multiple 
screen numbers combined with AND OR Boolean operators. If no Boolean operator is placed between 
screen numbers, AND is assumed. For example, SCREEN 324 290 is executed as if you had entered 
SCREEN 324 AND 290.

To create an L-number screen set with screen numbers combined with AND logic

=> screen 2043 2077

L2 SCREEN CREATED

Combining Screen Numbers with OR Logic 

If you want the screen expression to contain multiple screen numbers combined with OR logic, enter 
OR between each number.

To create an L-number screen set with screen numbers combined with OR logic

=> screen 2050 or 2049 or 2048 or 2053 or 2052 or 2043 or 2054

L3 SCREEN CREATED

Combining Screen Numbers with AND and OR Logic 

Parentheses may not be used within the screen expression. If both AND and OR are present in the 
expression, AND is executed first, followed by OR, from left to right. For example, SCREEN 324 AND 
290 OR 305 AND 22 OR 290 AND 289 is executed as if you entered (324 AND 290) OR (305 AND 22) 
OR (290 AND 289). If the query requires parentheses in order to be executed correctly, create 
separate screen L-numbers and combine them in QUERY or SEARCH.

To create an L-number screen set with screen numbers combined with AND and OR logic

=> scr 2039 and 2041 or 2040 and 2079

L1 SCREEN CREATED

To create a screen expression that requires parentheses to be executed with the proper logic

=> scr 2040



L1 SCREEN CREATED

=> scr 2045 or 2047

L2 SCREEN CREATED

=> que l1 and l2

L3 QUE L1 AND L2

Combining Screen Numbers with NOT Logic 

You may not use the NOT operator within a screen expression. If NOT logic is required, create screen 
L-numbers and combine them with NOT logic in QUERY or SEARCH.

For more information refer to the Building and Searching Structures on STN manual.

To combine screen expressions with NOT logic using QUERY

=> scr 2043 2077

L1 SCREEN CREATED

=> scr 2078

L2 SCREEN CREATED

=> query

ENTER LOGIC EXPRESSION OR (END):l1 not l2

L3 QUE L1 NOT L2

 



SCREEN

Combining Screen Numbers with Structures 

Combine the L-number created with the SCREEN command with L-numbers of structure queries in 
QUERY and SEARCH. When combined with structure L-numbers, AND and NOT logic are permitted 
between the structure L-number and the screen L-number. You may not use OR logic between the 
structure L-number and screen L-number.

When creating a query that uses parentheses, structures may only be grouped with structures and 
screens with screens within a set of parentheses. It is not possible to combine a structure L-number 
with a screen L-number within a set of parentheses. If parentheses within the search profile are 
required for proper logical execution of the search, separate searches must be executed. Then 
combine the answer sets with the required logic.

To combine screen expressions and structure queries in SEARCH 

=> str

.

.

.

L1 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> scr 2043 and 2127

L2 SCREEN CREATED

=> scr 2078 or 2049

L3 SCREEN CREATED

=> s l1 and l2 not l3

.

.

. 



To combine a screen set with one structure query but not another 

=> str

.

.

.

L1 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> str

.

.

.

L2 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> scr 2127

L3 SCREEN CREATED

=> s (l1 and l3) not l2

SCREENS AND STRUCTURES MUST BE GROUPED

=> s l1 and l3 full

FULL SEARCH INITIATED 10:53:26

FULL SCREEN SEARCH COMPLETED - 10 TO ITERATE

100.0% PROCESSED 10 ITERATIONS 10 ANSWERS

SEARCH TIME: 00.00.03

L4 10 SEA SSS FUL L1 AND L3

=> s l2 ful

FULL SEARCH INITIATED 10:54:48



FULL SCREEN SEARCH COMPLETED - 116 TO ITERATE

100.0% PROCESSED 116 ITERATIONS 37 ANSWERS

SEARCH TIME: 00.00.05

L5 37 SEA SSS FUL L2

=> s l4 not l5

L6 8 L4 NOT L5

 



SCREEN

Using Screens in BATCH 

To use a search profile consisting of a structure query and a screen set in the BATCH command, first 
combine the L-numbers in the QUERY command. Then use the L-number of the query in the BATCH 
command. Refer to the BATCH section for more information or enter HELP BATCH at an arrow prompt 
(=>) in a structure-searchable file.

To combine a screen set and structure query in a BATCH search 

=> str

.

.

.

:end

L4 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> scr 2079

L5 SCREEN CREATED

=> query l4 and l5

L6 QUE L4 AND L5

=> batch

ENTER QUERY L# FOR BATCH REQUEST OR (END):l6

ENTER BATCH REQUEST NAME OR (END):acidsalt/b

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (SSS), CSS, FAMILY, OR EXACT:sss

ENTER SCOPE OF SEARCH (FULL) OR RANGE:full

QUERY 'L6' HAS BEEN SAVED AS BATCH REQUEST 'ACIDSALT/B'



 



SCREEN

Saving Screen Sets 

If there is a set of screen numbers that you use frequently in your structure search profiles, it might be 
efficient to create the screen set and save it for future use. Use the SAVE command to save the screen 
set L-number. Assign a name with a /Q appended. To use the screen set in the current session, include 
the saved name in the search profile or activate the query and use the L-number in the profile. Refer to 
the SAVE section for more information or enter HELP SAVE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To save a screen set for use in a future session 

=> scr 2050 or 2049 or 2048 or 2053 or 2052 or 2051 or 2043 or 2054

L7 SCREEN CREATED

=> sav l7 gmscr/q 

To use a saved screen set 

=> s l4 not gmscr/q

SAMPLE SEARCH INITIATED 11:09:02

SAMPLE SCREEN SEARCH COMPLETED - 29 TO ITERATE

100.0% PROCESSED 29 ITERATIONS 10 ANSWERS

SEARCH TIME: 00.00.09

FULL FILE PROJECTIONS: ONLINE **COMPLETE**

BATCH **COMPLETE**

PROJECTED ITERATIONS: 257 TO 903

PROJECTED ANSWERS: 11 TO 389

L8 10 SEA SSS SAM L4 NOT GMSCR/Q

 



SDI

Command function: Request a search profile be run on the new and/or updated records in a file 
automatically each time the file is updated 

Command format: SDI [TITLE] Ln name/S search-type delivery-method display-format 

         number-of-answers

         No expert version of this command

Aliases: ALERT

         UPDATE

General discussion: The SDI command is used to request that your search profile be run 
automatically on records added and/or revised when the file is updated. The search is executed in the 
file in which you create the SDI. You may request that the search results be mailed to you, delivered 
electronically to an STNmail ID, or saved online in your long-term storage. If you choose to have the 
search results mailed or delivered electronically, you must specify the format of the answers and the 
maximum number of answers to be delivered with each run. If the search profile is a structure search, 
you must specify the search type. 

You may need to use special search features when developing your search profiles. To see file-specific 
information on SDI searching, enter HELP UPDATE/SDI at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. To see 
information on the latest updates to a file enter NEWS FILE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 

The request for automatic current-awareness searching of a search profile is made in the file where the 
current-awareness searches are to run. Enter SDI followed by the L-number of the search profile at an 
arrow prompt (=>) in the file. You are prompted for the information needed to process the SDI request.

For online information on how to create an SDI, enter HELP SDI at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see information on recent updates to a file 

=> news file

NEWS FILE Aug 18 Recent additions to the OCEAN File

Recent Additions Entry Date (ED)

Aug 18, 1993 930818

Jun 8, 1993 930608



May 3, 1993 930503

Mar 4, 1993 930304

Feb 23, 1993 930223

Dec 22, 1992 921222

The OCEAN File currently contains 245,959 records. The file is updated every two months.

OCEAN (Oceanic Abstracts) is a bibliographic database from Cambridge Scientific Abstracts that 
contains information on all topics related to seas. It focuses on ships and shipping, marine biology and 
physical oceanography, and environmental, technological, and legislative topics related to marine and 
brackish water environments.

To retrieve only new references, use the ED (Entry Date) rather than the UP (Update) field in current 
awareness searches. Entry date is generated when new records are added to the file, whereas the 
update date is generated not only when a new reference is added to the file but also when 
supplementary information is added to an existing reference.

To request an automatic current-awareness search 

=> sdi

ENTER QUERY L# FOR SDI REQUEST OR (END):l3

ENTER UPDATE FIELD CODE (UP) OR ?:up

ENTER SDI REQUEST NAME OR (END):navallaw/s

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE), ONLINE, OR EMAIL:online

QUERY 'L3' HAS BEEN SAVED AS SDI REQUEST 'NAVALLAW/S'
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Specifying the Query 

Use the L-number of a search profile that you have already created to define the SDI query. The L-
number may be created using SEARCH, QUERY, STRUCTURE, or SCREEN. Only one L-number may 
be used. If the search profile has been saved, activate it and use the L-number assigned. Refer to the 
section on ACTIVATE for more information on this command or enter HELP ACTIVATE at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

Naming the SDI Request 

Assign a name to the SDI profile. The name must begin with a letter, have 1 to 12 characters, contain 
only letters (A-Z) and/or numbers (0-9), and end in /S.

Specifying Method of Delivery 

You must specify how you want the results of the current-awareness search delivered. Your choices 
include having them placed in your long-term storage, mailed to you, or delivered to an electronic 
mailbox.
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Specifying Update Information 

Each STN file has its own schedule for updating the information in the database. In some files, SDIs 
are based on the update date (UP) and some use the entry date (ED). You are prompted for which 
date should be used. The default is the choice made by the database producer. You may override the 
default by entering either date code. Allow the prompt within the command to guide you as to which 
date should be used. If you do not understand the choices, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt. 

To request an SDI be executed on new and revised records added to the file 

=> sdi

ENTER QUERY L# FOR SDI REQUEST OR (END):l1

ENTER UPDATE FIELD CODE (UP) OR ?:?

Enter "ED" if you want your SDI profile run only on new records added

to the file. Enter "UP" if you want your profile run on both new and

updated records.

ENTER UPDATE FIELD CODE (UP) OR ?:up

ENTER SDI REQUEST NAME OR (END):news/s

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE), ONLINE, OR EMAIL:online

QUERY 'L1' HAS BEEN SAVED AS SDI REQUEST 'NEWS/S'

Highlighting Hit Terms 

If you want the terms that match your search profile, highlighted in the answers, answer Y (the default) 
to the prompt for highlighting. If the hit term occurs in a field that has highlighting, it will be preceded 
and followed by three asterisks, ***term***. To see what fields have highlighting enter HELP 
HIGHLIGHT at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.
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Adding a Title 

Command format: SDI TITLE Ln name/S search-type delivery-method display-format number-of-
answers 

If you wish to enter a short description for the SDI request, enter SDI TITLE at an arrow prompt (=>) in 
the file. You are then prompted to enter your title, which appears each time you display or activate the 
item. This title also appears on offline prints or electronic deliveries. You may enter up to 40 characters 
after the prompt. You must remember to include TITLE with SDI on the command line when you want 
to add the descriptive title. The system does not automatically prompt you for a title during the 
execution of SDI. 

To add a title to an SDI 

=> sdi title

ENTER QUERY L# FOR SDI REQUEST OR (END):l8

ENTER SDI REQUEST NAME OR (END):triacid/s

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (SSS), CSS:css

ENTER TITLE (NONE):alert r&d if substance found

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE), ONLINE, OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY - CHEMISTRY DPT.

                           COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? (N)/Y:n

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:cbib hit

ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HITS TO BE PRINTED PER RUN (100):100

QUERY 'L8' HAS BEEN SAVED AS SDI REQUEST 'TRIACID/S'
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Saving SDI Answers Online 

Command format: SDI ONLINE [Title] Ln name/S search-type 

After the SDI profile has been defined and named, you must specify how the results of the search are 
to be delivered, i.e., online to your long-term storage, offline and mailed to you, or mailed to an 
electronic mail ID. To have the search results placed in the longterm storage on your account, enter 
SDI ONLINE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 
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Displaying a List of SDI Online Search Results 

When you specify that the SDI answers are to be delivered online to your long-term storage, the results 
of the search are saved in an answer set with the same name as the SDI, with a run number and /A 
appended in place of the /S. Each time the SDI search executes, a new answer set is created and 
placed in your long-term storage, even if no answers are found. To see what SDI answer sets have 
been saved, enter DISPLAY SAVED/A at an arrow prompt (=>), which lists all answer sets saved on 
your account, including the SDI search results. This list gives the name of the saved answer set, the 
date it was created, the number of answers in the set, and the file in which the answer set is located. If 
the search did not complete, a diagnostic title is displayed with the name, explaining the problem. The 
name assigned may be shortened as the run numbers are added because the name cannot exceed a 
12 character limit. 

If the number of answers retrieved from the SDI search causes the total number of saved answers in 
long-term storage to exceed the allowable limit (100,000), the system limits are automatically 
overridden and the answer set is saved. No other answer sets may be saved online until the total 
number of saved answers is reduced to less than 100,000. Other BATCH and SDI answer sets are 
saved, even if the limit is exceeded. 

To see a list of saved answer sets including SDI search results saved online 

=> d sav/a

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

CONSERVATI11/A 15 MAR 93 2 ANSWERS IN FILE CIN

CONSERVATI12/A 22 MAR 93 1 ANSWER IN FILE CIN

CONSERVATI13/A 29 MAR 93 2 ANSWERS IN FILE CIN

CONSERVATI14/A 05 APR 93 3 ANSWERS IN FILE CIN

.

.

.
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Displaying Answers 

To display the SDI search results stored online, you must be in the file that was searched. Then enter 
ACTIVATE name##/A (name## is name assigned in the SDI command followed by the run number 
assigned by the system) at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. L-numbers are assigned to the query and 
to the answer set. Enter DISPLAY Ln (Ln is the L-number assigned to the answer set) at an arrow 
prompt (=>). Refer to the DISPLAY Ln section for more information or enter HELP DISPLAY L# at an 
arrow prompt (=>). 

To see answers to an SDI search 

=> fil cin

=> act conservati11/a

L1 QUE RECOVERY ACT

L2 2 SEA FILE=CIN L30 AND 930312/ED

=> dis ti hit

L2 ANSWER 1 OF 2 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

TI Underground injection control program; hazardous waste disposal

         injection restrictions; petition for exemption - class I hazardous

         waste injection Gilbraltar Chemical Resources, Inc., Winona, TX

AB On Feb. 5, 1993, EPA Region 6 denied a petition, submitted by

         Gibraltar Chemical Resources, Inc., for an exemption for one of its

         Class I hazardous waste injection wells (WDW-229) to the land

         disposal restrictions of the Resource Conservation and

         ***Recovery*** ***Act*** (RCRA). As a result of the denial,

         Gibraltar is legally prohibited from injecting restricted hazardous



         waste through that well. The action was effective Feb. 5, 1993.
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Sending Offline Prints of SDI Search Results 

Command format: SDI OFFLINE [TITLE] Ln name/S search-type display-format number-of-
answers 

If you choose to have the answers mailed to you, the system displays the name and address assigned 
to your login ID. If you choose to change this address, the system prompts you for the name of the 
recipient and offers up to 4 more lines to enter the address. You may enter up to 30 characters, 
including blanks and punctuation, per line. If you do not need all five lines, take the default, END, to 
move on to the next prompt. When changing the address, the complete new address must be entered, 
even when portions remain the same as the current address. 

When you request the results to be printed offline, they are delivered to the address specified each 
time the search is executed.

To request an SDI with search results printed offline and mailed to you 

=> sdi

ENTER QUERY L# FOR SDI REQUEST OR (END):l8

ENTER SDI REQUEST NAME OR (END):typ/s

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (SSS), CSS, FAMILY, OR EXACT:css

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE), ONLINE, OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = ABC PRINT SHOP

         13 ELM STREET

         CINCINNATI, OH 45230

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? (N)/Y:n

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (IDE) OR ?:rn str

ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HITS TO BE PRINTED PER RUN (100):100

QUERY 'L8' HAS BEEN SAVED AS SDI REQUEST 'TRIACID/S'



Specifying Display Format 

Each file has a file-specific default format for printing the search results. You may choose any valid 
format or field or combinations of these. To see what display options are available, enter HELP or a 
question mark (?) at the prompt for the format, or enter HELP FORMAT and HELP DFIELD at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file before entering the SDI command. 
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Printing File Background Information 

When answers are mailed, the answer set includes file background information such as the content of 
file and the field codes displayed in an answer. If you do not wish to receive this information with each 
delivery, enter N (the default) to the background. You may enter SDI NOF (no file background) at an 
arrow promptprompt => to suppress the prompt and the delivery.

Specifying Number of Answers 

The maximum number of answers to be printed offline or delivered electronically may be specified. The 
number of answers may be 1 to 5,000, with 100 being the default. Enter the maximum number that you 
want mailed for each run.

To request an SDI with search results printed offline one answer per page and mailed to an 
address other than yours without file background pages 

=> sdi l10 single nof

ENTER SDI REQUEST NAME OR (END):polyapp/s

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE), ONLINE, OR EMAIL:offline

MAILING ADDRESS = CHEMICALS INC.

         SAMUEL GARY

         POB 3210

         COLUMBUS OH 43277

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? (N)/Y:y

ENTER (END) OR NAME:chemicals inc.- susan fellow

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS:p.o.3210

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS:columbus, oh 43277

ENTER (END) OR ADDRESS:end

MAILING ADDRESS = CHEMICALS INC.- SUSAN FELLOW



         P.O.3210

         COLUMBUS, OH 43277

CHANGE MAILING ADDRESS? (N)/Y:n

ENTER PRINT FORMAT (IDE) OR ?:ide

ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HITS TO BE PRINTED PER RUN (100):100

QUERY 'L10' HAS BEEN SAVED AS SDI REQUEST 'POLYAPP/S'
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Delivering SDI Search Results Electronically 

Command format: SDI EMAIL [TITLE] Ln name/S search-type display-format number-of-answers 

If you choose to send the search results electronically, enter SDI EMAIL at an arrow prompt (=>) in the 
file. The system then prompts you for the mail ID. Your own STNmail ID is the default. If you need to 
find another mail ID, enter READ PUBLIC at this prompt. Then enter the name of the intended 
recipient. The system displays the mail ID for your search term and returns you to the ID prompt. Enter 
the appropriate mail ID. Then specify the display format for the answers and the maximum number of 
answers to be delivered. 

When you request the results to be delivered electronically, they are automatically delivered to the 
electronic mailbox specified each time the search is run. Refer to the READ MAIL section for 
information on viewing the answers delivered to your electronic mail box.

To request an SDI with electronic delivery of search results 

=> sdi

ENTER QUERY L# FOR SDI REQUEST OR (END):l4

ENTER UPDATE FIELD CODE (ED) OR ?:ed

ENTER SDI REQUEST NAME OR (END):newowners/s

ENTER METHOD OF DELIVERY (OFFLINE), ONLINE, OR EMAIL:email

ENTER EMAIL ID (1190C):read public

ENTER SEARCH TERM OR (?):blera 

BLERA, BARBARA 7628C

BLERA, RICHARD 3104C

ENTER EMAIL ID (1190C):7628c, ksx88@cas.org.internet

(7628C) BLERA BARBARA

KSX88@cas.org.internet



ENTER PRINT FORMAT (BIB) OR ?:all

ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HITS TO BE PRINTED PER RUN (100):10

QUERY 'L4' HAS BEEN SAVED AS SDI REQUEST 'NEWOWNERS/S'
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Displaying your SDI Requests 

To see what SDI requests you have stored on your login ID, enter DISPLAY SAVED/S. All SDI 
requests on your login ID, the dates they were created, and the files to be searched, as well as any 
titles assigned, are displayed in alphabetical order. 

To see the specifications included in a specific SDI request, enter DISPLAY name/S (name is the name 
you assigned in the SDI command) at an arrow prompt (=>). The date the request was created and the 
file in which it was created are displayed. If the SDI is a structure search, the type of search is given. 
The method of delivery for the search results is shown. If the delivery method is offline, the address, 
print format, and number of answers to be delivered are included. If the delivery method is email, the 
mail ID, display format, and number of answers to be delivers are included.

To see the query in the SDI request, enter ACTIVATE name/S at an arrow prompt (=>). If the query is a 
structure, DISPLAY QUE Ln (Ln is the L-number assigned by the ACTIVATE command). For more 
information, refer to the ACTIVATE and DISPLAY Ln sections. 

Activating the SDI does not cancel the request. It just enables you to see what is being searched each 
time the file is updated. 

To display all SDI requests 

=> d saved/s

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

BEAMS/S 11 FEB 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE OCEAN

CONSERVATION/S 10 MAR 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE CIN

NEWOWNERS/S 11 MAR 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE CIN

POLYAPP/S 08 MAR 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY

RXSSTR/S 27 APR 92 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE CASREACT

TRIACID/S 06 APR 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE MARPAT

                                    ALERT R&D IF SUBSTANCE FOUND

TYP/S 17 APR 92 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE REGISTRY



To display an SDI request 

=> d newowners/s

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

NEWOWNERS/S 10 MAR 93 SDI REQUEST FOR FILE CIN

UPDATE QUALIFIER ED

METHOD OF DELIVERY EMAIL

EMAIL ID 7628C

PRINT FORMAT ALL

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HITS

         TO BE PRINTED 10

HIGHLITHING YES

To display the query in an SDI 

=> act newowners/s

L27 QUE ACQUISI? OR MERG?
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Canceling an SDI Request 

To cancel an SDI request, enter DELETE name/S (name is the name assigned n the SDI command). 
Any request displayed in the SAVED/S list may be deleted.

To cancel an SDI 

=> del beams/s

DELETE BEAMS/S? (Y)/N:y

BEAMS/S DELETED

Changing an SDI 

If you want to change part of the specifications in the SDI, reissue the SDI command using the current 
name. The system indicates that the name is in use and allows you to replace the current definition. 
Enter the correct options at each prompt. These specifications are then stored as the new SDI 
definition.

Searching New or Updated Records 

If you do not wish to run an automatic current-awareness search, you may search the new and updated 
records in the file manually. Use the Entry Date (/ED) or Update Date (/UP) search fields with your 
search terms in the SEARCH command. The /ED field contains the date the record was added to the 
file. The /UP field contains the date the record was added to the file or last modified by addition or 
correction of the data for the record. These are numeric search fields and may be searched using 
numeric operators or ranges. Use the EXPAND command to see the dates in this field. Enter NEWS 
FILE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to see a summary of recent entry dates to the file. Enter HELP 
UPDATE/SDI at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file for file-specific information on these fields. 

To search records new to the file 

=> file cbnb

=> e 930300/ed

E1 323 930221/ED

E2 1339 930228/ED

E3 0 --> 930300/ED



E4 603 930307/ED

E5 872 930321/ED

**** END OF FIELD ****

=> s ici and surfact? and ed>=930300

         10381 ICI

         2186 SURFACT?

         2926 ED>=930300

L1 7 ICI AND SURFACT? AND ED>=930300

To search new or updated records 

=> file biosis

=> s neurotransmit?/ti and conference/dt and up>= 930331

         3198 NEUROTRANSMIT?/TI

         1972667 CONFERENCE/DT

         21800 UP>= 930331

L1 10 NEUROTRANSMIT?/TI AND CONFERENCE/DT AND UP>= 930331
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Command function: Look for information in a database 

Command format: SEARCH logic-expression [RELATION] [STEPS] [RANGE] [TLAN]

         SEA logic-expression [RELATION] [STEPS] [RANGE] [TLAN]

         (Expert Version)

         S logic-expression [RELATION] [STEPS] [RANGE] [TLAN]

         (Expert Version)

Aliases: F

         FIND

         SS

General discussion: The SEARCH command is used to look for information in the database of your 
choice. Selecting a database is an important step in the job of gathering the information you need. 
Refer to the functionality sections of this manual for guidelines on choosing the database and planning 
and executing your searches.

The search profile, i.e, the query, may contain a single term or multiple terms. The search term may be 
alphanumeric or numeric. A structure may also be the search query. Structure searching is not 
discussed in this chapter. For information on structure searching, refer to the manual Building and 
Searching Structures on STN.

To use this command, first enter the file you want to search. Then enter SEARCH followed by the 
search profile at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. The search profile depends on the information you 
need. The query may be a single term or multiple terms combined with Boolean logic, proximity 
operators, and numeric operators. The term may be completely defined or may have truncation 
symbols. For general information on formulating a profile, see the section on Search Logic. If you need 
assistance in developing your query, contact your Help Desk. Enter HELP DESK at an arrow prompt 
(=>) to see the contact information.

The search profile may contain an L-number from the current session, E-numbers from an EXPAND or 
SELECT command, and/or a saved query name.

For information on the SEARCH command while online, enter HELP SEARCH at an arrow prompt (=>).
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Searching in the Basic Index 

To execute the simplest search, enter SEARCH and a term. When the term is not followed by a search 
field, the search is conducted in the default search index of the file, in most files, the Basic Index. The 
Basic Index contains single words from many fields. Frequently, CAS Registry Numbers and molecular 
formulas are also searchable in the Basic index. To see what fields are searched in the Basic Index, 
enter HELP CONTENT at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 

When the search is completed, the answers are placed in an L-number answer set. 

To search for a single term in the default index 

=> file napralert 

=> search

ENTER LOGIC EXPRESSION, QUERY NAME, OR (END):apple

L1 113 APPLE

To see fields that make up the Basic Index of a file 

=> help content 

You are currently in the NAPRALERT (NATural PRoducts ALERT) File. The NAPRALERT File contains 
bibliographic and factual data on natural products, including information on the pharmacology, 
biological activity, taxonomic distribution, ethno-medicine, and chemistry of plant, microbial, and animal 
(including marine) extracts. In addition, the file contains data on the chemistry and pharmacology of 
secondary metabolites that are derived from natural sources and that have known structure.

.

.

.

The Basic Index contains single words from the following fields: Title (TI), Chemical Name (CN), 
Geographical Term (GT), Organism (ORGN), Classification Code (CC), Chemical Class Identifier (CI), 
Type of Study (STY), CAS Registry Numbers, and pharmacological data such as extract, mode of 
administration, test species, dose information, qualitative assessment, quantitative result, in vitro 
organism, and comments. 



Viewing Search Results 

To see the answers retrieved, use the DISPLAY command. For information on viewing answers, refer 
to the DISPLAY Ln section, the Viewing Search Results section, or enter HELP DISPLAY L# at an 
arrow prompt (=>).
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Searching a Specific Index 

To search for a term in a specific index, text or numeric, enter SEARCH and the term followed by a 
diagonal slash (/) and the search field qualifier. Using a field qualifier enables you to make your search 
more specific. To see a list of valid search fields in the file, refer to the file's Database Summary Sheet 
or enter HELP SFIELD at an arrow prompt(=>) in the file.

To search for a term in a specific search index 

=> s phinney, marianne/au

L3 6 PHINNEY, MARIANNE/AU

Searching in Multiple Fields 

The search term may be qualified with more than one search field. Separate the fields with a comma. 
There is no limit to the number of fields you may specify.

If you want to add a specific search field to multiple terms, enclose the query in parentheses followed 
by the search field code, e.g., S (A OR B)/TI.

When multiple terms are searched, a posting line showing the number of hits for each term searched is 
displayed as the search progresses. Then the answers for the entire logic expression are placed in a 
single L-number answer set. If you do not want to see the intermediate search line, enter SET 
POSTING OFF at an arrow prompt (=>). For more information on this SET command, refer to the SET 
POSTINGS section or enter HELP SET POSTINGS at an arrow prompt (=>).

To search a term in multiple indexes 

=> s nylon/bi,ab

         28575 NYLON/BI

         30132 NYLON/AB

L1 39751 NYLON/BI,AB
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Defining the Query 

The query needs not to be just a single term in the Basic Index or a single term in a specific search 
index. You may create a logic expression, also called the search profile or query, consisting of 
alphanumeric terms, E-numbers from EXPAND and SELECT lists, L-numbers from the current session, 
activated items, and saved query names. Refer to the Search Terms and Search Indexes chapter for 
complete details on the search terms. When the query has more than one term, the terms must be 
linked together by Boolean, proximity, and/or numeric operators. In some search fields, the operator 
that links multiple terms is automatically applied by the system. For example, if multiple words are 
searched in the Basic Index of most files, the (W) operator is automatically inserted between the terms. 
The system automatically includes lines that show the interpretation of your query. If you do not want to 
see the lines indicating the way that the system has interpreted the search, enter SET INTERPRET 
OFF at an arrow prompt (=>). For more information, refer to the SET INTERPRET section or enter 
HELP SET INTERPRET at an arrow prompt (=>). 

For a complete list and explanation of the operators used to define the logic expression, refer to the 
Search Logic chapter. The order of precedence for operators and the use of parentheses to override 
this order are discussed in the Search Logic chapter. While online, enter HELP OPERATORS at an 
arrow prompt (=>) for a list of proximity and Boolean operators. Enter HELP followed by an operator at 
an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to display detailed information on the operator's use in the current file, e.
g., HELP (P). 

To search a query in specific search fields

=> s (missiles or spacecraft)/ct,st

         101 MISSILES/CT

         1686 MISSILES/ST

         204 SPACECRAFT/CT

         1686 SPACECRAFT/ST

L5 1892 (MISSILES OR SPACECRAFT)/CT,ST

         To search multiple search terms in a search field with implied proximity

=> s genetic engineering

         155776 GENETIC



         21566 ENGINEERING

L1 16290 GENETIC ENGINEERING

                           (GENETIC(W)ENGINEERING)

To search a complex logic expression

=> s conform and (nuclear magnetic resonances or nmr)

         2059 CONFORM

         87846 NUCLEAR

         45428 MAGNETIC

         3552 RESONANCES

         24 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCES

                           (NUCLEAR(W)MAGNETIC(W)RESONANCES)

         53277 NMR

L4 20 CONFORM AND (NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCES OR NMR)

To turn off the intermediate postings and the interpretation lines

=> set post off; set interpret off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To search after setting postings off and interpretations off

=> s conform and (nuclear magnetic resonances or nmr)

L3 20 CONFORM AND (NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCES OR NMR)
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Truncating Search Terms 

The system looks for the exact term you enter. You may expand what is searched by using truncation 
symbols. Refer to the Search Terms and Search Indexes chapter or enter HELP TRUNCATION at an 
arrow prompt (=>) for details on truncating terms. The following symbols may be used: 

         Symbol Definition 

         ? indicating any number of characters, including zero, may occur

         # indicating that either one or zero characters may occur

         ! indicating that exactly one character be present

For example, S WOOL? retrieves WOOL, WOOLY, and WOOLEN.

To use truncation to search for any words beginning with your term 

=> s wool?

L6 24 WOOL?

=> dis 4 hit

L5 ANSWER 4 OF 24

NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

.

.

.

Comment(s): USED TO STOP BLEEDING FROM WOUNDS. ***WOOLY***

                  TRICHOMES ARE APPLIED TO WOUNDS..

To search for words with one or zero letters following your term 

=> s rain#



L10 13 RAIN#

=> d 3 hit

L10 ANSWER 3 OF 13 NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

.

.

.

Comment(s): USED TO TREAT ITCHING FEET DURING THE ***RAINY***

                  SEASON. LEAVES ARE RUBBED ON FEET..

To search for terms with any 2 characters within your term 

=> s sulf!!yl

L12 27 SULF!!YL

=> dis hit

L12 ANSWER 1 OF 27 NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

TI ALLIUM CHEMISTRY: SIMPLE SYNTHESIS OF ANTITHROMBOTIC CEPAENES 

         FROM ONION AND DEOXYCEPAENES FROM OIL OF SHALLOT BY

         REACTION OF 1-PROPENETHIOLATE WITH ***SULFONYL*** HALIDES
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Using Left Truncation 

You may also use left truncation by placing a truncation symbol at the beginning of a term. For 
example, S ?WOOD retrieves WOOD, ATWOOD, and DOGWOOD. To use both left and right 
truncation, place a truncation symbol before and after the term. For example, S ?WOOD? retrieves all 
the answers from the previous two examples as well as words such as DOGWOODS. Left truncation is 
allowed only in certain fields. To see what fields in the current file allow left truncation, enter HELP 
SFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 

To use left truncation to search for any words ending with your term 

=> s ?wood

L2 1987 ?WOOD

=> d ti

L2 ANSWER 1 OF 1987 NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

TI TOXINS PRODUCED BY THE ***DOGWOOD*** ANTHRACNOSE FUNGUS DISCULA SP

To use left and right truncation to search for any words with your term as their stem 

=> s ?wood?

L4 2130 ?WOOD?

=> d 14 ti 

L4 ANSWER 14 OF 2130 NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

TI TRITERPENES FROM MUCUNA ***BIRDWOODIANA***

To search for words with 0-2 characters preceding your term 

=> s ##rain

L9 5533 ##RAIN

=> d hit



L1 ANSWER 1 OF 5533 NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

ORGN Class: FUNGUS Family: HYPHOMYCETES Genus: ASPERGILLUS Species:

TERREUS

         Subspecies: ***STRAIN ATCC-20542***

.

.

. 

To find words with exactly 1 character preceding the term 

=> s !rain

L1 514 !RAIN

=> d 7 ti 

L1 ANSWER 7 OF 514 NAPRALERT COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BD. TRUSTEES, U. IL.

TI EFFECTS OF L-DOPA ON THE ENERGY RESERVES IN THE MOUSE ***BRAIN***
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Searching Numeric Terms 

Some of the search indexes contain numeric information. Numeric information may be searched as a 
single value, as a range of values, or for any value above or below a particular value. If you search a 
numeric range, the endpoints of the range are always included in the search.

The numeric operators are:

Operator Definition 

= equal to

< less than

> greater than

=< or <= less than or equal to

=> or >= greater than or equal to

n-m from n through m

The less than (<) and greater than (>) operators may be specified with or without an equal (=) sign. 
When the equal sign is included, the value, as well as any values greater than (or less than) are 
retrieved. When the equal sign is not included, the value retrieved must be strictly greater (or less) than 
the specified value.

Numeric search terms may be combined with other search terms. In the order of precedence, numeric 
operators are executed before either proximity or Boolean operators.

To see what numeric search fields are valid in a file, refer to the file's Database Summary Sheet or 
enter HELP SNUMERIC at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

For more information on searching numeric values, refer to the Searching and Displaying in Numeric 
Files chapter.

To search for a numeric property value within a certain range 

=> s 300-400/mp

L3 21 300 K - 400 K /MP



=> dis 1

L3 ANSWER 1 OF 21 COPYRIGHT 1993 IoM/ASM

Database: MDF/Literature Citations AN: 500-106638

Alloy: In-48Sn

Alloy Class: IN Indium base alloy

Data Type: Measured

Physical Properties

Properties at: 293 K; As received

Density: 7 g/cm**3

Linear Expansion Coeff: 2.40E-05 degK**-1

Melting Point: 390.2 K

To search for a numeric property value greater than or equal to a certain number 

=> s den >=951

L7 1 DEN >=951 G/CM**3

=> dis

L7 ANSWER 1 OF 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 BCI

Database: PLASPEC/Manufacturer's Data AN: 400-13581

Material Class: Thermoplastic

Family Name: High density polyethylene

Trade Name and Grade: Petrothene HD 5903B

CAS Registry Number: 9002-88-4 (Polyethylene)

         Processing/Physical Characteristics

Process Type: Extrusion; Cable extrusion



Density: 9.51E+02 g/cm**3 at ambient temperature

Melt Index: 0.23 g/10 min in machine direction
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Specifying Tolerances 

When searching for a material or chemical substance with a certain numeric property value, it is often 
acceptable for that property value to be within a certain range. If you specify a value, a number that is 
within percentage of that value or plus or minus so many units around the value may be an answer to 
the query. To include a tolerance value, enter SEARCH followed by the value, a plus and/or minus sign 
(+-), the tolerance value, and the property field code. The tolerance may be either an absolute value or 
a percent. The system automatically includes the range allowed by the tolerance in the search. You 
must include the tolerance with the search term. You are not prompted for a tolerance value.

To specify the tolerance for a numeric field for multiple searches, enter SET TOLERANCE at an arrow 
prompt (=>). A set tolerance remains in effect for the entire session or until another SET TOLERANCE 
command is issued. For more information on using SET TOLERANCE, refer to the SET TOLERANCE 
section or enter HELP SET TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt(=>). To set the tolerance permanently, 
enter SET TOLERANCE PERM at an arrow prompt (=>). 

After a tolerance is set, any subsequent QUERY or SEARCH involving a single-valued query that 
contains that search field is automatically be expanded into a range

A unit cannot be specified with the tolerance. The unit that is in effect for the field is assumed. 

To see the tolerance in effect for particular fields, use the DISPLAY TOLERANCE command. Refer to 
the DISPLAY TOLERANCE section for more information or enter HELP DISPLAY TOLERANCE at an 
arrow prompt (=>). 

To search for a material with property value within a certain percentage 

=> s 400 +- 10%/mp

L9 568 400 +- 10% DEGF /MP

=> d

L9 ANSWER 1 OF 568 COPYRIGHT 1993 BCI

Database: PLASPEC/Manufacturer's Data AN: 400-17379

Material Class: Thermoplastic

Family Name: Polypropylene

Chemical Type: Homopolymer



Trade Name and Grade: EF-35

CAS Registry Number: 9003-07-0 (Polypropylene)

Filler: 25% Glass fiber

         Thermal Properties

Heat Distortion Temperature: 210 deg F at 66 psi; 140 deg F at 264 psi

Melting Point: 340 - 380 deg F

Linear Expansion Coefficient: 3.1E-05 in/in*deg F

To set the tolerance allowed for a property value 

=> set tolerance MP=5%

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To search after a tolerance has been set 

=> s 400/mp

L10 254 400 +-5% DEGF /MP
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Specifying Units 

Many numeric fields have default units for their values. When you enter a value in one of these fields, 
the system automatically assigns the default unit. To see the default unit for a property field, refer to the 
file's Database Summary Sheet, NUMERIGUIDE, STNGUIDE, or enter HELP SFIELD at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file. Or, EXPAND a value in the field and the units are displayed with the values in 
the E-number list. 

The valid unit systems on STN are: 

CGS - The centimeter-gram-second system

ENG - Customary U. S. Engineering units

FPS - The foot-pound-second system

MKS - The meter-kilogram-second system

SI - Systeme Internationale (International System), based on the MKS system

STN - Customary units based on the SI system

To search using a unit different from the default, enter SEARCH, the appropriate value and the unit, 
followed by a diagonal slash (/), and the field qualifier. 

You may also set a new unit for multiple searches. Enter SET UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer to 
the SET UNIT section for more information or enter HELP SET UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>). After a 
unit has been set, each search that contains a query containing the set field has the new unit applied to 
the value searched. 

To see units that have been set, use the DISPLAY UNITS command. Refer to the DISPLAY UNITS 
section for more information or enter HELP DISPLAY UNITS at an arrow prompt (=>). 

For more information on searching in numeric property fields, refer to the Searching and Displaying in 
Numeric Files chapter.

To see the default search unit for a field in the current file 

=> fil janaf 

**** START OF FIELD ****



=> e 100/mp 5

E3 0 --> 100 K/MP

E4 1 220.3 K/MP

E5 1 233.7 K/MP

To search using the default unit 

=> s 220.3/mp

L19 1 220.3 K /MP

To search using a unit different from the default 

=> s 375.8 f/mp

L21 1 375.8 F/MP

To set the units for a field for the remainder of the session 

=> set unit fp=degf

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To search a property field after the units have been set 

=> s 248/fp

L1 1 248 DEGF/FP
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Using E-Numbers as Search Terms 

You may use E-numbers that result from the EXPAND or SELECT as search terms in place of the 
words they represent. The terms are automatically included in the search profile. Any term or bound 
phrase that contains a non-alphanumeric character, including a space, is enclosed in quotes. You may 
search a single E-number, a range of E-numbers that combines the terms with OR logic, or multiple E-
numbers combined with Boolean and/or proximity operators. To see the list of E-numbers available, 
enter DISPLAY EXPAND at an arrow prompt (=>).

When an E-number is searched, the field code used in the expand or select list is appended to the 
search term. You can change this field code in the SEARCH command. Append the appropriate search 
field to the E-number, e.g., S E3/TI. 

To see a list of author names 

=> e brown/au

E1 2 BROWDER I W/AU

E2 1 BROWER L P/AU

E3 0 --> BROWN/AU

E4 1 BROWN A/AU

E5 2 BROWN A C/AU

E6 1 BROWN A E/AU

E7 10 BROWN A G/AU

E8 5 BROWN A M/AU

E9 3 BROWN A N F/AU

E10 1 BROWN B/AU

E11 1 BROWN B D/AU

E12 1 BROWN B E/AU



To search E-numbers 

=> s e4-9

         1 "BROWN A"/AU

         2 "BROWN A C"/AU

         1 "BROWN A E"/AU

         10 "BROWN A G"/AU

         5 "BROWN A M"/AU

         3 "BROWN A N F"/AU.f

L5 22 ("BROWN A"/AU OR "BROWN A C"/AU OR "BROWN A E"/AU OR

                  "BROWN A G" /AU OR "BROWN A M"/AU OR "BROWN A N F"/AU)

To search E-numbers with other terms 

=> s e7 and serratia

         10 "BROWN A G"/AU

         309 SERRATIA

L6 3 "BROWN A G"/AU AND SERRATIA

To see the current E-number list 

=> d exp

E1 1 JOSEPHSOLN/BI

E2 1 JOSEPHSOM/BI

E3 3292 JOSEPHSON/BI

E4 1 JOSEPHSONS/BI

E5 1 JOSEPHSONZERO/BI

E6 1 JOSEPHSTRASSE/BI



E7 1 JOSEPHTOWN/BI

E8 1 JOSEPOHSON/BI

E9 1 JOSEPSHON/BI

E10 6 JOSEPSON/BI

E11 2 JOSESPHSON/BI

E12 1 JOSH/BI

To change the search index of an E-number search term 

=> s e3/ti

L12 2035 JOSEPHSON/TI
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Searching Terms in an L-Number 

You may use SELECT to create an L-number that contains terms extracted from a specified display 
field in the answers in an answer set rather than E-numbers. To have SELECT create an L-number, 
first enter SET TERM L# at an arrow prompt (=>). Then select the terms from the appropriate field 
using the SELECT command. An L-number containing the extracted terms is created. You may then 
search the L-number created by SELECT and the terms contained in that L-number are searched in 
the field from which they were selected. You may search in the same file or enter another file and 
execute the search in that file. To reset the SELECT command to create E-numbers, enter SET TERM 
E# at an arrow prompt (=>). For more information refer to the SELECT section, the SET TERM section, 
or enter HELP SELECT or HELP SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>). 

If you want to search the extracted terms in another search field, append the field code to the L-
number, e.g, S L1/PRN. 

To set SELECT to create an L-number 

=> set term l#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To select terms from a display field from all answers in an answer set and place them into an L-
number 

=> sel 1- ap

L2 SEL L1 1- AP : 74 TERM(S)

To search an L-number containing selected terms 

=> fil ca

=> s l2

L3 1 L2

To search an L-number containing selected terms in a search field different from the one 
selected 

=> s l2/prn

L4 2 L2/PRN
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Using L-Numbers as Search Terms 

L-numbers for queries may be used in the SEARCH as search terms command. L-numbers for answer 
sets generated from searches in the current file may be used in another SEARCH command with 
additional terms to refine the search results.

To search a query L-number 

=> query (50-78-2 or 587-98-4)

L9 QUE (50-78-2 OR 587-98-4)

=> query (skin or membrane)

L10 QUE (SKIN OR MEMBRANE)

=> query l9 (l) l10

L11 QUE L9 (L) L10

=> s l11

         9290 50-78-2

         237 587-98-4

         48096 SKIN

         179411 MEMBRANE

L12 148 L9 (L) L10

To use an L-number answer set in the logic expression 

=> s root and metab?

         4632 ROOT

         1423 METAB? 

L7 9 ROOT AND METAB? 



=> s l7 and soil and nutrients

         114858 SOIL

         12260 NUTRIENTS

L8 3 L7 AND SOIL AND NUTRIENTS
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Combining L-Numbers 

You may combine the L-number of answer sets to achieve the proper set of answers from the various 
search results you have produced. To review the L-numbers in the current session, enter DISPLAY 
HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>).

L-numbers may be combined with Boolean and proximity operators.

To combine search results 

=> s (50-78-2 OR 58-08-2 OR 587-98-4)

         9093 50-78-2

         9321 58-08-2

         229 587-98-4

L1 18088 50-78-2 OR 58-08-2 OR 587-98-4) 

=> s l1 (l) (skin or membrane#)

         46164 SKIN

         187207 MEMBRANE#

L2 280 L1 (L) (SKIN OR MEMBRANE#)
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Qualifying Crossover L-Numbers 

In some files, when a REGISTRY File L-number answer set is used as a search term, the L-number 
may be qualified to restrict the search to answers that not only have one or more of the CAS Registry 
Numbers but the Registry Numbers must fit other search qualifications. For example, if the REGISTRY 
L-number is searched in the CA File, you may add a /P to restrict the scope of the search to papers 
dealing with the preparation of the substances contained in the L-number. To see what types of 
qualifiers may be used, enter HELP CROSSOVER at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 

To restrict a crossover search from the REGISTRY File to preparations 

=> fil ca

=> s l6/p

L7 1112 L6/P
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Smart SELECT Searching Terms Extracted from Answers in an Answer Set 

You may use the terms in a display field in all answers in an answer set as search terms. Enter 
SEARCH followed by the L-number of the answer set and the field from which the terms are to be 
extracted. Enclose the field in angle brackets (< >), e.g, S L1<AP>. The selection of the terms is done 
first, automatically. If the L-number was created in a file different from the file being searched, the file in 
which the search was executed is entered. An L-number from SELECT is created and displayed. This 
L-number contains the extracted terms. If you have not set SELECT to create L-numbers with SET 
TERM L#, the lines setting the terms are displayed. If the extraction is processing many answers, the 
percent processed is reported. After the L-number containing the terms is created, the file to be 
searched is entered and the search of the L-number containing the terms is executed. If you want to 
extract the terms from one field and search in another search field, append the appropriate search field, 
e.g., S L1<AP>/PRN. 

To search terms extracted from a display field of all answers in an L-number answer set 

=> file ifipat

=> s medic? waste#

         15821 MEDIC? 

         21071 WASTE#

L1 74 MEDIC? WASTE#

         (MEDIC?(W)WASTE#)

=> file ca

=> s l1<ap>

FIL IFIPAT

FILE 'IFIPAT' ENTERED AT 09:19:01 ON 02 NOV 93

SET TERMSET L#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

SEL L1 1- AP



L2 SEL L1 1- AP : 74 TERM(S)

SET TERMSET E#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

FIL CA

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 09:19:19 ON 02 NOV 93

S L2

L3 1 L2

To search terms extracted from a display field of all answers in an L-number answer set in a 
different search field 

=> s l1<ap>/prn 

FIL IFIPAT

FILE 'IFIPAT' ENTERED AT 09:19:52 ON 02 NOV 93

SET TERMSET L#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

SEL L1 1- AP

L4 SEL L1 1- AP : 74 TERM(S) 

SET TERMSET E#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

FIL CA

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 09:20:01 ON 02 NOV 93

S L4/PRN

L5 2 L4/PRN
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Specifying Specific Answers 

If you only want to extract terms from some of the answers in the answer set, enter SEARCH and the L-
number of the answer set followed by the field to be used and the answer numbers enclosed in angle 
brackets (< >). A single answer number, multiple numbers, a range of numbers, or combinations of 
these may be specified, e.g., S L8<RN 1, 5, 6-8>

Searching Specific Extracted Terms 

In addition to search terms extracted from specific fields, you may specify the character string that the 
term must contain. Enter SEARCH and the L-number answer set followed by a left angle bracket (<), 
the field from which the terms are to be extracted, WITH, and the character string to be matched 
enclosed in quotation marks (" "), and a right angle bracket (>), e.g., S L8<TI WITH "ANTI">. Only 
those terms that contain the string are selected. The character string may contain from 1 to 20 
characters. 

To search terms extracted from a display field of specific answers in an L-number answer set 

=> s medic? waste#

         15821 MEDIC? 

         21071 WASTE#

L1 74 MEDIC? WASTE#

         (MEDIC?(W)WASTE#)

=> s l1 <in 1-10> 

SEL L1 IN 1-10

L2 SEL L1 1-10 IN : 20 TERM(S)

S L2

L3 45 L2

To search terms containing a specific character string extracted from a display field

of all answers in an L-number answer set 



=> s l1 <cs with "medic"> 

SEL L1 1- CS WITH "MEDIC"

L4 SEL L1 1- CS WITH "MEDIC" : 3 TERM(S)

S L4

L5 9 L4
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Eliminating Terms 

You may eliminate terms that contain a character string from the set of search terms selected. Include 
the word NOT before the character string, e.g., S L8<TI NOT "THERMO">.

To search terms without a specific character string extracted from a display field

of all answers in an L-number answer set, in another search field 

=> s l1<icm not "b02">/ics 

SEL L1 1- ICM NOT "B02"

L8 SEL L1 1- ICM NOT "B02" : 45 TERM(S)

S L8/ICS

L9 2108 L8/ICS
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Truncating Terms 

When a term is selected from a field, the complete term is extracted. You may limit the number of 
characters to be selected, truncating the terms. Include LEN n (n is the number of characters to be 
selected), e.g., S L8<AP LEN 2>.

To search truncated terms extracted from a display field of all answers in an L-number

answer set 

=> s l1<icm len 4> 

SEL L1 1- ICM LEN 4

L10 SEL L1 1- ICM LEN 4 : 19 TERM(S)

S L10

L11 127 100 L10

=> s l1<ic len 4>/icm 

SEL L1 1- IC LEN 4

L12 SEL L1 1- IC LEN 4 : 31 TERM(S)

S L12/ICM

L13 182965 L12/ICM
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Using a Saved Query as a Search Term 

To use a query that you have stored in your long-term storage in a logic expression in the current 
session, enter SEARCH name/Q (name/Q is the name you assigned with the SAVE command).

To see a list of saved queries, enter DISPLAY SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). If you want to see 
the terms in the saved query, enter ACTIVATE name/Q at an arrow prompt (=>).

If the query you want to use is part of a saved answer set, enter ACTIVATE name/A (name/A is the 
name assigned with the SAVE command). If you are in a file different from the one in which the search 
was executed, you are given the option to activate the query only. Answer Y to the prompt. Then use 
the L-number assigned to the query in the SEARCH command

To see a list of queries you have saved 

=> d sav/q

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE

GMSCR/Q 06 OCT 93 SCREEN

NCOMPDS/Q 30 JUL 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE BEILSTEIN

                  RXN STUDY

RECYCLE/Q 16 SEP 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE CIN

SALTS/Q 04 MAR 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE REGISTRY

TENS2024/Q 13 OCT 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE ASMDATA

WELD/Q 06 OCT 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE AAASD

To use a saved query in a search profile in the current session 

=> s tens2024/q and wire

         3969 WIRE

L11 9 TENS2024/Q AND WIRE



To see the search terms stored in a saved query 

=> act tens2024/q

L12 QUE 2024/ALLOY AND TENSILE?/FA
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Using Saved Answer Sets as Search Terms 

To use an answer set that you have stored in your long-term storage in a logic expression in the 
current session, you must first activate it. Enter the file in which the search was executed. Then enter 
ACTIVATE name/A (name/A is the name you assigned with the SAVE command). An L-number is 
assigned to the query that was the original search profile and to the answer set. Use either of the L-
numbers in the SEARCH command. To see a list of saved answer sets, enter DISPLAY SAVED/A at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

For more information on these topics, refer to the sections on the

ACTIVATE and SAVE commands.

To use a query in a saved answer set as a search term 

=> fil inspec 

=> act isokinetics/a

ANSWER SET WAS CREATED IN FILE 'CA'.

ACTIVATE QUERY ONLY? (Y)/N:y

L49 QUE COMPENSATION EFFECT# AND ISOKINET? 

=> s l49 and en/la

         24214 COMPENSATION

         796672 EFFECT#

         425 COMPENSATION EFFECT#

                  (COMPENSATION(W)EFFECT#)

         181 ISOKINET? 

         3865254 EN/LA

L50 6 L49 AND EN/LA



To search a saved answer set 

=> fil jpnews 

=> act ustoyota/a

L1 ( 3176) SEA FILE=JPNEWS TOYOTA

L2 ( 750) SEA FILE=JPNEWS L1 AND AMERICA/GT

L3 499 SEA FILE=JPNEWS L2 AND CTR/FS

=> s l3 and nikkan/so

         26485 NIKKAN/SO

L4 232 L3 AND NIKKAN/SO
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Searching in a Thesaurus 

A thesaurus provides a hierarchical and/or relational list of associated terms for a term. By using the 
thesaurus, you may obtain broader, narrower, or related terms for your search term. The online 
thesaurus allows you to find these terms quickly, without having to look them up in the printed 
counterpart.

Not all files or fields have a thesaurus. Fields that have a thesaurus are file-dependent. To see what 
fields have a thesaurus, enter HELP THESAURUS at an arrow prompt (=>) within the current file. If the 
file has a thesaurus, an explanation of the fields that support the thesaurus and the types of additional 
terms the thesaurus contain is displayed. If the file does not have a thesaurus, the system indicates no 
help is available. The file's Database Summary Sheet also includes information on the thesaurus, when 
the file contains one.

If you search in a field that contains a thesaurus, you may find hierarchical/relational terms for your 
term by assigning relationship codes. These relationship codes allow you to define very precisely what 
kinds of terms you want include in the search. You may, for instance, limit your thesaurus terms to 
narrower terms, related terms, broader terms, old or new terms, preferred terms, or any combination of 
these. You may also include all thesaurus terms at once. Typical relationship codes are listed here:

Code Description 

ALL All Associated Terms

AUTO Automatic Relationship (terms automatically assigned)

BT Broader Terms

HIE All Broader and Narrower Terms

KT Keyword Terms (multiword phrases containing the specified keyword term)

NEW New Terms

NOTE Notes associated with Terms

NT Narrower Terms

OLD Old Terms

RT Related Terms (See Also)



STD All Broader, Narrower, and Related Terms

UF Forbidden Terms (Used For)

USE Preferred Term

Valid relationship codes are file-specific. To see the codes for the current file, enter HELP RCODES at 
an arrow prompt (=>) in the file or refer to the file's Database Summary Sheet.

To use a relationship code, enter SEARCH, the term, a plus sign (+), relationship code, and the field 
code for the thesaurus, e.g., S HEART+ALL/CT. Multiple relationship codes may be used. Separate 
them with a comma. A maximum of four codes may be specified. E-numbers may be used in place of 
terms.

If you do not specify a relationship code, the thesaurus capability is ignored and a search for only the 
term specified is executed. 

To search in the thesaurus field for a term without specifying a relationship code 

=> s columbus ohio/ct

L17 10 COLUMBUS OHIO/CT

To search in the thesaurus field using the broader term relationship code 

=> s columbus ohio+bt1/ct

L16 17 COLUMBUS OHIO+BT1/CT (2 TERMS)
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Using an Automatic Relationship Code (Search Relation) 

Command format: SEARCH logic-expression REL=ON/OFF [STEPS][RANGE] [TLAN]

         SEA logic-expression REL=ON/OFF [STEPS][RANGE] [TLAN]

         (Expert Version)

         S logic-expression REL=ON/OFF [STEPS][RANGE] [TLAN]

         (Expert Version)

Files that have a thesaurus may have an Automatic Relationship Code (ARC). The ARC enables each 
SEARCH done in the thesaurus field to use one or more relationship codes automatically, without you 
having to specify it. The ARC is either set on or off by default. To see what fields are included in the 
ARC and the setting for the current file, enter HELP RCODE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file or refer 
to the file's Database Summary Sheet.

If the ARC is set off by default, you may set it on for a single SEARCH command. Enter SEARCH 
RELATION=ON at an arrow prompt (=>). To have ARC on for all searches in the current session, enter 
SET RELATION ON at the arrow prompt (=>).

For more information on the SET RELATION command, refer to the SET command section or enter 
HELP SET RELATION at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To search for a term in a thesaurus field in which the automatic relationship code is set off by 
default 

=> s zaire/gt

L3 836 ZAIRE/GT

To search for a term in a thesaurus field with the automatic relationship code on 

=> s zaire/gt rel=on

L4 836 ZAIRE/GT (2 TERMS)

To set the automatic relationship code on in the current session 

=> set relation on 



To search for a term in a thesaurus field after the automatic relationship code is set on 

=> s zaire/gt

L5 836 ZAIRE/GT (2 TERMS)
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Specifying Language of Terms (Search Tlan) 

Command format: SEARCH term+rcode/field TLAN=iso

         SEA term+rcode/field TLAN=iso (Expert version)

         S term+rcode/field TLAN=iso (Expert version)

Some files use a multilingual thesaurus. In these files, you may specify that the thesaurus relationships 
be presented in any of the available languages valid in the file. When the thesaurus is multilingual, the 
EXPAND list shows the languages in which a term appears. You may specify the language that you are 
most comfortable with as the search language. If you do not specify a language, the terms in all 
languages available are included. To specify the language, enter SEARCH TLAN=iso (iso is the code 
of the language to be used). To set the language for multiple SEARCH commands, enter SET TLAN at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

Refer to the SET section for more information or enter HELP SET TLAN at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To search in a multilingual thesaurus 

=> s brenzkatechin+use/ct

L10 63 BRENZKATECHIN+USE/CT (3 TERMS)

To specify the language to be searched in a multilingual thesaurus field 

=> s brenzkatechin+use/ct tlan=en

'BRENZKATECHIN' NOT IN RELATIONSHIP FILE IN REQUESTED TLANGUAGE

RELATIONSHIP CODE IGNORED

TERM IN RELATIONSHIP FILE IN NON-REQUESTED TLANGUAGE 'DE'

L8 63 BRENZKATECHIN+USE/CT (1 TERM)

=> s brenzkatechin+use/ct tlan=de

L9 63 BRENZKATECHIN+USE/CT (2 TERMS)

To set the thesaurus language for more than one search 



=> set tlan=en

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To search after thesaurus language is set 

=> s brenzkatechin+use/ct

'BRENZKATECHIN' NOT IN RELATIONSHIP FILE IN REQUESTED TLANGUAGE

RELATIONSHIP CODE IGNORED

TERM IN RELATIONSHIP FILE IN NON-REQUESTED TLANGUAGE 'DE'

L11 63 BRENZKATECHIN+USE/CT (1 TERM)
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Limiting Searches to a Range of Data (Search Range) 

Command format: SEARCH logic-expression RANGE [STEPS] [RELATION] [TLAN]

         SEA logic-expression RANGE [STEPS] [RELATION] [TLAN]

         (Expert version)

         S logic-expression RANGE [STEPS] [RELATION] [TLAN]

         (Expert version)

Use the RANGE feature of the SEARCH command to restrict searches to a portion of a file. Ranges 
may be specified using file-specific accession numbers. Some files allow additional RANGE 
parameters. For example, Collective Index Periods, CA Volumes, and CA publication years may be 
used to define the range is a CA File search. To see what is used to define a range, enter HELP 
RANGE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to be searched. To see the formats for the filespecific 
accession numbers, enter HELP ACCESSION at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file 

To execute a range search, enter SEARCH RANGE at an arrow prompt (=>). The system then prompts 
you for the range to be searched.

RANGE formats, where AN1, AN2 are accession numbers for the file being searched, are:

ALL - to search the entire file (default)

(AN1,) - to search from AN1 to the end of the file

(AN1,AN2) - to search from AN1 to AN2

(,AN2) - to search from the beginning of the file through AN2

The scope of the range is enclosed in parentheses. You may include the range in the command line. 
Follow RANGE with and equal sign (=) and the range scope, e.g., SEARCH RANGE=(AN1,AN2). The 
L-number of the answer set does not include the range searched. To see the range, enter DISPLAY 
HISTORY Ln (n is the number of the range answer set).

If you want to execute a series of searches in a given range, enter SET RANGE at an arrow prompt 
(=>). All subsequent searches in the file are executed over the range of data specified. To reset the 
range to the entire file, enter SET RANGE=ALL at an arrow prompt (=>), issue another FILE command, 
or enter SEARCH RAN=ALL at an arrow prompt (=>).



For more information on setting the range, refer to the SET RANGE section or enter HELP SET 
RANGE at an arrow prompt (=>).

For more information on range searching, enter HELP SEARCH RANGE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To search a portion of the file 

=> fil ifipat 

=> s reissue/dt range

ENTER RANGE OR (ALL):(1600000,)

L15 2492 REISSUE/DT

To verify the range searched 

=> dis his l15

         (FILE 'IFIPAT' ENTERED AT 09:09:24 ON 14 OCT 93)

L15 2492 S REISSUE/DT RAN=(1600000,)

To set the range before searching 

=> file ca 

=> set range=(1990,1993)

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To search a portion of the file after the range has been set 

=> s heterocycle?

L1 1942 HETEROCYCLE?

To search the entire file after a range has been set 

=> s heterocycle? ran=all

L18 12922 HETEROCYCLE?
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Assigning L-Numbers to Intermediate Search Steps (Search Steps) 

Command format: SEARCH STEPS logic-expression [RANGE] [RELATION] [TLAN]

         SEA STEPS logic-expression [RANGE] [RELATION] [TLAN]

         (Expert version)

         S STEPS logic-expression [RANGE] [RELATION] [TLAN] (Expert version)

To assign L-numbers to each intermediate posting line in a search, enter SEARCH STEPS at an arrow 
prompt (=>). As the search is executed, an L-number is assigned to each intermediate step. These 
intermediate L-numbers may then be used as search terms in other queries. The postings that display 
with each line indicate the number of hits for that search term. The number of hits is enclosed in 
parentheses. These intermediate answers are not displayable. To retrieve these answers, search the L-
number assigned to that line of the search.

To use the STEPS option throughout a session, enter SET STEPS ON at the arrow prompt (=>). Only 
199 L-numbers can be created in an online session. If you use the STEPS ON option, you may reach 
this limit. When the limit is reached, use the SAVE command to save any L-numbers that you want to 
continue using. Then enter DELETE HISTORY to delete all L-numbers and restart your session at L1. 
After you have reset to L1, activate the items you have saved, and they will again be available as L-
numbers in the current session.

To turn the STEPS option off, enter SET STEPS OFF at an arrow prompt (=>). For more information, 
refer to the SET STEPS section or enter HELP SET STEPS at an arrow prompt (=>).

For information on searching with steps, enter HELP SEARCH STEPS at an arrow prompt (=>).

To create L-numbers for intermediate search steps 

=> s steps (decompn or decompos?) and (food or meat# or fish or dairy product# or milk or 
vegetable# or fruit# or cereal# or bakery product#) 

L9 ( 76032) DECOMPN

L10 ( 59950) DECOMPOS?

L11 ( 66220) FOOD

L12 ( 21655) MEAT#



L13 ( 38363) FISH

L14 ( 7268) DAIRY

L15 ( 294657) PRODUCT#

L16 ( 2268) DAIRY PRODUCT#

         (DAIRY(W)PRODUCT#)

L17 ( 38775) MILK

L18 ( 17207) VEGETABLE#

L19 ( 24090) FRUIT#

L20 ( 10206) CEREAL#

L21 ( 3060) BAKERY

L22 ( 294657) PRODUCT#

L23 ( 2989) BAKERY PRODUCT#

         (BAKERY(W)PRODUCT#)

L24 939 (DECOMPN OR DECOMPOS?) AND (FOOD OR MEAT# OR FISH

         OR DAIRY PRODUCT# OR MILK OR VEGETABLE# OR FRUIT# OR

         CEREAL# OR BAKERY PRODUCT#)

To use L-numbers created with SEARCH STEPS 

=> s l16 not l17

         7473 DAIRY

         303575 PRODUCT#

         2345 DAIRY PRODUCT#

         (DAIRY(W)PRODUCT#)

         39808 MILK



L25 712 L8 NOT L9

To have L-numbers automatically assigned to all intermediate posting lines in a search 

=> set steps on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To search after steps have been set on 

=> s (l9 or L10) and (l18 or l19)

L26 ( 77862) DECOMPN

L27 ( 61704) DECOMPOS?

L28 ( 17706) VEGETABLE#

L29 ( 24828) FRUIT#

L30 179 (L9 OR L10) AND (L18 OR L19)
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Searching in Multiple Files 

On STN, you may search as many as 198 files at one time. The files may be grouped as clusters and 
searched as one file. You may define your own cluster or use clusters defined by STN. To see a list of 
clusters, enter DISPLAY CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). To see the files that make up a cluster, 
enter DISPLAY CLUSTER name (name is the name of the cluster to be displayed). To create your own 
cluster, enter SET CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). For complete information, refer to the SET 
CLUSTER section or enter HELP SET CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To enter a multifile session, enter FILE followed by the names of the files to be searched. Separate the 
names by spaces or commas. Cluster names may be used in the FILE command. Files may be added 
to those in the cluster by entering a the name of the additional files with the cluster name in the FILE 
command. Files may be removed from the cluster by entering a minus sign (-) followed by the name of 
the file to be excluded. You are then placed in each of the files specified. Then use the SEARCH 
command just as you would if you were searching in a single file. Each file is searched. The answers 
found in a single file are placed in an L-number answer set. Additionally, an answer set containing the 
answers from all files is created. 

You may use field codes in the logic expression. Be sure to use search fields that are valid for all files 
being searched. If a field code is not valid in a file, an error message is issued and an answer set of 
zero answers is created. 

For an in-depth discussion of multifile searching, refer to the Multifile Searching chapter or to the 
Multifile Searching User Guide.

To search in multiple files at one time 

=> fil biosis medline

FILE 'BIOSIS' ENTERED AT 15:21:51 ON 14 OCT 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 BIOSIS(R)

FILE 'MEDLINE' ENTERED AT 15:21:51 ON 14 OCT 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)

=> s muscle# (l) expan?

         FILE 'BIOSIS'

         237123 MUSCLE#



         35401 EXPAN?

L1 897 MUSCLE# (L) EXPAN?

FILE 'MEDLINE'

         237235 MUSCLE#

         30525 EXPAN?

L2 939 MUSCLE# (L) EXPAN?

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L3 1836 MUSCLE# (L) EXPAN?

To search files defined by a cluster, adding a file to the cluster definition and removing a file 
from the definition 

=> file fuels hca -ca 

FILE '1MOBILITY' ENTERED AT 15:39:13 ON 14 OCT 93

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.

         .

         .

         .

FILE 'HCA' ENTERED AT 15:39:13 ON 14 OCT 93

USE IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF YOUR CUSTOMER AGREEMENT

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY (ACS)

=> s evalua? (l) alcohol (a) fuels

FILE '1MOBILITY'

         6559 EVALUA?

         345 ALCOHOL



         5928 FUELS

L48 5 EVALUA? (L) ALCOHOL (A) FUELS

         .

         .

         .

FILE 'HCA'

         110877 EVALUA?

         60705 ALCOHOL

         72132 FUELS

L67 3 EVALUA? (L) ALCOHOL (A) FUELS

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L68 501 EVALUA? (L) ALCOHOL (A) FUELS
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Setting an Automatic Search Command 

The SEARCH command is the one command that you probably most often enter. You can have STN 
automatically enter SEARCH at the beginning of any term typed at an arrow prompt (=>). To have this 
automatic SEARCH, enter SET AUTOSEARCH ON an arrow prompt (=>). Then, any time your typed 
statement does not begin with a valid command, the SEARCH command is assumed. To see a list of 
valid commands, enter HELP COMMANDS at an arrow prompt (=>). If you want to stop the automatic 
searching, enter SET AUTOSEARCH OFF at an arrow prompt (=>).

For more information, refer to the SET AUTOSEARCH section or enter HELP AUTOSEARCH at an 
arrow prompt (=>). 

To set an automatic SEARCH command 

=> set autosearch on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To use the automatic SEARCH command after it has been set 

=> oat cereal

         1046 OAT

         1282 CEREAL

L2 2 OAT CEREAL

         (OAT(W)CEREAL)
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Reaching System Limits 

In a single online session, the total number of answers per file must be less than 2 million. If a search 
exceeds this limit, the search cannot be completed and you are notified that the system limits have 
been exceeded. No answer set is created. You must either modify your search strategy or use the 
SAVE command to save any important profiles or answer sets. Then use the DELETE command to 
remove answer sets. For more information on this process, refer to the DELETE section. 

Up to 199 L-numbers may be created in a single session. In order to continue when L199 has been 
reached, you should first save any L-numbers you want to keep. Then enter DELETE HISTORY. This 
resets the L-numbers to L1. Refer to the DELETE HISTORY section for more information. 

Enter HELP LIMITS at an arrow prompt (=>) to see current information on system limits.

To search a highly posted term 

=> s 1993/py and j/dt

         173997 1993/PY

         8128691 J/DT

L69 145732 1993/PY AND J/DT
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Command function: Extract terms from fields in a display record 

Command format: SELECT Ln answers field [HIT] [WITH "string"/NOT "string"] [LEN n]

         SEL Ln answers field [HIT] [WITH "string"/NOT "string"] [LEN n]

         (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The SELECT command is used to extract terms from a specified field in an 
answer set. This allows you to create a list of search terms from the terms found in the database. Each 
term selected receives an E-number. SELECT is also used to create an L-number containing ranked, 
selected terms. Enter SET TERM L# at an arrow prompt (=>). Subsequent SELECT commands result 
in an L-number. To reset SELECT to create an E-number list, enter SET TERM E# at an arrow prompt 
(=>). To verify the setting for SELECT, enter DISPLAY SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>).

To extract terms from an answer set, you must be in the file that was searched. Enter SELECT 
followed by the L-number answer set, the answer numbers, and the field from which the terms are to 
be selected at an arrow prompt in the file (=>). The terms selected may be restricted using various 
options such as HIT to select only hit terms or LEN n to select only the first n characters in the terms. 
These limiting options must be entered on the same line as SELECT. You are not prompted for them.

For information about SELECT while online, enter HELP SELECT at an arrow prompt (=>).

To verify the SELECT setting 

=> d set term

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

TERMSET 'E#' 'E#' 'E#'
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Specifying Answer Set L-Number 

To review what L-numbers are available and the files that contain them, enter DISPLAY HISTORY at 
an arrow prompt (=>). If the answer set is a saved answer set, activate it first. Then use the L-number 
assigned by ACTIVATE in the SELECT command. The default L-number is the last L-number created.

Specifying Answer Numbers 

In a single SELECT command, you may select from a single answer, multiple answers, a range of 
answers, or combinations of these, e.g., SELECT 1,3-5 10. Separate multiple answers by commas or 
spaces. The default is answer number is 1. To select from all answers in the answer set, enter 1-.

To create an E-number list of select terms from an answer in an L-number answer set 

=> fil cschem

=> s vinyl cyclopentane/cn

L1 1 VINYL CYCLOPENTANE/CN

=> select

ENTER ANSWER SET L# OR (L1):l1

ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):1

ENTER DISPLAY CODE (COC) OR ?:co

E1 THROUGH E15 ASSIGNED

To set SELECT to create an L-number 

=> set term 1#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To create an L-number containing terms selected from an answer in an L-number answer set 

=> select

ENTER ANSWER SET L# OR (L1):l1



ENTER ANSWER NUMBER OR RANGE (1):1

ENTER DISPLAY CODE (COC) OR ?:co

L2 SEL L1 1 CO : 15 TERM(S)

Specifying Display Field 

The information in an answer resides in fields. You may specify what field to select. To see a list of 
valid fields, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt for the field code, or enter HELP EFIELDS at an 
arrow prompt (=>) in the file. The default is file-specific. Multiple fields may be specified. Separate the 
fields with a space or a comma.

Seeing Selected Terms 

If an E-number list is created, enter DISPLAY SELECT to see a list of E-numbers. If an L-number is 
created enter DISPLAY Ln to view a table of terms, number of occurrences, number of documents, and 
percent of documents containing the terms.

To see an E-number selected 

=> d sel e1

E1 2 (HP)/CO

To see the term in the L-number that occurs most frequently 

=> d 1

L2 SEL L1 1 CO : 15 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC CO

         1 2 1 100.00 (HP)
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Creating E-Numbers 

By default, each term selected is assigned an E-number. After the terms are selected, a line indicating 
the E-numbers assigned is displayed. To see the list of terms, enter DISPLAY SELECT at an arrow 
prompt (=>). The E-numbers may be used in such commands as SEARCH, QUERY, and DISPLAY. 

If you have set SELECT to create an L-number rather than E-numbers, you may reset it to the E-
number default. Enter SET TERM E# at an arrow prompt (=>). To verify what has been set for 
SELECT, enter DISPLAY SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer to the SET TERM section or enter 
HELP SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>) for more information.

To create the E-number list, enter SELECT, the L-number of the answer set, the answer numbers, and 
the display field. Each term is assigned an E-number. Up to 999 E-numbers may be created. The E-
number contains the term selected followed by a diagonal slash (/) and the field code of the field being 
used. The number of occurrences of the term in the field is counted and the terms are ordered from 
most to least frequent in the list, then alphabetically if the count is the same. Successive SELECT 
commands add E-numbers to the end of previous SELECT list. However, SELECT does replace an E-
number list created by EXPAND, with its own E-numbers. To have continuous E-numbers, use the SET 
EXPAND command. Refer to the SET EXPAND section or enter HELP SET EXPAND at an arrow 
prompt (=>) for more information. 

Multiple fields may be specified. Terms are extracted from each field and the appropriate field code is 
appended. Separate multiple fields by a space or a comma. 

If you are in a multifile session, the L-number of the totaled answer set may not be used to select E-
number terms. Use an L-number of a single file answer set. 

When the E-numbers are used in QUERY or SEARCH, the extracted terms with the field code 
appended are automatically used by the system. If you want a field code other than the one used in 
SELECT, append it to the E-number, e.g., S E1/TI.

To verify the SELECT setting 

=> d set term

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

TERMSET 'E#' 'E#' 'E#'

To create an E-number list of terms extracted from all answers in an answer set 

=> fil ca



=> s medical wastes and py=1993

         13719 MEDICAL

         64561 WASTES

         37 MEDICAL WASTES

                           (MEDICAL(W)WASTES)

         208559 PY=1993

L1 7 MEDICAL WASTES AND PY=1993

=> sel 1- in

E1 THROUGH E7 ASSIGNED

To see E-numbers in the current list 

=> d sel e1-3

E1 2 FUJITA, SANAI/IN

E2 1 FUJIMASU, JIRO/IN

E3 1 FUJIMASU, NOBUHIRO/IN

To use an E-number as a search term 

=> s e1

L2 13 "FUJITA, SANAI"/IN

To search the E-number in a field other than the one selected 

=> s e1/au

L3 13 "FUJITA, SANAI"/AU

To select terms from more than one field 

=> sel 1- icm ics

E8 THROUGH E14 ASSIGNED



=> d sel e8-

E8 4 A61L011-00/ICM

E9 1 A61L002-02/ICM

E10 1 A61L002-04/ICS

E11 1 A61L002-20/ICS

E12 1 A61L002-26/ICS

E13 1 B09B003-00/ICS

E14 1 B02C007-00/ICS
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Saving Terms in E-Numbers 

If you want to save the terms that you you have extracted from the answers in an answer set, create a 
query using the appropriate E-numbers. Then save the query. Enter SAVE name/Q ( where name is 
one of your chosing) at an arrow prompt (=>). Refer to the SAVE section for more information or enter 
HELP SAVE at an arrow prompt

(=>).

To save extracted terms 

=> que e8-14

L2 QUE (A61L011-00/ICM OR A61L002-02/ICM OR A61L002-04/ICS OR A61L002-2

         0/ICS OR A61L002-26/ICS OR B09B003-00/ICS OR B02C007-00/ICS)

=> save l2 waste/q

QUERY 'L2' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'WASTE/Q'
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Changing Selected Terms 

When you select terms, the field code of the selected field is appended to the term. If you want to 
change that code, use the EDIT command. Refer to the EDIT section or enter HELP EDIT at an arrow 
prompt (=>) for more information on using this command.

To edit the selected term 

=> fil registry 

=> s styrene/cn

L7 1 STYRENE/CN

=> sel rn

E1 THROUGH E1 ASSIGNED

=> d sel

E1 1 100-42-5/RN

=> edit /rn /crn e1

=> d sel

E1 100-42-5/CRN

To use the edited E-number 

=> s e1 and nc>7

         34463 100-42-5/CRN

         57635 NC>7

L8 2375 100-42-5/CRN AND NC>7
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Deleting E-numbers 

Up to 999 E-numbers may be created. If you exceed this limit during a SELECT, the system issues a 
message giving the number of the last answer that was completely processed. Create a query using 
the appropriate E-numbers in the QUERY command. Then enter DELETE SELECT at an arrow prompt 
(=>) to delete the current E-numbers. Use SELECT again, starting with the next answer number after 
the last answer completely processed.

To erase the current E-number list 

=> del sel y
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Creating an L-Number 

To have selected terms placed in an L-number, enter SET TERM L# at an arrow prompt (=>). Each 
subsequent SELECT command creates an L-number containing the selected terms. Refer to the SET 
TERM section or enter HELP SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>) for more information. To verify that 
SELECT is set to create an L-number, enter DISPLAY SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>). The L-
number may be used in DISPLAY for statistical analysis of search results. The L-number may be used 
as a set of search terms in other commands such as SEARCH.

To create an L-number containing terms extracted from display fields in answers in an answer set, you 
must be in the file in which the answer set was created. SELECT must be set to create an L-number. 
Then enter SELECT followed by the L-number answer set, the answer numbers, and the field code. An 
L-number line indicating the number of terms selected is displayed when SELECT is complete. The L-
number answer set used in SELECT can contain as many as 50,000 answers. The L-number created 
by SELECT may contain up to 50,000 selected terms. You may have up to 199 L-numbers in a single 
session and up to 200,000 terms in the L-numbers.

If you are in a multifile session, any answer set L-number, including the L-number of the totaled answer 
set, may be used in the SELECT command.

A single answer number, multiple answer numbers, a range of answer numbers, or a combination of 
these may be used. To select from all answers in the answer set enter 1-. 

Multiple fields may be specified. Separate multiple fields with a space or a comma. To see a list of valid 
field codes, enter HELP EFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 

The L-number created by SELECT may be used for statistical analysis. The terms in the L-number are 
ranked by number of occurrences. When you display the L-number, a table listing the terms, the 
number of times each occurs, the number of documents the term occurs in, and the percentage of 
documents that contain the term is displayed. The default is to display the 10 most common terms. 
Refer to the DISPLAY section for more information on the various display options. The L-number may 
also be used in SEARCH. The terms are searched in the field from which they were selected. You may 
search either the same file or another STN file. Refer to the SEARCH section for more information. 

To save the extracted terms in the L-number for use in a future session, enter SAVE name/Q (where 
name is a name of your choosing) at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file where the L-number was created. 
Refer to the SAVE section or enter HELP SAVE at an arrow prompt (=>) for more information. 

To set SELECT to create an L-number 

=> set term l#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED



To verify setting for SELECT 

=> d set term

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

TERMSET 'L#' 'E#' 'E#'

To create an L-number containing extracted terms from all answers in an answer set 

=> file ca 

=> s medical wastes and 1993/py

         13719 MEDICAL

         64561 WASTES

         37 MEDICAL WASTES

                  (MEDICAL(W)WASTES)

         208559 1993/PY

L1 7 MEDICAL WASTES AND 1993/PY

=> sel 1- kw

L2 SEL L1 1- KW : 26 TERM(S)

To see the 10 most common terms selected 

=> d

L2 SEL L1 1- KW : 26 TERM(S)

         TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC KW 

         1 11 6 85.71 MEDICAL

         2 11 6 85.71 WASTE

         3 4 3 42.86 DISINFECTION

         4 3 3 42.86 APP



         5 3 2 28.57 TREATMENT

         6 2 2 28.57 CHLORINE

         7 2 2 28.57 DIOXIDE

         8 2 2 28.57 INCINERATION

         9 2 2 28.57 SAFETY

         10 2 1 14.29 DEODORIZATION

         11 2 1 14.29 LIQ

         12 2 1 14.29 REVIEW

To save the L-number containing ranked extracted terms 

=> save l2 mwastekw/q

QUERY 'L2' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'MWASTEKW/Q'
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Selecting Hit Terms (Select Hit) 

Command format: SELECT HIT Ln answers field

         SEL HIT Ln answers field (Expert version)

Use SELECT HIT to restrict the terms extracted from the display information to terms that match the 
search expression used to create the answer set. The HIT keyword only functions if the answer set was 
created with HIGHLIGHT ON and for fields that have highlighted terms. You must enter HIT on the 
same command line as SELECT. You are not prompted for the information and you may not enter HIT 
at the prompt for the field code. HIT may be used when creating either E-numbers or an L-number. The 
resulting list or L-number contains only the hit terms from the specified field. 

To see information on highlighting, enter HELP HIGHLIGHT at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

To see an answer that contains highlighted terms 

=> d rn

L10 ANSWER 1 OF 980 CA COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

RN 138920-79-3

RN ***138952-55-3***

RN ***138952-56-4***

RN 150600-28-5

RN 122106-78-9

RN 26300-51-6

RN 29405-51-4

RN 150600-29-6

To select hit terms from one answer, as E-numbers 

=> sel hit rn



E1 THROUGH E2 ASSIGNED

=> d sel

E1 1 138952-55-3/RN

E2 1 138952-56-4/RN

To select hit terms from all answers and place them in an L-number 

=> set term l#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> sel 1- hit rn

SELECT IS APPROXIMATELY 41% COMPLETE

SELECT IS APPROXIMATELY 79% COMPLETE

L11 SEL L10 1- RN : 2081 TERM(S)

=> d 1-5

L11 SEL L10 1- RN : 2081 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC RN 

         1 5 5 0.51 114374-63-9

         2 5 5 0.51 62151-83-1

         3 5 5 0.51 80292-08-6

         4 5 5 0.51 92183-65-8

         5 4 4 0.41 114227-08-6
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Selecting Names and CAS Registry Numbers (Select Chem) 

Command format: SELECT CHEM Ln answers

         SEL CHEM Ln answers (Expert version)

Use SELECT CHEM to select the chemical names and CAS Registry Numbers from a record with a 
single SELECT command. When this field is used, /BI is appended to the terms selected. Enter HELP 
EFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to see if the current file supports this option. CHEM may be 
used when creating either E-numbers or an L-number. It may be entered on the same line as SELECT 
or at the prompt for the display code. 

In the Registry File, the Registry Numbers selected with the CHEM option include the CAS Registry 
Number (RN), Alternate Registry Numbers (AR), Deleted Registry Numbers (DR), and Preferred 
Registry Numbers (PR). All names except for CA Index Names are selected with the CHEM option. 

The selected terms may be used for easy crossfile searching in other files that have CAS Registry 
Numbers and chemical names. When searching E-numbers, the search has multiple intermediate lines 
and many lines showing the interpretation of the names, you might want to enter SET POSTINGS OFF;
SET INTERPRET OFF at an arrow prompt (=>) before executing the search. These two set options 
suppress the extra report lines as the search progresses. 

To select, as E-numbers, CAS Registry Numbers and names from an answer 

=> fil registry 

=> s fructosylamphotericin b/cn

L1 1 FRUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B/CN

=> d

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

RN 119829-29-7 REGISTRY

CN Amphotericin B, N-(1-deoxy-D-fructos-1-yl)- (9CI) (CA INDEX NAME)

OTHER CA INDEX NAMES:

CN 14,39-Dioxabicyclo[33.3.1]nonatriacontane, amphotericin B deriv. (9CI)



OTHER NAMES:

CN D-Fructosylamphotericin B

CN ***Fructosylamphotericin B***

CN N-D-Fructosylamphotericin B

CN N-Fructosylamphotericin B

AR 113693-19-9

DR 122330-97-6, 120583-06-4, 118455-96-2, 78107-92-3, 125659-11-2

MF C53 H83 N O22

SR CA

LC BIOSIS, CA, MEDLINE

         .

         .

         . 

=> sel chem

E1 THROUGH E11 ASSIGNED

To see selected terms 

=> d sel

E1 1 113693-19-9/BI

E2 1 118455-96-2/BI

E3 1 119829-29-7/BI

E4 1 120583-06-4/BI

E5 1 122330-97-6/BI

E6 1 125659-11-2/BI



E7 1 78107-92-3/BI

E8 1 D-FRUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B/BI

E9 1 FRUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B/BI

E10 1 N-D-FRUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B/BI

E11 1 N-FRUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B/BI

To search selected terms in another file 

=> file biosis; set postings off; set interpret off 

=> s e1-11

L2 1 (113693-19-9/BI OR 118455-96-2/BI OR 119829-29-7/BI OR 120

         583-06-4/BI OR 122330-97-6/BI OR 125659-11-2/BI OR 78107-9

         2-3/BI OR "D-FRUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B"/BI OR "FRUCTOSYLAMPH

         OTERICIN B"/BI OR "N-D-FRUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B"/BI OR "N-F

         RUCTOSYLAMPHOTERICIN B"/BI)
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Selecting Names 

Command format: SELECT NAME Ln answers

         SEL NAME Ln answers (Expert version)

Use SELECT NAME to select the chemical names from the answers specified. NAME selects the same 
names as SELECT CHEM but does not include the CAS Registry Numbers in the terms selected. /BI is 
appended to the terms selected. All names except CA Index Names are selected. Enter HELP 
EFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to see if the current file supports this option. NAME may be 
used when creating either E-numbers or an L-number. NAME may be entered on the same line as 
SELECT or at the prompt for the display code. 

The selected terms may be used for easy crossfile searching in other files that have chemical names. 
When searching E-numbers, the search has multiple intermediate lines and many lines showing the 
interpretation of the names, you might want to enter SET POSTINGS OFF;SET INTERPRET OFF at 
an arrow prompt (=>) before executing the search. These two set options suppress the extra report 
lines as the search progresses. 

To select chemical names from an answer and place the names in an L-number 

=> file reg

=> s aspirin/cn

L5 1 ASPIRIN/CN

=> set term l#

=> select l5 1 name

L6 SEL L5 1 NAME : 73 TERM(S)

To see a table with first two selected names with field code appended 

=> d 1-2 l6 detail

L6 SEL L5 1 NAME : 73 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC NAME 



         1 1 1 100.00 A.S.A. EMPIRIN/BI

         2 1 1 100.00 AC 5230/BI

To search the selected terms in another file 

=> file cin; s l6 

=> s l6

L7 772 L6

=> d hit

L7 ANSWER 1 OF 772 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

TI Sterling reduces Bayer ***aspirin*** prices

AB Sterling Health USA, the US consumer health products unit of

         Sterling Winthrop Inc., has reduced prices on the 200-count,

         300-count and 365-count bottles of Bayer ***aspirin*** , three of

         the larger-sized packages of the analgesic. The company had

         previously announced the 25 percent reduction to retailers. The

         lower prices will affect new orders for the three ***aspirin***

         products and product already on store shelves, according to

         Sterling.

ST * ***aspirin*** pricing US

         Bayer ***aspirin*** pricing US)

RN 50-78-2 ( ***ASPIRIN*** )
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Restricting the Terms Selected (Select With) 

Command format: SELECT WITH "string" Ln answers field

         SEL WITH "string" Ln answers field (Expert version)

When you select terms, each term in the field specified is extracted. If you want to limit the selection to 
terms that contain a specific character string, enter SELECT WITH "string" (where string is the 
characters to be selected) at an arrow prompt (=>). The string may contain 1 to 20 characters. Only 
those terms that contain the character string are selected. WITH may be used when creating either E-
numbers or an L-number. WITH and the character string must be entered on the same line as 
SELECT. You are not prompted for the information. The character string must be enclosed in quotation 
marks ("...").

The WITH option may not be combined with the NOT option. 

To restrict selected terms to those containing a character string and create an L-number

containing the terms 

=> set term L#

=> sel l1 1- kw with "inciner"

L3 SEL L1 1- KW WITH "INCINER" : 2 TERM(S)

To see the table of selected term displayed in alphabetical order 

=> d 1- alpha

L3 SEL L1 1- KW WITH "INCINER" : 2 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC KW 

         1 2 2 28.57 INCINERATION

         2 1 1 14.29 INCINERATOR

********* END OF L3 *********
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Eliminating Terms from Selection (Select Not) 

Command format: SELECT NOT "string" Ln answers field

         SEL NOT "string" Ln answers field (Expert version)

You may eliminate terms that are selected. Enter SELECT NOT "string". Only those terms that do not 
contain the character string are selected. NOT may be used when creating either E-numbers or an L-
number. NOT and the character string must be entered on the same line as SELECT. You are not 
prompted for this information. The character string must be enclosed in quotation marks ("..."). 

The NOT option may not be combined with the WITH option. 

To eliminate terms from the selection and create an L-number containing the selected terms 

=> sel l1 1- kw not "dis"

L4 SEL L1 1- KW NOT "DIS" : 24 TERM(S)

To see a list of the terms that occur in more than two documents 

=> d dgt 2

L4 SEL L1 1- KW NOT "DIS" : 24 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC KW 

         1 11 6 85.71 MEDICAL

         2 11 6 85.71 WASTE

         3 3 3 42.86 APP
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Specifying Term Length (Select Len) 

Command format: SELECT LEN n Ln answers field

         SEL LEN n Ln answers field (Expert version)

You may truncate the terms selected to a specific number of characters. Enter SELECT LEN n (where 
n is the number of characters of each term). The first n characters of each term is selected. LEN may 
be used when creating either E-numbers or an L-number. LEN and the number of characters must be 
entered on the same line as SELECT. You are not prompted for the information. 

To limit the number of characters in the terms selected 

=> sel l1 1- kw len 9

L8 SEL L1 1- KW LEN 9 : 25 TERM(S)

To see the 6 most common terms 

=> d 1-6 occ

L8 SEL L1 1- KW LEN 9 : 25 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC KW 

         1 11 6 85.71 MEDICAL

         2 11 6 85.71 WASTE

         3 4 3 42.86 DISINFECT

         4 3 3 42.86 APP

         5 3 2 28.57 INCINERAT

         6 3 2 28.57 TREATMENT
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Command function: Create and send a message electronically 

Command format: SEND mailid

         SEN mailid (Expert version)

         (Expert version)

Aliases: TO    

General discussion: The SELECT command is used extract terms from a specified field in an answer 
set. This allows you to create a list of search terms from the terms found in the database. Each term 
selected receives an E-number. SELECT is also used to create an L-number containing ranked, 
selected terms. Enter SET TERM L# at an arrow prompt (=>). Subsequent SELECT commands result 
in an L-number. To reset SELECT to create an E-number list, enter SET TERM E# at an arrow prompt 
(=>). To verify the setting for SELECT, enter DISPLAY SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>).

An electronic mail service is available from STN International in the STNmail File. This file allows you to 
send and receive electronic mail messages and search results to and from other STN and Internet 
users and STN Service Centers. To use the STNmail service, you need to have a valid STN login ID. 
For detailed information on the use of the STNmail electronic mail service, refer to the STNmail chapter 
or enter HELP MAIL at an arrow prompt (=>). 

Establishing an STNmail ID 

To use the electronic mail service, enter FILE STNMAIL at an arrow prompt (=>). If you are accessing 
the electronic mail service for the first time, the system informs you of the need to establish an STNmail 
ID. To obtain your STNmail ID, enter SET MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. You are then 
prompted for identification information. For more details about establishing your STNmail ID, refer to 
the SET MAILID section or enter HELP SET MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail.
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Sending a Message 

To use the SEND command, you must be in the STNmail File. Enter FILE STNMAIL at an arrow 
prompt (=>). Enter SEND at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. You are then prompted for the 
information for the envelope, followed by various options as to how to proceed. E-mail IDs may be on 
the same line as SEND. if you do not enter an email ID, you are prompted for one. If you use the expert 
version of SEND, SEN, the prompt after the envelope information is a colon prompt (:).

For information on SEND while online, enter HELP SEND at an arrow prompt (=>).

To enter the STNmail File 

=> file stnmail

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

FULL ESTIMATED COST 6.86 7.01

FILE 'STNMAIL' ENTERED AT 10:40:04 ON 22 FEB 93

WELCOME TO THE STN ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICE

To use the SEND command 

=> send

TO (NONE):
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Creating an Envelope 

After you enter SEND at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail, you are prompted for the e-mail IDs of 
persons who are to receive the message, e-mail IDs of persons who are to receive a copy of the 
message, and the subject of the message.

Specifying Recipients 

The first prompt, TO, is for the e-mail IDs of the recipients. Enter the e-mail ID. Multiple IDs may be 
entered. Separate them by a comma (,).

To find STNmail IDs in the public directory for STNmail, enter READ PUBLIC at an arrow prompt (=>) 
in the STNmail File. Refer to the READ PUBLIC section for more information. You may also search for 
STNmail IDs by using the PUBLIC option in the SEND command. This option is described later in the 
SEND section. E-mail IDs for the Internet may be used, either alone or with STNmail IDs. Enter the 
Internet ID followed by .INTERNET. Refer to the Electronic Delivery User Guide for information on 
corresponding with users on the Internet.

You may also send the mail to a namelist that you have defined with the SET NAMELIST command. 
Refer to the SET NAMELIST section or enter HELP SET NAMELIST at an arrow prompt (=>) for more 
information.

Copying Others 

The next prompt is for the CC list. Answering the CC prompt is optional. If you do not want to copy 
anyone, take the default NONE at the CC prompt. To send a copy of your message to other recipients, 
enter appropriate valid e-mail IDs or namelists. Separate multiple items by a comma.

Defining the Subject 

Answering the SUBJECT prompt is also optional. If you do not want to use a subject, take the default 
NONE at the SUBJECT prompt. If you want to define the subject of your message, enter up to 29 
characters in the SUBJECT line. If you enter more than 29 characters, you receive a message from the 
system that your subject line will be truncated. The truncated subject line is shown. You are given the 
option of either reentering the subject or using the truncated version.

To fill out the envelope of the mail message 

=> send

TO (NONE):1000C, ksx88@cas.org.internet



CC (NONE):none

SUBJECT (NONE):testing

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:
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Writing a Message 

After the envelope information is complete, you are prompted for how you want to proceed. To include 
an online text message, choose the WRITE option at the prompt. The system supplies a prompt with 
information on how to obtain a blank line for your message. Enter a blank followed by <RETURN> or a 
period (.) followed by <RETURN> to obtain a blank line and the ENTER TEXT prompt. At this prompt, 
enter your message one line at a time. For viewing clarity, it is recommended that you limit the number 
of characters to 70 per line. Enter a blank and <RETURN> or a period (.) and <RETURN> for each 
blank line for your message.

If you make a mistake, you may make corrections in one line of text before you enter <RETURN>. Use 
the backspace key or press <CONTROL> and H simultaneously to correct a single character. To 
cancel an entire line, enter the dollar sign ($) and <RETURN>. Once you finish the message, you may 
also make corrections to one line at a time by using the EDIT option. Refer to the EDIT section of this 
chapter for more information on editing your message.

Type END when you are finished with your message. You are then prompted for what you want to do 
next.

For information on WRITE, enter HELP WRITE at the colon prompt (:) in SEND.

To write a message 

=> file stnmail

=> send

TO (NONE):1000c

CC (NONE):crb88@cas.org.internet

SUBJECT (NONE):meeting

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:write

ENTER <SPACE><CR> OR .<CR> TO GET A BLANK LINE IN YOUR MESSAGE

ENTER TEXT:I'm looking forward to seeing you at

MORE:the ACS meeting in Denver.

MORE:Carol



MORE:end

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

Viewing the Message 

To look at the text of your message before sending it, enter VIEW. The system displays the e-mail IDs 
and names of the sender and recipients, and the text of your message. If you need to correct the 
message, enter EDIT. If the message is correct, enter SEND.

For information on viewing the message, enter HELP VIEW at the colon prompt (:) in SEND.

To view your message 

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:view

TO:1000C (PAT NICE)

CC:CRB88@CAS.ORG.INTERNET

FROM:1004C (CAROL BROWN)

SUBJECT:MEETING

I'm looking forward to seeing you at

the ACS meeting in Denver.

Carol

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:
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Sending the Message 

To have the message sent, use the SEND option at the colon prompt. After you enter SEND at this 
prompt, a confirmation message is displayed. The date and time sent are included in the postmark. 
After the message is postmarked, the SEND command is terminated and you are returned to the arrow 
prompt (=>).

Messages sent to STNmail IDs are delivered to their electronic mailboxes in the STNmail File. 
Messages sent to Internet users are delivered to their local electronic mailboxes.

For information on the SEND option, enter HELP SEND at the colon prompt (:) in SEND.

To send your message 

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:send

POSTMARKED: THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 1993 AT 16:54
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Uploading a Local File 

In addition to preparing your message online in the SEND command using WRITE, you also have the 
option of preparing your message offline as a local file, which you can then incorporate into your 
message.

To copy a local ASCII (text only) file into the message, enter UPLOAD at the colon prompt in the SEND 
command. Switch your terminal to local mode and transmit the local file. Once the file has been 
uploaded, send a termination signal by holding down the CONTROL key, pressing Z, and <RETURN>. 
The system responds with the colon prompt (:).

You may also use the KERMIT protocol for error checking when you transmit text or binary files. To use 
KERMIT, enter UPLOAD KERMIT in response to the prompt in the SEND command. You can upload 
not only text messages but also binary data, e.g., software programs, or graphics data such as 
structure diagrams that were created on STN Express. When you enter UPLOAD KERMIT, the system 
prompts you to specify the type of data to be transmitted. When the system is ready to receive your 
data, start KERMIT at the local level to transmit the file.

For information on the UPLOAD option, enter HELP UPLOAD at the colon prompt (:) in SEND.

To upload an ASCII (text) file 

=> send

         .

         .

         .

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:upload 

SYSTEM READY TO RECEIVE DATA

ENTER <CTRL>Z THEN <CR> WHEN DONE

         (normal upload of ASCII text file, followed by <CTRL>Z then <RETURN>)

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

To upload a message with KERMIT 



=> send

         .

         .

         .

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:upload kermit

ENTER (BINARY) OR ASCII:binary

(KERMIT upload of binary data file)

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:
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Sending a Saved Query or Answer Set with the Attach Command 

In addition to text messages, you may also send a saved search profile or a saved answer set created 
in any STN file. Enter ATTACH followed by the name of the saved query at the colon prompt (:) in 
SEND. Only one name may be attached in a single message. 

The message may include an explanation or any other text, and may be created online by using 
WRITE or by uploading a text file with UPLOAD. The message may not include an uploaded binary file.

For information on the ATTACH option, enter HELP ATTACH at the colon prompt (:). 

Queries and answer sets are saved using the SAVE command. Refer to the SAVE section for more 
information or enter HELP SAVE at an arrow prompt (=>). To see the names of queries that you have 
stored in your long-term storage, enter DISPLAY SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). To see a list of 
answer sets in your long-term storage, enter DISPLAY SAVED/A at an arrow prompt (=>).

Search results may also be delivered electronically using the PRINT command. Refer to the PRINT 
EMAIL section for more information or enter HELP PRINT L# at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To see a list of queries saved in long-term storage 

=> d saved

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE 

MET/Q 27 MAY 92 QUERY CREATED IN FILE REGISTRY

To attach a query to a mail message 

=> send 1080c

CC (NONE):none

SUBJECT (NONE):registry sequence query

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:write

ENTER <SPACE><CR> OR .<CR> TO GET A BLANK LINE IN YOUR MESSAGE

ENTER TEXT:I'm sending you a sequence query for the



MORE:Registry file.

MORE:end

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:attach

ENTER SAVED NAME TO BE ATTACHED OR (?):met/q

'MET/Q' HAS BEEN ATTACHED TO CURRENT MESSAGE

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:send

POSTMARKED: FRIDAY, APRIL 16, 1993 AT 15:20

To save an answer set so that it can be attached to a mail message 

=> file biosis 

=> save l2 funt/a

ANSWER SET 'L2' HAS BEEN SAVED AS 'FUNT/A'

To attach an answer set to a mail message 

=> file stnmail 

=> send 2186c

CC (NONE):none

SUBJECT (NONE):none

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:write

ENTER <SPACE><CR> OR .<CR> TO GET A BLANK LINE IN YOUR MESSAGE

ENTER TEXT:these are the answers from biosis

MORE:that I would like you to see.

MORE:end

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:attach funt/a

'FUNT/A' HAS BEEN ATTACHED TO CURRENT MESSAGE



ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:send

POSTMARKED: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 1993 AT 18:12
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Editing your Message 

You have two options for editing your message. While you are still using the WRITE option, you may 
make corrections in one line of text before you enter <RETURN>. Use the backspace key or press 
<CONTROL> and H simultaneously to correct a single character. To cancel an entire line, enter the 
dollar sign ($) and <RETURN>. Once you finish the message and enter END, use the EDIT command 
to make corrections. You may make changes to a message created online with the WRITE command 
or to an ASCII text message uploaded from a local file.

To use editing options, first enter EDIT to the colon prompt (:) in SEND. The current line of text is 
displayed within angle brackets (> <). You then have a choice of the following line-at-a-time editing 
commands. 

Command Function 

CHANGE Replace a character string with a new string

RCHANGE Repeat the previous CHANGE request

DELETE Delete the current line

DELETE n Delete n lines beginning with the current line

END Exit from EDIT and save the changes to the message

END CANCEL Exit from EDIT and not make any changes to the message

FIND Find a character string within the message

RFIND Repeat the previous FIND request

INSERT Insert one new line before the current line

INSERT n Insert n new lines before the current line

NEXT Skip the current line and make the next line current

NEXT n Skip n lines and make the following line current

REPLACE Replace the current line with a new line



TOP Move to the start of the message and continue editing

VIEW Display the entire message, including the envelope

VIEW n Display the next n lines of the message

For online information on editing message text, enter HELP EDIT at the colon (:) prompt in SEND.

=> send hlpdeskc

CC (NONE):none

SUBJECT (NONE):send profiles

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:write

ENTER <SPACE><CR> OR .<CR> TO GET A BLANK LINE IN YOUR MESSAGE

ENTER TEXT:plse send me a list

MORE:of your search profiles for

MORE:the CA file.

MORE:end

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:edit

>plse send me a list <

To change a character string in the line of text 

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:change

ENTER STRING TO BE CHANGED OR (?):pl

ENTER REPLACEMENT STRING OR (?):plea

>please send me a list <

To move to the next line of text 

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:next

>of your search profiles for <



ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:next

>the CA file. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:next

> ***END OF MESSAGE REACHED*** <

To stop editing and save the changes 

ENTER (END), INSERT, VIEW, TOP, OR ?:end 

To send the edited message 

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:send

POSTMARKED: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 1993 AT 16:12
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Changing Characters 

Use the CHANGE option in the EDIT command to replace a character string in the current line with 
another character string. If the current line that is displayed between the angle brackets (> <) contains 
an error, use CHANGE to correct that error. You are prompted for the string to be changed. Enter the 
entire string that you want replaced. You are then prompted for the replacing string. Enter the 
correction. The first occurrence of the old string is replaced by the new string. The new line is displayed 
and you are prompted for your next editing command. For information on using CHANGE, enter HELP 
CHANGE at the editing prompt. 

To correct a string of characters in the current message line

>This is the currsnt lune of a multi-line message <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:cha

ENTER STRING TO BE CHANGED OR (?):snt

ENTER REPLACEMENT STRING OR (?):ent

>This is the current lune of a multi-line message <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:cha lu li

>This is the current line of a multi-line message <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:

Repeating a Change 

To repeat the previous CHANGE request within the current line, enter RCHANGE at the editing prompt. 
You are not prompted for what is to be changed. The system assumes the same change as was in the 
previous CHANGE command. The changed line is displayed and you are prompted for your next 
editing command. For information on using RCHANGE, enter HELP RCHANGE at the editing prompt.

To repeat a change

>This is the current lune of a multi-lune message <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:cha



ENTER STRING TO BE CHANGED OR (?):lun

ENTER REPLACEMENT STRING OR (?):lin

>This is the current line of a multi-lune message <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, END?:rch

>This is the current line of a multi-line message <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:

Deleting a Line 

To delete the current line, which is displayed within angle brackets, enter DELETE at the editing 
prompt. The line is deleted and the next line of text is displayed. You are then prompted for your next 
editing command.

You can also delete more than one line at a time. Enter DELETE n where n is the number of lines you 
want deleted, e.g., DELETE 3 to delete the current line and the next two lines of text.

For information on using DELETE, enter HELP DELETE at the editing prompt.

To delete a line of text

>This line is to be deleted. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:del

>This is the next line in a message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:
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Searching for a Character String in a Message (Find)

To search for a character string from the current line displayed within angle brackets through the end of 
the message, enter FIND at the editing prompt (:). If you do not specify the character string with FIND, 
you are prompted to enter it. The search stops at the first occurrence of the string. The word that 
contains the string and the rest of the line that follows this word is displayed. You are then prompted for 
your next editing command.

For information on using FIND, enter HELP FIND at the editing prompt.

To search for a character string in a message

>This is the first line in a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:fin

ENTER STRING TO BE FOUND OR (?):irs

>first line in a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:

Continuing a Search (Rfind) 

To continue searching for the character string specified in the previous FIND command, enter RFIND at 
the editing prompt. The search continues through the current line displayed within the angle brackets 
through the end of the message. The search stops at the next occurrence of the searched string. The 
words that contains the string and the rest of the line that follows the word is displayed. You are then 
prompted for your next editing command.

For information on using RFIND, enter HELP RFIND at the editing prompt.

To continue searching for a character string 

>This is the first line in a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:fin

ENTER STRING TO BE FOUND OR (?):irs

>first line in a multi-line message. <



ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:fin ine

>line in a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:rfi

>multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:
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Inserting a Line of Text 

To insert one new line before the current line that is displayed within angle brackets, enter INSERT at 
the editing prompt. You are prompted for the line of text to be added. The current line, not the line you 
have added is displayed. You are prompted for your next editing command. To insert multiple new 
lines, type INSERT followed by the number of lines you want to add. You are then prompted for the 
lines of text. The current line, not the added lines, are displayed. You are then prompted for your next 
editing command.

For information on inserting lines into your message, enter HELP INSERT at the editing prompt.

To insert a line of text into your message

>This is the current line of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:ins

ENTER <SPACE><CR> OR .<CR> TO GET A BLANK LINE IN YOUR MESSAGE

ENTER LINE TO INSERT:Text of the inserted line goes here.

>This is the current line of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:

Displaying Next Line 

To view the next line of text, enter NEXT at the editing prompt and the next line in the message is 
displayed between the > < marks. You are then prompted for your next editing command. To skip 
multiple lines of text, enter NEXT followed by the number of lines you want to skip. The system moves 
through the message and displays the next appropriate line. You are then prompted for what you want 
to do next.

For information on using the NEXT command, enter HELP NEXT at the editing prompt 

To display the next line of text

>This is line 3 of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:nex



>This is line 4 of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:nex 3

>This is line 7 of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:

 



SEND

Replacing a Line 

To replace the current line displayed within angle brackets with a new line of text, enter REPLACE at 
the editing prompt. You are prompted for the text of the new line. Enter the text of the new line. The 
new text is displayed within the angle brackets. You are prompted for your next editing command.

For information on replacing an entire line, enter HELP REPLACE at the editing prompt.

To replace the current line

>This is line 3 of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:rep

ENTER NEW LINE OR (?):This is the replacement line 3

>This is the replacement line 3 <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:

Moving to First Line 

To move up to the first line of the message and make it the current line displayed within angle brackets, 
enter TOP at the editing prompt. You are placed at the beginning of your message and the first line is 
displayed. TOP has no effect on any changes that you have made to the message and allows you to 
continue to edit it. After the first line is displayed, you are prompted for your next editing command.

For information on using TOP, enter HELP TOP at the editing prompt.

To move to the first line of your message

>This is line 9 of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:top

>This is line 1 of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:



 



SEND

Viewing after EDIT 

To display the entire message, including the message envelope, enter VIEW at the editing prompt. The 
envelope and each line of the message is displayed. You are then prompted for your next editing 
command. You may also display any number of lines of the message, starting with the current line. 
Enter VIEW n, where n is the number of lines you want to see. 

For information on viewing the message while editing it, enter HELP VIEW at the editing prompt.

To view lines of the edited message

>This is line 5 of a multi-line message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:view 3

>This is line 5 of a multi-line message. <

This is line 6 of a multi-line message.

This is line 7 of a multi-line message.

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:

Exiting from Edit 

To terminate the EDIT command and save the changes that you have made to the message, enter 
END at the editing prompt. Your changes are made a part of the message and you are returned to the 
SEND prompt. 

If you want to stop editing, discard the changes you have made and restore the message to its original 
form, enter END CANCEL at the editing prompt.

For information on using END, enter HELP END at the editing prompt.

To stop editing a message and save the new message

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:end

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

To cancel the editing changes 



>Too many wrong changes were made to this message. <

ENTER (NEXT), CHANGE, DELETE, INSERT, VIEW, END, OR ?:end can

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

 



SEND

Finding STNmail IDs 

While you are in the SEND command, you may search in the public directory to find STNmail IDs. 
Enter PUBLIC at the prompt in SEND. The system prompts you for your search term. Enter the search 
term. The system searches the public directory and displays the information it finds. You are then 
prompted for what you want to do next. 

A search term may consist of 2-15 alphanumeric characters. The system performs an exact match for 
your search term. You may search the following information in the public directory for STNmail:

last name followed by /LN or no field code

organization followed by /OR or no field code

city followed by /CY or no field code

STNmail ID followed by /ID or no field code

Follow your search term with a diagonal slash (/) and a field code to execute a search in a particular 
field of the directory. If you do not enter a field code, the system conducts your search in all searchable 
fields.

Only profile information that has a public status set to YES is searchable and displayable. The public 
profile information is established when the STNmail ID is created. 

You may search either the entire phrase, e.g., LOS ANGELES, or a set of initial characters followed by 
the question mark (?) truncation symbol to indicate that spaces and additional unspecified characters 
may be allowed in the matched terms. For example, if you search on the truncated term LOS?, you 
retrieve STNmail IDs in LOS ANGELES and LOS ALAMOS. However, you cannot search single words 
and retrieve multiword names. For example, to retrieve CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS or CHEMICAL 
ABSTRACTS SERVICE, use the truncated term CHEMICAL? or CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS?, not the 
single words CHEMICAL or ABSTRACTS.

In this particular case, you would also search the term CAS to retrieve a more complete list of STNmail 
IDs of staff at Chemical Abstracts Service.

The search results are displayed by default in a one-line format consisting of last and first names, 
STNmail ID, and city. To display all the public information associated with a search term, include the 
keyword LONG after the search term.

For information on using the PUBLIC option, enter HELP PUBLIC at the colon prompt in SEND.



You may also search the public directory while you are in the READ, SDI, and PRINT commands. 
Refer to the sections on these topics for more information.

To find STNmail IDs 

=> send

TO (NONE):1008c, 1021c

CC (NONE):1013c

SUBJECT (NONE):limits

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:public

ENTER SEARCH TERM:olszewski 

OLSZEWSKI, STAN 2730C COLUMBUS

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

 



SEND

Modifying Recipients 

If you want to add or delete names to those you submitted when filling out the envelope, enter TO at 
the colon prompt in SEND. To add to those that are receiving the message, enter the new e-mail IDs 
when prompted. You may add a single e-mail ID, multiple e-mail IDs, and namelists. Separate multiple 
recipients by a comma or a space. To delete an existing e-mail ID, enter a minus (-) prefix with the 
applicable e-mail ID. The system removes any redundant e-mail IDs that you enter. To verify the 
current TO list, enter VIEW at the colon prompt. 

For information on modifying the list of mail recipients, enter HELP TO at the colon prompt in SEND.

To add to the list of recipients

=> send

TO (NONE):1008c, 1021c

CC (NONE):1013c

SUBJECT (NONE):limits

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:to

TO (NONE):2730c 

To verify the current TO list

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:view

TO:1008C (JIM BROWN)

TO:1021C (PAT NICE)

TO:2730C (STAN OLSZEWSKI)

CC:1013C (BILL WHITE)

FROM:1378C (JOHN EDWARDS)

SUBJECT:LIMITS



ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

Modifying Copy List 

If you want to change the list of names being copied on the message, enter CC at the colon prompt 
within SEND. Supply the e-mail IDs and namelists to be added to the existing IDs in the copy list. To 
remove a name from the copy list, enter a minus sign (-) before the applicable e-mail ID. To verify the 
IDs in the current copy list, enter VIEW at the colon prompt in SEND. 

For information on modifying the copy list for the current message, enter HELP CC at the colon prompt 
(:) in SEND.

To remove a name from the list of recipients

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:to

TO (NONE):-1013c

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:view

TO:1008C (JIM BROWN)

TO:1021C (PAT NICE)

TO:2730C (STAN OLSZEWSKI)

FROM:1378C (JOHN EDWARDS)

SUBJECT:LIMITS

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

Replacing the Subject Header 

To replace the subject of the current mail message, enter SUBJECT at the colon prompt in SEND. The 
system then prompts you for the new subject definition. Enter the replacing text. You may enter up to 
29 characters. What you type replaces the existing subject heading. To verify the subject, enter VIEW 
at the colon prompt in SEND. 

For information on replacing the header, enter HELP SUBJECT at the colon prompt (:) in SEND.

To modify the subject header

=> send 1073c

CC (NONE):none



SUBJECT (NONE):query

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:subject

SUBJECT (NONE):catalyst query

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:

 



SEND

Canceling a Message 

To cancel the message and exit from the SEND command without sending your message, enter END 
at the colon prompt in SEND. The system reminds you that your message will not be sent or saved if 
the END command is executed. You are asked to confirm your cancellation of the message. Enter an N 
to have the system ignore the END command and return you to the SEND colon prompt. Enter a Y at 
the confirmation prompt to reaffirm your request to end the SEND command. 

For information on the END option, enter HELP END at the colon prompt (:) in SEND

To cancel a message before sending 

ENTER (WRITE), UPLOAD, VIEW, EDIT, SEND, OR ?:end

YOUR MESSAGE WILL NOT BE SENT OR SAVED

END? (?)/N/Y:y

SEND ENDED

 



SET

Command function: Specify changes to terminal, session, or file default parameters 

Command format: SET option value [PERM] 

General discussion: The SELECT command is used to extract terms from a specified field in an 
answer set. This allows you to create a list of search terms from the terms found in the database. Each 
term selected receives an E-number. SELECT is also used to create an L-number containing ranked, 
selected terms. Enter SET TERM L# at an arrow prompt (=>). Subsequent SELECT commands result 
in an L-number. To reset SELECT to create an E-number list, enter SET TERM E# at an arrow prompt 
(=>). To verify the setting for SELECT, enter DISPLAY SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>).

         The SET command is used to specify changes to the terminal, session, or file default parameters. 
When you SET a parameter, it remains in effect until you either logoff or modify the SET parameter. 
For some options, a permanent setting is automatically applied.

         SET commands are available in almost all files. Exceptions are discussed in the relevant sections.

To use the SET command, enter SET followed by one of the options. For some options, additional 
information may be required with the command if you are not taking the default. SET has only 3 letters. 
Therefore, the system always assumes you are using the EXPERT version of the command and 
executes all defaults that are not otherwise specified in the command line.

To see a list of the various set options, enter HELP SET at an arrow prompt (=>). For more detailed 
information on a specific option, enter HELP SET followed by one of the options. Each option is 
discussed in detail in this section.

Command format: SET option value [PERM] 

Most of the SET commands may be changed permanently. To retain a setting permanently, enter SET 
PERM followed by the option and the value. You must enter PERM on the same command line as 
SET. You are not prompted for this information.

For additional help while online, enter HELP SET PERM at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see a listing of the SET options 

=> help set

         .

         .



         .

HELP SET AUHELP ------------- specify automatic HELP for error messages

HELP SET AUTOSEARCH ----- specify automatic SEARCH command

HELP SET CLUSTER ---------- define user file cluster

HELP SET COST ---------------- specify cost detail at file change

         .

         .

         .

HELP SET TOLERANCE ------- specify tolerance in numeric files

HELP SET UNIT ----------------- change units in numeric files

To see values and information on a particular set option 

=> help set interpret

Whenever proximity is automatically inserted into a SEARCH statement,

the actual query searched is displayed along with the input search

statement. For more information enter HELP SEARCH or HELP (W) at

an arrow prompt (=>). If you wish to suppress this display, enter SET

INTERPRET OFF at an arrow prompt (=>).

The values for SET INTERPRET are 'ON' and 'OFF'.

To set a parameter 

=> set interpret off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To set a parameter permanently to a value 

=> set auhelp off perm



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Displaying SET Values 

You may see what values are in place for the various SET options. To see the current, permanent, 
login, and default values for most of the SET parameters for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET at an 
arrow prompt (=>). A table listing each set option name, the current setting, the permanent setting, the 
setting at login, and the default is displayed. To see this listing for a particular set option, enter 
DISPLAY SET followed by the option name. To only see values that you have changed, enter 
DISPLAY SET CHANGED at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To view settings for all SET options 

=> display set

ENTER (ALL), CHANGED, OR A SET OPTION:all 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

AUHELP 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

AUTOSEARCH 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF'

COST 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

DCLUSTER 'NONE' 'NONE' 'NONE'

         .

         .

         .

TLANGUAGE 'ALL' 'ALL' 'ALL'

To display SET parameters for a specific option 

=> d set interpret 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

INTERPRET 'OFF' 'ON' 'ON'



To display the SET options that you have changed 

=> d set changed 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

AUHELP 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

COST 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

HEADING 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

HIGHLIGHTING 'ON' 'ON' 'ON' 'DEF'

INTERPRET 'OFF' 'ON' 'ON'

PAGELENGTH 'SCROLL' 'SCROLL'

PATENT 'STN' 'STN' 'STN' 'STN'

 



SET

Resetting to Login SET Options (Set Login) 

Command format: SET LOGIN option 

The SET command allows you to define various options so that your interaction with STN best fits your 
needs. Within SET each option has a default value. You can change that default for the current session 
with the SET command. You can also permanently change a SET option for your login ID by including 
PERM in the same line as SET. If, during a session, you want to return to the value set for a particular 
option that was in place when you logged into STN, enter SET LOGIN followed by the option you are 
defining. To review what values are set for an option, enter DISPLAY SET followed by the set option at 
an arrow prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed. To review the 
various options available in the SET command, enter HELP SET at an arrow prompt (=>). 

For information on the LOGIN option while online, enter HELP SET LOGIN at an arrow prompt (=>).

To display the values set for your login ID 

=> d set line 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

LINELENGTH '50' '80' '74' '74'

To return to the value in place at login 

=> set login linelength

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d set line 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

LINELENGTH '74' '80' '74' '74'

 



SET

Controlling Automatic Helps (Set Auhelp) 

Command format: SET AUHELP value [PERM] 

When you receive an error message from the system, it is automatically followed by a help message 
explaining the error and offering suggested solutions. You also receive automatic help if you receive 
the same prompt after a certain number of consecutive prompts without any command entered after 
the prompt. Use SET AUHELP to specify whether the system is to automatically display these help 
messages. 

The SET AUHELP values include:

NONE - suppress all automatic help messages

OFF - suppress most automatic help messages

ON - receive automatic help messages

The default value is ON. If you do not enter a value on the same command line as SET AUHELP, ON 
is automatically assumed.

To retain the AUHELP value permanently, enter SET AUHELP PERM followed by the desired value at 
an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the AUHELP values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET AUHELP at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

For information on the AUHELP set option while online, enter HELP SET AUHELP at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

 



SET

Suppressing Automatic Help Messages 

Enter SET AUHELP OFF when you do not want to see an automatic help message after an error 
message. If you need help after the automatic help is set to OFF, enter a question mark (?) at the next 
prompt after receiving an error message and the help message is displayed. If you receive the same 
error message a preset number of consecutive times, automatic help is displayed, even when AUHELP 
is set to OFF. HELP associated with prompts is also provided after a preset number of consecutive, 
identical prompts are issued in a row by the system without any other intervening activity. OFF must be 
entered on the same command line as SET AUHELP. 

To permanently suppress automatic help messages after error messages

=> set auhelp off perm

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To see AUHELP setting for your login ID

=> d set auhelp

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

AUHELP 'OFF' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

Suppressing All Automatic Helps 

Enter SET AUHELP NONE to suppress all automatic help provided by the system. To obtain HELP for 
an error message or prompt, enter a question mark at a prompt. NONE must be entered on the same 
command line as SET AUHELP.

To suppress all automatic help display

=> set auhelp none

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To see a help message when automatic helps have been suppressed

=> s 1991-1988/py

INCONSISTENT NUMERIC RANGE EXPRESSION '1991-1988'



=> ?

The lower limit in a numeric range must be given before the upper limit.

For example, '5-1/C' is not valid. The correct form is '1-5/C'.

=>

Resetting Automatic Helps 

To reset automatic help to display each time, enter SET AUHELP at an arrow prompt (=>). The default 
value ON is automatically assumed.

To reset system to automatically display help messages

=> set auhelp

SET COMMAND COMPLETED
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Requiring Automatic SEARCH (Set Autosearch) 

Command format: SET AUTOSEARCH value [PERM] 

SET AUTOSEARCH is used to automatically execute the SEARCH command at the beginning of any 
input at an arrow prompt (=>) that is not a valid command. The AUTOSEARCH values are ON and 
OFF. The system default is OFF, i.e., if you do not enter a command at the arrow prompt (=>), no 
command is executed. If you do not enter a value on the same command line as SET AUTOSEARCH, 
OFF is automatically assumed.

Enter SET AUTOSEARCH ON at an arrow prompt (=>) to have the SEARCH command automatically 
executed any time you enter a term not preceded by a valid command at an arrow prompt (=>). If the 
terms are preceded by any other command, that command is used. If AUTOSEARCH is set to ON, it is 
not necessary to enter the SEARCH command in order to perform a search.

To reset the system default OFF, enter SET AUTOSEARCH at an arrow prompt (=>). The default OFF 
value is automatically assumed.

To retain the AUTOSEARCH value permanently, enter SET AUTOSEARCH PERM followed by the 
desired value at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the AUTOSEARCH values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET AUTOSEARCH at an 
arrow prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed.

For information on the AUTOSEARCH set option while online, enter HELP SET AUTOSEARCH at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To set the system to automatically enter the SEARCH command

=> set autosearch on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To use AUTOSEARCH

=> plastic?

L2 3333 PLASTIC?

=> l2 and thermoset?

         2315 THERMOSET?



L3 391 L2 AND THERMOSET?

=> l3 and (tsy>=55 (p) tsb/fa)

         6334 TSY>=55 PSI

         10843 TSB/FA

         2247 TSY>=55 PSI (P) TSB/FA

L4 2 L3 AND (TSY>=55 PSI (P) TSB/FA)

=> dis 1 cn chtp l4

L4 ANSWER 1 OF 2 COPYRIGHT 1993 DATA

Trade Name and Grade: Plenco 01510Blk:T

Chemical Type: unsaturated polyester

To see the AUTOSEARCH settings for your login ID

=> d set autosearch

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

AUTOSEARCH 'ON' 'OFF' 'OFF'

To turn AUTOSEARCH off

=> set autosearch

SET COMMAND COMPLETED
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Defining a Cluster (Set Cluster) 

Command format: SET CLUSTER .clustername [COMMENT] 

Clusters are sets of files available for multifile searching. There are many system-defined clusters. You 
may also create personal clusters Using the SET CLUSTER command. For more information on 
multifile searching, refer to the Multifile Environment chapter.

To create your own personal cluster of databases, enter SET CLUSTER followed by the name of your 
cluster at an arrow prompt (=>). You are then prompted for the files and/or clusters to be included in 
the cluster definition. You are not permitted to enter file or cluster names in the same line as SET 
CLUSTER. Your cluster is saved permanently on your login ID. PERM is not used with this set option.

The cluster name must begin with a period (.) and contain 2 to 16 alphanumeric characters. The 
characters may only be letters (A-Z), numbers (0-9), and periods.

To see a list of cluster names, enter DISPLAY CLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). User defined cluster 
names are listed first, followed by the system-defined clusters. To see the definition of a specific 
cluster, enter DISPLAY CLUSTER followed by the name you assigned in SET CLUSTER.

For information on the CLUSTER set option while online, enter HELP SET CLUSTER at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

 



SET

Specifying a Cluster Definition 

To define the cluster, enter one or more valid file names and/or previously defined clusters, either user-
defined or system-defined. Separate the names by a comma or a space. To see a list of valid file 
names, enter HELP FILE NAMES at an arrow prompt (=>). Enter DISPLAY CLUSTER at an arrow 
prompt (=>) to view a list of valid cluster names. Enter HELP CLUSTER for a list of system-defined 
clusters and the files that comprise each one. After you enter the files and/or clusters, you are 
prompted for additional files to be included. If you have entered a complete list, enter NONE, the 
default, to the prompt for more files. You are prompted for additional files until you enter NONE. The 
system displays a line describing the new cluster name and the name of the files and clusters in the 
definition. If you have used a user-defined cluster in the definition, the files that make up that cluster 
display in this line. 

To create a user-defined file cluster containing a system-defined cluster and additional files 

=> set cluster

ENTER CLUSTER NAME OR (?):.aluminum1

ENTER LIST OF FILE NAMES OR (?):metals

MORE FILES, (NONE) OR ?:aaasd, alfrac

MORE FILES, (NONE) OR ?:none

CLUSTER '.ALUMINUM1' DEFINED AS 'METALS, AAASD, ALFRAC'

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To view files in a user-defined cluster 

=> d cluster .aluminum1

CLUSTER NAME CLUSTER DEFINITION 

.ALUMINUM1 CA CAPREVIEWS CIN COMPENDEX INSPEC JICST-E MATBUS

         MDF METADEX PHYS AAASD ALFRAC

To search in the files in a user-defined cluster 



=> file .aluminum1

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 10:44:23 ON 21 JUN 93

         .

         .

         .

FILE 'ALFRAC' ENTERED AT 08:57:17 ON 25 MAR 93

=> s alloy and magnesium

FILE 'CA'

         249374 ALLOY

         161452 MAGNESIUM

L2 14716 ALLOY AND MAGNESIUM

         .

         .

         .

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L14 32790 ALLOY AND MAGNESIUM

Deleting a User-Defined Cluster 

To remove a user-defined cluster, enter DELETE followed by the cluster name assigned in the SET 
CLUSTER command. The system asks you to confirm the deletion. If you do not remove a cluster with 
DELETE, the cluster is saved permanently on your login ID.

To remove a user-defined cluster 

=> delete .aluminum1

DELETE CLUSTER .ALUMINUM1? (Y)/N:yes

CLUSTER '.ALUMINUM1' DELETED
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Adding a Comment (Set Cluster Comment) 

Command format: SET CLUSTER COMMENT .clustername 

You may also enter a comment with the cluster. Enter SET CLUSTER COMMENT at an arrow prompt 
(=>). You are prompted for the comment. Enter up to 40 characters. Use this, for example, to describe 
the files included in the definition. You must enter COMMENT in the same command line as SET 
CLUSTER. You are not prompted for this information. Your comment displays each time you display 
the cluster.

To add a comment or description to your user-defined cluster 

=> set clu .aluminum2 comment

ENTER COMMENT OR (NONE):numeric and bib files

ENTER LIST OF FILE NAMES OR (?):.met cerab

MORE FILES, (NONE) OR ?:none

CLUSTER '.ALUMINUM2' DEFINED AS 'AAASD, ALFRAC, MDF, EMA, METADEX,

METALS, CERAB'

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To display user-defined and system-defined clusters 

=> display cluster

ENTER (ALL), OR A LIST OF CLUSTER NAMES:all

CLUSTER NAME COMMENT

.ALUMINUM2 NUMERIC AND BIB FILES

.MET

AGRICULTURE Agriculture Cluster

         .



         .

         .

TOXICOLOGY Toxicological Information Cluster
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Defining Cost Display Format (Set Cost) 

Command format: SET COST value [PERM] 

SET COST is used to control the amount of cost detail that is displayed each time you enter a file and 
within DISPLAY COST. Enter SET COST followed by one of the valid values. The values are:

BRIEF - summary of the total session by file and cost center and total cost for each cost center

FULL - BRIEF plus detailed cost for each file entered

OFF - no cost information displayed when entering a file

ON - cost for the current file and total cost for the session

The default value is ON. If no value is entered in the same line as SET COST, ON is automatically 
assumed. All costs are estimates and are displayed in your billing currency.

To reset the value to the default, enter SET COST at an arrow prompt (=>). The default ON value is 
automatically assumed.

You may SET COST to any value permanently. Enter SET COST PERM followed by the value at an 
arrow prompt (=>). You must enter PERM on the same line as SET. You are not prompted for this 
information. To remove a permanent setting and restore the ON value, enter SET COST PERM at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To control the cost detail displayed when you log off, use SET LCOST. Refer to the SET LCOST 
section of this chapter or enter HELP SET LCOST at an arrow prompt (=>) for more information.

To review the cost settings in effect for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET COST at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed.

To view the pricing structure for a file, enter HELP COST at an arrow prompt(=>) in the file.

For information on the COST set option while online, enter HELP SET COST at an arrow prompt (=>).

To set the detail of cost information to be displayed at file entry and with DISPLAY COST 

=> set cost brief

SET COMMAND COMPLETED



=> fil inpadoc

                  QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

IFIPAT FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.02 @ 140.00 2.80

SUMMARY FOR IFIPAT FILE 0.02 2.80

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.03 2.95

FILE 'INPADOC' ENTERED AT 10:31:17 ON 08 DEC 93

COPYRIGHT 1993 (C) European Patent Office, Vienna (EPO)

FILE LAST UPDATED: 04 DEC 93 <931204/UP>

FILE COVERS 1968 TO DATE.

To display cost estimates after setting the detail to BRIEF 

=> d cost

FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

INPADOC FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.13 @ 132.00 17.16

SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

                  U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         IFIPAT FILE (NONE) 0.02 2.80

         INPADOC FILE (NONE) 0.13 17.16

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST



         U.S. DOLLARS

                  (NONE) 0.16 20.11

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.16 20.11

IN FILE 'INPADOC' AT 10:39:09 ON 08 DEC 93

To permanently set the detail of cost display 

=> set cost off perm

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To reset the detail of cost information to the default 

=> set cost

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To review cost settings for your login ID 

=> d set cost

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

COST 'ON' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

 



SET

Suppressing File Entry Cost Display 

To suppress the display of cost information when you enter a file, enter SET COST OFF at an arrow 
prompt (=>). OFF must be entered in the same line as SET COST. When this value is set, only the file 
identification and coverage are shown when you enter a file. The OFF setting does not effect what is 
displayed when you enter DISPLAY COST. The default format is displayed with DISPLAY COST when 
OFF is the set value. 

To have costs display at file entry, reset to the ON default value by entering SET COST at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To suppress the cost display at file entries 

=> set cost off perm

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> file ca

FILE 'CA' ENTERED AT 13:52:52 ON 25 MAR 93

USE IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS OF YOUR CUSTOMER AGREEMENT

COPYRIGHT (C) 1993 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY (ACS)

To see costs since file entry and for the total session when the OFF setting is in place 

=> d cost

COST IN U.S. DOLLARS SINCE FILE TOTAL

                           ENTRY SESSION

CONNECT CHARGES 1.16 55.31

SEARCH CHARGES 1.05 7.05

DISPLAY CHARGES 0.60 3.82

PRINT CHARGES (APPROXIMATE COST) 0.00 2.26



FULL ESTIMATED COST 2.81 68.44

DISCOUNT AMOUNTS (FOR QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS) SINCE FILE TOTAL

                           ENTRY SESSION

CA SUBSCRIBER PRICE 0.00 -0.76

IN FILE 'CA' AT 13:55:10 ON 25 MAR 93

 



SET

Displaying Detailed Cost Information 

Use SET COST BRIEF to display an estimated detailed cost summary at file entry and with DISPLAY 
COST. BRIEF must be entered in the same command line as SET COST. At file entry, the brief cost 
display includes an estimated cost summary for the previous file with the cost center information, 
connect hours, display, print, and search costs, miscellaneous charges, and the total cost of the 
session including costs for other files and cost centers.

With DISPLAY COST, the brief option includes an estimated cost summary for every file entered, with 
the cost center cost. The total session costs are also listed.

To return to the ON default, enter SET COST at an arrow prompt (=>).

To set the cost display to the brief, detailed value 

=> set cost brief

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> file jicst-e

                  QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

CA FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.15 @ 29.00 4.35

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT ABS 3 @ 0.84 2.52

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT BIB 5 @ 0.57 2.85

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT IND 1 @ 0.20 0.20

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT SAM 6 @ 0.20 1.20

         SEARCH TERMS IN FIELD BI 2 @ 1.05 2.10

SUMMARY FOR CA FILE 0.15 13.22



YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.16 13.37

         .

         .

         . 

To display estimated cost after setting the brief option 

=> display cost

FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

IFIPAT FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.04 @ 140.00 5.60

SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         IFIPAT FILE (NONE) 0.09 15.12

         IFIUDB FILE (NONE) 0.03 9.00

         IFICDB FILE (NONE) 0.09 18.63

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

                           (NONE) 0.22 42.90

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.22 42.90

IN FILE 'IFIPAT' AT 08:45:25 ON 26 MAR 93

 



SET

Displaying Full Cost Information 

Enter SET COST FULL to display an estimated and detailed cost summary for all files and cost 
centers. FULL must be entered on the same command line as SET COST. At file entry, the costs for all 
previous files and cost centers are displayed, as well as a summary total for the session. Connect 
hours, search, display, print, miscellaneous, and total costs are shown.

With DISPLAY COST, all costs and cost centers for each file entered are listed. Connect hours, search, 
display, print, miscellanious, and total cost are displayed. A summary for total session costs is included.

To return to the ON default, enter SET COST at an arrow prompt (=>).

To set the cost display to the full, detailed value 

=> set cost full

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To display the full, detailed cost estimate 

=> d cost

FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

HOME FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 15.00 0.15

IFIPAT FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.05 @ 140.00 7.00

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT ABS 4 @ 0.38 1.52

         DISPLAYS IN FORMAT BIB 4 @ 0.13 0.52

         ONLINE DISPLAYS 4 @ 0.12 0.48

IFICDB FILE COST=



         CONNECT HOURS 0.09 @ 200.00 18.00

         DISPLAYS IN ABS FORMAT 1 @ 0.38 0.38

         DISPLAYS IN BIB FORMAT 1 @ 0.13 0.13

         ONLINE DISPLAYS 1 @ 0.12 0.12

CASREACT FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.33 @ 29.00 9.57

SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         IFIPAT FILE (NONE) 0.05 9.52

         IFICDB FILE (NONE) 0.09 18.63

         CASREACT FILE (NONE) 0.33 9.57

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

                           (NONE) 0.48 37.87

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.48 37.87

IN FILE 'CASREACT' AT 09:13:53 ON 26 MAR 93

 



SET

Setting a Default INDEX Cluster (Set Dcluster) 

Command format: SET DCLUSTER cluster name [PERM]

The INDEX command is used to access STNindex, the feature that allows you to scan databases for 
topics of interest before you actually enter the files and search them. INDEX allows you to access the 
scanning feature and specify the files to be scanned.

SET DCLUSTER is used to define a cluster of files to be used as the default in INDEX. Enter SET 
DCLUSTER followed by the name of the cluster to be used as the default. Any user- or system-defined 
cluster may be specified. To see a list of the available clusters, enter HELP CLUSTER at an arrow 
prompt (=>). To define your own cluster, use the SET CLUSTER command. Refer to the SET 
CLUSTER section of this chapter for more information or enter HELP SET CLUSTER at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To define a default INDEX cluster permanently on for your login ID, enter SET DCLUSTER PERM at 
an arrow prompt (=>). You must enter PERM on the same line as SET DCLUSTER. You are not 
prompted for this information.

To see what default is defined, enter DISPLAY SET DCLUSTER at an arrow prompt (=>). The current, 
permanent, login, and default INDEX clusters are displayed. To see the files contained in a default 
cluster, enter DISPLAY CLUSTER followed by the name of the cluster at an arrow prompt (=>).

To change the default, issue a new SET DCLUSTER command.

For information on the DCLUSTER set option while online, enter HELP SET DCLUSTER at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To set the default cluster for INDEX 

=> set dcluster

ENTER A CLUSTER NAME OR (NONE):.ca

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To use INDEX when a default cluster has been set 

=> index

ENTER FILE OR CLUSTER NAMES (.CA):.ca



INDEX 'CA, CAPREVIEWS' ENTERED AT 14:54:29 ON 08 DEC 93

2 FILES IN THE FILE LIST IN STNINDEX

To view the default cluster setting for INDEX 

=> d set dcluster

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

DCLUSTER '.CA' 'AUTHORS' 'NONE' 'NONE

 



SET

Requiring File Details in E-Number Lists (Set Detail) 

Command format: SET DETAIL value [PERM]

The SET DETAIL command is used to specify that EXPAND lists include the individual files with the E-
numbers. Enter SET DETAIL followed by ON or OFF at an arrow prompt (=>). The system default is 
OFF. When detail is set off, EXPAND creates an E-number list of terms that includes the total number 
of records for each E-number. In a multifile environment, the total is from all files in the environment. 
There is no indication of which files contain the E-number or how many records from each file contain 
the term. When detail is set ON, the list includes the additional detail of the name of the file that 
contains the term. If you are in a multifile environment and the term is in more than one file, the total 
number of records is given, as well as the occurrence count in each individual file. 

To view the E-number list, enter DISPLAY EXPAND. Once the detail is set on, all subsequent uses of 
DISPLAY EXPAND contain the detailed list, even if EXPAND was executed before the SET DETAIL 
command. 

To set the expand detail permanently, enter SET DETAIL PERM followed by ON or OFF at an arrow 
prompt (=>). PERM must be entered on the same line as SET DETAIL. You are not prompted for this 
information. 

To have the files included with the E-numbers, enter SET DETAIL ON at an arrow prompt (=>). ON 
must be entered on the same command line as SET DETAIL. To reset the detail to OFF, enter SET 
DETAIL at an arrow prompt (=>). The default OFF is automatically assumed. 

To verify the level of detail set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET DETAIL at an arrow prompt (=>). 
The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed. 

For online information for the DETAIL set option, enter HELP SET DETAIL at an arrow prompt (=>).

To add details to E-number lists 

=> set detail on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To EXPAND on a term in a multifile environment after details are set ON 

=> e rain 5

E# FILE FREQUENCY TERM



E1 BIOSIS 8 RAIMUNDO/BI

E2 BIOSIS 1 RAIMY/BI

E3 17883 --> RAIN/BI

         CA 7459 RAIN/BI

         BIOSIS 10424 RAIN/BI

E4 8 RAINA/BI

         CA 1 RAINA/BI

         BIOSIS 7 RAINA/BI

E5 2 RAINAE/BI

         CA 1 RAINAE/BI

         BIOSIS 1 RAINAE/BI

To verify the detail settings for your login ID

=> display set detail

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

DETAIL 'ON' 'OFF' 'OFF'

To reset the expand detail to OFF 

=> set detail

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e rain 5

E1 8 RAIMUNDO/BI

E2 1 RAIMY/BI

E3 17883 --> RAIN/BI

E4 8 RAINA/BI



E5 2 RAINAE/BI

 



SET

Changing the Default Display Format (Set Dformat) 

Command format: SET DFORMAT format [PERM]

SET DFORMAT is used to change the default display format for any file from the file-specific system 
default format to any valid field or format. You must be in the file before you can change the default 
display format. Enter SET DFORMAT followed by the new default definition. Enter any single display 
field, system-defined format, or user-defined display format. The new default must be entered in the 
same command line as SET DFORMAT. To see the display fields valid for the file, enter HELP 
DFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. To see a list of the valid system-defined formats, enter 
HELP FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. To see a list of your user-defined formats, enter 
DISPLAY FORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>). 

If you want to define the format of the default display, first create your format with SET FORMAT. Refer 
to the SET FORMAT section for more information or enter HELP SET FORMAT at an arrow prompt 
(=>). After your format is created, use the name assigned in SET FORMAT as the new default format in 
SET DFORMAT. 

After you change the default, a banner reminds you of the new format each time you enter the file. 

To return to the file default format, enter SET DFORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>). The file default is 
automatically assumed. 

SET DFORMAT is only available in a single file environment. If you are in multiple files, you may not 
use the SET DFORMAT command. 

To permanently change the default, enter SET DFORMAT PERM followed by the new default. PERM 
must be entered on the same command line as SET DFORMAT. You are not prompted for this 
information. 

To see the default set for the current file, enter DISPLAY SET DFORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>) in 
the file. The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed. 

For information of the DFORMAT option while online, enter HELP SET DFORMAT at an arrow prompt 
(=>). 

To change the default format for a file for the current session 

=> file rtecs 

=> set dformat hit



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To verify the default display format in the file 

=> d set dformat

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

DFORMAT 'HIT' 'QRD' 'QRD'

To use a changed default display format 

=> s reproduct? and (t34 (l) t41)/eff

         5450 REPRODUCT?

         1407 T34/EFF

         476 T41/EFF

         316 (T34 (L) T41)/EFF

L1 316 REPRODUCT? AND (T34 (L) T41)/EFF

=> dis

L1 ANSWER 1 of 316 COPYRIGHT 1993 DOC

Class Identifier (CI): ***Reproductive Effector***

REPRODUCTIVE EFFECTS DATA (REP):

Effect |Route|Organism| Dose |Duration| Source

EFF | RTE | ORGN | DOSE | DUR | SO

===========+=====+========+=======+========+=========

T34;T41;T46|oral |hamster |TDLo 75|8D preg |TXCYAC

| | |mg/kg | |33,331,84

To reset the default display format to the system-defined default 

=> set dformat



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Arranging Duplicate Answers (Set Cost) 

Command format: SET DUPORDER order [PERM]

The DUPLICATE command is used to identify duplicate records in answer sets. Refer to the 
DUPLICATE section or enter HELP DUPLICATE at an arrow prompt (=>) for more information on this 
command. SET DUPORDER is used to arrange answers in the DUPLICATE answer set. Enter SET 
DUPORDER FILE to arrange the answers in the DUPLICATE answer set by file order. SET 
DUPORDER must be done before the DUPLICATE command. The file order is determined by the 
order that you cite single-file answer set L-numbers in DUPLICATE or by the file entry order when a 
multifile L-number answer set is used. 

Enter SET DUPORDER DEFAULT to reset the order of answers to the default, i.e., all answers 
arranged in reverse chronological order, based on the duplicate detection algorithm. If you have not set 
the order to FILE, this is the order in which the answers are placed when you use the DUPLICATE 
command. 

To verify the order, enter DISPLAY SET DUPORDER at an arrow prompt (=>). The current, 
permanent, login, and default order is displayed. 

To set the order permanently, enter SET DUPORDER PERM followed by the order at an arrow prompt 
(=>). PERM must be entered on the same line as the SET command. You are not prompted for this 
information. 

For information on the DUPORDER set option while online, enter HELP SET DUPORDER at an arrow 
prompt (=>). 

To arrange duplicate answers in file order 

=> set duporder

ENTER FILE OR (DEFAULT):file

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To use the DUPLICATE command after answer order is set to file order 

=> file polluab pira

=> s paper? and pollut? and py>=1989

FILE 'POLLUAB'



         14188 PAPER?

         52287 POLLUT?

         29994 PY>=1989

L4 1146 PAPER? AND POLLUT? AND PY>=1989

FILE 'PIRA'

         67644 PAPER?

         4325 POLLUT?

         74751 PY>=1989

L5 959 PAPER? AND POLLUT? AND PY>=1989

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L6 2320 PAPER? AND POLLUT? AND PY>=1989

=> dup rem l6

DUPLICATE PREFERENCE IS 'POLLUAB, PIRA'

KEEP DUPLICATES FROM MORE THAN ONE FILE? Y/(N):no

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L6

L7 2320 DUPLICATE REM L6 (14 DUPLICATES REMOVED)

                  ANSWERS '1-1317' FROM FILE POLLUAB

                  ANSWERS '1318-2320' FROM FILE PIRA

=> d an ti 1 1318

L7 ANSWER 1 OF 2320 POLLUAB COPYRIGHT 1993 CSA DUPLICATE 1

AN 92:4156 POLLUAB

TI Do "dirty" industries migrate?. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND THE ENVIRONMENT.

L7 ANSWER 1318 OF 2320 PIRA COPYRIGHT 1993 PIRA DUPLICATE 5



AN 89:12569 PIRA

TI TRADE INDEMNITY QUARTERLY ECONOMIC REVIEW: SUMMER 1989

To reset to DUPLICATE answer order to system-default of reverse chronological order 

=> set duporder default

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To view the DUPORDER settings for your login ID 

=> d set duporder

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

DUPORDER 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT' 'DEFAULT'

 



SET

Specifying Default Element Count Match Levels (Set Eclevel) 

Command format: SET ECLEVEL value [PERM]

In generic structure files, the ECLEVEL structure-building command is used to restrict the match level 
of element counts. ECLEVEL is used to retrieve generic groups that explicitly cite the query's element 
counts or to retrieve all generic groups that may have the query's element counts. The system default 
is LIMITED, i.e., retrieve only the generic groups that explicitly cite the counts required by the query. 

Use the SET ECLEVEL command to change the default to UNLIMITED, i.e., retrieve any generic group 
that matches the query, whether or not the element count is explicitly stated. Enter SET ECLEVEL 
UNLIMITED at an arrow prompt (=>) to change the default. UNLIMITED must be entered on the same 
command line as SET ECLEVEL. If no value is entered, LIMITED is assumed.

To return to the LIMITED eclevel, enter SET ECLEVEL at an arrow prompt (=>).

You may override the default element count match level that has been set. While building the structure 
query, use the ECLEVEL structure-building command within STRUCTURE to assign an eclevel 
different from the one set. For more information on this structure attribute, refer to the MARPAT User 
Guide or enter HELP ECLEVEL at the structure-building prompt (:) within the STRUCTURE command.

To permanently change the element count match level for your login ID, enter SET ECLEVEL PERM 
followed by one of the values. PERM must be entered on the same line as SET ECLEVEL. You are not 
prompted for this information.

To display the element count match level settings for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET ECLEVEL at 
an arrow prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default levels are displayed.

For information on the ECLEVEL set option while online, enter HELP SET ECLEVEL at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To change the element count match level structure attribute to UNLIMITED 

=> set eclevel unlimited

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To display the eclevel settings for your login ID 

=> d set eclevel

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT



ECLEVEL 'UNLIMITED' 'LIMITED' 'LIMITED'

To reset the element count match level to LIMITED 

=> set eclevel

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Setting New or Continuing E-Numbers (Set Expand) 

Command format: SET EXPAND value [PERM]

The EXPAND command allows you to look at the terms around your term in a search index. When you 
use EXPAND, an E-number list is created and displayed. The terms are numbered sequentially, 
beginning with E1. When you EXPAND on another term, a new E-number list is generated, beginning 
with E1, erasing the previous list. For more information on EXPAND, refer to the EXPAND section or 
enter HELP EXPAND at an arrow prompt (=>). 

The SET EXPAND command is used to specify whether or not new E-number lists begin with E1 or 
continue on from the last E-number generated. To continuously number EXPAND lists, enter SET 
EXPAND CONTINUOUS at an arrow prompt (=>). Each subsequent EXPAND for another term, or 
SELECT command, begins with the next sequential E-number that follows the final E-number 
generated in the previous list. 

To reset your expand value to the default, enter SET EXPAND RENUMBER at an arrow prompt (=>). 
Each new expand list starts with E1.

To set the expand value permanently for your login ID, enter SET EXPAND PERM followed by the 
value to be set. PERM must be entered on the same line as SET EXPAND. You are not prompted for 
this information. 

To see the current SET EXPAND settings for your current login ID, enter DISPLAY SET EXPAND at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

For information on the EXPAND set option while online, enter HELP SET EXPAND at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To continuously number EXPAND lists 

=> set expand

ENTER CONTINUOUS OR (RENUMBER):continuous

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e fault 6

E1 12 FAUJASITES/BI

E2 2 FAUJASITIC/BI



E3 54 --> FAULT/BI

E4 13 FAULTED/BI

E5 6 FAULTING/BI

E6 175 FAULTS/BI

=> e fault/ti 6

E7 10 FAUJASITES/TI

E8 2 FAUJASITIC/TI

E9 15 --> FAULT/TI

E10 1 FAULTED/TI

E11 41 FAULTS/TI

E12 4 FAULTY/TI

To view the EXPAND values set for your login ID 

=> d set expand

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

EXPAND 'CONTINUOUS' 'RENUMBER' 'RENUMBER'

To reset expand value to renumber with each new EXPAND 

=> set expand renumber

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e fault 6

E1 12 FAUJASITES/BI

E2 2 FAUJASITIC/BI

E3 54 --> FAULT/BI

E4 13 FAULTED/BI



E5 6 FAULTING/BI

E6 75 FAULTS/BI

=> e fault/ti 6

E1 10 FAUJASITES/TI

E2 2 FAUJASITIC/TI

E3 15 --> FAULT/TI

E4 1 FAULTED/TI

E5 41 FAULTS/TI

E6 4 FAULTY/TI

 



SET

Setting a Display Format (Set Format) 

Command format: SET FORMAT .name definition

SET FORMAT is used to create a user-defined display format. You may include any number of fields 
and formats in your definition. For a list of valid fields in a file, enter HELP DFIELDS at an arrow prompt 
(=>) in the file. For a list of system-defined formats, enter HELP FORMAT. 

All user-defined formats are retained permanently for your login ID. No storage fee is incurred for 
retaining these formats. You may create up to 100 formats. To use a user-defined format as a default in 
a file, use the SET DFORMAT command. Refer to the DFORMAT section of this chapter for more 
information or enter HELP SET DFORMAT at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To create a display format, enter SET FORMAT followed by the name you want to assign. The name 
must:

begin with a period (.)

have between 2-16 characters

contain only a period (.) and letters (A-Z) and/or numbers (0-9).

To create a user-defined format 

=> set format

ENTER FORMAT NAME OR (?):.photo

ENTER FORMAT DEFINITION OR (?):an,ab,ti

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

Defining the Format 

To define what should display when you use the format, enter any number of display fields or formats 
that are valid in the current files. If more than one field or format is entered, separate them by a space 
or a comma (,). Enter them in the order you want them to display. 

You may create a user-defined format in both single and multifile environments. Any user-defined 
format may be used in any file. If the format you defined in your user-defined format is not valid in 
another file, an error message is displayed.



For information on the FORMAT set option while online, enter HELP SET FORMAT at an arrow prompt 
(=>). 

To use a user-defined format 

=> search color(L)developer?

         22483 COLOR

         5014 DEVELOPER?

L1 4278 COLOR(L)DEVELOPER?

=> dis .photo

L1 ANSWER 1 OF 4278 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

AN CA118(12):113263m

AB In prepn. of the title developer dispersions by dissolving metal salts

         of arom. carboxylic acid derivs. in org. solvents followed by dispersing

         the soln. in H2O and emulsification, R1NHCOR2 (R1-2 = H, alkyl, aryl) 

         is dissolved in the solvents together with the carboxylate salts. 

         Developer sheets from the developer dispersions are free from 

         smoking during heating and show high-speed color formation.

TI Preparation of developer dispersions containing amides for

         pressure-sensitive copying developer sheets

 



SET

Viewing Formats 

To see a list of user-defined formats for your login ID, enter DISPLAY FORMAT at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The table is arranged in alphanumeric order. The format definition and any file that uses the 
format as the default is included in the table. 

To see the definition of a particular user-defined format, enter DISPLAY FORMAT followed by the 
format name at an arrow prompt (=>).

To display a list of all user-defined formats on your login ID 

=> display format

USER-DEFINED FORMAT DEFINITION DEFAULT FORMAT FOR FILE

.BIB CBIB AB

.EFFECT HIT AN CA

.PHOTO AN AB TI

.SORTING IDETAB MPTAB

To display a specific user-defined format 

=> dis form .photo

USER-DEFINED FORMAT DEFINITION DEFAULT FORMAT FOR FILE

.PHOTO AN AB TI

Removing a Format 

To remove a format, enter DELETE followed by the name assigned in the SET command. If you reach 
a certain percentage of the 100 formats allowed, a warning message appears. To avoid reaching the 
limit, use DELETE to remove unwanted formats.

To remove a user-defined format 

=> delete .photo



DELETE FORMAT .PHOTO? (Y)/N:y

FORMAT '.PHOTO' DELETED

 



SET

Defining Structure Displays (Set Graphics) 

Command format: SET GRAPHICS value [PERM]

When you log into STN, you specify whether or not the equipment you are using is capable of 
displaying structures using a graphics display. If you have a terminal that is Tektronix 401x compatible 
and plan on displaying structures, log in as a type 2 terminal. If you are using a terminal that is a text 
terminal, log in as a type 3. The system displays structures either with PLOT10 graphics or with 
keyboard symbols for the bonds, depending on the terminal type. 

SET GRAPHICS is used to suppress the display of structures or to change the way structures display. 
Structures may be displayed in substance records and in a structure query. To use this set option, 
enter SET GRAPHICS followed by one of the valid values at an arrow prompt (=>). The values allowed 
are: 

OFF - suppress the structure display in a substance record

ON - reset to have the structure display

PLOT10 - displays graphic structures

TEXT - display structure using text, i.e., keyboard symbols

The default is ON. The value must be entered on the same line as SET GRAPHICS. If no value is 
entered, ON is assumed.

To permanently set a graphics value, enter SET GRAPHICS PERM followed by the value. PERM must 
be entered on the same line as SET GRAPHICS. You are not prompted for this information.

To see what options have been set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET GRAPHICS at an arrow 
prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed.

For online help for the GRAPHICS set option while online, enter HELP SET GRAPHICS at an arrow 
prompt(=>).

 



SET

Suppressing Graphics 

To suppress the structure display in records containing structures, enter SET GRAPHICS OFF at an 
arrow prompt (=>). OFF must be entered on the same command line as SET GRAPHICS. This setting 
suppresses structures in a displayed record only. Structures are still displayed upon request in the 
STRUCTURE and DISPLAY QUERY commands. 

To suppress the display of structures in substance records 

=> set graph off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d l1 27 ide

L1 ANSWER 27 OF 7764 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

RN 141967-06-8 REGISTRY

CN Chromium, tricarbonyl[(1,2,3,4,5,6-.eta.)-3-fluoro-2-

         methoxybenzenamine]- (9CI) (CA INDEX NAME)

OTHER NAMES:

CN ***(3-Fluoro-2-methoxyaniline)chromium tricarbonyl***

MF C10 H8 Cr F N O4

CI CCS

SR CA

LC CA

         1 REFERENCES IN FILE CA (1967 TO DATE)

Displaying Graphics 

If you want to have structures displayed after the graphics have been suppressed, enter SET 
GRAPHICS at an arrow prompt (=>). The ON value is automatically assumed.



To reset the graphics to have structures displayed 

=> set graphics

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d l1 27 str

L1 ANSWER 27 OF 7764 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

 



SET

Changing Structure Displays 

When you log in as a type 3, text terminal, structures are displayed using keyboard symbols for bonds. 
Stereochemistry is not shown with text displays. If your terminal supports Tektronix capabilities, you can 
change the structure displays to graphic representations. Enter SET GRAPHICS PLOT10 at an arrow 
prompt (=>). PLOT10 must be entered on the same command line as SET GRAPHICS. 

To switch from graphics displays to text, enter SET GRAPHICS TEXT at an arrow prompt (=>). TEXT must 
be entered on the same command line as SET GRAPHICS. 

Changing the structure display may be done with these two values regardless of what terminal type was 
specified at login 

To change structure displays to graphics after login 

=> set gra plot10

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d acc 151599-70-1

ANSWER 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

RN 151599-70-1 REGISTRY

CN Cyclopropanecarboxylic acid, 2-(4-bromophenyl)-2-fluoro-, cis- (9CI)

         (CA INDEX NAME)

FS STEREOSEARCH

MF C10 H8 Br F O2

SR CA

LC STN Files: CAPREVIEWS

DES 2:CIS



 

         1 REFERENCES IN FILE CAPREVIEWS

To change from graphic structure display to text structure display 

=> set graphics text

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d acc 151599-70-1

ANSWER 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

RN 151599-70-1 REGISTRY

CN Cyclopropanecarboxylic acid, 2-(4-bromophenyl)-2-fluoro-, cis- (9CI)

         (CA INDEX NAME)

FS STEREOSEARCH



MF C10 H8 Br F O2

SR CA

LC STN Files: CAPREVIEWS 

DES 2:CIS

Relative stereochemistry

.C.

. . .C:

. . . :

. C.....C...C: C

. . : .

HO2C. . : .

. C . : C.

F . C : .

. Br

STEREO DIAGRAM AVAILABLE WITH GRAPHICS TERMINAL OR OFFLINE PRINT

1 REFERENCES IN FILE CA (1967 TO DATE) 

STEREO DIAGRAM AVAILABLE WITH GRAPHICS TERMINAL OR OFFLINE PRINT
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Setting the Display of Page Headings (Set Heading) 

Command format: SET HEADING value [PERM] 

When you log in as a graphics terminal, type 2, your terminal is set to a page length of 33 lines. You 
are then told to clear the page. As the new page is displayed, a heading is automatically displayed at 
the top. The page heading includes the date, time, STN's name, and the page. Use the HEADING set 
option to control the display of the page headings. To suppress the heading information, enter SET 
HEADING OFF at an arrow prompt (=>). The headings are no longer displayed with each new page. 
OFF must be entered on the same command line as SET HEADING. 

To reset the heading to be displayed with each new page, enter SET HEADING at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The ON default is automatically assumed.

To display the heading values for your current login ID, enter DISPLAY SET HEADING at an arrow 
prompt (=>). For more details about DISPLAY, refer to its section in this manual.

To permanently set the heading value, enter SET HEADING PERM followed by one of the values. 
PERM must be entered on the same line as SET HEADING. You are not prompted for this information.

To view the heading settings for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET HEADING at an arrow prompt (=>). 
The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed.

For online information on the HEADING set option while online, enter HELP SET HEADING at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To suppress the heading from a display page or screen 

=> set heading off perm

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

08:19:32 COPY AND CLEAR PAGE, PLEASE

ANSWER 1 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

         .

         .

         . 



To reinstate page headings 

=> set head on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

08:21:18 COPY AND CLEAR PAGE, PLEASE

14 DEC 93 08:20:09 STN INTERNATIONAL P0001

         .

         .

         . 

To view heading settings for your login ID 

=> d set heading 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

HEADING 'ON' 'OFF' 'ON' 'ON'

 



SET

Highlighting Hit Terms (Set Highlighting) 

Command format: SET HIGHLIGHTING value [PERM]

Highlighting is a feature that makes scanning search results easier. In the display, the hit terms, which 
are the terms in the record that match your search profile, are preceeded and followed by three 
asterisks (***) when highlighting is on. Highlighting is available in many fields in most STN files. To see 
if a file has highlighting, enter HELP HIGHLIGHTING at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. 

Highlighting is either set to ON or OFF by default in a file. To change the setting, enter SET 
HIGHLIGHTING followed by the ON or OFF option at an arrow prompt (=>). The value must be entered 
on the same line as SET HIGHLIGHTING or the file default is assumed. 

To change the setting permanently, enter SET HIGHLIGHTING PERM followed by ON or OFF. PERM 
must be entered on the same line as SET HIGHLIGHTING. You are not prompted for this information. 

To see the highlighting values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET HIGHLIGHTING at an arrow 
prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed. 

For online information on the HIGHLIGHTING set option, enter HELP SET HIGHLIGHTING at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

Suppressing Highlighting 

To suppress the highlighting of all hit terms, enter SET HIGHLIGHTING OFF at an arrow prompt (=>). 
Highlighting must be set OFF before you execute a search to create results without the hit terms 
highlighted. The set option is applied to all answer sets created in all files after the command is issued. 

When highlighting is set OFF, any display format based on hit terms, e.g., HIT, KWIC, OCC, do not 
display any information.

To suppress highlighting of hit terms in answers 

=> set highlighting off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s dolphin# and population

         860 DOLPHIN#

         13261 POPULATION



L22 125 DOLPHIN# AND POPULATION

=> d ti

L22 ANSWER 1 OF 125 OCEAN COPYRIGHT 1993 CSA

TI Population structure of the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus )

         as determined by restriction endonuclease analysis of mitochondrial

         DNA.

 



SET

Specifying Highlighting of Hit Terms 

To highlight hit terms in files that have the highlighting set to OFF or to reset after OFF has been 
issued, enter SET HIGHLIGHTING ON. Answers with hit terms in fields and files that support 
highlighting display with the terms highlighted. Answers retrieved while highlighting was set OFF do not 
have terms highlighted after the ON value is set. To see highlighted terms, search the query again.

To display the highlighting settings for your login ID 

=> d set highlight 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

HIGHLIGHTING 'OFF' 'ON' 'ON' 'DEF'

To highlight hit terms 

=> set highlight on perm

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s dolphin# and population

         860 DOLPHIN#

         13261 POPULATION

L23 125 DOLPHIN# AND POPULATION

=> d ti

L23 ANSWER 1 OF 125 OCEAN COPYRIGHT 1993 CSA

TI ***Population*** structure of the bottlenose ***dolphin***

         (Tursiops truncatus ) as determined by restriction endonuclease

         analysis of mitochondrial DNA.

Reinstating the Default 



To reset highlighting to the file default, enter SET HIGHLIGHT at an arrow prompt (=>). The file default 
is assumed. Enter HELP HIGHLIGHTING at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to reinstate the file default. 

To restore the default highlighting setting 

=> set highlight

SET COMMAND COMPLETED
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Viewing Query Interpretation (Set Interpret) 

Command format: SET INTERPRET value [PERM]

In some search fields, when a search profile contains a multiword phrase, the system automatically 
inserts the proper proximity operator. When proximity is automatically inserted into a SEARCH 
statement, separate lines expanding the query with the proximity operators are displayed, showing you 
exactly how the system has interpreted your query. For more detailed information, refer to the 
SEARCH section or enter HELP SEARCH at an arrow prompt (=>). 

In some files, query interpretation is also done when a search field is added by the system. For 
example, if a CAS Registry Number is searched in the Basic Index of the REGISTRY File, /RN is 
automatically added to the term and this interpretation line is displayed. 

The SET INTERPRET command is used to control the display of the interpretation lines. Enter SET 
INTERPRET OFF at an arrow prompt (=>) to suppress the interpretation lines from the search output. 
The query is still searched with the proper implied proximity but you do not see the lines explaining the 
search. OFF must be entered on the same line as SET INTERPRET. To have the interpretation lines 
display for subsequent searches, enter SET INTERPRET. The default ON is automatically assumed.

To set the interpretation value permanently for your login ID, enter SET INTERPRET PERM followed 
by OFF or ON. PERM must be entered on the same line as SET INTERPRET. You are not prompted 
for this information.

To see the values for the INTERPRET set option on your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET INTERPRET at 
an arrow prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed.

For information on the INTERPRET set option while online, enter HELP SET INTERPRET at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To suppress lines showing query interpretation for implied proximity 

=> set interpret off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s fiber optic#

         491 "FIBER"

         127 OPTIC#



L3 33 FIBER OPTIC#

To view the INTERPET settings on your login ID 

=> d set interpret

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

INTERPRET 'OFF' 'ON' 'ON'

To reset the interpretation to display the lines showing the query with proximity operators 
added by the system 

=> set interpret on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s fiber optic#

         491 "FIBER"

         127 OPTIC#

         L2 33 FIBER OPTIC#

         ("FIBER"(W)OPTIC#)
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Specifying Number of Terms to be Displayed Around Hit Term (Set Kwick) 

Command format: SET KWIC value [PERM] 

KWIC, keyword-in-context, is a display format that displays the fields containing hit terms, the terms 
that match your search profile, with 20 words on either side of the hit terms. SET KWIC is used to vary 
the number of words displayed on either side of the hit term. Enter SET KWIC n, where n is a number 
from 0 to 50. Separate n from KWIC with a space or an equal sign (=). The number must be entered on 
the same line as SET KWIC. 

To reset the number of terms to 20 on either side of the hit term, enter SET KWIC at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The default value of 20 words is automatically assumed.

To define the number of terms to be displayed in KWIC permanently for your login ID, enter SET KWIC 
PERM n. PERM must be entered on the same line as SET KWIC. You are not prompted for this 
information.

To display the settings for KWIC for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET KWIC at an arrow prompt (=>). 
The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed.

For information about the KWIC set option while online, enter HELP SET KWIC at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To set a KWIC (keyword-in-context) value 

=> set kwic 10

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d 2 kwic

L5 ANSWER 2 OF 5128 LIFESCI COPYRIGHT 1993 CSA

AB A novel series of 2-indolinones with in vitro anti- ***HIV***

         (human immunodeficiency ***virus*** ) activity is described. Two

         structurally related compounds, 1) 3,3-(4-N-methyl-1,2,5,6-

         tetrahydropyridylmethyl)-1- phenyl-2-indolinone,. . . synthesis



         of approximately 50 analogues and their respective activities vs.

         ***HIV*** are presented. Both 1 and 2 were effective inhibitors of

         ***HIV*** (IIIb) in cell protection assays with IC sub(90) values

         of 4.4. . . inhibit syncytia formation. These compounds represent

         a novel class of anti- ***HIV*** agents which appear to act by

         inhibiting ***virus*** -dependent cell fusion.

To display the KWIC values set for your login ID 

=> d set kwic 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

KWIC '10' '20' '20'

To reset KWIC to the system default of 20 words on either side of the hit term 

=> set kwic

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d 2 kwic 

L5 ANSWER 2 OF 5128 LIFESCI COPYRIGHT 1993 CSA

AB A novel series of 2-indolinones with in vitro anti- ***HIV***

         (human immunodeficiency ***virus*** ) activity is described. Two

         structurally related compounds, 1) 3,3-(4-N-methyl-1,2,5,6-

         tetrahydropyridylmethyl)-1- phenyl-2-indolinone, and 2) its

         4-N-methylpiperidinylmethyl analogue, formed the basis of a

         structure-activity study. The synthesis of approximately 50

         analogues and their respective activities vs. ***HIV*** are

         presented. Both 1 and 2 were effective inhibitors of ***HIV***



         (IIIb) in cell protection assays with IC sub(90) values of 4.4 and

         14.9 mu M (2.2 and 7.9 mu g/ml), respectively. In the same

         concentration range, 1 and 2 also inhibit syncytia formation. These

         compounds represent a novel class of anti- ***HIV*** agents which

         appear to act by inhibiting ***virus*** -dependent cell fusion.

 



SET

Defining Cost Display for Logoff (Set Lcost) 

Command format: SET LCOST value [PERM] 

When you logoff from STN, a cost estimation for the session is displayed. SET LCOST is used to 
control the amount of cost data displayed after executing the LOGOFF command. Enter SET LCOST 
followed by one of the values at an arrow prompt (=>). The values are: 

BRIEF - summary of the total session by file and cost center and total cost for each cost center

FULL - BRIEF plus detailed cost for each file entered

OFF - no cost information displayed

ON - cost for the current file and total cost for the session

The default value is ON. If no value is entered in the same line as SET LCOST, ON is automatically 
assumed. All costs are estimates and are displayed in your billing currency.

To reset the value to the default, enter SET LCOST at an arrow prompt (=>). The default ON value is 
automatically assumed.

To retain a SET LCOST value beyond your current session, enter SET LCOST PERM followed by the 
value. PERM must be entered on the same command line as SET LCOST. You are not prompted for 
this information.

To control the cost detail displayed when you enter a file or use the DISPLAY command, use SET 
COST. Refer to the SET COST section of this chapter or enter HELP SET COST at an arrow prompt 
(=>) for more information.

To display the LCOST set values for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET LCOST at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed.

For information on the LCOST set option while online, enter HELP SET LCOST at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To set the detail of cost information to be displayed at logoff 

=> set lcost brief

SET COMMAND COMPLETED



=> logoff

ALL L# QUERIES AND ANSWER SETS ARE DELETED AT LOGOFF

LOGOFF? (Y)/N:y

FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

MEDLINE FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.06 @ 35.00 2.10

         DISPLAYS IN BIB FORMAT 1 @ 0.08 0.08

SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         PHAR FILE (NONE) 0.48 351.70

         MEDLINE FILE (NONE) 0.12 4.28

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

                           (NONE) 0.61 356.13

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.61 356.13

DISCOUNT AMOUNTS (FOR QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS) SINCE FILE TOTAL

         ENTRY SESSION

PHARMAPROJECTS SUBSCR PRICE 0.00 -250.00

STN INTERNATIONAL LOGOFF AT 07:46:46 ON 01 APR 93

To permanently set the detail of cost display at logoff 

=> set lcost off perm



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To reset the detail of cost information to the default 

=> set lcost

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To review the logoff cost settings for your login ID 

=> d set lcost

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

LCOST 'ON' 'OFF' 'OFF' 'ON'

 



SET

Suppressing Cost Display at Logoff 

To suppress the automatic display of cost data at logoff, enter SET LCOST OFF at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To suppress the automatic display of cost information when logging off 

=> set lcost off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> logoff

ALL L# QUERIES AND ANSWER SETS ARE DELETED AT LOGOFF

LOGOFF? (Y)/N/HOLD:y

STN INTERNATIONAL LOGOFF AT 08:40:52 ON 01 APR 93
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Displaying Detailed Cost Information at Logoff 

SET LCOST BRIEF is used to display an estimated detailed cost summary at logoff. BRIEF must be 
entered on the same command line as SET LCOST. The display includes an estimated cost summary 
for the previous file with the cost center information, connect hours, display, print, and search costs, 
and the total cost of the session showing costs for other files and cost centers. 

To set the display of cost information at logoff to the BRIEF value 

=> set lcost brief

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

Displaying Full Cost Information at Logoff 

Enter SET LCOST FULL to have an estimated and detailed cost summary for all files and cost centers 
displayed at logoff. FULL must be entered on the same command line as SET LCOST. The estimated 
costs for all previous files and cost centers are displayed, as well as a summary total for the session. 
Connect hours, search, display, print, and total costs are shown. 

To see a complete and detailed cost display at logoff 

=> set lcost full

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> logoff

ALL L# QUERIES AND ANSWER SETS ARE DELETED AT LOGOFF

LOGOFF? (Y)/N:y

FILE & COST CENTER QUANTITY @ RATE ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

HOME FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.01 @ 15.00 0.15

PHAR FILE COST=



         CONNECT HOURS 0.44 @ 190.00 83.60

MEDLINE FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.06 @ 35.00 2.10

PHAR FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.04 @ 190.00 7.60

         ONLINE DISPLAYS 4 @ 65.00 260.00

         SEARCH TERMS 5 @ 0.10 0.50

MEDLINE FILE COST=

         CONNECT HOURS 0.15 @ 35.00 5.25

         DISPLAYS IN ABS FORMAT 3 @ 0.04 0.12

         DISPLAYS IN BIB FORMAT 1 @ 0.08 0.08

SUMMARY BY FILE AND COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

         HOME FILE (NONE) 0.01 0.15

         PHAR FILE (NONE) 0.44 83.60

         MEDLINE FILE (NONE) 0.21 7.55

SUMMARY BY COST CENTER HOURS ESTIMATED COST

         U.S. DOLLARS

                  (NONE) 0.66 91.30

YOUR TOTAL SESSION COSTS ARE 0.66 91.30

STN INTERNATIONAL LOGOFF AT 07:50:46 ON 01 APR 93
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Specifying Maximum Line Length (Set Linelength) 

Command format: SET LINELENGTH value [PERM] 

To specify the maximum line length for the system to send to your terminal, enter SET LINELENGTH n, 
where n is a value of 20 through 250, at an arrow prompt (=>). The value defines the maximum number 
of characters that appear per line. The system default is 74 characters per line. You must enter the 
value on the same line as SET LINELENGTH. If no value is entered, 74 is assumed. 

To retain a line length value beyond your current session, enter SET LINELENGTH PERM followed by 
the value. PERM must be entered on the same command line as SET LINELENGTH. You are not 
prompted for this information. 

To display the LINELENGTH set values for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET LINELENGTH at an 
arrow prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed. 

For information on the LINELENGTH set option while online, enter HELP SET LINELENGTH at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To set a linelength value 

=> set linelength 50

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> D TX 2 

L4 ANSWER 2 OF 3 COPYRIGHT 1993 BCI

TX Recently introduced anti-plastics

         packaging bills are pending in several

         states. Below is a continuation (SEE ABOVE

         .

         .

         .



         distribution of single-use plastic items

         that are not ***degradable*** , reusable

         or recyclable after July 1, 1990.

To reset the linelength to the default value 74 

=> set linelength

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d tx 2 

L4 ANSWER 2 OF 3 COPYRIGHT 1993 BCI

TX Recently introduced anti-plastics packaging bills are pending in

         several states. Below is a continuation (SEE ABOVE STORIES) of such

         proposals as provided by the Council for Solid Waste Solutions

         .

         .

         .

         proposed bill would prohibit the sale or distribution of single-use

         plastic items that are not ***degradable*** , reusable or

         recyclable after July 1, 1990.

To review the linelength settings for your login ID 

=> d set line 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

LINELENGTH '74' '74' '74'

 



SET

Establishing an STNmail ID (Set Mailid) 

Command format: SET MAILID 

The SET MAILID command is used to create your STNmail ID so that you can send and receive 
electronic mail. To use this set option, you must be in the STNmail File. Enter SET MAILID at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file. The system then prompts for the information needed for your mail profile, i.e., 
the information needed to establish your e-mail address. This information is marked as available in the 
public directory and may be searched and displayed. The STNmail ID that is established is 
permanently assigned to your login ID. PERM is not used with this set option.

To use SET MAILID, you must first enter the STNmail File. Then enter SET MAILID at an arrow prompt 
(=>) in the file. The system prompts you for the following information:

last name - up to 40 characters

first name - up to 30 characters

telephone number - up to 30 characters

         (include area code)

city - up to 40 characters

state/country - up to 40 characters

organization - up to 40 characters

occupation - up to 30 characters

The organization and occupation information are optional entries. If you do not want to include this 
information in your profile, take the default at the prompt for the information. All other information is 
required.

After entering your profile information, the system creates your mail ID. IDs may not be changed. The 
system now displays your entire mail profile for confirmation. If the information is correct, enter Y. Your 
mail ID is automatically established. To see your mail ID and the profile information after your have 
established it, enter SET MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) in the STNmail File.

For information on sending and receiving mail, refer to the STNmail chapter or enter HELP MAIL, 
HELP READ, or HELP SEND at an arrow prompt (=>).



For information on the MAILID set option while online, enter HELP SET MAILID at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To establish an STNmail ID 

=> file stnmail

FILE 'STNMAIL' ENTERED AT 09:43:03 ON 01 APR 93

WELCOME TO THE STN ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICE

=> set mailid

ENTER LAST NAME OR (?):bartsch

ENTER FIRST NAME OR (?):gisela

ENTER TELEPHONE NUMBER OR (?):(7247) 808-405

ENTER CITY OR (?):karlsruhe

ENTER STATE, COUNTRY, OR (?):germany

ENTER ORGANIZATION, (NONE), OR (?):fiz

ENTER OCCUPATION, (NONE), OR ?:none 

YOUR MAIL PROFILE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. YOU MAY CHANGE ANY OF

THIS INFORMATION, AND YOU MAY ALSO CHANGE THE STATUS OF ITS AVAILABILITY IN THE

PUBLIC DIRECTORY.

PUBLIC PROFILE INFORMATION 

1 YES MAILID: 1757K

2 YES LAST NAME: BARTSCH

3 YES FIRST NAME: GISELA

4 YES TELEPHONE: (7247) 808-405

5 YES CITY: KARLSRUHE

6 YES STATE OR COUNTRY: GERMANY



7 YES ORGANIZATION: FIZ

8 YES OCCUPATION: NONE

IS THE ABOVE INFORMATION CORRECT (Y)/N/?:y 

To verify your mail ID and profile information 

=> set mailid

PUBLIC PROFILE INFORMATION 

1 YES MAILID: 1757K

2 YES LAST NAME: BARTSCH

3 YES FIRST NAME: GISELA

4 YES TELEPHONE: (7247) 808-405

5 YES CITY: KARLSRUHE

6 YES STATE OR COUNTRY: GERMANY

7 YES ORGANIZATION: FIZ

8 YES OCCUPATION: NONE

IS THE ABOVE INFORMATION CORRECT (Y)/N/?:y

 



SET

Modifying Your Profile 

To modify your profile, enter SET MAILID at an arrow prompt (=>) in the STNmail File. Your current 
mail profile is displayed. Each line of the profile has a number assigned. The public status is also 
indicated with each line. The system asks if the information is correct. To change the profile, answer N 
to this prompt. You are then prompted for the category that is incorrect, the profile or the public status. 
Enter PROFILE to modify profile information. Then enter the number of the profile line you wish to 
change. More than one number may be entered. Separate multiple line numbers with a space or a 
comma (,). Reenter the profile information. When you have completed all changes, the system displays 
the new profile and asks you to confirm its correctness. 

To modify your mail ID profile 

=> set mailid

PUBLIC PROFILE INFORMATION 

1 YES MAILID: 1757K

2 YES LAST NAME: BARTSCH

3 YES FIRST NAME: GISELA

4 YES TELEPHONE: (7247) 808-405

5 YES CITY: KARLSRUHE

6 YES STATE OR COUNTRY: GERMANY

7 YES ORGANIZATION: FIZ

8 YES OCCUPATION: NONE

IS THE ABOVE INFORMATION CORRECT (Y)/N/?:n

ENTER CATEGORY - PUBLIC, PROFILE, OR (?):profile

ENTER LINE NUMBERS FOR INFORMATION CHANGE OR (?):4

REENTER TELEPHONE NUMBER OR (?):(7247) 808-405, x555 



YOUR MAIL PROFILE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. YOU MAY CHANGE ANY OF

THIS INFORMATION, AND YOU MAY ALSO CHANGE THE STATUS OF ITS AVAILABILITY IN THE

PUBLIC DIRECTORY.

=> set mailid

PUBLIC PROFILE INFORMATION 

1 YES MAILID: 1757K

2 YES LAST NAME: BARTSCH

3 YES FIRST NAME: GISELA

4 YES TELEPHONE: (7247) 808-405, X555

5 YES CITY: KARLSRUHE

6 YES STATE OR COUNTRY: GERMANY

7 YES ORGANIZATION: FIZ

8 YES OCCUPATION: NONE

IS THE ABOVE INFORMATION CORRECT (Y)/N/?:n

 



SET

Modifying Public Status 

To modify the status of your entire profile or specific entries in your profile, enter SET MAILID at an 
arrow prompt (=>) in the STNmail File. Your current mail profile is displayed. Each line of the profile 
has a number assigned. The public status is also indicated with each line. The system asks if the 
information is correct. To change the status, answer N to this prompt. You are then prompted for the 
category that is incorrect, the profile or the public status. Enter PUBLIC to modify status information. 
Enter a line number to be changed. Multiple line numbers may be entered. Separate multiple numbers 
by a space or a comma (,). 

If you enter a number that is available to the public, i.e., a YES entry, it is automatically changed to NO. 
If you enter a number that is not available for the public, it is automatically changed to YES. When you 
have completed all changes, the system displays the new profile and asks you to confirm its 
correctness. 

To modify the public status of your mail ID 

=> set mailid

PUBLIC PROFILE INFORMATION 

1 YES MAILID: 1757K

2 YES LAST NAME: BARTSCH

3 YES FIRST NAME: GISELA

4 YES TELEPHONE: (7247) 808-405, X555

5 YES CITY: KARLSRUHE

6 YES STATE OR COUNTRY: GERMANY

7 YES ORGANIZATION: FIZ

8 YES OCCUPATION: NONE

ENTER CATEGORY - PUBLIC, PROFILE, OR (?):public

ENTER LINE NUMBERS FOR STATUS CHANGE OR (?):4,7 



YOUR MAIL PROFILE CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. YOU MAY CHANGE

ANY OF THIS INFORMATION, AND YOU MAY ALSO CHANGE THE STATUS OF ITS

AVAILABILITY IN THE PUBLIC DIRECTORY.

PUBLIC PROFILE INFORMATION 

1 YES MAILID: 1757K

2 YES LAST NAME: BARTSCH

3 YES FIRST NAME: GISELA

4 NO TELEPHONE: (7247) 808-405

5 YES CITY: KARLSRUHE

6 YES STATE OR COUNTRY: GERMANY

7 NO ORGANIZATION: FIZ

8 YES OCCUPATION: NONE

IS THE ABOVE INFORMATION CORRECT (Y)/N/?:y

 



SET

Specifying the Default Match Level (Set Mlevel) 

Command format: SET MLEVEL value [PERM] 

Match level is a structure-building attribute used to specify the level for matching query nodes in a 
generic structure file. Since the nodes in a generic structure file may include generic nodes, e.g., Cy for 
any cyclic structure, individual query nodes may be assigned an MLEVEL value to control the matching 
of those nodes to the generic structure file nodes. The match level values are: 

         ANY - query nodes may be matched to any specific atoms, generic nodes, and R nodes

         ATOM - query nodes may be matched only to specific atoms

         CLASS - query nodes may be matched to specific atoms and to generic nodes,

                           but not to R nodes

The default is ATOM.

The SET MLEVEL command is used to change the default match level. To change the default to class, 
enter SET MLEVEL CLASS at an arrow prompt (=>). To change the default to any, enter SET MLEVEL 
ANY at an arrow prompt (=>). CLASS or ANY must be entered on the same command line as SET 
MLEVEL. If no value is entered, ATOM is assumed.

To reset the match level to ATOM, enter SET MLEVEL at an arrow prompt (=>).

You may override the default match level while building the structure query. Use the MLEVEL structure-
building command within STRUCTURE to assign a match level different from the one set.

For more information on this attribute, refer to the MARPAT User Guide and to Building and Searching 
Structures on STN manual or enter HELP MLEVEL at the structure-building prompt (:) within the 
STRUCTURE command.

To permanently change the match level default, enter SET MLEVEL PERM followed by the new default 
value. PERM must be entered on the same command line as SET MLEVEL. You are not prompted for 
this information.

To display the default match level settings for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET MLEVEL at an arrow 
prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed.

For information on the MLEVEL set option while online, enter HELP SET MLEVEL at an arrow prompt 
(=>). 



To change the default match level 

=> set mlevel class

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To display the MLEVEL default settings for your login ID 

=> d set mlevel 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

MLEVEL 'CLASS' 'ATOM' 'ATOM'

To reset the default match level to ATOM 

=> set mlevel

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Creating a Mailing List (Set Namelist) 

Command format: SET NAMELIST name 

The SET NAMELIST command is used to create a personal mailing list for sending electronic mail 
messages. Namelists are used to send mail in the STNmail File, to send search results through e-mail, 
and to send SDI, i.e., automatic current-awareness searches, search results electronically. For 
information about sending and receiving mail, refer to the SEND section, the STNmail chapter, the 
Electronic Delivery User Guide, or enter HELP MAIL or HELP SEND at at arrow prompt (=>). 

To create a namelist, you must be in the STNmail File. Enter SET NAMELIST at an arrow prompt (=>) 
in the file. Then enter a name for the list. This name may include up to 15 alphanumeric characters. 
You are then prompted for the mail IDs to be included in the list. STNmail IDs and Internet mail IDs 
may be used. If you enter more than one e-mail ID, they must be separated by a comma (,). You are 
then prompted for additional IDs. When the list is complete, enter NONE at this prompt. The system 
confirms that the namelist has been created. The list is permanently retained on your login ID. You do 
not use PERM with this set option. Use the namelist in the SEND, PRINT and SDI commands and the 
e-mail IDs are automatically used. 

To find valid STNmail IDs, enter READ PUBLIC at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. For more 
information, enter HELP READ PUBLIC while online or refer to the READ section or the STNmail 
chapter. If you are using Internet IDs, add .INTERNET to the e-mail ID. 

To see a list of namelists you have created, enter READ NAMELIST at an arrow prompt (=>) in the 
STNmail File. To see the mail IDs on a namelist, enter READ NAMELIST followed by the namelist 
name at an arrow prompt (=>) in STNmail. 

To delete a namelist, enter DELETE NAMELIST followed by the list name you want removed.

For information on the NAMELIST set option while online, enter HELP SET NAMELIST at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To find valid STNmail IDs 

=> file stnmail 

=> read public

ENTER SEARCH TERM OR (?):philipp

PHILIPP, HERMANN 272K KARLSRUHE



PHILIPP, MANFRED 1684C BRONX

To create a namelist for sending electronic mail 

=> set namelist

ENTER LIST NAME OR (?):teammate

ENTER MAILIDS OR (?):6k

MAILIDS: 6K (WENDELIN DETEMPLE)

MORE MAILIDS, (NONE), OR ?:1757k

MAILIDS: 1757K (GISELA BARTSCH)

MORE MAILIDS, (NONE), OR ?:hlp0c@cas.org.internet

MORE MAILIDS, (NONE), OR ?:none

NAMELIST 'TEAMMATE' DEFINED

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To display all namelists for your login ID 

=> read namelist

         3 MAILING LISTS DEFINED

TEAMMATE

2ATTEMPTS

STEAR1

To see the e-mail IDs contained in a namelist 

=> read namelist teammate 

TEAMMATE HLP0C@CAS.ORG.INTERNET

                  6K (WENDELIN DETEMPLE)

                  1757K (GISELA BARTSCH)



 



SET

Changing List Content 

To change the names that you want included in a personal mail list, enter SET NAMELIST followed by 
the name of the list you want to modify at an arrow prompt (=>) in the STNmail File. The system 
indicates that the name is already in use and asks if you want to modify or overwrite the list. 

If you want to add or delete IDs from the list, enter MODIFY. You are then prompted for more IDs. 
Enter the valid IDs you wish to add to the list. Separate multiple IDs by a comma (,). If you want to 
delete an ID, precede the ID with a minus sign (-). When the new list is complete, enter NONE at the 
prompt for additional IDs. The system displays that the new namelist is defined. 

If you want to completely redefine the namelist, choose the OVERWRITE option. The new IDs that you 
enter replace the current list. 

To modify an existing namelist 

=> set namelist teammate

'TEAMMATE' IS AN EXISTING NAMELIST

(MODIFY), OVERWRITE, OR ?:modify

MORE MAILIDS, (NONE), OR ?:-6k, 12k

MAILIDS: 12K (ARMIN FOERDERER)

MORE MAILIDS, (NONE), OR ?:none

NAMELIST 'TEAMMATE' DEFINED

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To completely redefine a namelist 

=> set namelist teammate

'TEAMMATE' IS AN EXISTING NAMELIST

(MODIFY), OVERWRITE, OR ?:overwrite

ENTER MAILIDS OR (?):108k,937k



MAILIDS: 108K (WALTER BUCKEL)

         937K (LUZIAN WEISEL)

MORE MAILIDS, (NONE), OR ?:none

NAMELIST 'TEAMMATE' DEFINED

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

Deleting a Namelist 

After the SET NAMELIST command is complete, the mailing list is retained permanently on your login 
ID until you delete it. If you want to remove a list, enter DELETE NAMELIST followed by the name you 
want to remove at an arrow prompt (=>) in the STNmail File. 

To delete a namelist from your login ID 

=> del namelist teammate

DELETE TEAMMATE ? (Y)/N/?:y

NAMELIST 'TEAMMATE' DELETED

 



SET

Defining Number of Blanks (Set Padding) 

Command format: SET PADDING value [PERM] 

The SET PADDING command is used to request that a number of blanks be transmitted at the end of 
each line of display output. The purpose of padding is to give the printhead on your printer time to 
return to the left margin. If you see that the first few characters of each display line are being lost, 
adjust the padding with the PADDING set option. Use of this feature depends upon your terminal and if 
you have increase baud rate capabilities. 

To use this command, enter SET PADDING followed by the value at an arrow prompt (=>). The value 
is a number from 0 through 25. The default value is 0. You must enter a value on the same line as SET 
PADDING. If no value is entered, 0 is assumed. 

To retain a padding value permanently on your login ID, enter SET PADDING PERM value at an arrow 
prompt (=>). PERM must be entered on the same command line as SET PADDING. You are not 
prompted for this information. 

To see the padding values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET PADDING at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed. 

For information on the PADDING set option while online, enter HELP SET PADDING at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To define padding for your printer 

=> set padding 8 perm

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To see the padding values for your login ID 

=> display set pad

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

PADDING '8' '8' '0' '0'

To reset the padding value to the default 

=> set pad perm



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> dis set pad

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

PADDING '0' '0' '0'

 



SET

Defining Number of Lines per Page (Set Pagelength) 

Command format: SET PAGELENGTH value [PERM] 

The SET PAGELENGTH command is used to change the maximum number of lines displayed per 
page, before the COPY AND CLEAR PAGE, PLEASE message when you have logged in as a type 2 
terminal. It may also be used to specify that the pages scroll. 

When you log into STN, you specify whether you are a graphics terminal, type 2, or a text terminal, 
type 3. If you log in as a type 2, you receive a message to clear the page each time you reach the 
bottom of the screen. This default is 33 lines per page. If you log in as a type 3, the information is set to 
scroll continuously as transmitted. Use SET PAGELENGTH to change the number of lines set per page 
on a type 2 terminal, to change from page mode to scrolling on a type 2 terminal, or to set a page 
length for a type 3 terminal. To clear the page on a type 3 terminal, simply enter a carriage return. 

To use this command, enter SET PAGELENGTH followed by a value at an arrow prompt (=>). A 
numeric value defines the maximum number of lines per screen. It may be a value from 8 through 99. 
To change from page mode to scrolling, enter SET PAGELENGTH SCROLL. If you have logged in as 
a type 2 terminal, the default is 33. If you have logged in as a type 3, the default is SCROLL. The value 
must be entered on the same line as SET PAGELENGTH. If no value is entered, the default value is 
assumed. 

To retain your pagelength setting, enter SET PAGELENGTH PERM followed by the value. You must 
enter PERM on the same line as SET. You are not prompted for this information. 

To see the pagelength values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET PAGELENGTH at an arrow 
prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed. 

For information on the PAGELENGTH set option while online, enter HELP SET PAGELENGTH at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To change the number of lines to be displayed per page 

=> set pagelength 20

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To set change from page mode to continuous scrolling 

=> set page scroll

SET COMMAND COMPLETED



To change from continuous scrolling to page mode 

=> set pagelength 33

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Changing Your Password (Set Password) 

Command format: SET PASSWORD 

The SET PASSWORD command is used to change the password you use to log onto STN. When you 
are given an STN login ID, you are assigned a password. To log on, you must enter the login ID and 
the corresponding password. You may change your password once every calendar day. 

To use this command, enter SET PASSWORD at an arrow prompt (=>). You are then prompted for 
your current password. Next, you must enter your new password. You are then asked to confirm the 
new password by entering it a second time. If you fail to reenter your new password correctly, an error 
message is displayed. Enter your new password again. If you reenter it incorrectly three consecutive 
times, your old password is retained and you are returned to an arrow prompt (=>). Enter the SET 
PASSWORD command to make another attempt. 

Passwords may only contain 4-8 characters. Any combination of letters and numbers are valid. 
However, no blanks or punctuation are permitted. A new password must have at least two different 
characters from your current password and it must also include at least two characters not found in 
your login ID. 

Your new password is immediately valid for your login ID. The password is permanently associated 
with the login ID. There is no need to include the PERM keyword with this set option. The next time you 
log onto STN, use the new password. 

For information on the PASSWORD set option while online, enter HELP SET PASSWORD at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To change your password 

=> set password

ENTER CURRENT PASSWORD:#########

ENTER NEW PASSWORD (?):#########

REPEAT NEW PASSWORD (?):#########

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To enter a new password after confirmation fails 

=> set password



ENTER CURRENT PASSWORD:#########

ENTER NEW PASSWORD (?):#########

REPEAT NEW PASSWORD (?):#########

NEW PASSWORD ENTRIES DO NOT MATCH

ENTER NEW PASSWORD (?):#########

REPEAT NEW PASSWORD (?):#########

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Specifying Patent Number Format (Set Patent) 

Command format: SET PATENT value [PERM] 

The SET PATENT command is used to specify the format, i.e., STN or Derwent, for displaying, 
selecting, and sorting patent and application numbers. The format specification does not effect what is 
entered in SEARCH and EXPAND. Either format may be entered in the SEARCH command. The STN 
format is used in the EXPAND E-numbers, regardless of the patent set value. 

To use the command, enter SET PATENT at an arrow prompt (=>). You are then prompted for the 
format, STN or Derwent. The default is STN. 

The value set is retained permanently on your login ID. You do not specify PERM with this set option. 

To see the patent values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET PATENT at an arrow prompt (=>). 
The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed. 

For information on the PATENT set option while online, enter HELP SET PATENT at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To set the patent format to Derwent 

=>set patent

ENTER A PATENT FORMAT - (STN) OR DERWENT:derwent

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s us 5252834/pn or 90us-0614080/ap

         1 US 5252834/PN

         (US5252834/PN)

         1 90US-0614080/AP

         (US90-614080/AP)

L9 1 US 5252834/PN OR 90US-0614080/AP

=> d pi ai



L9 ANSWER 1 OF 1 CA COPYRIGHT 1994 ACS

PI US5252834 A 931012

AI 90US-0614080 901113

=> sel ap; d sel

E1 THROUGH E1 ASSIGNED

E1 1 90US-0614080/AP

To see patent values set for your login ID 

=> d set patent

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

PATENT 'DERWENT' 'DERWENT' 'STN' 'STN'

To reset the patent format to STN standard 

=> set patent stn

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d pi ai

L9 ANSWER 1 OF 1 CA COPYRIGHT 1994 ACS

PI US 5252834 A 931012

AI US 90-614080 901113

=> sel ap; d sel

E1 THROUGH E1 ASSIGNED

E1 1 US90-614080/AP

 



SET

Specifying the Detail of Posting to be Displayed (Set Postings) 

Command format: SET POSTINGS value [PERM] 

When the SEARCH command is executed, intermediate posting lines showing the number of records 
for individual terms in a query are displayed. The SET POSTINGS command is used to specify the 
level of detail to which intermediate postings are displayed. 

To use this command, enter SET POSTINGS followed on one of the posting values at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The values that may be used with this set option are: 

FULL - to display all postings displayed in ON, as well as postings for individual items in nested 

                  saved profiles

OFF - to suppress intermediate posting and display only the final answer set postings

ON - to display postings for individual search terms, proximity expressions, and numeric range

                  expressions

The system default is ON. You must enter one of the values on the same line as SET POSTINGS. If no 
value is entered, ON is assumed.

To reset the value to the default, enter SET POSTINGS at an arrow prompt (=>). The default ON value 
is automatically assumed. When a saved query is searched, no intermediate postings are displayed, 
even when the posting value is ON. To see the intermediate postings for a saved query, set the posting 
value to FULL before searching. 

To retain a SET POSTING option permanently for your login ID, enter SET POSTINGS PERM followed 
by the value. PERM must be entered on the same command line as SET POSTINGS. You are not 
prompted for this information. 

To see the posting values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET POSTINGS at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed. 

For information on the POSTINGS set option while online, enter HELP SET POSTINGS at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

 



SET

Suppressing Intermediate Postings 

To suppress the display of all intermediate postings, enter SET POSTINGS OFF at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The posting for the final answer set is displayed, even when postings are set off. Postings for 
terms searched with implied proximity are also displayed. 

To suppress intermediate posting displays 

=> set postings off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s pollut? (l) (lake# or stream# or salt water#)

         244 SALT WATER#

                  ("SALT"(W)WATER#)

L1 2810 POLLUT? (L) (LAKE# OR STREAM# OR SALT WATER#)

To reset the posting value to ON 

=> set postings

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s pollut? (l) (lake# or stream# or salt water#)

         55288 POLLUT?

         6987 LAKE#

         4771 STREAM#

         1961 "SALT"

         51265 WATER#

         244 SALT WATER#

                  ("SALT"(W)WATER#)



L2 2810 POLLUT? (L) (LAKE# OR STREAM# OR SALT WATER#)

=> s dirtyh2o/q

         244 SALT WATER#

                  ("SALT"(W)WATER#)

L3 2810 DIRTYH2O/Q

Displaying All Postings for Saved Queries 

To see all intermediate postings, i.e., the postings for individual search terms, proximity expressions, 
numeric range expressions, and individual terms in nested saved profiles, enter SET POSTING FULL 
at an arrow prompt (=>). FULL displays the same posting lines as ON for queries created in the current 
session. For saved queries, intermediate postings are only displayed when the postings are are set to 
FULL before searching. 

To set the level of intermediate postings to be displayed to FULL 

=> set postings full

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s dirtyh2o/q

         55288 POLLUT?

         6987 LAKE#

         4771 STREAM#

         1961 "SALT"

         51265 WATER#

         244 SALT WATER#

                  ("SALT"(W)WATER#)

         2810 POLLUT? (L) (LAKE# OR STREAM# OR SALT WATER#)

L4 2810 DIRTYH2O/Q

To see the posting values set for your login ID 



=> d set post 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

POSTINGS 'FULL' 'ON' 'ON'

 



SET

Specifying Number of Answers per Page (Set Print) 

Command format: SET PRINT value 

The PRINT command is used to order offline prints of answers. By default, multiple answers are printed 
per page. The SET PRINT command is used to specify the number of answers that you want printed 
per page. This specification is for offline prints that are mailed only. Prints delivered via e-mail are not 
affected by this set option. 

To use the command, enter SET PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>). You are then prompted for the 
number of answers to be printed per page. If you only want one answer on a page, enter SINGLE. To 
reset the print option to multiple answers on a page, enter MULTIPLE. 

To permanently set the print value for your login ID, enter SET PRINT PERM. PERM must be entered 
on the same line as SET PRINT. You are not prompted for this information.

To see the print options set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
current, permanent, login, and default print values are displayed.

For information on the PRINT set option while online, enter HELP SET PRINT at an arrow prompt (=>).

To specify that only one answer be printed per page of offline prints 

=> set print

ENTER SINGLE, MULTIPLE, OR (END):single

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To see the print options set for your login ID 

=> d set print

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT 

PRINT 'SINGLE' 'MULTIPLE' 'MULTIPLE

To reset offline prints to contain multiple answers per page 

=> set print multiple



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Specifying Search Range (Set Range) 

Command format: SET RANGE [PERM] 

The SET RANGE command is used to limit a series of searches to a specified portion of the file. The 
range that may be specified is file specific. Enter HELP RANGE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to 
see how to specify the range. 

To use this command, enter SET RANGE= at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. Then enter the range. 
Enclose the range in parentheses. Specify the range in one of the following ways: (AN1, AN2) to begin 
the search at accession number 1 and search through accession number 2; (AN1,) to begin search at 
accession number one and search through the end of the file; (,AN2) to begin the search at the 
beginning of the file and search through accession number 2; ALL to search the entire file. After the 
range has been set, all searches in the file are performed only in the portion of the file defined by the 
SET command until another FILE command is entered or a new range is defined. 

You may include the range parameters in the command line. Enter SET RANGE=(an1,an2) at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file. The values are the same as those allowed at a prompt for the range. 

To remove the range restrictions, enter another FILE command or enter SET RANGE=ALL.

You may also enter a range in SEARCH rather than SET. Enter SEARCH RANGE=. The range is then 
defined for the one search. Refer to the SEARCH section or enter HELP SEARCH RANGE at an arrow 
prompt (=>). 

To retain a range setting permanently, enter SET RANGE PERM. You must enter PERM on the same 
command line as SET RANGE. You are not prompted for this information. 

To view the range settings for you login ID, enter DISPLAY SET RANGE at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
current, permanent, login, and default ranges are displayed. 

For information on the RANGE set option, enter HELP SET RANGE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To limit searches to an accession number range 

=> file ca 

=> set range

ENTER RANGE OR (ALL):(66:1,66:20000)

SET COMMAND COMPLETED



=> s vitamin# (l) deficien?

         200 VITAMIN#

         94 DEFICIEN?

L6 19 VITAMIN# (L) DEFICIEN?

=> dis

L6 ANSWER 1 OF 19 COPYRIGHT 1993 ACS

AN CA66(5):17372h

TI ATP content in blood of subjects with ***vitamin*** -

         ***deficiency*** rickets

AU Pavone, L.; Patane, R.

CS Univ. Catania

LO Catania, Italy

SO Riv. Pediatr. Sicil., 19(5), 379-84

SC 10 (Animal Nutrition)

DT J

CO RPSIAY

PY 1964

LA Ital

To reset the range to search the entire file 

=> set range=(all)

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To display the range parameters set for your login ID 

=> dis set ran



SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

RANGE 'ALL' 'ALL' 'ALL'

To specify a range in the SEARCH command 

=> s luminescence and impurit? range=(1989,)

         14544 LUMINESCENCE

         9861 IMPURIT?

L10 416 LUMINESCENCE AND IMPURIT?

 



SET

Specifying Use of ARC (Set Relation) 

Command format: SET RELATION value [PERM] 

The SET RELATION command is used to specify that SEARCH and EXPAND include an Automatic 
Relationship Code (ARC) in fields that support a thesaurus and in which the ARC is defined. Refer to 
the file's database summary sheet for information on the thesaurus feature. The ARC default setting is 
file-dependent. Enter HELP THESAURUS or HELP RCODES at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file to see 
if an ARC is defined in the file and to see its default setting. Refer to the Thesaurus chapter, the 
SEARCH section, and the EXPAND section for more information on using the thesaurus. 

To use the RELATION option, enter SET RELATION followed by one of the valid settings at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file. The valid settings are: 

DEFAULT - to restore file-specific default value

OFF - to suppress addition of ARC

ON - to require use of ARC

The setting must be included in the same line as SET RELATION. If a setting is not entered, DEFAULT 
is assumed.

If the ARC is set off by default and you want to have the code automatically appended in SEARCH and 
EXPAND, enter SET RELATION ON at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file. If the ARC is set on by default 
and you want to suppress the code in SEARCH and EXPAND, enter SET RELATION OFF at an arrow 
prompt (=>) in the file. To reset the ARC to the file-dependent default, enter SET RELATION at an 
arrow prompt (=>) and the DEFAULT is set. 

To retain a set relation option permanently, enter SET RELATION PERM followed by the setting. 
PERM must be entered in the same line as SET RELATION. You are not prompted for this information. 

To see the settings for RELATION for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET RELATION at an arrow 
prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed. 

For information on the RELATION set option while online, enter HELP SET RELATION at an arrow 
prompt (=>).

To apply the ARC to SEARCH and EXPAND in a file with the ARC set to OFF 

=> file georef 



=> set relationship on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e netherlands/ct

E1 3610 --> Netherlands/CT

E2 39 NT1 Amsterdam/CT

E3 12 NT1 Delta Area/CT

E4 47 NT1 Groningen/CT

E5 58 NT1 Maastricht/CT

E6 37 NT1 Overijssel/CT

E7 16 NT2 Twente/CT

E8 26 NT1 Utrecht/CT

E9 80 NT1 Wadden Zee/CT

E10 29 NT1 Zeeland/CT

***************** END ****************

To display the relation set options for your login ID 

=> d set relation 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

RELATION 'ON' 'DEF' 'DEF'

To reset the default ARC 

=> set rel def

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> e netherlands/ct 6

E# FREQUENCY AT TERM



E1 1 NETHERLAND INDIA AND PHILIPPINES/CT

E2 4 NETHERLAND INDIA: BRAAKE/CT

E3 3636 24 --> NETHERLANDS/CT

E4 1 NETHERLANDS (NORTHEAST)/CT

E5 1 NETHERLANDS (PARTS)/CT

E6 1 NETHERLANDS - GERMANY - BELGIUM/CT

To suppress the ARC when the relation is ON by default 

=> set rel off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Converting Numeric Data (Set Round) 

Command format: SET ROUND value [PERM] 

The SET ROUND command is used to customize converted numeric data from one unit system to 
another. You may SET ROUND to:

FILE - to reset file-specific default value, ON or OFF, as determined by the file designer 

                  or a scientific expert

OFF - to retain the original precision of converted numeric values and carry out accuracy 

                  to at most 9 significant digits

ON - to automatically round values to the number of significant digits plus one,

                  when units conversion is applied

Refer to the Using Numeric Files chapter for more details.

To use this command, enter SET ROUND followed by one of the valid settings at an arrow prompt (=>). 
A value must be entered on the same line as SET ROUND. No default is assumed if a value is not 
entered and you are not prompted for a value. 

Rounding is applied to the output of the DISPLAY, DOWNLOAD, and PRINT commands.

To retain the setting permanently, enter SET ROUND PERM followed by the setting. PERM must be 
entered on the same line as SET ROUND. You are not prompted for this information. 

To display the ROUND settings for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET ROUND at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed. 

For information on the ROUND set option while online, enter HELP SET ROUND at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To set a rounding value 

=> set round on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED



To display the rounding values for your login ID 

=> d set round 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

ROUND 'ON' 'FILE' 'FILE'

 



SET

Rounding Converted Numeric Values 

To round converted numeric values, enter SET ROUND ON at an arrow prompt (=>). Converted values 
are rounded to the number of significant figures in the original numeric value plus one. This is in 
accordance with standard rounding procedures. 

To round converted numeric data 

=> set round on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s 68+-5/uts and ttemp/fa

         20 68+-5 KSI /UTS

         1073 TTEMP/FA

L5 20 68+-5 KSI /UTS AND TTEMP/FA

=> d hit ttemp=c

L5 ANSWER 1 of 20 COPYRIGHT 1993 MPC

Test Tensile Tensile Yield Tot. Redn.

Orn. Temp. Strength Yield St. Point Elon. Area

deg C % %

====+=====+========+=========+=====+=====+=====

L 26.7 72.2 43.6 48.3 32.5 69.1

L 26.7 72.3 43.6 48.3 30.5 65.5

T 26.7 71.7 43.0 46.8 32.2 70.9

T 26.7 72.1 43.4 48.2 33.0 71.7

Maintaining Precision with Converted Numeric Values 



To maintain the original precision of a converted numeric value, enter SET ROUND OFF at an arrow 
prompt (=>). Converted values may now contain up to 9 significant digits.

To suppress rounding and retain precision 

=> set round off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d hit ttemp=c

L5 ANSWER 1 of 20 COPYRIGHT 1993 MPC

Test Tensile Tensile Yield Tot. Redn.

Orn. Temp. Strength Yield St. Point Elon. Area

deg C % %

====+==========+========+=========+=====+=====+=====

L 2.6666E+01 72.2 43.6 48.3 32.5 69.1

L 2.6666E+01 72.3 43.6 48.3 30.5 65.5

T 2.6666E+01 71.7 43.0 46.8 32.2 70.9

T 2.6666E+01 72.1 43.4 48.2 33.0 71.7

Resetting the File Default 

To reset the file-specific default setting for ROUND as determined by the designer or a scientific expert, 
enter SET ROUND FILE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To reset the file-specific ROUND default value 

=> set round file

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> d hit ttemp=c

L5 ANSWER 1 of 20 COPYRIGHT 1993 MPC

Test Tensile Tensile Yield Tot. Redn.



Orn. Temp. Strength Yield St. Point Elon. Area

deg C % %

====+=====+========+=========+=====+=====+=====

L 26.7 72.2 43.6 48.3 32.5 69.1

L 26.7 72.3 43.6 48.3 30.5 65.5

T 26.7 71.7 43.0 46.8 32.2 70.9

T 26.7 72.1 43.4 48.2 33.0 71.7

 



SET

Specifying Display Order of SELECT L-Number terms (Set Selorder) 

Command format: SET SELORDER value [PERM] 

The SELECT command is used to create an L-number containing terms from display records. To have 
SELECT create an L-number, enter SET TERM L# at an arrow prompt (=>). For more information on 
this set option refer to the TERM section of this chapter or enter HELP SET TERM at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The display of the SELECT L-number can be used for analysis of search results. Refer to the 
SELECT and DISPLAY sections for more information. 

When you display the SELECT L-number, a table containing the term number, the number of 
occurrences of the term, the number of documents containing the term, the percentage of documents 
containing the term, and the term selected is displayed. The SET SELORDER command is used to 
specify the order in which terms in the table are displayed. Enter SET SELORDER followed by a valid 
setting at an arrow prompt (=>). The valid display orders are: 

ALPHABETIC - to sort and display terms in alphabetical order

DOCUMENT - to sort and display terms by their document counts

OCCURRENCE - to sort and display terms by their occurrence counts

PERCENT or % - to sort and display terms by the percentage of documents in which they appear

In all cases except ALPHABETIC, the sort is in descending order. The default is to sort and display by 
occurrence. The setting must be entered on the same line as SET SELORDER. If no value is entered,

OCCURRENCE is assumed. To reinstate the default order, enter SET SELORDER at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To resort the table into a different order, enter the new order in the DISPLAY command.

To set the table display order permanently, enter SET SELORDER PERM followed by the order. PERM 
must be entered on the same command line as SET SELORDER. You are not prompted for this 
information.

To see the display order set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET SELORDER at an arrow prompt 
(=>). The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed.

For information on the SELORDER set option while online, enter HELP SET SELORDER at an arrow 
prompt (=>).



To set the table display to alphabetical order 

=> set selorder alpha

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> set term l#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> sel kw 1-

L12 SEL L11 1- KW : 23 TERM(S)

=> d 1-5

L12 SEL L11 1- KW : 23 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC KW 

         1 1 1 25.00 ACETAL

         2 1 1 25.00 ACETATE

         3 1 1 25.00 ACETOXYMERCURIOPHENYLCARBAMOYLCELLULOSE

         4 1 1 25.00 CARBOHYDRATE

         5 5 3 75.00 CELLULOSE

To view the display order set for your login ID 

=> d set selorder 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT 

SELORDER 'ALPHA' 'OCCURRENCE' 'OCCURRENCE'

To display the table in an order different from the one set 

=> d 1-5 occ

L12 SEL L11 1- KW : 23 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC KW 



         1 6 3 75.00 DETERIORATION

         2 5 3 75.00 CELLULOSE

         3 2 1 25.00 DEGRDN

         4 2 1 25.00 KINETICS

         5 2 1 25.00 MICROORGANISM

To reset the display order to occurrence 

=> set selorder

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Specifying Detail of Status Reports (Set Status) 

Command format: SET STATUS value [PERM] 

The SET STATUS command is used to display or to suppress the search status lines that are shown 
for structure searches. The SET STATUS options are: 

OFF - to suppress structure search status lines

ON - to reset to have structure search status lines display

The system default for all STN structure files is ON.

For complete details on structure searching, refer to the Building and Searching Structures on STN.

To suppress the status lines that display during the screen and iterative portions of a structure search, 
enter SET STATUS OFF at an arrow prompt (=>). OFF must be entered on the same command line as 
SET STATUS. If no value is entered, ON is assumed. The final status report of the search, the search 
time, and the L-number answer set line are still displayed even when status is set to OFF.

To reinstate the display of search status lines for subsequent searches, enter SET STATUS at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To retain the STATUS value permanently, enter SET STATUS OFF PERM at an arrow prompt (=>). 
PERM must be entered on the same command line as SET STATUS. You are not prompted for this 
information.

To view the STATUS settings for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET STATUS at an arrow prompt (=>). 
The current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed.

For information on the STATUS set options while online, enter HELP SET STATUS at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To suppress the structure search status lines 

=> file beilstein 

=> set status off

SET COMMAND COMPLETED



=> str

.

.

.

L17 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> s l17 ful

FULL SEARCH INITIATED 11:41:15

100.0% PROCESSED 2878 ITERATIONS 1677 ANSWERS

SEARCH TIME: 00.01.41

L18 1677 SEA SSS FUL L17

To display the status settings for your login ID 

=> d set status

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

STATUS 'OFF' 'ON' 'ON'

To reinstate the status line display 

=> set status

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s l17 ful

FULL SEARCH INITIATED 11:50:28

FULL SCREEN SEARCH COMPLETED - 2878 TO ITERATE

         11.2% PROCESSED 323 ITERATIONS 116 ANSWERS

         32.1% PROCESSED 924 ITERATIONS 590 ANSWERS

         49.1% PROCESSED 1414 ITERATIONS 903 ANSWERS



         65.3% PROCESSED 1880 ITERATIONS 1232 ANSWERS

         80.1% PROCESSED 2305 ITERATIONS 1421 ANSWERS

         95.2% PROCESSED 2741 ITERATIONS 1628 ANSWERS

         100.0% PROCESSED 2878 ITERATIONS 1677 ANSWERS

SEARCH TIME: 00.01.41

L19 1677 SEA SSS FUL L17

 



SET

Assigning L-Numbers to Intermediate Postings (Set Steps) 

Command format: SET STEPS value [PERM] 

The SET STEPS command is used to assign or suppress the assignment of L-numbers to all 
intermediate postings in a search. The SET STEPS values are:

OFF - to suppress the assignment of individual L-numbers for all intermediate postings

ON - to assign individual L-numbers for all intermediate postings

The system default is OFF.

To use this command, enter SET STEPS followed by one of the options. To assign an L-number to 
each intermediate posting in a search, enter SET STEPS ON at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
intermediate L-numbers are queries, not answer sets. They may be used in a SEARCH statement. 
Only the final L-number is an answer set. ON must be entered on the same line as SET STEPS. If it is 
omitted, the OFF default setting is assumed.

With SET STEPS ON, you may quickly reach the system limit for L-numbers (199). Use the SAVE 
command to save any L-numbers that you may need for future use and DELETE L-numbers from your 
current session. Refer to the SAVE and DELETE sections for more details.

To turn steps off, enter SET STEPS at an arrow prompt (=>).

To retain a steps value permanently on your login ID, enter SET STEPS PERM followed by the value. 
PERM must be entered on the same line as SET STEPS. You are not prompted for this information.

To see the steps values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET STEPS at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
current, permanent, login, and default values are displayed.

For information on the STEP set option while online, enter HELP SET STEPS at an arrow prompt (=>).

To specify that L-numbers be assigned to intermediate search postings 

=> set steps on

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s spinal and cancer? and surviv? and py>=1991



L8 ( 58419) SPINAL

L9 ( 94638) CANCER?

L10 ( 21350) SURVIV?

L11 ( 335365) PY>=1991

L12 53 SPINAL AND CANCER? AND SURVIV? AND PY>=1991

To display the step settings for your login ID 

=> d set step 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

STEPS 'ON' 'OFF' 'OFF'

To suppress the assignment of intermediate L-numbers in a search 

=> set steps

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s l8 and l9 and (die or dead or death)

         58419 SPINAL

         94638 CANCER?

         5358 DIE

         3351 DEAD

         11897 DEATH

L10 203 L8 AND L9 AND (DIE OR DEAD OR DEATH)

 



SET

Specifying Structure Search Scope as a Subset (Set Subset) 

Command format: SET SUBSET=Ln 

The SET SUBSET command is used to set the scope of structure search as subset and to specify the 
L-number of the answer set to be used as the subset definition. This is especially useful if you are 
conducting multiple subset searches using the same answer set. You may only use SET SUBSET in 
structure-searchable files. For more information on structure searching, refer to the Building and 
Searching Structures on STN manual. For information on subset searching while online, enter HELP 
SUBSET at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To use this command, you must be in the file where the subset searching is to be conducted. Enter 
SET SUBSET= followed by an L-number of an answer set created by a search in the current file. Enter 
DISPLAY HISTORY to review the L-numbers in the current session. All subsequent structure searches 
in the file are conducted on the answers contained in the L-number answer set, not on the full file. 
Searches that are not structure searches are not effected by the subset setting and are conducted on 
the full file. 

When you issue a FILE command, the subset option is cancelled. To cancel the subset scope 
specification without leaving the file, enter SET SUBSET=NONE at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

To review what subset has been defined, enter DISPLAY SET SUBSET at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
current, login, and default subset scopes are displayed.

Because the subset is defined by an L-number in the current session, you cannot permanently set a 
subset value.

For information on the SUBSET set option while online, enter HELP SET SUBSET at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To create an answer set in a structure-searchable file 

=> file registry 

=> s c10h10/mf

L1 394 C10H10/MF

To set structure searches to a subset scope and define the subset 

=> set subset=l1



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To display the subset definition of your login ID 

=> d set subset 

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

SUBSET 'L1' 'NONE' 'NONE

To conduct a structure search when a subset has been set 

=> str

.

.

.

:end

L2 STRUCTURE CREATED

=> search

ENTER LOGIC EXPRESSION, QUERY NAME, OR (END):l2

ENTER TYPE OF SEARCH (SSS), CSS, FAMILY, OR EXACT:sss

ENTER SUBSET SEARCH SCOPE - SAMPLE, FULL, RANGE, OR (END):full

FULL SUBSET SEARCH INITIATED 9:54:24

FULL SUBSET SCREEN SEARCH COMPLETED - 26 TO ITERATE

100.0% PROCESSED 26 ITERATIONS 16 ANSWERS

SEARCH TIME: 00.00.03

L3 16 SEA SUB=L1 SSS FUL L2

To cancel a subset setting 

=> set sub=none



SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SET

Specifying Result for SELECT (Set Term) 

Command format: SET TERM value 

The SET TERM command is used to specify how the terms extracted by the SELECT command are to 
be stored. The SELECT command is used to extract terms from fields in answers. Refer to the 
SELECT section for more information on this command or enter HELP SELECT at an arrow prompt 
(=>) while online. By default, an E-number is created for each term extracted. SET TERM allows you to 
specify that the terms be placed in an L-number. The L-number can be used to display statistical 
analysis of the extracted terms. For information on displaying the table of selected terms, refer to the 
DISPLAY section or enter HELP DISPLAY TERM at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To have the terms extracted by SELECT placed in an L-number, enter SET TERM L# at an arrow 
prompt (=>). L# must be entered on the same command line as SET TERM. If no value is entered, the 
default, E#, is assumed. To reset SELECT to create E-numbers, enter SET TERM at an arrow prompt 
(=>). 

To permanently set the SELECT results, enter SET TERM PERM followed by L# or E#. PERM must be 
entered on the same line as SET TERM. You are not prompted for this information.

To review the values set for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>). The 
current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed.

For information on the TERM set option while online, enter HELP SET TERM at an arrow prompt (=>).

To specify that terms extracted by SELECT be placed in an L-number 

=> set term l#

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> sel l1 1- mf

L2 SEL L1 1- MF : 8 TERM(S)

=> d

L2 SEL L1 1- MF : 8 TERM(S)

TERM # # OCC # DOC % DOC MF 

         1 240 240 74.53 C10H10



         2 35 35 10.87 C10H9D

         3 31 31 9.63 C10H8D2

         4 6 6 1.86 C10H6D4

         5 6 6 1.86 C10H7D3

         6 2 2 0.62 C10D10

         7 1 1 0.31 C10H4D6

         8 1 1 0.31 C10H5D5

************* END OF L2 *************

To display the TERM setting for your login ID 

=> d set term

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

TERMSET 'L#' 'E#' 'E#'

To reset SELECT to create E-numbers for extracted terms 

=> set term

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> sel l1 mf 1-

E1 THROUGH E8 ASSIGNED

=> d sel

E1 240 C10H10/MF

E2 35 C10H9D/MF

E3 31 C10H8D2/MF

E4 6 C10H6D4/MF

E5 6 C10H7D3/MF



E6 2 C10D10/MF

E7 1 C10H4D6/MF

E8 1 C10H5D5/MF

 



SET

Specify Multilingual Thesaurus Language (Set Tlanguage) 

Command format: SET TLANGUAGE isocode 

The SET TLANGUAGE command is used to change the value of the default language used in files that 
have a multilingual thesaurus. To use the command, enter SET TLANGUAGE followed by the iso code 
of the language at an arrow prompt (=>). If you do not enter the iso code in the command line, you are 
prompted for it. After the language is set, searches in the fields supporting the thesaurus are conducted 
in the language thesaurus specified. 

To reinstate the default language, take the default at the prompt for the language.

To permanently set the thesaurus language, enter SET TLANGUAGE PERM at an arrow prompt (=>). 
PERM must be entered on the same line as SET TLANGUAGE. You are not prompted for this 
information. 

To review the thesaurus language setting for your login ID, enter DISPLAY SET TLANGUAGE at an 
arrow prompt (=>). The current, permanent, login, and default settings are displayed. 

For information on the TLANGUAGE set option, enter HELP SET TLANGUAGE at an arrow prompt 
(=>).

To change to default language of a multilingual thesaurus 

=> set tlan

ENTER TLANGUAGE OR (ALL):en

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s acid halides+all/ct

L22 0 ACID HALIDES+ALL/CT (5 TERMS)

To display the thesaurus language settings for your login ID 

=> d set tlan

SET PARAMETER CURRENT PERMANENT LOGIN DEFAULT

TLANGUAGE 'EN' 'ALL' 'ALL'



To reinstate the default thesaurus language 

=> set tlan all

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s acid halides+all/ct

L23 2354 ACID HALIDES+ALL/CT (10 TERMS)

 



SET

Specifying Tolerance (Set Tolerance) 

Command format: SET TOLERANCE fc=n [PERM] 

The SET TOLERANCE command is used to convert a numeric value search into a numeric range 
search. This is especially useful when executing a series of numeric searches because it alleviates 
having to reenter the tolerance specification with each SEARCH command. For detailed information on 
searching in numeric files, refer to the Using Numeric Files chapter. For information on using 
tolerances, enter HELP TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt (=>). 

To use this command, enter SET TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt (=>). Then enter a valid numeric 
field code for the file you are searching, an equals sign (=) with no intervening spaces, and a tolerance 
value. The tolerance may be an absolute number or a percent, and may contain up to 15 digits. You 
may enter more than one tolerance setting for each SET TOLERANCE command. Separate the 
multiple field codes with a space or a comma (,). For a list of valid numeric search fields for the file you 
are in, enter HELP SFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file.

You may not specify units with a tolerance setting. The tolerance is automatically assigned the current 
units. However, you may set units prior to setting a tolerance. Refer to the SET UNIT section for further 
information or enter HELP SET UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>). 

All numeric values have a zero tolerance until you SET them. To return to zero, enter SET 
TOLERANCE fc=, where fc is the field to be reinstated to 0. 

To retain a tolerance specification permanently on your login ID, enter SET TOLERANCE PERM at an 
arrow prompt (=>). You must enter PERM on the same command line as SET TOLERANCE. You are 
not prompted for this information. 

To see the tolerance of a numeric field, enter DISPLAY TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt (=>). You 
have the option to view all numeric field codes with a non-zero tolerance, all permanently set non-zero 
tolerances, currently changed non-zero tolerances for field codes from all files, or specific field codes. 
Refer to the DISPLAY TOLERANCE section for more information or enter HELP DISPLAY 
TOLERANCE at an arrow prompt (=>). 

For information on the TOLERANCE set option while online, enter HELP SET TOLERANCE at an 
arrow prompt (=>).

To set tolerances for numeric fields 

=> file janaf 

=> set tolerance



ENTER FIELD CODES AND TOLERANCES OR (END):sref=8.25 sref.t=15%

ENTER FIELD CODES AND TOLERANCES OR (END):end 

=> s 42.6/sref (p) 450/sref.t

         160 42.6 +-8.25 J/MOL*K /SREF

         1071 450 +-15% K /SREF.T

L1 41 42.6 +-8.25 J/MOL*K /SREF (P) 450 +-15% K /SREF.T

To see the tolerance settings for all changed numeric fields 

=> dis tol

ENTER FIELD CODES, ALL, PERMANENT, OR (CHANGED):changed 

SREF CURRENT: 8.25

SREF.T CURRENT: 15%

To reset a tolerance to zero 

=> set tolerance sref= sref.t= 

 



SET

Specifying Units (Set Unit) 

Command format: SET UNIT fc=value [PERM] 

Many numeric property fields have units displayed with the numeric values. Each field with units has a 
default unit that is file- and field-specific. When that field is displayed, the default units are automatically 
shown. Units may be found in the file's Database Summary Sheet, STNGUIDE, NUMERIGUIDE, and in 
online helps. The valid unit systems on STN are: 

CGS - The centimeter-gram-second system

ENG - Customary U. S. Engineering units

FPS - The foot-pound-second system

MKS - The meter-kilogram-second system

SI - Systeme Internationale (International System), based on the MKS system

STN - Customary units based on the SI system

You may convert the units shown in displayed answers. If you do not specify units within the command 
or set the units with the SET UNIT command, the default units are used. These may or may not be the 
same for every record in a given database. 

The SET UNIT command is used to change the units for all numeric fields or specific numeric fields in a 
numeric file. When you set units, the new units affect the SEARCH, EXPAND, DISPLAY, and PRINT 
commands. Conversions are automatically calculated by the system when the specified field is used in 
one of these commands. 

To use this command, enter SET UNIT followed by the field code, an equals sign (=) with no 
intervening space, and the new unit. More than one unit may be converted. Separate multiple fields by 
a space or a comma (,). 

To return to the default unit, enter SET UNIT fc=, where fc is the field to be reinstated to the default unit.

To retain units permanently for your login ID, enter SET UNIT PERM at an arrow prompt (=>). You 
must enter PERM on the same command line as SET UNIT. You are not prompted for this information. 

To see the current units for a numeric field, enter DISPLAY UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>). You may 
display a specific numeric field code, all numeric field codes, permanently set field codes, or only 
changed field codes. Refer to the DISPLAY UNIT section form more information or enter HELP 



DISPLAY UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>). 

For information on the UNIT set option while online, enter HELP SET UNIT at an arrow prompt (=>).

To change the default unit for a numeric field 

=> file janaf 

=> set unit

ENTER FIELD CODES AND UNITS OR (END):ptp=c perm

ENTER FIELD CODES AND UNITS OR (END):end

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

=> s 600-700/ptp

L1 1 600 C - 700 C /PTP

To return to the default unit 

=> set unit ptp=

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

To see the units of a specific numeric field 

=> dis unit ptp

PTP DEFAULT: K

PTP CURRENT: K

PTP PERMANENT: C

 



SET

Changing Units for All Property Fields 

To change units for all numeric property fields, enter SET UNIT ALL=system, where system is one of 
the valid systems allowed by STN, at an arrow prompt (=>).

To see the units for all fields, enter DISPLAY UNIT ALL at an arrow prompt (=>).

To return to the default units, enter SET UNIT ALL= at an arrow prompt (=>). Do not insert any units or 
unit system. Leaving this blank returns all units to their default.

To change all units to one system 

=> file copperdata 

=> set unit

ENTER FIELD CODES AND UNITS OR (END):all=mks

ENTER FIELD CODES AND UNITS OR (END):end 

To display the units for all fields 

=> d unit all

E DEFAULT: KSI

E CURRENT: N/M**2

EG DEFAULT: KSI

EG CURRENT: N/M**2

MP DEFAULT: F

MP CURRENT: C

         .

         .

         .



TYS.OFF DEFAULT: %

TYS.OFF CURRENT: %

HTTP.TIM DEFAULT: H

HTTP.TIM CURRENT: S

MATTH DEFAULT: IN

MATTH CURRENT: M

To reset all units to their default units 

=> set unit all=

SET COMMAND COMPLETED

 



SORT 

Command function: Rearrange the order of the records in an answer set, by field 

Command format: SORT Ln answers field code [direction]

         SOR Ln answers field code [direction] (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The answers in an answer set are arranged by accession number. The newest 
record is answer 1 and the oldest has the highest answer number. The SORT command is used to 
rearrange one or more answers by a specific field.

To use the SORT command, you must be in the file or files in which the answer set was created. Enter 
SORT followed by the L-number answer set, the answers to be sorted, and the field code to be used 
for sorting. Specifying the sort direction is optional. If you do not specify a direction, ascending is 
assumed. The search results are sorted either alphabetically or numerically depending upon the sort 
field. Sorting is done on the first 52 characters of the field. If the sort process takes longer than 30 
seconds, the system displays the status and gives the percentage of completed answers. When the 
sorting is complete, an L-number with the answers arranged in the new order is created. Up to 30,000 
answers may be sorted in a single command. 

The sorted L-number may be used in the DISPLAY, DUPLICATE, ORDER, PRINT, SAVE, SELECT, 
and SORT commands. In ORDER, a sorted multifile answer set may not be used. 

For information on SORT while online, enter HELP SORT at an arrow prompt (=>).

To sort on a single field in ascending order for all answers in an answer set 

=> file biobusiness

=> s genetics institute

         48410 "GENETICS"

         7830 "INSTITUTE"

L1 365 GENETICS INSTITUTE

         ("GENETICS"(W)"INSTITUTE")

=> sort



ENTER (L1), L#, OR L# RANGE:l1

SORT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER SORT FIELDS AND SORT DIRECTION (?):jt

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L1

L2 365 SORT L1 JT

 



SORT

Specifying the L-number Answer Set 

You may specify a single L-number, multiple L-numbers, a range of L-numbers, or combination of 
these. Separate multiple L-numbers with a space or comma, e.g., SORT L1, L3-L5 L12-. The totaled 
answer set from a multifile search may be used in SORT. The default is the last L-number created.

To display answers in sorted answer set 

=> d an jt 1-2, 50, 365

L2 ANSWER 1 OF 365 BIOBUSINESS COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 92:77909 BIOBUSINESS

JT APPLIED GENETICS NEWS

L2 ANSWER 2 OF 365 BIOBUSINESS COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 92:77693 BIOBUSINESS

JT APPLIED GENETICS NEWS

L2 ANSWER 50 OF 365 BIOBUSINESS COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 93:67380 BIOBUSINESS

JT BIOTECH DAILY

L2 ANSWER 365 OF 365 BIOBUSINESS COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 87:29488 BIOBUSINESS

JT WALL STREET JOURNAL

Specifying Answers 

If you do not enter answer numbers on the same line as the command, you are prompted as to whether 
you want to sort the entire answer set or only some of the answers. Answer Y to sort all answers. This 
is the default. Answer N if you want to specify answer numbers. You are then prompted for the answers 
to be sorted. You may specify a single answer number, multiple answer numbers, a range of answer 
numbers, or combinations of these. Separate multiple numbers by a space or a comma. To specify that 



the entire answer set should be sorted, enter SORT 1- in the command line

To sort specific answers by a single field in descending order 

=> sor l2 1,365 jt d

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L2

L3 2 SOR L2 1 365 JT D

To display sorted answers 

=> d 1-2 an jt

L3 ANSWER 1 OF 2 BIOBUSINESS COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 87:29488 BIOBUSINESS

JT WALL STREET JOURNAL

L4 ANSWER 2 OF 2 BIOBUSINESS COPYRIGHT 1993 BIOSIS

AN 92:77909 BIOBUSINESS

JT APPLIED GENETICS NEWS

Specifying Field and Direction 

You must specify the field code of the field to be used to sort. For a list of valid field codes, enter HELP 
SRTFIELDS at an arrow prompt (=>) in the file or enter HELP at the prompt for the sort field. You may 
enter up to 5 sort fields. For each field, you may indicate the direction of the sort, A for ascending (A to 
Z, 0 to 9) or D for descending (Z to A, 9 to 0). If you do not enter a direction, A is assumed. There is no 
default field. 

 



SORT

Using Multiple Sort Fields 

You may sort on up to five field codes per SORT command. List the field codes in priority of sort order. 
Separate field codes by a space or comma. Records are ordered initially by the first field code. If 
records have equal values for the first field code, they then are ordered by the second field code and so 
on for each field listed. If the first sort field is absent from answers, the system indicates how many 
answers do not contain the specified sort fields. Those answers are placed last in the answer set and 
sorted by the second sort field. If the secondary sort field is absent in some answers, those answers 
are placed last within lists of answers with equal value for the first sort field. 

After each field code, you may indicate the sort order, D for descending or A for ascending. Ascending 
is the default order, and is used if you do not enter an A or D. For example, if you enter SORT CS A PD 
D, answers are sorted first by Corporate Source (CS) in ascending alphabetical order. If more than one 
document have the same Corporate Source, those documents are sorted in descending order of the 
Publication Date (PD), i.e., the most recent publication date is listed first.

To sort entire answer set by multiple fields and sort directions 

=> sort

ENTER (L15), L#, OR L# RANGE:l15

SORT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:y

ENTER SORT FIELDS AND SORT DIRECTION, OR (?):cs pd d

48 ANSWERS DID NOT HAVE 'CS' SORT FIELD

L16105 SORT L15 CS PD D

To view sorted answers 

=> d cs pi 3-5 104-105

L16 ANSWER 3 OF 105

COPYRIGHT (C) 1991 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

CS Asahi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.

PI JP 03005746 A2 11 Jan 1991 Heisei



L16 ANSWER 4 OF 105

COPYRIGHT (C) 1991 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

CS BASF A.-G.

PI DE 3935877 A1 2 May 1991

L16 ANSWER 5 OF 105

COPYRIGHT (C) 1991 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

CS BASF A.-G.

PI JP 02293183 A2 4 Dec 1990 Heisei

L16 ANSWER 104 OF 105

COPYRIGHT (C) 1991 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

PI JP 02277043 A2 13 Nov 1990 Heisei

L16 ANSWER 105 OF 105

COPYRIGHT (C) 1991 AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

PI JP 02266978 A2 31 Oct 1990 Heisei

 



SORT

Sorting Answers from Multiple Files 

Before you can sort the totaled answer set from a multifile search, you need to be connected to those 
files. Enter the files used to create the answer set. Then enter SORT and the L-number of the totaled 
answer at an arrow prompt (=>). L-numbers for individual answer sets from separate files may also be 
included, as long as they are in the current multifile environment.

You must choose a sort field that is valid in each of the included files. If you enter a SORT field that is 
not available in all included files, you receive an error message and a display of the sort fields available 
in the file in which the requested sort field is not valid. You are then prompted for another sort field.

To sort answer sets from multiple files 

=> file compendex inspec 

=> s (carbon carbon or c c) and fiber#

FILE 'COMPENDEX'

L1 433 (CARBON CARBON OR C C) AND FIBER#

FILE 'INSPEC'

L2 138 (CARBON CARBON OR C C) AND FIBER#

TOTAL FOR ALL FILES

L3 571 (CARBON CARBON OR C C) AND FIBER#

=> sor l3 au py d

         2 ANSWERS DID NOT HAVE 'AU' SORT FIELD

         2 ANSWERS DID NOT HAVE 'PY' SORT FIELD

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L3

L4 571 SORT L3 AU PY D

=> d 239-242 au py



L4 ANSWER 239 OF 571 COPYRIGHT 1993 EI

AU Ismail, Ismail M.K. (Univ of Dayton Research Inst, Edwards AFB, CA, USA)

PY 1991

L4 ANSWER 240 OF 571 COPYRIGHT 1993 EI

AU Ismail, Ismail M.K. (Univ of Dayton Research Inst, Edwards AFB, CA, USA)

PY 1985

L4 ANSWER 241 OF 571 COPYRIGHT 1993 EI

AU Jain, P.K. (Natl Physical Lab, New Delhi, India); Bahl, O.P.; Manocha, L.M.

PY 1992

L4 ANSWER 242 OF 571 COPYRIGHT 1993 EI

AU Janigan, David (Kruger Inc, Montreal, Que, Can)

PY 1990

 



SORT

Sorting a Subset of the Answers (Sort Tagged) 

Command format: SORT TAGGED Ln field code [direction]

         SOR TAGGED Ln field code [direction] (Expert version)

You do not need to sort all answers in an answer set. The subset may be any answer numbers or a 
range of answers. You may enter the answer numbers directly in the SORT command or you may first 
create a subset of answers by tagging specific answers in the answer set as you browse through the 
answers using DISPLAY BROWSE. To tag answers, enter DISPLAY BROWSE Ln where Ln is the L-
number answer set you are going to sort. As you display the answers, when one is an answer you want 
to use in the SORT command, enter TAG at the browse prompt. For more information on this display 
option, refer to the DISPLAY BROWSE section or enter HELP DISPLAY BROWSE at an arrow prompt 
(=>) while online. 

To SORT only answers that have been tagged, enter the SORT TAG at an arrow prompt (=>). Only 
those answers you marked in DISPLAY BROWSE are used in the sorting process.

To sort a selected range of answers 

=> sort l24 1-7 au

PROCESSING COMPLETED FOR L24

L25 7 SORT L24 1-7 AU

To mark answers for sorting while browsing through the answers 

=> display browse l4

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:1-15 ti

L4 ANSWER 1 OF 73

TI Biocompatibility of ***carbon*** - ***carbon*** materials:

         blood tolerability.

         .

         .



         .

L4 ANSWER 15 OF 73

TI Crack propagation in carbon/fiber composites--relation with optical

         texture of matrix.

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBERS, FORMATS, OR END:tag 2-3, 6, 8, 10-13

ANSWERS 2-3 TAGGED

ANSWERS 6 TAGGED

ANSWERS 8 TAGGED

ANSWERS 10-13 TAGGED

ENTER (DIS), ANSWER NUMBER(S), FORMAT(S), OR END:end 

To sort tagged answers 

=> sort l4

SORT ENTIRE ANSWER SET? (Y)/N:n

ENTER ANSWER NUMBERS OR TAGGED (?):tagged

ENTER SORT FIELDS AND SORT DIRECTION, OR (?):jt py d

L5 8 SORT L4 TAG JT PY D

 



SORT

Ranking Search Results (Sort Occ) 

Command format: SORT OCC Ln answers [field code]

         SOR OCC Ln answers [field code] (Expert version)

In files with hit term highlighting, you may use the SORT OCC command to rank your search results 
based on the total number of occurrences of search terms. The SORT OCC option arranges answers 
in descending order of the total number of hit terms that each answer contains.

To verify how the system ranked your answers in SORT OCC, enter DISPLAY OCC at an arrow 
prompt (=>) to see a listing of occurrence counts of search terms per field.

Other sort fields may be used with the OCC option, e.g., SORT 1-10 OCC JT AU.

To rank search results with SORT OCC 

=> file cerab

=> s sol gel and (composit? or fiber? or fabric? or material?)

         779 SOL

         1266 GEL

         684 SOL GEL

         (SOL(W)GEL)

         13115 COMPOSIT?

         6661 FIBER?

         1952 FABRIC?

         24197 MATERIAL?

L9 307 SOL GEL AND (COMPOSIT? OR FIBER? OR FABRIC? OR MATERIAL?)

=> sort l9 occ 1-



L10 307 SORT L9 1-307 OCC

To view the number of hit terms in fields of sorted answers 

=> d occ 1-2 306-307

L10 ANSWER 1 OF 307

FIELD COUNT

TI 1

AB 15

CT 1

L10 ANSWER 2 OF 307

FIELD COUNT

AB 11

CT 3

L10 ANSWER 306 OF 307

FIELD COUNT

AB 3

L10 ANSWER 307 OF 307

FIELD COUNT

TI 1

AB 2

 



STRUCTURE

Command function: Build a structure query 

Command format: STRUCTURE [model] [convention]

         STR [model] [convention] (Expert version)

Aliases: None

General discussion: The STRUCTURE command is used to build a structure query to be used in a 
structure search. STRUCTURE is only valid in structure-searchable files. Several structure-building 
methods are available within this command, depending on the type of equipment you are using to 
access STN. Keyboard commands may be used with all types of equipment. Additionally, if you have 
graphics equipment with PLOT10 capabilities that support GIN mode, you may use menu selections 
and free-hand drawing.

         This section only gives an overview of STRUCTURE. For complete documentation, refer to the 
manual Building and Searching Structures on STN.

To use this command, enter STRUCTURE at an arrow prompt (=>) in a structure-searchable file. If you 
do not enter a model number, you are asked to specify whether you are creating or recalling and 
modifying an existing diagram. If this is a new structure, answer NONE, the default, to the prompt. The 
L-number of a structure created in the current session, 38 pre-drawn rings, saved structure query 
names, and registry numbers such as CAS Registry Numbers and Beilstein Registry Numbers may be 
used as models. The registry number model allowed is file-dependent. To use a model, enter the 
option. You are then prompted for how to proceed with the structure-building process.

Two structure conventions are available: STANDARD and SPECINFO. The STANDARD convention is 
automatically assumed in all structure-searchable file except SPECINFO. The SPECINFO convention 
is automatically assumed when using the STRUCTURE command in the SPECINFO File. The 
SPECINFO convention is used to create structures used in the RUN command in that file. Refer to the 
RUN section for more information.

Once you have entered the STRUCTURE command, the system displays the structure-building prompt 
(:). You may call up the menu if you have the proper equipment to use it or you may enter commands 
to build the structure query. Complete documentation of structure-building and using structure queries 
is found in Building and Searching Structures on STN. Online help is available for each of the 
commands within STRUCTURE. Enter HELP command (where command is the command name) at 
the structure-building prompt, e.g., HELP BOND.

When you have completed the query, enter END to exit from the STRUCTURE command. The system 
assigns an L-number to the structure query. The L-number may be used in the BATCH, DISPLAY, 
QUERY, SEARCH, and SDI commands.



For more information on STRUCTURE while online, enter HELP STRUCTURE at an arrow prompt (=>).

To build a new structure 

=> structure

ENTER NAME OF STRUCTURE TO BE RECALLED (NONE):none

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:

         .

         .

         .

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:end

L1 STRUCTURE CREATED

 



STRUCTURE

Using a Previously Built Structure (Structure Ln) 

Command format: STRUCTURE Ln

         STR Ln (Expert version)

If you have already built a structure and need to modify it, use the L-number of the structure query as 
the model. The structure may have been built in any file. Only the L-number of the structure, not the 
answer set containing the structure, may be used. Enter DISPLAY HISTORY at an arrow prompt (=>) 
to review the L-numbers created in the current session. 

As the first step in modifying the structure, enter DIS at the structure-building prompt to display the 
recalled structure.

To see a list of the L-numbers in the current session 

=> d his 

         (FILE 'REGISTRY' ENTERED AT 09:26:26 ON 07 APR 93)

         DEL HIS Y

L1 STRUCTURE

L2 50 S L1

L3 3237 S L1 FUL

         FILE 'BEILSTEIN' ENTERED AT 09:34:13 ON 07 APR 93

L4 924 S L3

To build a structure using a previously created structure as a model 

=> str l1

:dis

 



STRUCTURE

Using a Saved Structure as a Model (Structure name/q) 

Command format: STRUCTURE name/Q

         STR name/Q (Expert version)

If you want to use a saved structure query as a model in the current STRUCTURE command, use the 
saved name. To see a list of saved query names, enter D SAVED/Q at an arrow prompt (=>). If the 
structure query is contained in a saved answer set, activate the answer set and use the L-number 
assigned to the structure query. To see the names of saved answer sets, enter D SAVED/A at an arrow 
prompt (=>). 

As the first step in modifying the structure, enter DIS at the structure-building prompt to display the 
recalled structure.

To see a list of queries stored in your long-term storage 

=> d sav/q

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE

IONS/Q 08 MAR 93 STRUCTURE

MULTIRING/Q 08 MAR 93 STRUCTURE

SALTS/Q 04 MAR 93 QUERY CREATED IN FILE REGISTRY

To build a structure using a saved query as a model 

=> structure

ENTER NAME OF STRUCTURE TO BE RECALLED (NONE):ions/q

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:dis 

To see a list of answer sets stored in your long-term storage 

=> d sav/a

NAME CREATED NOTES/TITLE



FORMALDEHY06/A 15 MAR 93 0 ANSWERS IN FILE CASREACT

SAF/A 04 MAR 93 1 ANSWER IN FILE REGISTRY

SAM/A 11 MAR 93 15 ANSWERS IN FILE MARPAT

To build a structure using a query from a saved answer set as a model 

=> act saf/a

L11 STR

L12 SCR 2079

L13 1 SEA FILE=REGISTRY CSS FUL L11 AND L12

=> str l11

:.

 



STRUCTURE

Using a Fragment File Structure as a Model (Structure fcode) 

Command format: STRUCTURE fragment code

         STR fragment code (Expert version)

There are 38 pre-drawn rings that may be used as models. Each ring is recalled as a model by entering 
its code. If you do not know the code, enter HELP FRAGMENT at the structure-building prompt. A list 
of the rings and their codes is displayed. The system then reprompts you for what you want to do next. 
Enter RECALL code where code is the code for the ring to be used model. Refer to Building and 
Searching Structures on STN for a complete definition for each code. 

As the first step in modifying the structure, enter DIS at the structure-building prompt to display the 
recalled structure.

To build a structure using a template from the fragment file as a model 

=> str fluorn

:dis

 



STRUCTURE

Using a Registry Number as a Model (Structure rn) 

Command format: STRUCTURE rn

         STR rn (Expert version)

You may use CAS Registry Numbers as models in the REGISTRY, LREGISTRY, MARPAT, 
MARPATprev, LMARPAT, CASREACT, and LCASREACT files. In the BEILSTEIN and LBEILSTEIN 
files, use the Beilstein Registry Number as a model. In GMELIN, use the Gmelin Registry Number. In 
CHEMINFORMRX, use the CI Registry Number. In the CHEMREACT File, use the CHEMREACT 
Registry Number.

As the first step in modifying the structure, enter DIS at the structure-building prompt to display the 
recalled structure.

To build a structure using a registry number as a model 

=> file cheminformrx 

=> structure

ENTER NAME OF STRUCTURE TO BE RECALLED (NONE):290

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:dis

 



STRUCTURE

Using Commands to Build a Structure 

Whether you are building a new structure query or modifying a model, there is a set of keyboard commands 
that may be used to create the structure skeleton, define atoms and bonds, assign special attributes, and 
display what you have built. Enter these commands at the structure-building prompt to built the query. To 
see a list of the commands, enter a question mark (?) at the prompt. For information and examples for using 
any of the commands, enter HELP followed by the command name at the prompt. For detailed information 
on these command, refer to Building and Searching Structures on STN. 

To see a list of commands used to build structure queries 

=> structure

ENTER NAME OF STRUCTURE TO BE RECALLED (NONE):none

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:?

STRUCTURE-BUILDING COMMANDS

ATTACH ------------ Add rings, chains and nodes to a structure

BOND --------------- Assign bond types and bond values

DRAW -------------- Draw new nodes and bonds

GRAPH ------------- Create a structure graph

NODE --------------- Specify node (atom) values

REPEATING ------- Define a repeating Gk group

VARIABLE --------- Define a variable Gk group

VPA ----------------- Define variable points of attachment

ATTRIBUTE COMMANDS

CHARGE ----------- Specify charge

         .

         .



         . 

ADDITIONAL HELP TOPICS

FRAGMENTS ------ Help for Fragment File ring system codes that can be

                  used as models in structure-building.

GENERICS --------- Help for generic groups that can be used with the NODE, VAR, and REP

                  commands.

SHORTCUTS ------- Help for shortcut symbols that can be used with the NODE, VAR,

                  and REP commands.

For more detailed information on using any of these commands or help topics, enter HELP and the 
command name or help topic, for example, HELP GRAPH.

To build a structure query using keyboard commands 

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:gra r6, 3 c1, nod 2 n, 7 cl, bon all se,dis



 

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:end

L1 STRUCTURE CREATED

 



STRUCTURE

Using a Menu to Build a Structure 

If you have the proper equipment and have logged in as a type 2 (graphics) terminal, you may use 
menu selections, combined with free-hand draw functions and keyboard commands, to create a 
structure query. To display the menu, enter MENU at the structure-building prompt. This causes a 
menu with no automatic erase capabilities to appear on your screen. This menu option may be used by 
any type 2 terminal. If you have a VT240 or compatible terminal, enter MENU VT at the structure-
building prompt. This menu has automatic erase capabilities. After the menu displays, select items with 
the cursor, use keyboard commands, or a use combination of the two. For more information, refer to 
The Registry File: Volume IIb - Building Structures Using a Menu. 

To call up a menu for structure-building 

=> structure

ENTER NAME OF STRUCTURE TO BE RECALLED (NONE):none

ENTER (DIS), GRA, NOD, BON OR ?:menu

         .

         .

         . 
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